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ABSTRACT

This study presents the results of an analysis of the
archaeological ceramics recovered from Maya sites on the island of

CazumeT, Quintana Roo, J.1exico.

The field work was conducted in

1972-1973 by the Harvard University-University of Arizona CazumeT

Archaeological Project \,/hich had as its focus the investigation of

several aspects of long distance trade in Postclassic Maya society.
The objectives of the study were 1) to analyze, classify, and
describe the CazumeT ceramic remains, 2) to further clarify the

island's prehistory through interpretation of ceramic data and
relationships, and 3) to evaluate the CazumeT Archaeological Project' 5

port of trade model from the standpoint of the ceramic eVidence.
Chapter 1 provides background information on the setting,
history, and archaeology of Cozumel and adjacent coastal areas and
summarizes the Cozumel Archaeological Projectts research deSign and
field investigations.

This is followed in Chapter 2 by a discussion

of the techniques of ceramic analysis employed in the study, including

a brief summary of the type-variety system of ceramic classification.

xxiv

xxv
Chapters 3 through 10 present detailed descriptions of the
ceramic complexes, arranged chronologically.

Each variety of each

ceramic type is described, including paste characteristics, surface
finish, decoration, form, and comparative data.

The Cazumel ceramic

record indicates settlement on the island from Late Preclassic (ca.
300 B.C.-A.D. 3DD) through Late Postc1assic (ca. A.D. 125D-15001155D)

times.

An overview of the prehistory of Cazumel is presented in

Chapter eleven.

Chapter twelve presenf;s the results of an attribute analysis of
slipped serving dishes and unslipped jars which was undertaken to test
the port of trade model.

The model hypothesizes that Cazumel

underwent a shift from a decentralized port of trade in the Early
Postclassic, characterized by heterogeneity in archaeological remains,
to a centralized trading center in the Late Postclassic, characterized
by homogeneity.

While the attribute analysis demonstrated an increase

in intersite similarity and ceramic homogeneity in the Late
Postclassic, results for the Early Postclassic were inconclusive.
Chapter fourteen briefly summarizes the studyls results and
conclusions.

Althought the port of trade model was not verified by

the ceramic evidence, there is considerable evidence that CozumeT may
have been the site of a ToTtec trade outpost in Early Postclassic
times.

CHAPTER 1
INTROOUCTION
This report presents the background, methods, and findings of

an analysis of archaeological ceramics from the island of Cozumel,
Quintana Roo, Mexico.

It constitutes one segment of the 1972-1973

Harvard University-University of Arizona Cozumel Archaeological

Project, which had as its primary research focus the structure and
operation of long-distance trade in the northern Maya lowlands dUTing

the last five or six hundred years before Spanish contact.

By

investigating the nature of and changes in a hypothesized port of
trade, Cozumel, the investigators hoped to test a number of hypotheses
about ports of trade in general and about Postclassic Maya trade in

particular.
During the course of the project, ceramic remains were
recovered from some eighteen sites, representing hundreds of years of
ceramic production, use, and deposition.

As field work progressed, it

became apparent that although most of the island's standing
architecture could be dated to Late Postclassic times, some structures
and a substantial amount of ceramic material pertained to
earl ier periods.

This indicated a fairly long occupation span, as had

been suggested by Sanders's (1960) earlier work on the island,

The

usual occurrence of ceramics in mixed surface and construction fill

deposits hampered the preliminary identffication of ceramic complexes

and proved a difficult problem throughout the analysis.

In total,

over 125,000 sherds were analyzed and described.

Objectives of the Present Study
Because of their sensitivity to local and regional cultural
variation and change, ceramics have long been the primary data source
for construction of chronological and developmental sequences in the
Maya area.

In addition, because of the broad range of functional,

social, and ritual contexts within which vessel were produced, and
used, ceramic remains have the potential to yield valuable information
on social organization, economic systems, and numerous other aspects

of Maya life (for example, Rands 1967; Fry 1979, 1980).
The present study focuses rather narrowly on three primary
research objectives:

1.

Ana lysis, classification, and description of ceramic

remains and refinement of ceramic chronology
2.

Interpretation of ceramic evidence as it relates to the

basic outline of Cozumel prehistory
3.

Evaluation of the research design1s port of trade model and

its implications from the standpoint of the ceramic data.
Organization of the Report
The above objectives guide the organization and presentation of
the report.

The dissertation is divided into thirteen chapters with

accompanying appendices.

The remainder of Chapter 1 presents

information designed to acquaint the reader with Cozumel's setting and
historical background as well as with previous archaeological
investigations on the island and adjacent coastal areas.

This is

followed by a brief sunnnary of pre-1972 archaeological and
ethnohistorical data and a synopsis of the Cozumel Archaeological
Project's research design and field investigations.
The study's first objective, i.e., typology, description, and
sequence, was accomplished using the type-variety system of ceramic
analysis (Smith, Willey, and Gifford 1966; Sabloff and Smith 1969).

Chapter 2 presents a review and discussion of this analytical
framework and outlines the specific methodology employed in the
analysis of the Cozumel ceramics.

Chapters 3 through 10 present the

resulting compilation of type descriptions, organized by ceramic
complex. Altogether, seven ceramic complexes were defined for Cozumel
spanning a time period from approximately 300 B.C. to approximately
A.D. 1550 (See Table 1, p. 55).

The second objective, prehistory, is addressed in Chapter 11.
A general outl ine of Cozumel' s cultural development and ceramic
relationships with other parts of the Maya area is presented and
discussed.

This discussion summarizes the ceramic contribution to our

current understanding of Cozumel's place in northern lowlands
preh i story.
Chapter 12 addresses the study's third objective, examination
of the research project's port of trade model.

This includes a review

of the general ceramic evidence for trade and a summary of the results

of a more detailed analysis of selected rim sherds.

This latter

analysis was undertaken in an atteq:lt to identify changes in ceramic
variability through time that might provide information relevant to
the heterogeneity-homoganeity aspects of the port of trade model as
proposed by Sabloff and Rathje (1973).

Chapter 13 presents concluding

remarks on the study.
Although the report presents a considerable amount of data, it
has, in the end, only scratched the surface in terms of adequately
describing and explaining Cozumel's ceramics, ceramic patterns, and
the human behavior that produced them.

Nevertheless, it is hoped the

study reasonably meets its objectives and will provide a useful
reference point and working tool for future investigations.
The Setting

Cozumel is a small coralline island, roughly 15 kilometers wide
by 40 kilometers long, located 19 kilometers off the northeast coast
of the Yucatan Peninsula. The geology and geography of the island
have been described in detail by Davidson (1967, 1975).

Situated off

the peninsula's continental shelf, CozumeT is separated from the
mainland by the swift moving, 3,OOD-foot deep Cozutrlel Channel.

The

island's karst topography is low and flat, with a maximum elevation of
only 15 meters. The coastline is characterized by stretches of both
sandy beaches and rocky headlands, with a Single, small natural harbor
on the west central coast.

Beach ridges are prominent, especially on

the east, or windward, side of the island.

The north and south coasts

•
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are laced with large, brackish lagoon systems and dense mangrove
swamps.
In the interior, several north-south limestone ridges provide
the island's highest elevations and best drained areas.

Soils, which

are thin 'in general, are somewhat deeper in these areas.

Although

drainage is entirely underground, surface water is available in
scattered aguadas (seasonal pot holes), and underground water is
easily accessible in numerous cenotes, or smal1 sinkholes.
The island's forest canopy is low and poorly developed.

The

dominant vegetation cover is a combination of dry forest (monte) and
scrub brush, including species of ramon, chacah, ceiba, and sapote.
"Rainforest" makes up only about 3S of the landcover and is restricted

to the southeast portion of the island (Davidson 1975:57). Though far
from luxuriant, the forest provides habitat for peccaries, many
species of iguana, and a wide variety of birds and smal1 mamals.

In

addition, abundant marine fauna thrive in the warm offshore waters.
The sea has a moderating effect on Cozumel's climate. The
winter months (November through March) are general1y cool and dry,
with mean temperatures around 730 F., although occasional stormy cold
fronts (nortes) may bring strong winds and rain. Summers are warmer
and rainier, with mean temperatures near 80 0 F., often w1th a brief
mid-summer dry period.

It is during the warm, humid sunrner months

that tropical storms and hurricanes frequent the area.
Today, cleared land accounts for less than 5% of the land
surface on Cozume1 (Davidson 1967: 5).

Settlement consists of the town

of San Miguel on the central west coast, the small settlement of El

Csd,a: fr: ':he southwest interior, a military base on the northern tip
of the island, several dwellings along the transverse highway, and a
few scattered farmsteads and cattle ranches.
The island's economy is based primarily on tourism.

Visitors

travel to Cozumel by way of the commercial airport, the ferry from
Playa del Carmen on the mainland, or by private boat or cruise ship.
Large luxury hotels line the beaches primarily north of San Miguel,
and numerous boutiques, restaurants, and diving shops provide abundant
evidence of Cozumel's current commercial tourism emphasis.
Historical Background
In 1518, some sixteen years after r.nlumbus encountered the
first

~'aya

trading canoe off the coast of Honduras, Juan de Grijalva

ianded on Cozumel and claimed the island for Spain (Oviedo in Hagner
1942:91-92).

Grijalva's friendly welcome by Cozumel' s inhabitants

stands out in marked contrast to the hostile treatment afforded
earlier visitors to the region.

Hernandez de Cordoba, for examples

had been invited ashore then attacked when he touched briefly on the
northeast tip of the peninsula in 1517, and shipwrecked survivors of
the 1511 Valdivia expedition had fallen victim to cannibaiism and
slavery (Lothrop 1924:13).

Yet Grijalva was well received on Cozumel,

and his chaplain, Juan Diaz, wrote favorably of the island's towers,
stone houses, and paved streets (Juan Diaz in Stephens 1843:366-369).
t~hen

Hernan Cortez landed on Cozumel the following year, he too

was treated hospitably even after destroying the contents of a

tl!mple.

Later, in 1527, Francisco de Montejo was befriended and

assisted by a chief from Cozumel as he began his conquest of Yucatan
(Chamberlain 1948).

Cozumel appears to have remained a safe stopping

paint throughout the Conquest period.

In fact, in 1543, when

Montejo's nephew, embarking on the second entrada 1n eastern Yucatan,
failed in his attempt to cross the Cozumel Channel, Cozume1's leaders
crossed over to him and offered allegience once again to the Spanish
king (Lothrop 1924:21).

In contrast, on the mainland interior the conquest frequently
met fierce resistance.

There numerous conflicts disrupted and

decimated the once prosperous Maya provinces.

Even though the

conquest of the peninsula was essential1y complete by the middle of
the 16th century, sporadk uprisings continued well into the 17th
century.
Although spared the ravages of battle, the peninsula's central
east coast still seems to have suffered rapid and dramatic
depopulation.

Of the numerous villages viewed by Grijalva and

recorded by the Montejo expedition in 1528, only four are documented
in Colonial times:

Pole, or Xcaret, located on the mainland across

fr'cm Cczume1 (Andrews IV and Andrews 1975:10-12); Tzama, now thought
to be Colonial Tancah (Miller and Farriss 1979:224); and two Cozumel
villages, San Miguel and Santa Maria (Rays 1957:155).

In addition to

disease, flight due to fear and disruption of the area's trade-based
economy probably contributed to this population loss.

A 1570 census

recorded only 143 married couples on Cazumel (Rays, Scholes, and Adams
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1940); Tzama's population in 1579 was listed as 50 tributaries (r,1iller
and Farriss 1979:228).

During the latter half of the 16th century the central east
coast received sporadic visits from friars and priests, and in 1582 a
resident priest was established on Cozumel (r.1iller and Farriss

1979: 237).

The area he 1d 1itt 1e attraction for Span; sh colonists,

however, due to its now sparse population and frequent attacks by

British and French pirates.

Piracy eventually forced the Spaniards to

abandon their east coast settlements north of ChetumaT Bay, and in the
1650's the inhabitants of CozumeT were resettled to the mainland
interior, followed by the inhabitants of Pole and Tzama in the 1660' 5
(Miller and Farriss 1979:228).
Little information is available on the region for the next two
centuries.

Apparently the central east coast was largely abandoned,

as indicated by a map prepared in 1766 by Juan de Oios Gonzalez (Roys,
Scholes, and Adams 1940).

When John L. Stephens (l843) visited the

coast in 1842, he found Cozumel uninhabited and recorded only a single
mainland coastal village {Pole}.
In 1[147. just a few years after Stephens's visit, the War of
the Castes erupted on the Yucatan penimiUla.

Refugees from the

confl ict reoccupied the central east coast, but because of the war,
the area remained a remote and hostile place into the twentieth
century.

Settlements were also re-established on Cozumel, at San

Miguel and El Cedral, and by the turn of the century several
farmsteads, coconut groves, and a henequen plantation were in
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operation on the island (P. Sabloff 1975:41-45).

Unlike the situation

on the isolated mainland coast, Cozumel's inhabitants developed and

expanded contacts with the outside world taking advantage of
commercial opportunites.
It was not until the Mexican government finally achieved peace

with the Indians of Quintana Roo in 1913 that limited development
began on the mainland.

Logging, chick, and copra enterprises sprang

up and gradually gave way to scattered cattle ranches and small
farmsteads (Andrews IV and Andrews 1975:5-6).

The construction of an

airport on Cozumel during World War II led to the island's subsequent

growth as a tourist attraction in the 1960' s.

The completion of

mainland highways and airstrips further opened the entire east coast
to tourism and commerce, as exemplified by the recent development and
promotion of Isla Cancun.

Although development has encouraged the

investigation and restoration of several coastal sites, construction
activities and improved accessibility pose an increasing threat to the
area1s as yet poorly understood archaeological resources.
Previous Investigations
The earliest modern decriptions of ruins on the central east
coast were provided by John L. Stephens (1843) who visited the region
in 1942 with Dr. Samuel Cabot and Frederick Catherwood.

Stephens and

his party, who spent several days on Cozumel, were surprised to find
the island deserted and overgrown.

Stephens (1843:36D-384) recorded

two shrines in the vicinity of San Miguel and also described the ruins
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of the island' 5 Colonial church.

Stephens's party also recorded ruins

at Tulurn, Tancah, and Isla Cancun.
Late 19th and turn of the century travelers and explorers
generally avoided the hostile mainland but did stop occasionally at
Cozumel and at sites farther north such as El Meea, Isla t4ujeres, and

Isla Cancun.

Holmes (1895), who mapped a

number of sites on the northeast coast, recorded the sites of E1
Cedral and Miramar on Cozurnel.

Later, Arnold and Frost (1909:143-184)

provided descriptions of two interior sites on the island, one of
which was probably San Gervasio.

Following the end of the War of the Castes, the Carnegie

Institution initiated a series of expeditions to the central east
coast area (Morley 1916, 1918, 1922).

Between 1916 and 1922, Carnegie

researchers surveyed and mapped ten coastal sites including Tulum,
Tancah, and Xelha.

Although these expeditions did not include

fieldwork on Cozumel, Lothrop's (1924) monograph on the Carnegie data,
Tulum:

An Archaeological Study of the East Coast of Yucatan, included

a valuable summary of what was then known of Cozumel from the accounts
of Stephens, Holmes, and others (Lothrop 1924:152-159).

Lothrop also

summarized available ethnohistorical data relating to the east coast
area's discovery and conquest.

More importantly, however, Lothrop

provided the first definitive treatment of east coast Maya
archaeology.

Focusing primarily on architecture. he provided a

preliminary chronological framework for the region and attempted to
relate the east coast remains to other parts of the

~laya

area.
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Other early twentieth century central east coast explorations
included a brief visit in 1920 by Prince William of Sweden who

described an interior site on CozumeT, probably San Gervasio (William
1922:97-9S). and the 1926 Mason-Spinden Expedition (Mason 1927).

The

Mason-Spinden party visited La Expedicion and a number of shrines on

Cozume P s east coast, a long with severa 1 sites on the rna inT and
(Andrews IV and Andrews 1975:S).

In the late 1930' s, survey and restoration work by

~1exican

archaeologists added significantly to the body of east ccast
archaeological data.

New information \'ias gathered for a number of

sites on the east coast as well as for several sites in the Ascencion
Say and Chetuma1 Say areas (Andrews IV and Andrews 1975:S).

Alberto

Escalona Ramos (1946) and Miguel Angel Fernandez (1945) provided the

first descriptions of the CazumeT sites of La Expedicion, Aguada
Grande, several architectural groups at San Gervasio (Observatorio,
Nohna, San Severo), and the coastal shrine sites of Caracol, Cinco
Puertas, El Real, El Cactus, and Miramar.

More detailed information

was recorded for San Miguel, El Cedral, and the main ceremonial group
at San Gervasio.

Noguero (1940) published the first brief

descriptions of ceramics from the east coast area.
Fifteen years later, in 1954, William T. Sanders (1955, 1960)
initiated a broad survey of the east coast.

In addition to mapping

approximately forty sites from the Laguna de Yalahua to Tulum, Sanders
conducted test excavations at many of these sites to obtain ceramic
samples.

He returned in 1955 to conduct further investigations at
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Tulum and Tancah and also tested the sites of Ichpaatun and Calderitas
in the Chetumal Bay area to obtain comparative materials.

On CazumeT, Sanders excavated test units at Aguada Grande, El
Cedral, and the main complex at San Gervasio, as well as at the

coastal shrine sites of Punta Islote, las Grecas, and Arrecife.
Surface collections were made at Celera;n 1 and 2 and at San Miguel,

which by the mid-fifties had been completely razed by construction

activities associated with the modern town and airport.
Sanders'S (19GO) report, Prehistoric Ceramics and Settlement
Patterns 1n Quintana Roo, Mexico, provided the first detailed
description of ceramics from the east coast and established a ceramic
sequence extending from Late PrecTassic through Late Postclassic
times.

The report also expanded information on settlement patterns

and addressed the preliminary dating of numerous sites.

Sanders's

ceramic analysis also enabled him to tentatively identify regional
variations, particularly with respect to differences between northeast
coast, central east coast, and Chetumal area samples.

On Cozumel, Sanders's (1960:193-197) identified Classic and
Postc1ass1c ceramics at San Miguel, Aguada Grande, El Cedral, San
Gervasio, and PUnta Islote. The remaining coastal shrine sites
yielded only a few Late Postclassic sherds.

Sanders encountered his

largest samples of Yucatan slate wares on Cozumel, primarily at San

Miguel.
In 1962, soon after Sanders' report was published, E. Wyllys
Andrews IV discovered and subsequently excavated a shell midden on
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Isla Cancun.

This investigation resulted in the recovery and analysis

of an unusual, relatively pure Late Preclassic ceramic complex

(Simmons 1974).

In addition to further defining east coast Late

Preclassic ceramics, the Cancun study provided new information on

early coastal adaptations based on analysis of the site's large marine
fauna collection (Wing 1974).
Several investigations conducted contemporary with and
subsequent to the Cozumel Archaeological Project have greatly expanded

available information on east coast archaeology.

In

1972~1973,

Anthony P. Andrews carried out a mapping and survey project on the

central east coast to supplement Andrews IV's earlier investigations

at Xcaret (Proskouriakoff 1957).

The resulting report (Andrews IV and

Andrews 1975) provided descriptions of numerous structures at Xcaret
and presented previously unpublished data on thirteen additional
sites, including Akumal, Playa del Carmen. Paalmul, and Xelha.

This

study resulted in new and very detailed data on central east coast
architecture and settlement patterns.
Between 1974 and 1976 the Centro Regional del Sureste of the
Instituto National de Antropo1ogia e Historia conducted the first
intensive investigations at the large interior site of Coba.

Fernando

Robles 1 s (1980) resulting ceramic analysis filled in a critical gap in
the ceramic history of the northern lowlands and provided important
implications for east coast research.

Arthur Miller 1 s 1974-1975 work

at Tancah (Miller 1977; Miller and Farriss 1979; Ball. personal
communication 1981) further expanded information on both the
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prehistory and history of the coastal region. Finally, publication of
the results of the Middle American Research Institute's 1968 survey of

the Yucatan and Campeche coasts from laguna de Terminos to laguna
Yalahau (Eaton 1978; BaTT 1978) provided valuable comparative
information on coastal prehistory, as did Anthony Andrews's (1978,

1980) north coast survey and research on coastal salt trade.
These recent studies have provided new insights, as welT as new
questions~

concerning northern lowlands prehistory, especially in

terms of our understanding of Terminal Classic-Early Postclassfc
deve~opments.

These findings will be addressed in greater detail in

Chapter 11.
Sununary of Archaeological Data, Pre-1972

Although the list of previous east coast investigations is
quite lengthy, at the time of the Cozumel Project in 1972-1973,

knowledge concerning the nature and development of Maya culture in the
area was fragmentary.

For the most part, earlier investigations had·

been exploratory in nature and, except for Sanders's work and the
unpublished Isla Cancun study, had concentrated primarily on site
mapping and architectural doclimentation.

Sanders's (1960) ceramic

analysis provided a much needed chronological framework for the
region; however, the small size and mixed nature of most of his
samples precluded the definition of concise ceramic complexes.
The east coast ceramic sequence as defined by Sanders consisted
of the following components:

an amorphous, Chicanel-like complex

(Tancah Complex) which appeared to extend welT into the Classic
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period; a loosely-defined Classic-Pure Florescent complex (San Miguel
Complex) which included Yucatan polychromes as welT as Puuc STate and

Thin Slate Wares; a hypothetical Modified Florescent complex (Vista
Alegre Complex) made up of the same slate wares and a distinctive

striated ware; and a Decadent period complex (Tulum Complex) which
included the welT-known Late Postclassic black-on-cream ware, red ware
and censer ware.

A post-Contact complex (Aguade Grande Complex) was

also proposed, based on censer ware.

Of these complexes, only the

Tulum Complex was well-represented and clearly defined.
In general terms, it was known that most of the standing

architecture on the east coast could be dated to the Late Postclassic
or Decadent period.

While many sites appeared to date exclusively to

this period, others also had produced traces of Florescent, Classic,
and Preclassic ceramics in surface material and construction fill.

Sanders (1960:225) felt that only Vista Alegre on the northeast tip of
the peninsuia, Xelha and Tancah on the central east coast, and San
Miguel and El Cedral on Cazumel provided evidence of substantial
occupation prior to Late rastclassic times.

Xcaret could be added to

this group based on information provided by Andrews IV (1961:123).
The most abundant evidence of Preclassic occupation had been
encountered at Tancah, where waxy monochromes and dichromes similar to
Ch icane 1 pottery from the Peten (Sanders 1960: 223-234) were
recovered.

Similar pottery had been found at several other sites in

mixed deposits.

Tancah also had produced the most abundant Classic

ceramic evidence in the form of "Regional Polychrome" (Brainerd
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1958:50), felt by 5anders (1960:233) to fall within the Tzakol

II-Tepeu II time range.

In most cases, Classic period polychromes had

been encountered mixed with Pure Florescent slate wares, a situation
that led Sanders (1960:233) to propose considerable overlap in these

two wares on the east coast.
Absent at that time on the east coast were ceramics and

architecture representative of the Modified Florescent or Early
Postc1assic, the period of Chichen Itzals dominance in the west.

It

had been suggested that Classic-Pure Florescent traditions may have
survived and continued to develop in relative isolation on the east
coast during this period (Sanders 1960:233; Andrews IV 1961:124).

In

contrast, during the Decadent period, strong ties were indicated
between the east coast and western Yucatan as evidenced by close
ceramic as well as architectural similarities.

The presence of Tulum

Red pottery at Mayapan and the occurence of Mayapan Red pottery at
Tuium (Smith 1971 :256), along with the occurrence of Decadent period
Fine Orange pottery at both sites, supported the concept of trade
contacts.

Available evidence pOinted to a marked increase in

construction activity and population growth on the east coast during
this period.
Ethnohistorical Data
At the time of the Cozumel Project, archaeological data
relating to Cozumel's prehistory had been enhanced by an array of
fragmentary but intriguing ethnohistorical data.

It was

well-documented that at the tinle of the Conquest, Cozumel was an
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important pilgrimage center, famous for the shrine of Ix Chel, goddess

of the moon (Landa in Tozzer 1941:110; Lopez de Gomara in Wagner
1942:29).

Pilgrims reportedly visited this shrine from as far away as

Potonchan and Xicalango in Tabasco and Champoton in Campeche

(Relaciones de Yucatan, in Thompson 1970:131).

It was considered

likely that many of these pilgrims were in fact merchants involved in
long distance trade (Scholes and Rays 1948:33-34), and evidence
pointed to a sea trade network that involved Honduras, Yu.::atan,

Campeche and Tabasco, with connections to the Aztec empire of the

Basin of Mexico.

In fact, the large trading canoe encountered by

Columbus near the Bay Islands in 1502 was heavily laden with cacao
probably from Honduras, cotton garments probably from Yucatan, and
copper implements from Central Mexico (Thompson 1970: 127).
Scholes and Roysts (1948) classic study of ethnohistoric
sources dealing with the Chantal Maya of Acalan in the Candeleria
Basin of Tabasco had provided valuable insights on at least one
portion of this trade network.

The Acalan merchants, according to

Cortez, occupied an entire district in the town of Nita across the
Yucatan peninsula on the Bay of Honduras (Scholes and Roys 1948:58).
Their trade involved foodstuffs, cacao, cotton cloth, salt, and
copal.

That the east coast of the peninsula was also involved in this

trade network was indicated by the fact that Chetuma1 was reported to
have sent fifty war canoes to the Ulua RiVer area of northern Honduras
to protect its commercial interests from Spanish aggression (Scholes
and Roys 1948:317).
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Drawing upon a wide variety of ethnohistoric sources, Thompson
{1970:3} proposed that the Chantal

~1aya,

or Putun, of the Tabasco

lowlands actually controlled the sea routes around the Yucatan
peninsula.

He further suggested that they had done so for several

centuries and that the Putun were in fact the Itza who entered the
Yucatan Peninsula in the 10th century and founded the great center of
Chichen Itza.

Thompson (1970:38-43) also hypothesized that Putun

groups were responsible for the fall of ATtar de Sacrificios and
Seibal.

Regardless of the relationship between the contact period
Acalan Chantal Maya and the legendary Itza, Cozumel figured

prominantly in ethnohistoric accounts of both groups.

The rulers of

the Acalan capital, Itzamkanac, were said to have come from Cozumel
(Scholes and Roys 1948:383), and the goddess Ix Che1 was a very
important diety in Acalan.

The Itza, according to the Chilam Balam of

Chumayel (Rays 1933:70-73), first entered the Yucatan peninsula from
the east, by way of Pole, which was the embarkation point for
Cozumel.

According to another account, the Itza invaders settled in

four areas:

Chichen Itza; Bacala'" in the Chetumal region; an

unspecified location on the north coast; and Cozumel (Brinton, 1882 in
Scholes and Roys 1948:77).

In later times, Mayapan was reported to

have been founded by people from Cozumel (Roys 1962:32-33).
Thus, at least in Postclassic times, Cozumel appeared to have
been a place of some importance from a commercial and political
standpoint, as well as from a religious standpoint.

This potential
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avenue of investigation contributed to interest in the island and led
to the formulation and implementation of the CazumeT Archaeological

Project.
The CazumeT Archaeological Project
The CazumeT Archaeological Project was initiated in 1972 as a
joint Harvard University-University of Arizona research project

undet~

the direction of Jeremy A. Sabloff and William L. Rathje.' Expanding

upon their previous interest in the role of trade in the development

and demise of Maya civilizations (Rathje 1971, 1972; Tourtellot and
Sabloff 1972). the project directors selected the island of CazumeT as
a suitable place for investigating several hypotheses concerning the
nature and operation of Postclassic long distance trading systems in
the northern Maya lowlands.
Research Design
Central to the research project's orientation and objectives
was the concept of "port of trade" as a specialized type of trading
center (Chapman 1957; Revere 1957; Po1anyi 1968).

Ports of trade were

defined as neutral areas, usually located in transition zones, which
served as centers for long distance trade between two or more trading
powers.

Such centers were characterized by wholesale, bulk

transactions and transshipments of non-local commodities.

The port of

trade, according to Chapman (1957:115), was a town or city "whose
specific fU;'1ction was to serve as a meeting place of foreign
traders."

Xicalango, on the Gulf coast of Tabasco, was thought to be
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such a port of trade at the time of Spanish contact, characterized by
the presence of foreign enclaves, warehouse facilities, and a
continual influx of long distance traders including Aztec pochteca
from central Mexico.

Similar ports of trade were apparently located

at sites on the Bay of Honduras.
Sabloff and Rathje (1973) sought to further define ports of

trade in terms of their relationship to the external trading systems
of which they were a part.

In briefest terms, it was suggested that

if goods, transportation, and other elements of trade were controlled

by one or more large trading powers (centralized resource control) t
the port of trade would in fact function as a decentralized meeting
place, with minimal local bureaucratic oversight and interference.
If, on the other hand, the trading system were made up of a number of

small trading powers (decentralized resource control), the local port
of trade bureaucracy would be in a position to assert tighter control
over trade and traders and could become an economic and political
power in its own right.
Sabloff and Rathje hypothesized that the island of Cozumel had
functioned as a port of trade at certain points in the past,
particularly during Early Postclassic times when northern peninsula
sea trade was presumably controlled by the rulers of Chichen Itza.

At

that time, Cozumel would have been located in a key transition zone
for trade with areas to the south.

After the fall of Chichen Itza, a

political and econom1c vacuum would have been created in the northern
lowlands, at which time sma11er, local powers might have competed for
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position in a newly evolving trade system.

At this time. the local

Cozumel polity could have exerted greater control over trading
activities.

According to the hypothesis, Cozumel would have developed

into a central ized trading center with considerable power and
influence.

This seemed generally consistent with ethnohistoric

accounts of Cozumel' s position in Late Postclassic times as an
important pilgrimage, and presumably trade, center.

In accordance with this general hypothesis and project
orientation, research on Cozumel centered along the following lines of

investigation:
1.

Investigation of the nature and distribution of settlement

and material culture to identify patterns and facilities that might
characterize a port of trade's internal structure, i.e., pattei'ns and
facilities related to the storage, res supply, exchange, and transport
of large quantities of non-local goods.
2.

Investigation of changes in the nature and distribution of

settlement and material culture through time that might document
changes in the structure of the port of trade, i.e., from port of
trade to centralized trading cgnter, and might therefore reflect
changes in the iarger commercial and political system.
Specific hypotheses and test implications generated by the
above prob 1em focus are out 1ined in Sab 1off and Rathje (1973), Rathje
and Sabloff (1973), Sabloff et a1. (1974), Sabloff and Freidel (1975),

and Sabloff and Rathje (1975).

Of particular concern for this study

is the hypothesis that the decentralized Early Postclassic port of
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trade would have been characterized by heterogeneity in material
culture, while the centralized

trad~ng

center of Late Postclassic

times would have been characterized by increased homogeneity (Rathje

and Sabloff 1973:228).

Al1 of the research design's test implications

centered on the investigation of site types and functions, structure
types and functions, island transportation/communication features, and

artifact variation and distribution patterns.
Given the above research objectives, fieldwork on Cozurnel was
directed primarily toward surveying and mapping as much of the island
as possible and toward testing as wide a range of sites, structures,
and features as possible to determine date, function, and cultural
affiliation.
Fieldwork
Fieldwork was conducted during the 1972 and 1973 field
seasons.

Survey efforts in 1972 concentrated on exploratory survey of

the island and detailed mapping of the sites of Aguada Grande and La
Expedicion.

Test excavations in 1972 also focused on Aguada Grande

and La Expedicion with more limited testing at San Miguel.

In 1973,

with an expanded field team, the larger sites of San Gervasio and
Buena Vista were surveyed, mapped, and tested.

In addition, minor

testing was carried out at E1 Cedral, Zuuk, Chen Cedral, and at the
coastal shrine sites of Punta Chiclero, Cinco Puertas, E1 Cactus, and
La Palma.

Several other areas were explored and partially mapped.
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The Sites
Freidel (1976) presents detailed descriptions and plans of the
sites investigated on Cozumel.

A brief summary is included here to

provide a general orientation for data and discussions to follow (see
Fig. 2, p. 6).
Aguada Grande (C-27).

Aguada Grande is a small site located on

the northeastern tip of the island roughly one kilometer inland from

the sea.

lacking a plaza group, the site consists of four small

shrines, several associated domestic structures, a large,
indeterminate multi-room structure, five large rubble platforms, and

an assortment of smaller platforms and stone circles.

A sacbe (raised

stone path) runs through the site in a north-south direction.
Excavations at Aguada Grande included test pits in the four shrines,
in the largest of the rubble platforms, and in several outlying
structures.

Sab10ff and Freidel (1975:384-385) have suggested that

Aguada Grande may have been a relay station on the east coast sacbe
running from the northern lagoons to settlements farther south.
La Expedicion (C-25).
kilometer from the

coast~

The site of La Expedicion, also about a

is located on a slightly raised area about

four kilometers south of Aguada Grande.

The site contains a small

plaza group with three masonry temple/palace structures and two
benched domestic structures.

Associated with the plaza group are six

large agglutinated (continuous, generally amorphous) rubble platforms,
~everal

isolated dwellings and household groups, and a variety of

indeterminate structures.

Evidence seems to indicate that each
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agglutinated platform supported a single domestic structure.

A sacbe

runs north from the site to a large shrine, and other shrines were
noted or reported south and west of the settlement area.
area is compact, covering about nine hectares.

The site

Testing operations

were carried out in the plaza group as well as in several associatC!d
platforms and agglutinated substructures (Complexes II, IVwVI).

La

Expedicion has been considered an elite residential administrative
center with important religious and commercial functions (Freidel
1976: 281-285) •

The 1arge agg1 uti nated platforms have been viewed as

having combination domestic-storage functions.
Zuuk (C-31).

Zuuk is located four k i1 ometers south of La

Expedicion but is situated much nearer the sea.

The site includes a

small plaza group with two masonry structures and two benched
structures.

Also present is a possible household group with a masonry

shrine, a formal residential structure on a small agglutinated
substructure, and a cenote shrine group.

Numerous other rubble

platforms, rectangular platforms, and masonry structures occur in the
vicinity.

In general, however, Zuuk is smaller than La Expedicion and

lacks the large agglutinated platforms that characterize the former
site.

Lirnited testing was conducted in the plaza group and in the

small agglutinated platform.

Zuuk is viewed by Freidel (1976:294) as

a small community of families involved in commodity storage and
transport.
Chen Cedral (C-23).

Chen Cedral is located adjacent to a large

cenote four kilometers inland and some six kilometers south of Zuuk.
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Lacking a plaza group, Chen Cedral is composed primarily of large
agglutinated rubble platforms encompassing approximately 5 hectares.

The on ly observed masonry structures were a shrine adjacent to the
~

and a shrine situated on top of one of the agglutinated

platforms.
areas.

Scattered small platforms were noted in adjacent outlying

Test excavations were limited to the shrine on the

agglutinated platform.

Freidel (1976:303) suggests that Chen Cedral

may have served as a major storage facility in Early Postclassic times.
San Gervasio (C-22).

Located in the north central region of

the island, San Gervasio encompasses an extensive settlement zone of
more than 100 hectares.

Settlement within the zone is not uniformly

dense, however, and four Udistricts" were identified in the course of
the survey (Freidel 1976:306-339).

The site occupies a broad ridge

characterized by areas of relatively deep soils.
District 1 includes the major Late Postclassic plaza group at
San Gervasio (Group 1) and four associated "Mayapan style" elite
residence groups, two of which were investigated (Groups II and III).
The plaza group contains seven masonry temple/palace stuctures,
including two colonaded structures and a central shrine.

The elite

residence groups each contain a large masonry residence and a small
masonry oratory situated on a plaza with a central altar.

In District

1, test excavations were conducted in Groups I through III and in what
was probably a perishable domestic structure (Housemound) located
southwest of the plaza group.

Group I and its associated elite

residence groups have been viewed as the Late Postclassic
administrative center for the island (Freidel 1976:327).
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North of District 1 is an isolated shrine group (Group IV),

known as "E1 Observatorio" because of its round substructure.

This

group consists of four masonry structures, a central altar, a
peripheral altar off the main platform, and a partial masonry
structure added to the plaza at a Tater date.
conducted in the plaza and most st'ructures.

Test excavations were
This group, on the basis

of architecture and preliminary c'aramic eVidence, has been viewed as
an Early Postclassic shrine center (Freidel 1976:321).
District 2 (Group VI), located northwest of District T,
includes the remains of a massive plaza group with seven large

substructures situated on thfl highest point in the settlement zone.
An unusual Classic-style, tl.'1o-room masonry structure is located just
off the southern edge of this plaza group.

Adjacent to this is a

1arge, empty stone enc losure connected by a sacbe to a two-room
shrine; also associated with the stone enclosure are four large
agglutinated rubble platforms.

In District 2, test excavations were

conducted in the plaza group, the Classic structure, and in the shrine
structure.

The plaza group has been viewed as the ceremonial center

for the island during Classic and Terminal Classic times (Freidel
1976:316).

The stone enclosure, associated shrine, and agglutinated

platforms appear to be Late Postclassic developments.

Because of its

layout, the shrine has been proposed as a possible prototype for the
Contact period Ix Chel shrine (Freidel 1975).
Northwest of District 2 is District 3 (Group VII), which
includes at least one elite residence group, a small temple complex, a
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large colonaded structure, and numerous large substructures and
probable household groups.

plaza group.

Despite its large size, District 3 lacks a

Test excavations were conducted in the elite residerce

group and in the temple group.

District 3 has been tentatively

identified as San Gervasio's primary elite residential area in Late
Postclass;c times with evidence of earlier occupation as well (Freidel
1976:322).

District 4, located southwest of District 3, includes a small
plaza group and three large agglutinated rubble platforms, each with a
benched domestic structure.

No excavations were conducted in District

4, which may have been a combination residential-storage group

(Freide1 1976:323-324).
Scattered throughout the San Gervasio settlement zone are
numerous other indeteminate substructures and field walls.

Most

districts seem to have been connected by sacbes, and in District l,
sacbes extend northward from Group IV toward the Laguna Ciega and from
Group I toward the northern lagoons and northeastern coastal
settlements.
Buena Vista {e-IS}.

Buena Vista, the largest site in the

southern portior. of the island, is located on a ridge about a
kilometer and a half inland from the southeast coast.

The site

consists of a fairly large plaza group with two colonaded structures,
two elite dwellings and one indeterminate masonry structure.
Adjoining this plaza group to the south is a massive complex of
agglutinated rubble platforms.

Remains are sparse on the rubble
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platform complex, but include two benched structures, one masonry

shrine, several indeterminate rectilinear platforms, and a variety of
stone circles and surface walls.

Also present at Buena Vista are

several outlying shrines and shrine groups, a scattering of smaller
substructures, and a well-developed field wall network.

Excavations

were conducted in the plaza group and in a variety of surface

structures and features on the agglutinated substructure including the

shrine platform, several stone circles, and four identifi,able
platforms.

Several outlying structures were also tested.

Buena Vista

has been proposed as the major commercial center and storage area for

the southern part of the island in Late Postclassic and probably Early
Postclassic times (Sabloff and Freidel 1975:399-400; Freidel 1976:359;
367-369) .

E1 Cedral (C-15).

El Cedral occupies a level, well-drained

area some four kilometers inland from the southwest coast.

The site

includes a small plaza group and a number of dispersed structures
including two shrine groups, several isolated shrines, and several
household groups.
Cedral.

No agglutinated platforms were identified at E1

Test excavations were conducted in the plaza group, one

shrine group, and two household groups.

Freidel (1975:349-350) views

El Cedral as a small community perhaps only peripherally involved in
the island's trade/pilgrimage activities.
San Miguel (C-13).
of San

~liguel,

expeditions.

Little remains of the northwest coast site

the settlement visited by the Grijalva and Cortez
The main part of the site probably was located in the
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vicinity of the modern airport (Freidel 1976:341) and has been
completely destroyed; however, a few remains, including several Targe

platforms and smaller substructures, still exist on the outskirts of
the modern town.

Test excavations were conducted 1n one of these

large platforms.

San Miguel was probably the island's main port

facility and a very important ritual site.

Historic accounts are

inconclusive as to whether plaza groups or warehouse areas were

present at the site at the time of Span1sh contact.

San Miguel

appears to have been the location of the Late Postclassic Ix CheT

shrine (Freidel 1976:343-344).
Punta Chiclero (C-12), Cinco Puertos (C-2), El Cactus (C-9) ,
and La Palma (C-5).

Although surface coTTections were made at a

number of coastal shrine sites, only four were tested.

Punta Chiclero

and Cinco PueTtas are located on the southeast coast opposite Buena
Vista.

While Punta Chiclero is a typical smal1, one-room masonry

structure, Cinco Puertas is an unusual three-room structure with five
doorways facing the sea.

Several smal1 test pits were excavated in

and around these structures.

El Cactus and La Palma are small,

one-room masonry structures located on the northeast coast.
smal1 test pits were excavated in these structures.

Several

The island1s

coasta 1 shrines have been viewed as having possible defensive lookout

as weTT as ritual functions (Sabloff et al. 1975:28-29).
M1scel1aneous Sites.

In addition to the above sites, surface

materials were col1ected from a number of sites including Eleven
r~ounds

Site (C-l4), Santo Thomas (C-24), and the coastal shrine sites
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of Punta Morena (C-3), Dos Cocos (C-4), the Faro Site (C-21), and
Vista del Mar (C-29).

The Ceramics
Ceramic remains usually constitute the most abundant artifact
class at Maya sites, and this was the case on CalumeT where over
125,000 sherds were recovered and analyzed.

While the majority of the

ceramic remains in the CazumeT collection were excavated during
testing operations, sherds were also collected in the course of
clearing and mapping activities and 1n the course of general
exploratory survey.
For the most part, samples can be attributed to the following

depositional contexts:
1.

Surface debris

2.

Construction fill

3.

Secondary habitation debris (middens)

4.

Caches and burials

See Phillips (1979:49-53) for a discussion of site formation processes
on CazumeT.

Although a considerable amount of surface material was
collected, sherds from this context were often badly weathered and

difficult to classify.

Platform and plaza fill produced by far the

greatest quantities of ceramic remains including some of the best
preserved.

Construction fill generally was composed of large

limestone boulders in

3

matrix of loose earth and smaller stones with

varying amounts of discarded cultural material.

Sherds recovered from
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this context ranged from large, fairly well-preserved specimens such
as were found beneath the plaza floor in Group IV, San Gervasio

(Operations 176 and 178). to very small, weathered fragments like
those beneath the plaza floor at La Expedicion (Operations 8 and 11).

Only a few cases of superimposed structures were encountered, and of
those, few contained sizable quantities of identifiable sherds.
A few midden depOSits were encountered, including a rich
deposit of black-on-cre;"rn and unslipped pottery at Buena Vista

(Operation 100), a Late Postclassic midden area near a perishable
structure in Group III, San Gervasio (Operation 154), a mixed
Postclassic deposit at the edge of Structure C25-2 at La Expedicion
(Operation 37), and a concentration of Early ClaSSic materials in the
fin of Structure C27-6 at Aguada Grande (Trench 3).

The Housemound

area at San Gervasio (Operations 157-174) also produced a large amount
of habitation debris.

A few examples of probable primary habitation

debris were encountered in the form of materials lying on buried
floors.
Ten caches and over thirty burials were discovered in the
course of field investigations, several of which produced associated
ceramics.

Notable among these were a tomb at Buena Vista (Operation

96) which contained a variety of Puuc Slate vessels, a tomb in Group
III, San Gervasio (Operation 148) which produced several Late
Postclassic vessels, and a cache beneath the floor of an altar in
Group IV, San Gervasio (Operation 185) which contained a large number
of Silho Fine Orange sherds.
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Altogether, the CazumeT ceramic collection represented over
1500 provenience lots from 237 formal testing operations and numerous
surface collections and isolated finds.

The approach and methods used

in analyzing these materials are presented and discussed in the

following chapter.

CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS FRAME\/oRK AND J1ETHDDDLDGY

Anyone faced with the task of analyzing a large ceramic

collection is soon brought face to face with the true meaning of
"variation" as it applies to ;naterial culture, for indeed it often
seems that no two sherds really look alike.

The problem of how to

classify, describe, and then order these materials to form some sort
of meaningful interpretive framework is a problem of immense
complexity and one with no single solution.
Fortunately, in the case of the Cozumel collection, a
substantial amount of previous work had been done in the general
region (Brainerd 1958; Smith 1971) and in the immediate area (Sanders
1955, 1960).

A broad range of ceramic units had already been

identified, described, and assigned to general time periods.

In

addition, a well-defined analytical framework. the type-variety
system. was already in place in the Maya area and had been tried and
evaluated a number of times.

These previous studies greatly

simplified and facilitated the analysis of the Cozumel materials. They
in turn, had been based upon years of earlier research that had laid
the groundwork for

r~aya

ceramic investigations.
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Early Maya Ceramic Studies

Ceramic remains have been the focus of detailed analysis in the

Maya lowlands for just over fifty years.

Prior to the 19205, ceramics

had been afforded only passing mention and occasional illustration in
archaelogicaT exploration reports, this usually limited to whole cache

or mortuary vessels.
Once more intensive investigations were initiated,

archaeologists began to tackle the detailed analysis of Maya
ceramics.

Long, continuous occupations at most major sites, often

well over a thousand years, along with frequently very good

preservation of ceramics in construction fill, usually resulted in
large collections and complex analysis problems.
Vaillant (1927) made the first attempt to systematically
classify and describe Maya pottery and order it within a regional
chronological framework.

140rking with ceramic collections from

Chichen Itza, Holmul, and Copan, Vaillant developed a ware
classification system based primarily on surface finish and paste
characteristics. with sub-classification according to decorative
technique and cross-cutting form categories.

Vaillant's early work

strongly influenced the course of Maya ceramic studies both in terms
of emphasis on development of spatio-temporal frameworks and in terms
of the ware classification approach (Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967;
Fry 1969).

For thirty years following Vaillant's initial work, ceramic
collections were analyzed using the ware classification system.
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Sherds and vessels were sorted according to surface finish and paste
characteristics (coarse ware, red-on-orange ware, Vinaceous Tawney

ware, Regional FTakey Redware).

Wares were then broken down according

to decorative technique (incised, fluted, carved), and the forms
occurring within each category were described (cylindrical tripod

vase, flaring-side bowl, flat-bottom plate).

Studies of this type

include reports on the ceramics of HolmuT (Merwin and Vaillant 1932),
Uaxactun (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; Smith 1955), San Jose
(Thompson 1939), Benque Viejo (Thompson 1940), Copan (Longyear 1952),

and a number of sites in Yucatan and Quintana Roo (Brainerd 1958).
Ceramic data were interpreted chronological1y through formulation of
ceramic phases or stages (San Jose I-IV, Mamom/Chicanel/Tzakol/Tepeu,
Formative/RegionaTlFlorescent/Mexican, etc.) and relationships between
sites and regions were addressed in terms of influence and trade.
Ware classification studies varied in descriptive emphasis and
in amount of detail provided.

Three examples which stand out are

Thompson's (1939) San Jose report which included a thorough

description of the attributes used to define ceramic wares, R. E.
Smith's (1955) Uaxactun report which provided a detailed treatment of
form and decoration accompanied by a separate volume of illustrations,
and Brainerd's (1958) meticulous presentation of ceramics from a large
number of sites in Yucatan.
Nevertheless, by the late 1950's it had become apparent that a
more systematic classification approach was needed, one which would
provide a clearer conceptual framework for dealing with the immense
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variation evident in Maya pottery.

A greater degree of

standardization was also needed to improve comparability between
ceramic units from various sites and regions.

Utilizing concepts

developed in the American Southwest (Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley 1958;

Phillips 1958), Smith, Willey and Gifford (1960) proposed adoption of

the type-variety classification system for use in Mesoamerica.
The Type-Variety System

The type-variety system employs a hierarchical cTassif1cation

structure composed of ceramic wares, groups, types, and varieties.
~,

The

the basic unit of ceramic description, is viewed as an

abstraction, Ilan aggregate of distinct ceramic attributes that is
indicative of a particular category of pottery produced during a
specific time interval within a specific region" {Gifford 1976:9}.
Each type is composed of one or more varieties whose minor attribute
differences have temporal, geographical, or technological
significance.

The ceramic group concept is used to link types which

are essentially the same except in terms of decorative treatment
(undecorated, incised, fluted).

Ceramic ware is retained as a concept

linking ceramic groups which share technological characteristics of
paste composition {texture, color, thickness} and surface finish (slip,
smoothness, luster).

Wares are not necessarily as restricted in time

and space as are groups, types, and varieties.
Thus Paso Caballo Waxy Ware of the central Peten, is composed of
the red Sierra Group, the cream Flor Group, the black Polvero Group,
etc.

The red Sierra Group consists of a number of types including
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Sierra Red (monochrome red), Laguna Verde Incised, Alta Mira Fluted,
and CorreTa Incised·dichrome.

Laguna Verde Incised includes the

Laguna Verde Variety (sharp-incised), the Groove-incised Variety,
etc.

A binomial system is used to identify types and varieties

(Laguna Verde Incised:

Groove-incised Variety).

Ceramic sequences are defined and described in terms of ceramic

complexes.

A complex consists of all the types, varieties, and modes

that make up the ceramic content of a site during a particular time
period.

For example, the Real Complex at Seibal is an early Middle

Preclassic complex (900-600 B.C.) composed of some thirtr.en types and
varieties belonging to four ceramic groups (unslipped Achiotes Group,
red Abelino Group, white Huetche Group, and black Crisanto Group).
Complexes may be divided into facets (early, late) and may include
special ized subcomplexes (trade subcomplexes, mortuary subcomplexes).
Also included within the type·variety system framework are
highe,-level integrative concepts useful in sunnnarizing ceramic
relationships between sites and regions.

The concept of ceramic

sphere (Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967) is used to link complexes
from two or more sites that are very similar, sharing most of their
major types and varieties.

The Real Complex at Seibal, for example,

is very similar to the Xe Complex of the same time period at Altar de
Sacrificios.
Sphere.

These two complexes currently make up the Xe Ceramic

One of the most extensive ceramic spheres in the !vlaya

lowlands is the Chicanel Sphere which includes late Preclassic
complexes from numerous sites in the Peten, the Rio Pasion and
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Usumacinta drainages, Belize, southern Campeche, and Yucatan.
At a more general level, the concept of ceramic horizon
(Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967) is used to link roughly

contemporaneous complexes which share, to varying degrees, a number of
distinctive, chronologically restricted ceramic traits, or horizon

markers.

Horizon markers may include form modes (basal flange,

mammiform feet), decorative modes (chamfering, daubing), style modes

(Kan cross design, double line break), or distinctive ceramic wares,
groups, or types (Mars Orange Ware, polychrome Palmar Group, Lucha

Incised).

While ceramic spheres imply a high degree of cultural

similarity and interaction, ceramic horizons may imply no more than a
limited number of shared concepts or contacts (Willey, Culbert, and
Adams 1967:306).

The type-variety system has become the accepted standard for
ceramic classification in the Maya lowlands.

The first published

application of the system was Smith and Gifford 1 s (1966) publication
of type and variety deSignations for the ceramics illustrated in the
Uaxactun ceramic report (Smith 1955).

The first full ceramic report

based on the type-variety analysis system was Matheny 1 s (1970) report
on the ceramics of Aguacatal, Campeche.

This was followed in 1971 by

reports on the ceramics of Altar de Sacrificfos (Adams 1971) and
Mayapan (Smith 1971).

Subsequent studies include reports on the

ceramics of Seibal (Sabloff 1975), Lubantun (Hammond 1975), Barton
Ramie (Gifford 1976), sites in northern Belize (Pring 1977), Becan
(Ball 1977), and Cob a (Robles 1980).

A number of other major ceramic
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analyses are in progress, including Tikal (Culbert, personal

communication 1983) and Dzibilchaltun (Ball, personal communication
1981; Simmons, personal communication 1974).

The type-variety system has clearly brought about greater

consistency in ceramic classification in the Maya lowlands by

providing a common language and conceptual framework for ceramic study
3.nd comparison.

This is true even though its practitioners have

differed in their opinions of the cultural significance of its
taxonomic units.

For example, Gifford (1960, 1976) maintained that

tyPes actually exist in potters' minds, while Ball (1977:3) described

types as "artificially devised tools rather than as cultural
realities."

Interestingly, the system has also been successfully

applied by analysts who differed in their opinions on the process by
which taxonomic units are identified.

Gifford (1976) was of the

opinion that varieties are recognized first, then combined into types,
groups, and wares; Sabloff and Smith (1970) approached analysis from
the premise that wares are identified first, then subdivided.
OVer the past ten years, a fairly standardized reporting format
has been developed to facilitate intersite comparisons (see Sabloff
and Smith 1969).

There are still differences in the amount of

descriptive detail provided and in the fineness of distinctions
utilized in establishing (or recognizing) ceramic units, especially
varieties.

Such differences, however, are not irresolvable.

I~any

studies include at least a general discussion of attributes or modes
and their distribution through time.

Greater emphasis has also been
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placed on presenting provenience data. associated ceramic counts, and

data on intrasite distributions.
Major criticisms of the type-variety classification system
(Dunnel 1971; M. Smith 1979) have focused on the fact that the

approach takes into account only a small amount of the potentially
meaningful variation present in a ceramic collection.

Proponents of

the system have always recognized this and have advocated completion

of concurrent mode or attribute studies to supplement type-variety
"'" classification studies (Wi11ey, Culbert, and Adams 1967; Sabloff and

~~th 1970).

In actuality no one has yet produced the !lideal" ceramic

report, and those seeking detailed attribute information in basic
type-variety ceramic reports have been disappointed (e.g., M. Smith
1979); however, as BalT (T979b) points out, this is not a failure of
the type-variety system, but a failure of ceramicists to conduct
additional studies.

Another criticism of the system is based on the

perception that classification is proposed as an end in itself,
Tacking specific problem orientation (Dunnel 1971).

As BaTT

(T979b:829) suggests, however, the primary problem focus, that of
"elucidation of spatiotemporal frameworks," has been stated a number
of times, and it is on this basis that the utility of the type-variety
system should be evaluated.
Other criticisms relate to specific methodological problems or
difficulties.

For example, Hammond (1975:293-295) notes the danger of

assigning sherds from a single vessel to two different types on the
basis of presence or absence of decoration.

He seeks to minimize this
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possibility by making greater use of the ceramic group concept in

sherd counts.

Rice (1979) points out inconsistencies in the

definition of ceramic ware and difficulties encountered in applying
this concept.

She suggests redefining ceramic ware to emphasize

characteristics of surface finish since paste characteristics often
cross-cut ceramic types and groups; paste characteristics could then
be studied separate ly.
In sunmary, although not without problems, the type-variety
system has become widely accepted in the Maya lowlands and has been

fairly effective in addressing the tyPological, chronological, and
comparative questions most Maya ceramicists have considered paramount.

Method.l Dgy
The type-variety system was used in this study for several
reasons:

1) the system has been proven to be an efficient, systematic

approach for organizing and describing large collections of ceramics

from the Maya area; 2) in addition to tyPology and a descriptive
format, the system provides a framework for a chronological sequence,
which was considered critical for the study objectives; and 3) it was
considered important to identify ceramic units which would be
comparable with data from sites in adjacent areas, both to facilitate
analysis and interpretation of the Cozumel data and to make the
CozumeT data available to other researchers in the region.

Analysis was begun during the 1972 field season although little
was accomplished beyond gaining familiarity with the most abundant and
well ..documented materials, such as the slate wares and Late
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Postclassic red wares.

During the 1973 season, a field laboratory was

established making possible the preliminary sorting of all samples as
they were brought in from the field.

Field classification was

generally carried out at the ceramic ware or group level ("Tulum Red

Ware,11 "Mayapan Black-on-cream"), with finer distinctions noted when
possible.

Classification of unsl1pped material was limited to a few

easily recognizable types such as Vista Alegre Striated and IITulum
Plain."

More detailed analysis began after the collection was
transferred to the University of Arizona.

The entire collection was

brought to the University with the exception of whole vessels and a
few weTl-preserved or unusual fragments which were deposited in the
Centro Regional del Sureste, INAH, ill Merida.

Ceramics from each site

were examined by Operation (test pit or trench).

Sherds from all

levels of an operation were spread out on tables and examined

concurrently when possible to observe stratigraphic

relationships~

Many small, undiagnostic body sherds (smalTer than 2 em. square) were

discarded at this stage and were not included in the final sherd
counts.

The preliminary descriptive units utilized in the field were
refined, and new units were identified as the analysis progressed.
Potential tyPes were given temporary descriptive names (IiPorous

Dichrome, II "Fine Paste Striated") if their identity could not be
determined from available comparative sources.

A great number of

sherds were classified as 'unidentified" and were set aside.
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Classified rim shards and other diagnostic sherds were bagged

separately for use in Tater preparation of type descriptions.
Classified body serds were bagged separately and stored, their
analysis being essentially complete.

In terms of the analytical process itself, in some cases wares
seem to have been identified first, then subdivided, as suggested by
Sabloff and Smith (1970); in other cases varieties were identified
first, then Tater combined into types and groups, as suggested by
Gifford (1976).

In

practice~

the process seemed to work both ways

depending on the quantity, nature, and complexity of the material.
When all sllerds had been sorted in this way, the unidentified
sherds were re-examined.

This was considered necessary since new

ceramic units had been defined as the ana lysis proceeded, and some
sherds which may have been unidentifiable early in the process could
perhaps be identified upon completion of the analysis.

In the end, a

large number of sherds still could not be Cliissified and were retained
in the unidentified category.
In retrospect, a great deal of time expended in this initial
phase of the analysis proved to be unproductive.
hours were devoted to drawing all rim profiles.

For example, many
Hhile this was of

benefit in terms of increasing familiarity with vessel forms, such
tedious documentation could have been undertaken far more
selectively.

Likewise, considerable effort was devoted to the

examination of gross paste characteristics (primarily texture and
color).

This was not approached very systematically, however, and
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turned out to be of Tittle use in the final classification scheme.
This time probably could have been better spent in a Tater, more

detailed analysis of a smaller sample.

In the midst of the analysis,

however, it is difficult to know what kind of variation will prove

significant and what level of information will be needed.

In this

regard, experience working w1th a ceramicist already familiar with the
regional ceramic picture CQuld have proven very valuable.

After the sorting/classification process was completed, sherd
counts were coded and key punched and computer generated totals were
obtalr.l!d.

Classified rim sherds and other diagr.,stic sherds were

examined again, and type descriptions were prepared.

Some additional

refinement occurred at this stage and sherd counts were revised as
necessary.

One of the most difficult parts of the analysis was the
definition of ceramic complexes, i.e., all the varieties, tyPes, and
groups which were in use at a given time (what given time?). With few
npure ll Tots to work with and even fewer stratigraphic deposits, the
organization of ceramic units into complexes presented a worrisome

problem.

In some cases, e.g., the PrecTassic, very heavy reliance had

to be placed on comparative data. The danger in this is that it
assumes parallel ceramic development which mayor may not be the
case.

In a few cases, deposits were encountered which contained

primarily a Single group of associated types, in which case these
types were considered to be contemporary.

In other cases, a number of

similar, mixed but somewhat stratified deposits were used to define
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complexes or to check proposed complexes based on comparative

information.

Hopefully, the final result is a fairly close

approximation to complex content.

Dating of ceramic complexes is Tess

secure and, in the absence of C-14 dates, relies entirely on
comparative information.

Undoubtedly, both the content and

chronological placement of complexes will be revised as more research
is conducted in the area.

To minimize confusion, the complex names

used by Sanders (1960) for the general east coast area were not used

for the CazumeT data.
The present report includes all of the CazumeT ceramics except
censer ware, historic pottery, and the vessels that remain in Merida.
These materials will be addressed in the final publication.
Data Presentation
The seven Cozumel ceramic complexes and one subcomplex are
described in Chapters 3 through 10.

In each chapter, a brief summary

of each complex precedes the type descriptions, which are ordered
according to type class:

Unslipped; Monochrome; Dichrome; Polychrome;

Incised; Gouged-incised; Gadrooned; Modeled; and Composite.

A table

accompanying the introductory summary presents the ceramic groups,
types, and varieties which make up the complex.

A table at the end of

each chapter presents sherd counts for each ceramic group by site.
Type descriptions follow the general format proposed by Sabloff
and Smith (1969), with some modification as described bslow:
1.

Name:

The type-variety name as originally established or

as established in the present study is given.

IIVariety Unspecified"
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is used when the variety is uncertain or the sample too small to
justify a new variety. The term l'Unspecified " is used for a potential
type whose ceramic group is unknown or un ... ~rtain; the term
"Undesignated N is used when a potential type's ceramic group is known

but type identification is uncertain.
2.

Established:

The reference for the study in which the

type-variety was first described is given.

If the specific variety in

question was established in a later report, that reference 1s given

also.
3.

Illustration:

The Figure reference is given.

Illustrations are contained in Appendix A and are shown at a scaTe of

1:2 unless otherwise specified.
4.

Frequency:

5.

Ceramic Group:

6.

Ware:

name is given.
7.

Rim and body sherd totals are given.
The ceramic group name is given.

If a ware has been previously identified, that ware
No new wares are identified in the present study.

Complex:

The complex name and facet, if applicable, are

provided.
8.

Temporal Distribution:

General time period (Early Classic,

late Early Postclassic) and approximate dates are given.

References

for complex and temporal placement at other sites are given when this
information is pertinent. Southern lowland chronological period
terminology is used (Early Classic, Late Classic, etc.).

9.

Principle Identifying Attributes:

A list of primary paste,

surface finish, decoration, and form attributes is provided to
emphasize the main diagnostic features of the type-variety.
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10.

Paste, Temper, and Firing:

described in general terms (fine to
paste).

Paste texture and density are

medium~textured,

very compact

Paste color is described using the Munsell Soil Color Charts

(1975 edition).

Five or more readings were taken for each

type-variety, sufficient to provide an approximation of typical color
and the range of variation.

The presence of dark cores due to

incomplete firing is noted.

Temper identificat.ion is probably the

weakest element in the type descriptions.

Analysis was very limited,

based primarily on examination with a lO-power hand lens. Almost all
types appeared to be predominantly calcite tempered, including fine,
chalky particles, angular opaque fragments, and clear or translucent
crystals.

The presence of reddish iron nodules is noted.

The

presence and nature of volcanic ash temper (Simmons and Brem 1979) was
not analyzed, although Simmons (personal communication 1974) noted ash
temper in the Chichen Slate ware sherds he examined.
11.

Surface Finish and Decoration:

Smoothness of surface is

described in relative terms, and surface/slip color is described using
the Munsell Color Charts.

Decoration, when present, is briefly

described in terms of location, technique and design.
12.

Form:

Forms are 1isted and briefly described using

Sabloff's (1975:22-27) form categories where appropriate.
and thickness, body shape, and appendages are noted.

Rim form

Rim diameter,

wall thickness, and vessel height are provided when available.
13.

Sorting Problems:

A brief statement is provided

concerning sorting ease or difficulty.
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14.

Island Distribution:

A brief sumary of distribution in

terms of various sites and depositional contexts is provided.
15.

Comparative:

Occurrence at other Maya sites is

summarized, and additional comparative information is provided when
possible.

In cases where a ceramic type is a member of two complexes,
e.g., Xcanchakan Black-an-cream, the type description is included in
the earlier complex and a cross-reference provided in the later

complex. Such cases presented a problem in terms of complex sherd
counts, since in most deposits (mixed deposits) complex membership
could not be determined.

For the time being, totals for types that

occur in two complexes are not split between complexes, but are shown
in the tabulations for the earlier complex.

Complex totals are

therefore somewhat misleading and should not be compared without
taking these factors into account.
Summary of Ceramic Comp lexes
By way of general introduction, the following briefly
summarizes the Cozumel ceramic complexes (see Table 1):
1.

Palancar Complex (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 300). The Palancar

Ceramic Complex encompasses both late and Terminal Preclassic
materials due to the general sparsity of Preclassic remains. Late
Preclassic materials are limited to traces of a few unspecified red
and cream monochrome, dichrome, and incised tyPes.

Terminal

Preclassic materials are better represented, and are marked by the
appearance of Huachinango Incised-dichrome, a distinctive northeast
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peninsula type with a broad coastal distribution.
Yucatan and Belize types also occur.

A few northwest

Chancenote Striated is the

dominant unsl ipped type.
2.

Morena Ceramic Complex (ca. A.D. 300-550).

In the Early

Classic, red and cream dichromes and incised-dichromes are replaced by
orange polychrome types, primarily of the northern lowlands Tituc
Group.

A small number of Dos Arrcyos Group sherds are present.

few monochromes are represented.

Very

Unslipped ceramics are dominated by

a distinctive variety of Saban Unslipped which occurs in the form of
large restricted-orifice tecomates with heavy rim bolsters and monopod
supports.

An early and Tate facet have been defined for the

r~orena

Ceramic Complex, based largely on comparative data relative to the
appearance of the Camichin Variety of Tituc Orange Polychrome and
Cetelac Fibre-temper.
3.

Celerain Ceramic Complex (ca. A.D. 550-750).

The Early

Classic polychrome tradition continues into the Middle-late Classic,
although with an apparent preponderance of very local types.

A few

Saxche Group polychromes occur, in contrast to Coba where this group
is abundant.

The restricted orifice bowl or tecomate form continues

in a new unslipped type.
4.

r"iramar 1 Ceramic Complex (ca. A.D. 750-950).

The Terminal

Classic is marked by the appearance of a wide array of new types,
including Cehpech Sphere Puuc and Thin STate Wares and Vista A.legre
Striated.

These ceramics occur in abundance and seem to completely

replace the types of the CeTerain Complex.
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5.

Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex (ca. A.D. 950-1100).

Most

Terminal Classic Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex types are also present in
the early Early Postclassic Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex.
1s marked, however, by the appearance of

~otuta

This complex

Sphere ceramics,

including Chichen Slate, Chichen Red and Silho Fine Orange Ware
types.

A few Tohil Plumbate sherds also occur.

6.

Buena Vista SubcompTex.

Tentatively described as a

subcomplex, this grouping includes several associated unslipped types

which occur almost exclusively at Buena Vista and in one context at La
Expedicion.

A Terminal Classic/early Early Postclassic date is

suggested based on available stratigraphic evidence.
7.

Islote Ceramic Complex (ca. A.D. 1100-1250). The late

Early PostcTassic on CazumeT marks the appearance of Xcanchakan
BTack-on-cream and the disappearance of Puuc and Thin STate Wares.
Chichen Slate, Chichen Red, and Silho Fine Orange Wares seem to
continue throughout most of this time period.

Vista Alegra Striated

is replaced by Chichen Unslipped Ware (Piste Striated) in the Islote

Complex.
8.

Playa Ceramic Complex (ca. A.D. 1250-1550).

The late

Postclassic Playa Ceramic Complex equates with Sanders·s (1960) IITulum
Complex.··

The early facet is dominated by Tulum Red Ware and

Xcanchakan Black .. on.. cream, while in the late facet, Xcanchakan
Black-on..cream disappears and Mayapan Red Ware becomes increasingly
important.

An east coast version of Mayapan Unsl ipped Ware, Sanders· s

IITulum Plain ll is the dominant unslipped type.

It is likely that at

least some of these wares persisted into Protocolonial times.
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The Pastclassic ceramic complexes presented here are somewhat
incomplete due to the fact that censer materials are not iricluded in
the present report. These materials include abundant remains of Chen
MuT Modeled effigy censers and Cehac-Hunacti Composite censers as well

as ChiquiTa censers and examples of earlier spiked incensarios. Final
analysis of these materials may make possible some additional
refinement of the Postclassic sequence.
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Table 1.

Ceramic Complexes of the Maya area.
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CHAPTER 3
PAlANCAR CERAMIC COMPLEX
(c.a. 300 B.C.-A.D. 300)

The Palancar Ceramic Complex includes the earliest ceramic
materials encountered on Cozumel and likewise the most fragmentary and
poorly understood.

The complex tentatively can be divided into an

early facet, corresponding to the Late Preclassic (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D.

150), and a late facet, corresponding to the Terminal Preclassfc (ca.
A.D. 150-300).

The early facet is represented by traces of an unspecified

ceramic group which includes several waxy red and cream monochrome,
dichrome, and red.. and-cream incised types.

Forms include large

flaring-walled basins and bowls with flaring walls and bolstered or
thickened rims.

Ball (1978:122-125) assigns similar materials to the

early Late Preclassic period (ca. 300-50/100 B.C.) and suggests a

primarily east central and northeastern coastal distribution.
Cozumel's trace of Sierra Red can also be assigned to the early facet

of the PaTancar Complex.

These early materials are known primarily

from mixed construction fill deposits in Groups IV and VI at San
Gervasio.
Evidence for the late facet of the Palancar Complex (Terminal
Prec1assic) is somewhat more abundant.
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The most important sl ipped
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type of this facet is Huachinango Incised-dichrome:

Huachinango

Variety, a highly distinctive, flbre-tePlpered type. CozumeT's
examples are primarily cream slipped w1th red-painted and

groove-incised and/or punctate decorat1on.

This type, which probably

has a northeast peninsula origin, occurs at Coba and appears to be

widely distributed along the peninsula's northern and northwestern
coasts.

Associated with Huachinango Incised-dichrome is an

unspecified variety of Chancenote Striated, which may be present in
the early facet of the Palancar complex as well.

The main unsTipped

form represented is a wide-mouth, taTl-neck jar with rounded or
possibly monopod base.

Also present 1n small quantities are examples of the Percebes
and Shangurro Ceramic Groups conmon in northwestern Yucatan, examples
of San Antonio Golden Brown of possible Belize origin, and an
unspecified variety of Caribal Red also known from Coba.

Notably

absent from Cozumel Preclassic materials are several northwestern
Yucatan ceramic types which are well-represented at Coba, including
Nolo Red, Ucu Black, Beclum White, Xanaba Red, and Caucel
Black-on-red.

Also absent, or as yet unidentified, is Tancah

Unslipped, a type perhaps associated with the poorly represented early
facet of the Palancar Complex.
Late facet Palancar ceramics were recovered in greatest
quantity from platform fill in Group VI, San Gervasio.

Late facet

tyPes, especially Huachinango Incised-dichrome and Chancenote
Striated, were also occasionally present in platform fill and beneath
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Table 2.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the Palancar
Ceramic Complex.

Ceramic Group

Type:

Variety

Saban

Chancenote Striated:

Sierra

Sierra Red:

Variety Unspecified

Variety Unspecified

Caribal

Caribal Red:

San Fe 1ipe

San Antonio Golden Brown: Variety

Variety Unspecified

Shangurro

Shangurro Red-an-orange:
Variety

Unspecified

Huchinango

Shangurro

Undesignated Red-an-cream
Huachinango Incised-dichrome:

Huachinango Variety
Percebes

Calamar Black-over-buff: Calamar Variety
Chanquetes Incised: Chanquetes Varety
Unspecified Red

Unspecified

Unspecified Dichrome
Unspecified Red Incised

Unspecified Cream Incised
Unspecified Dichrome Incised
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plaza floors at Group IV, San Gervasio, and at La Expedicion, Aguada
Grande, Buenavists, San Miguel, and Eleven Mounds (see Table 3, p. 83).

Chance note Striated:

ESTABLISHED:

Smith

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.l, 2.-1

249 rims, 4,835 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Variety Unspecified
1971 :31 (type)

Saban

Xcanatun Um:lipped

COMPLEX:

Palancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Preclassic (A.D. 150-300), based on

apparent association with Huachinango Incised-dichrome:
Variety.

Huachinango

Possibly Late Preclassic as well.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Medium textured orangish or brownish paste with dark gray
core

2.

Moderate 1y we IT-smoothed surfaces

3.

Fine to coarse striation

4.

Wide mouth jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium-textured, occasionally

fine-textured, very compact paste.

Color is typically red (2.5YR5!6),

yellowish red (5YRS/6), reddish yellow (7.SYR6/6), or more rarely dark
brown (7.5YR4/2).

A thick, dark gray (10YR411) to very dark gray
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(lOYR3/1) core is usually present.

Fine to medium-sized light gray

calcite inclusions.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Moderately well-smoothed surfaces.

Surface color is variable and uneven due to firing.

Colors include

reddish yellow (5YR6/6, 7.5YR6/6), light reddish brown (5YR6/4),
reddish brown (5YR5/4), and light yellowish brown (10YR6/4).

Darker

areas may be grayish brown (lOYRS/2), brown (7.5YR5/2), and dark gray
(7.5R4/0, lOYR4/1).

Striation is also variable and may include

combinations of vertical, horizontal, and diagonal lines.

Interiors

frequently show horizontal striations.
FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Jar, wide mouth, tall neck.

Medium thick to thick,

near-vertical or slightly flaring neck with direct rim and rounded or
pointed lip.

One example has a slight groove on lip exterior.

Slightly curved shoulder.
rounded base.
form.

Indetarminate body shape.

Probably a

A few monopod supports may be associated with this

No apparent appendages.

Striations on neck exterior and body.

Some examples appear to have no striations.
crn.; wall thickness:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim diameter:

0.7-1.3 cm.; vessel height:

19-27

indeterminate)

Fairly easy to distinguish from later striated

types on the basis of rim form, somewhat haphazard-appearing
striation, and paste characteristics.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of structure

C22-50-a and C22-5Da-sub; Group IV, below plaza floor.

Present in

small quantities in mixed deposits at Aguada Grande, La Expedicion,
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Buena Vista, San Miguel, Eleven Mounds and 1n other groups at San
Gervasio.
COMPARATIVE:

This may be the Chiquila Variety of Chancenote Striated,

considered by Ball (1978:114) to be of Late Preclassic date and
reported from the Rio Lagartos sites of Alegria 1, 2, 3 , E1 Cuyo

South, and E1 Cuyo East.

BaTT also considered Simmons's

(1974:169-170) Xcanatun Unslipped Ware from Cancun and at least some
of Sanders's (1960:252-253) Tancah Plain to belong to the Chiquila
Variety.

Robles (1980:68-69) identifies the Chiquila Variety of

Chancenote Striated at Coba in the Apejo Complex (100 8.C./A.D.
100-A.D. 300/350) as well as an unstriated Tancah Unslipped tyPe.

The

Cozumel sample seems to differ from the above collections in having

primarily direct rather than thickened or bolstered rims, apparently
rounded rather than flat base, and perhaps greater variation in
striation.

Additional comparative study is needed.

Caribal Red:

Variety Unspecified

ESTA8LISHED:

Adams 1971 :21

ILLUSTRATION:

Figure A. 1,

FREQUENCY:

1 rim, 3 body sherds (one vessel)

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

(tyPe)
~

Caribal

Peten Gloss (1)

COMPLEX:

Palancar, late facet; possibly Morena, early facet

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Robles (1980:32) to be
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intermediate between Late Preclassic and Early Classic at Coba.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine-textured, pale brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Waxy semi-glossy, dark red slip

4.

Z-angle bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, "'NO FIRING:
(lOYR5/4) paste.

fine-textured, compact, very pale brown

Fired completely.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Indeterminate temper.

WelT-smoothed surfaces.

Thick,

semi-glossy, somewhat waxy, red (2.5YR4/5) to dark red (2.5YR3/6)

slip.

Surface below slip is same color as paste.

Slip has dark gray

mattl ing.
FORM:

1.

A single vessel is represented.

Bowl, Z-angle.

Medium-thick, slightly flaring walls with

direct rim and beveled lip.

Vessel floor is thinner than upper

walls.

(Rim diameter:

Indeterminate base.

wa 11 th ickness: 0.9 em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

approximately 30 em.;

i ndetermi nate 1

Very distinctive paste, slip, and form.

Dark red

color is unique in Cozumel collection.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, platform fill.

Similar to the Z-angle form at

Robles (l980:Plate 6kl.

Coba~

illustrated by

Assigned to Late Preclassic-Early Classic

date at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:21), and Early Classic at

Seibal (Sabloff 1975:105).
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Sierra Red:

Variety Unspecified

ESTABLISHED:

Smith and Gifford 1966:163 (type)

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAflIC GROUP:

WARE:

Figure A.l,

1.

2 rims (1 vessel)
Sierra

Paso Caba 11 0 Waxy

COMPLEX:

Palancar

TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTION:

Well-documented Late Preclassic type (Chicanel

spherej.
PRINCIPAL IOENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine-textured, light red paste

2.

WelT-smoothed surfaces

3.

Waxy, red sl ip

4.

Round-sided bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(2.5YR6/6) in color.

Fine-textured; compact paste, light red

Fired completely.

r~edium-sized,

angular, opaque

calcite inclusions, white and light gray in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces beneath

uniform, waxy red (lOR4/6) slip.

FORM:
1.

Slip appears somewhat flaky.

A sillgle vessel is represented.
Bowl, rounded sides.

direct rim and beveled lip.

Medium thick, incurving walls with
Indeterminate base.

approximately 19 em.; wall thickness:
indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Uncertain.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 em.; vessel height:

Small sample.
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group IV, in mixed deposits

beneath plaza floor.
COMPARATIVE:

Widely distributed ceramic group throughout the Maya

lowlands, with many type-varieties.

Well-represented at Uaxactun

(Smith and Gifford 1966:163), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:21),
Seibal (Sabloff 1975:77-78), Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:85-93), Cerros
(Robertson-Freidel 1980:67-82), and Becan (Ball 1977a:18-21).

Ball

(1978:81) also reports occurrence at Chiapa de Corzo and Chinkutic in

Chiapas and at Aguacatal (Matheny 1970:36-46), Dzibilnocac, and Edzna
in Campeche.

In Yucatan, present at Dzibilchaltun, Ake, and Dzebna

(Ba 11 1978: 81) .

Also reported from numerous sites a long the Campeche

and Yucatan coasts, including Isla del Carmen, Punta Piedra, Yapak,
Chicxulub, Alegria 1, and El Cuya East (8all 1978:79).

Simmons·s

(1974:170-179) Polished Red-orange Ware also probably belongs to this

ceramic group along with much of Sanders's (1960:251) Tancah Red (BaP
1978:81, Robles 1980:74-77).

Sierra Red is well-represented at Cob a

(Robles 1980:74-77), including Sierra Red:

Engobe-claro Variety and

Variety Unspecified and Laguna Verde Incised:
San Antonio Golden Brown:
ESTABLISHED:

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.', !!l-'£

10 rims, 9 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

San Felipe

Paso Caballo Waxy

COJ~PLEX:

Variety Unspecified

Gifford 1976:115 (type)

Palancar

Engobe-claro Variety.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late/Terminal Preclassic at Barton Ramie,

Mount Hope Complex (l00 B.C.-A.D. 300).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine, orangish paste with gray core

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Reddish orange slip, somewhat waxy

4.

Flaring or outcurving bowl and indeterminate jar forms.

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, red (2.5YR5/S),

reddish yellow (5YR6/6), or yellowish red (5YR5/6) paste.

Thin to

medium-thick, grayish brown (lOYR5/2) or dark gray (10YR4/l) core
usually present.

Fine to medium-sized, opaque calcite inclusions,

gray and white in color.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Waxy, light

red (2.5YR6/S), red (2.5YR5/6), or reddish yellow (5YR6/6) slip.
brown (7.5YR5!2) and dark gray (5YR4/l) areas due to firing.

Some

Temper

particles sometimes visible on surface.

FORM:
1.

Two forms are represented.
Bowl, flaring or outcurving.

Thin to medium-thick, flaring or

outcurving walls with exteriorly thickened rim and pointed lip.
Indeterminate base.

Slipped interior and exterior.

21-24 em.; wall thickness:
2.

Jar,

~ndeterminate.

rim and vessel shape.

indeterminate)

iwo body sherds recovered.

Indeter!1!in,,'.e

Slip exterior.

horizontal smoothing striations.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.9 cm.; vessel height:

Interior unslipped with

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 ern.; vessel height:

indeterminate; wall

indeterminate)
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SORTING PROBLEMS:

Easily recognized on basis of rim form, paste

characteristics and slip color.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Small sample.

Sa" Gervasio:

Group VI, platform fill of

Structure C22-S0-a; Group IV, fill below plaza floor.

Buena Vista:

fill of tomb in rubble platform.
COMPARATIVE:

A well-represented type at Barton Ramie (Gifford

1976:115-116).

An unspecified variety also reported from Altar de

Sacrificios (Adams 1971 :21).
Unspecified Red
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A. 1,

R-!

10 rims, 5 body sherds
Uncertain, possibly San Felipe

Uncertain, possibly Paso Caballo Waxy

COMPLEX:

Palancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Uncertain, probably Terminal Preclassic.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

t4edium to coarse, orangish paste with brown or gray core

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Slightly waxy, orangish slip

4.

Basin and flaring bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

t4edium to coarse-textured paste.

Reddish

yellow (7.5YR6/6, 5YP.6/6) paste with thick yellowish brown (lOYR5/4),
gray (lOYR5/l), or dark gray (lOYR411) core.

Fine to large-sized,

angUlar, opaque calcite inclusions, gray and white in color.
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

reddish yellow (5YR6/6) to red (2.5YR5/6, 2.5YR5/8) slip.
streakiness due to unevenness of slip_
FORM:

1.

Slightly waxy
Some

Most examples badly weathered.

Two forms were noted.

Basin (Fig. A.1, .9.-.E).

Medium-thick to thick, flaring walls

with exteriorly thickened rim and rounded or slightly beveled 1ip.
Indeterminate base.

Slipped interior and exterior.

40-42 em.; waTT thickness:
2.

80w1, flaring (Fig. A.1, E).

direct rim and rounded lip.
exterior.

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate)

Medium-thick, flaring walls with

Indeterminate base.

Slipped interior and

approximately 30 em.; waTl thickness:

0.7-1.0 em.; vessel height:
SORTING PR08LEMS:

(Rim diameter:

O.9MT. T em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

Similar to San Antonio Golden Brown:

Variety

Unspecified in terms of general appearance. but with coarser paste and
different rim forms.

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

mixed deposits beneath plaza

floors in Groups I and IV; Group VI, platform fi11 of Structure
C22-50-a and on floor of Structure C22-50-a-sub; Group VII, fill of

Structure C22-90-c; Housemound, mixed deposits.
COMPARATIVE:
Golden Brown:

Uncertain.

Shangurro Red-an-orange:
ESTABLISHED:

Perhaps a coarser example of San Antonio

Variety Unspecified.

Varieties Unspecified

Not established (described in 8all 1978:105-106)
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ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

3 rims, 4 body sherds

CERAMIC ...~ROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.2, !-.£

Shangurro

usii·F!.~kY

COMPLEX:

Palanear, late facet

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Ball (1978:105-106) to be

Terminal Preclassic in date, ca. A.D. 150-250/300.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Medium textured, light brown or light reddish brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Semi-glossy, orang ish sl ip

4.

Red rim bands

5.

Tripod or tetrapod dish and restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium-textured, co",act, I ight reddish

brown (5YR6/4) or very pale brown (IOYR7/4) paste.

Completely fired.

Fine to medium-sized, opaque calcite inclusions, gray and white in
color.

The dish form has reddish brown paste and is heavily tempered

with fine, gray calcite particles.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Slipped with

a semi-glossy, yellowish red (5YR5/8) to reddlsh yellow (7.5YR6/6)
slip.

Some variation in color noted on one example.

Observable

decoration limited to yellowish red (5YR4/6) to red (2.5YR4/6) rim

bands.
FORM:

Three forms are represented.
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1.

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.2,

walls with direct rim and beveled lip.

base.

.~).

Medium-thick, incurving

Indeterminate vessel shape and

51 ipped exterior, with broad red rim band.

approximately 13 em.;

wall thickness:

0.6 em.;

(Rim diameter:
vessel height:

indeterminate)

2.

Bowl, indeterminate, tripod or tetrapod (Fig. A.2,

Indeterminate rim and body shape.

supports of indeterminate shape.
diameter:

height:

indeterminate;

.!!).

Convex base with large, hollow

Traces of orange slip.

wall thickness:

0.6-0.7 em.;

(Rim
vessel

indeterminate)
3.

Dish, tripod or tetrapod (Fig. A.2,

.~).

outcurving sides with direct rim and rounded lip.
base with indeterminate, large, hollow supports.
exterior down to basal angle.
cm.; wall thickness:

Dark red rim band.

0.9 cm.; vessel height:

Medium-thick,
Slightly convex.
Slipped interior and
(Rim diameter:
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approximately 6 cm.,

excluding supports)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
C22-50-a.

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of structure

Mixed platform fill at Buena Vista.

COMPARATIVE:

Widely distributed type in northern Yucatan, including

Dz;bilchaltun, Merida, Acanceh, Ozabna, Balankanche, and Chichen Itza
(Ball 1978:105).

Reported from the northwest Yucatan coast sites of

Yapak, Dolores, and San Crisanto 1 (Ball 1978:105) and from Tancah on
the Quintana Roo coast (Ball, personal communication 1981).
Considered by Ball (1978:106) to be equivalent to southern
Protoclassic types such as Guacamall0 Red-an-orange (Adams 1971 :29),
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Hummingbird Red-an-orange in Belize (Pring 1975:15-19), and San BIas
Red-on-orange at Becan (Ball 1977a:5B).

Not reported from Coba

(Robles 1980).
Calamar Black-over-buff: Calamar Variety
ESTABLISHED:

Not established (described In Ball 197B:104)

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Fi9ure A.2,

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

.!!

1 rim
Percebes

Usil Flaky

COMPLEX:

Palancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Ball (1978:104) to be Terminal

Preclassic in date, possibly persisting into the Early Classic.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1. Medium.. textured, paTe brown paste
2. Well-smoothed surfaces

3. Waxy. cream slip
4. Black. paint on exterior

5. Basal ridge bowl form
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(10YR7/3) paste.

Medium-textured, compact, very pale brown

Completely fired.

Medium-sized angular, opaque

calcite inclusions, primarily gray in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Traces of

very pale brown (lOYR8/3) slip on interior and exterior; traces of

black (5YR4/T)paint on exterior.
FORM:

A single rim is represented.
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L

Bowl, basal ridge.

Medium-thick, slightly rounded waTTs

with direct rim and rounded lip. Rounded basal ridge.
base.

Traces of black paint above basal ridge.

approximately 26 em.; walT thickness:

Indeterminate

(Rim diameter:

0.9 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Uncertain.

Small sample.

would be difficult to identify.

Weathered body sherds

Slip may appear similar to Huna Slate

group, but paste and form are distinctive.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION: San Gervasio:

Group IV, mixed depOSits below

plaza floor.
COMPARATIVE:

Reported from Ozibilchaltun and Ake in Yucatan, from the

northwest Yucatan sites of Yapak and Dolores, and from ET Cerrito
(Ball 197B: 104).
Undesignated Red-on-cream

ESTABLISHED:

Not established

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.2,

~,

1.

2 rims
Huachinango

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Palancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Probably Terminal Preclassic, based on

similarities to Huachinango Incised-dichrome:

Huachinango Variety.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1. Paste and surface finish same as Huachinango
Incised-dichrome:

Huachinango Variety
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2. Red painted decoration
3. Basal ridge bowl form
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Huachinango Incised-dichrome:

Huach i nanga Variety.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surface finish same as Huachinango

Incised-dichrome:

Huachinango Var1ety.

rim and exterior.

No evidence of incised designs.

FORM:

Red painted linear designs on

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl, basal ridge or flange.

Incised-dichrom:

Same as Huachinango

Huachinango Variety form.

Decoration consists of

red band on top of rim and red bands on basal ridge or flange.
diameter:

approximately 26 em., one example; wall thickness:

em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim
1.0-1.1

indeterminate)
Weathered rims and undecorated body sherds would be

difficult to distinguish from Huachinango Incised-dichrome:
Huachinango Variety.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of structure

C22-50-a.
COMPARATIVE:

See comparative discussion for Huachinango

Incised-dichrorne:

Huachinango Variety.

Unspecified Dichrome
ESTABLISHED:

Not established

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.2,

.9.-i

3 rims

CERAMIC GROUP:

Unspecified
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WARE:

Unspecified

COMPLEX:
TEI~PORAL

Palancar
DISTRIBUTION:

Probably early Late Preclassic (ca. 300-50

B.C.) based on similarity to Unspecified Incised-dichrome.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1. Coarse, yellowish brown paste
2. Thick, waxy cream slip interior
3. Red slip or red paint on cream slip exterior

4. Indeterminate bowl form
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fairly coarse, moderately compact, 1ight

yellowish brown (2.5'16/4) paste.

Completely fired.

Medium to

large-sized, angular, opaque calcite inclusions, white and gray in

color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

very pale brown (IOYR8/3) slip on interior.

Thick, waxy,

Red (IOR5/6) slip

exterior or very pale brown slip with indeterminatE. ('ed-painted design.

FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl. indeterminate.

Medium-thick to thick walls with

exteriorly thickened rim and rounded or pOinted lip.

vessel shape and base.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.9-1.1 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Weathered.

identify weathered body sherds.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

indeterminate)

Would be especially difficult to

Small sample.

San Gervasio:

floors in mtted deposits.

Indeterminate

approximately 27 em.; wall

Group IV and Group I, below plaza
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COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Probably included in Sanders's

(1960:251-252) Tancah Varie9ated or Chiquila Variegated.

Ball

(1978:251-252) notes that these categories probably contain several as
yet undefined typological units.

Chanquetes Incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Fi9ure A.2,

.1

1 rim, 2 body sherds (one vessell

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Chanquetes Variety

Not established (described in Ba 11 1978: 109)

Percebes

Us i1 Fl aky

COMPLEX:

Pal ancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Ball (1978:109) to be Terminal

Preclassic in date.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1. Medium-textured, pale brown paste
2. Well-smoothed surfaces
3. Waxy, pale brown slip
4. Incised (pre-slip?) decoration

5. Restricted bowl form
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(lOYR7/4) paste.

Medium-textured, compact, very pale brown

Completely fired.

Fine to large-sized, angular,

opaque calcite inclusions, gray and white in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Very well-smoothed exterior surface;
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moderately smoothed interior.
TOYR7I4) slip on exterior.

Thick, waxy, very pale brown (10YRB/3),

Incised decoration including horizontal

and diagonal lines and cross-hatching.

FORM:

A single form is represented.
T. Bowl, restricted.

rim and beveled lip.

of rim.

Medium-thick, rounded walls with direct

Indeterminate base.

Incised decoration on exterior.

thickness:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Slipped on exterior and top

(Rim diameter:

17 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Slip is somewhat similar to Puuc Slate Ware, but

paste, form, and incised decoration are distinctive.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Small sample.

Group VI, fill of Structure

C22-50-a, mixed deposits.
COMPARATIVE:

Present at DzibilchaTtun and Ake 1n Yucatan, and

reported from Yapak and Dolores on the northwest Yucatan coast (Ball

1978: 109).

Unspecified Incisea Red
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.3, .!

1 rim, 1 body sherd (one vessel)
Unspecified

Unspecified

COrolPLEX:
TEr~PORAL

palancar
DISTRIBUTION:

Uncertain.

on form and surface finish.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:

Late or Terminal Preclassic based
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1. Medium-textured, brownish paste
2. Well-smoothed surfaces
3. Waxy, red slip

4. Punctate decoration
5. Jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium textured, compact. light yellowish

brown (jOYR6/4) paste with reddish yellow (5YR6/6) edges and thin gray
(TOYR5/l) or dark gray (lOYR4/l) core.

Fine to medium-sized angular,

opaque calcite inclusions, gray and white in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Waxy, red

(2.5YR5/8) slip exterior, reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6) slip interior.

Decoration consists of horizontal row of punctations.
FORM:

A single form is represented.
1. Jar, wide mouth, medium-high neck.

Medium-thick, outcurving

neck with exteriorly thickened rim and rounded lip.
neck-shoulder juncture.

exterior and neck interior.

at neck-shoulder juncture.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

approximately 5 cm.; vessel height:

Slipped

approximately 29 cm.; neck

0.8-0.9 cm.; neck height:
indeterminate)

Weathered rims and undiagnostic body sherd, 'r[ould

be difficult to identify.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
C22-50-a.

"ved

Horizontal row of punctations on exterior

0.8 cm.; wall thickness:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

~

Indeterminate vessel shape and base.

Small sample.

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of Structure
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COMPARATIVE:

Possibly the same as Ball's (1978:118) Unspecified

Inc i sed Red Type.

Unspecified Incised Cream
ESTABLISHED:

Not established (described by Ball 1978:118)

ILLUSTRATION:

FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.3, .,!!, .£

2 rims, 3 body sherds
Unspecified

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Palancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Ball (1978:118) to date to the

early Late Preclassic (ca. 300-50 B.C.).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1. Medium-textured, 1ight brown paste
2. Well-smoothed surfaces

3. Thick, waxy, cream slip
4. Incised (pre-slip?) decoration

5. Basin and indeterminate bowl form
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium-textured, compact, light brown

(7.5YR6/4) or very pale brown (IOYR7/3) paste.
(lOYR6/l) core.

Slight light gray

Fine to large-sized, angular, opaque calcite

inclusions, white and gray in color.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
very pale brown (lOYRS/3) slip.
FORM:

Two forms are represented

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Thick, waxy,

Decoration consists of incised lines.
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1. Basin (Fig. A.3, £).

Thick, flaring walls with exteriorly

thickened rim and rounded lip.

Indeterminate vessel shape and base.

Incised zigzag lines on rim interior.

50 em.; wall thickness:
2.

(Rim diameter:

1.2 em.; vessel height:

Bowl, indeterminate (Fig. A.3,

E).

approximately

indeterminate)

Medium~thick,

flaring

or outcurving walls with exteriorly thickened rim and rounded lip.
Indeterminate vessel shape and base,
(Rim diameter:
height:

SORTING

Incised "VII on rim interior.

approximately 34 ern.; wall thickness:

0.7 em.; vessel

; ndetermi nate)
PROBLE~lS:

Fairly distinctive paste, slip and rim form.

Small

sample.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, nixed fill of Structure

C22-50-a; Housemound, mixed deposits.
CO~lPARATIVE:

1978:118).

Reported from Alegria 1 on the Rio Lagartos (Ball
Probably included in Sanders's (1960:251-252, 192-193)

Tancah Variegated and Chiquila Variegated categories from Tancah,
Chiquila, and several interior Quintana Roo sites.

Huachinango Incised-dichrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.3, .,9.-!!.; A.4,

63 rims, 296 body sherds

CERAIUC GROUP:
WARE:

Huachinango Variety

Ball 1978:110

Huachinango

Unspecified

2.-~
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COMPLEX:

Pa1ancar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Ball (1978:110) to be Terminal

Prec1.ssic in date (ca. A.D. 150-250/300).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1. Porous, dark gray or black paste
2. Very welT-smoothed surfaces
3. Thick, waxy, cream slip

4. Geometric incised, punctate, and red-painted designs
5. Flaring bowl and basal ridge or flange bowl forms
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
paste.

Medium-textured, light weight, porous

Generally very dark gray (7.5N3/0) in color, occasionally with

very pale brown (10YR8/3) edges.

Fine to medium-sized, opaque calcite

inclusions, primarily light gray in color.

similar to Cetelac Fibre-temper:
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Also vegetable fiber (very

Cetelac Variety).
Very well-smoothed surfaces prior to

application of a thick, white (10YR812) or very pale brown (10YR8/3,
10YR8/4) slip, occasionally grading to reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6) on

exterior.

Firing frequently produces a mottled appearance on exterior

with areas of brown (7.5YR5/2) and gray (10YR511).

uniformly white or very pale brown.

Interiors are more

Decoration consists of exterior

pre-slip geometric groove-incised and punctate designs in combination
with red-painted linear and geometric elements.

FORM:

Two forms are represented.
1. Bowl or dish, flaring sides (Figs. A.3, !!" .!:!.; A.4, .!' .£).

Medium-thick, flaring sides with direct rim and rounded lip.

Slight
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basal angle.

Probable ring base.

Incised and painted decoration on

exterior, including horizontal bands, "XIIIS, vertical bars, and r:iots.
Red bands also occur around ring base; bottom of base appears to have
been painted red as well.

(Rim diameter:

0.8-0.9 em.; vessel height:

29-31 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

2. Bowl, basal ridge or flange (Figs. A.3, !-S,; A.4

£, i,

.~).

Medium thick to thick, flaring walTs with direct or slightly thickened
rim and rounded lip.

flange.

Rounded or occasionally pointed basal ridge or

Probable fing base.

Basal ridge or flange frequently

decorated with punctations or notches and red horizontal bands.
Additional incised and/or painted designs on exterior above ridge or
flange.

(Rim diameter:

vesseJ height:

22:-26 cm.; wall thickness:

0.8-1.0 crn.;

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Highly distinctive paste and surface finish.

Badly

weathered body sherds could be mistaken for Cetalac Fibre-temper:
Cetelac Variety.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of Structure

C22-50a and on floor of Structure C22-50-a-sub; Group IV, fill beneath
plaza floor; other groups in mixed deposits.

Also present in mixed

fill deposits at Aguada Granda, La Expedicion, Buena Vista, El Cedral,
and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Present in surface collection from Eleven Mounds.

Well-represented.t Cob. (Robles 1980:96-98).

Reported

from the northwest Yucatan coastal sites of Chicxulub, Dolores, and
Diana Milan (Ball 1978:113) as well as from the "Mound Near
(Brainerd 1958:fig. 63,a,7).

~1erida"

Undoubtably included in Sanders' s
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(1960:251-252) IITancah Variegated!! category from several east coast

sites.

A,,~ears

to have primarily a coastal distribution, plus Coba.

Unspecified Incised Dichrome

ESTABLISHED:

Not established (described by Ball 1978:118)

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.4,

:1:-1

4 rims, 2 body sherds
Unspecified

Unspecified

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by 8all (1978:118) to be of early

Late Preclassic date (ca. 300-50 B.C.).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1. Medium-textured, reddish or brownish paste with gray core

2. Moderately well-smoothed surfaces
3. Thick, waxy, cream slip
4. Red painted and incised geometric designs
5. Basin and jar forms
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium-textured, compact paste.

Reddish

yellow (5YR6/6) or light brown {7.5YR6/4} color, usually with a gray
(lOYR5/l) core.

Fine to medium-sized, angular calcite inclusions,

gray and white in color.

Occasional larger calcite fragments.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Moderately well-smoothed surfaces.

Thick, very pale brown (lOYRS/3) slip.

Decoration consists of

pre-slip incised and red (laRS/G) painted geometric and indeterminate
designs on exterior and/or on rim interior.
FORM:

Two forms are represented.
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1. Basin {Fig. A.4,

D.

Medium~th1ck,

exteriorly thickened rim and rounded lip.

recovered.

Indeterminate base.

flaring walls with

A single rim was

Decoration consists of a red band on

top of rim extending onto rim interior where it terminates at a
horizontal incised zigzag line.

wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.9 em.; vessel height:

approximately 50 em.;

indeterminate)

.h.).

2. Bowl or deep dish (Fig. A.4, .,[,

Medium-thick, flaring

or outcurving walls with rounded or square bolster and beveled lip or
exteriorly thickened rim and pointed Tip.

Indeterminate base.

Decoration includes red band on top of rim and row of punctations on
rim interior, or incised and paillted designs on exterior below rim.
(Rim diameter:
height:

30-33 cm.; wall thickness:

0.8-1.0 cm.; vessel

indeterminate)
3.

Miscellaneous (Fig. A.4,

1).

One indeterminate body sherd

has incised scroll design accented with red.
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Fairly distinctive paste, slip, and rim forms.

Small sample.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of Structure

C22-50-a; Group IV, beneath plaza floor; Housemound, mixed deposits
above bedrock.
COMPARATIVE:

Reported from Isla Cerritos, Alegria 1, 2, 3, and El

Cuyo on the Rio Lagartos and from Yaxuna in Yucatan (Ball 1978:118).
Undoubtably included in Sanders's {1960:251-252, 192-193} IITancah
Variegated": and "Chiquila Variegated" categories.

Sanders (1960:Fig.

10, b) illustrates similar basin forms as "Chiquila Variegated".
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Palancar Ceramic Complex
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Table 3--Continued.
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 4
MORENA CERAIUC COMPLEX
(ca. A.D. 300-550)
The Early Classic Morena Complex is fairly well-represented on

CazumeT although unmixed deposits were not encountered.

An early

facet (ca A.D. 300-450) and a late facet (ca. A.D. 450-550) have been

tentatively identified based primarily on comparative data.

See Table

4 for a listing of Morena Complex ceramic groups and types.
In the Morena Complex, orange polychi"OffieS replace the dichr'c:ne

and incised dichrome tyPes of the Palancar complex.
Polychrome:

Tituc Orange

Tituc Variety is the dominant polychrome type of the

early facet, occurring in basal flange cowl form \·lith definite basal
angle, prominant flange, and primarily exterior decoration.
examples of Dos Arroyos Polychrome also occur.

A few

The primary unslipped

type identified for the early facet is Saban Unslipped:

Becoob

Variety, which occurs in large quantities and seems to begin the
tradition of large restricted bowls (tecomates) with bolstered rims
and monopod supports.
The late facet of the Morena Complex is marked by the
appearance of the Camichin Variety of Tituc Orange Polychrome.

Basal

flange bowls of this facet are characterized by more open, rounded
walls, smaller flanges, and primarily interior decoration.
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Table 4.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the Horena
Ceramic Complex

Ceramic Group

Type:

Variety

Saban

Saban Unslipped:

Cetelac

Cetelac Fibre-temper:

8ecoob Variety

Dos Arroyos

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome:
Unspecified

Tituc

Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Tituc Variety

Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Camichin

Cetelac Variety
Variety

Variety
Tituc Orange Polychrome:
Tituc Orange Polychrome:
Unspecified

Unspecified

Bandas Variety
Variety

Unspecified Red

Unspecified Orange Polychrome

B7
Bandas Variety of Titue Orange Polychrome, the dominate late Early

Classic
polychrome type at Coba, appears to be only sparsely represented on
Cozumel.

The late facet of the Morena Complex is also characterized

by the appearance of Cetelac Fibre-temper, a distinctive tyPe of

probable northern Quintana Roo origin, which on Cozumel occurs
primarily in restricted bowl form.

Saban Unslipped:

Becoob Variety

continues as the major unslipped type, perhaps with a trend toward

more hollow monopod supports.
The heaviest concentrations of Morena Complex materials occur
in the fill of Structure C22-50-1a in Group VI, San Gervasio, and in

the fill of a low, indeterminate platform at Aguada Grande (Structure

C27-6).

Small amounts of Early Classic ceramics were recovered from

a 11 other sites tested except several Late Postel assic coastal shri nes
(see Table 5, p. 106).

Saban Unslipped:
ESTABLISHED:

Becoob Variety

Smith 1971:31 (type); Robles 1980:113-114 (Becoob

Variety)
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Fi9ure A.5,

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Saban

Xcanatun Unsl ipped

COMPLEX:

2,-1

652 rims, 11,226 body sherds

Morena
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TEMPORAL DISTRI8UTION:

Early Classic (ca. A.D. 300-500) based on

comparative information and depositional context on CazumeT.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Coarse, reddish paste with coarse, crystalline calcite temper

2.

t~oderately

3.

Large, thin-walled, restricted bowl form (tecomate) with heavy

4.

Solid monopod support

smoothed surfaces

bol ster

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Coarse-textured, compact paste.

Color is

typically light red (2.5YR6/6), red (2.5YR5/6), or light reddish brown
(2.SYR6/4), less frequently pale brown (lOYR6/4).

Layering of reddish

and brown colors is common; dark gray cores are rare.

Very heavily

tempered with fi ne to very 1arge-sized crystalline ca 1cite fragments.
No reddish inclusions noted.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Roughly to moderately well-smoothed

surfaces, oLen with a bumpy appearance due to protruding temper
particles.

A few very thin body sherds are well-smoothed with a

streaky appearance.

Surface color varies from light reddish brown

(2.SYR6/4, SYR6/4) and light brown (7.SYR6/4) to reddish gray
(5YRS/2).
FORM:
1.

Color may vary considerably on a single vessel.

Two bowl forms are represented.
Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.S,

.!-l, !). Thin to

medium-thick, incurving walls with heavy oval or rounded bolster and
rounded lip.

Two, or possibly four, vertical strap handles, oval or

round in cross-section, attached to rim.
protrusions rather than handles.

A few examples have rim

A single example has a strap handle
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attached below the rim.

A few hollow monopod supports occur.

support.

em.; waTT thickness:
2.

Globular body tapering to solid monopod
(Rim diameter:

0.3-0.7 em.; vessel height:

Basin, unrestricted (Fig. A.5, J,l.

18-28

indeterminate)

A single example.

Same as

the above form except for slightly flaring, rather than fncurving
walTs.

height:

(Rim diameter:

33 em.; waTT thickness:

0.5 em.; vessel

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Easily identified on the basis of form, thinness of

body sherds, reddish paste, and coarse crystalline calcite temper.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

very abundant in Group VI in fill

of Structure C22 .. 50-ai Group IV, in fiiT below plaza floor; present in
small quantities in mixed deposits in other groups.

in fill of Structure C27-6.

Aguada Grande:

Occurs in small quantities in mixed

depOSits at La Expedicion, Zuuk, Buena Vista, ET Cedra1, and San
Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:
1978:114).

Reported from Holkotun on the Rio Lagartos (Ball
Same as Sanders's (1960:253) 'Restricted Orifice Bowls'

category, reported from Tancah, and KantuniT Kin, as well as from El
Cedral and San MigueT on CazumeT.

1980:113-114; Brainerd 1958:Fig. I,

Cetelac Fibre-temper:

ESTABLISHED:

fl.

Cetelac Variety

Smith 1971:133

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

WelT-represented at Coba (Robles

Figure A.6, 2.,

.!?

60 rims, 428 body sherds
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CERAIHC GROUP:
WARE:

Cetelac

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Morena (late f('l.cet), CeTerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Early Classic and Middle/Late Classic,

ca. A.D 450-750 A.D., based on comparative information and

depositional context.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Light weight, porous, dark gray paste

2.

Vegetal temper

3.

Well-smoothed surfaces, often pitted due to weathering

4.

Bolster rim restricted bowl and jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
paste.

Medium to coarse textured, very porous

Color is dark gray (7.5YR4/0) to very dark gray (7.5YR3/D),

occasionally dark grayish brown (2.5Y4/2) or light brown (7.4YR6/4).
Sherds are very 1ight weight and break easily when weathered.
Tempered with vegetal fibers, oxidized during firing.

Also sparse to

abundant angular fragments of opaque calcite, primarily light gray.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

A low luster,

light gray (lOYR7/2) to very pale brown (lOYR7/3) wash or slip is
observable on a few well-preserved examples.

Usually, however

surfaces are weathered and pitted, very pale brown (lOYR7/3, lOYR7/4)
in co lor.
FORM:

A few examp 1es have 1 ight redd i sh brown (5YR6/4) surfaces.

Three forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.6, !,

E.). Medium-thick, incurving

walls with oval or, more rarely, round or triangular bolster and
rounded or pointed 1 ip.

Small vertical strap (loop) handles with oval
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cross section attached to rim or just below rim.
concave base.

thickness:
2.

(Rim diameter:

Flat or slightly

14-30 em., most around 20 em.; wall

0.4-0.8 em.; vessel height:
Bowl, unrestricted.

indeterminate)

A single rim recovered.

Medium-thick,

slightly flaring walls with rounded bolster and rounded lip.

Indeterminate vessel shape and base.
em.; wall thickness:

Jar.

3.

(Rim diameter:

0.7 em.; vessel height:

A single rim recovered.

neck with direct rim and rounded lip.

approximately 25

indeterminate)

Medium-thick, near vertical

Indeterminate body.

Probably

similar to the short neck jar form illustrated by Robles (19BO:Plate
16, ,h).

(Rim diameter:

em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

approximately 25 em.; wall thickness:

0.7

indeterminate)
Usually easy to identify.

Some examples could be

confused with weathered Huachinango Group sherds; Cetelac body sherds,
however, are usually significantly thinner than Huachinango examples.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, in plaza fill in front

of Structure C22-50-a and in fill of structure; Group IV, below plaza
floor; present in small quantities in Group II, Group VII and
Housemound.

Aguada Grande:

fill of Structure C27-6, La Expedicion:

Operation 42 and in mixed plaza and platform fill.

Present in small

quantities at Buena Vista, El Cedral and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Well-represented at Coba (Robles 1981:127-128).

Robles

(1981 :128) also reports occurrence at El Meco and Playa del Carmen on
the east coast.

Present at Holkotun on the north Yucatan coast, and

reported from Dzibilchaltun and Yaxuna in Yucatan (Sall 1978:114;
8rainerd 1958:50).
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Unspecified Red

ESTABLISHED:

Uneerta i n

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.6, .£

9 rims, 17 body sherds (one partially reconstructable

vessel)
CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Unspecified

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

I~orena

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTlUN:

Early Classic (ca. A.D. 300-550) on basis of

form and surface finish.

PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Medium textured, reddish paste

2.

Very well-smoothed surfaces (i nterior)

3.

Glossy, flaky red sl ip

4.

Basal flange bowl form

PASTE, TEMPErt, AND FIRING:

(2.5YR6/6) paste.

Medium-textured, compact, light red

Fired completely.

Fine to medium-sized, opaque

calcite inclusions, gray and white in color.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Very well-smoothed interior surfaces.

Glossy, uniform red (lOYR4/8) Slip that flakes away easily exposing

pink surface of paste. Exterior less well-smoothed.
FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl, basal flange.

direct rim and flat lip.
support.

Medium-thick t flaring walls with

Broad basal flange.

Slipped interior and exterior.

Convex base with ring

(Rim diameter:

33 em.; wall
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thickness:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:
Payil Red:

approximately 9.5 em.)

Although slip and surface color are similar to

PayiT Variety, paste is redder with coarser temper.

Slip

;s also much glossier than Pay;l Red and forms are not similar.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
San Miguel.

Racovered from a burial exposed by a road cut in

No similar materials recovered.

COI1PARATIVE:

Uncertain

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.6,

!!,

~

7 rims, 6 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Variety Unspecified

Smith and Gifford 1966:1S7 (type)

Dos Arroyos

Peten Gloss

COI~PLEX:

Morena (early facet)

TEf.IPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Classic (Tzako1 II-III in the Peten).

Ball (1978:108) suggests a date of ca. A.D. 300-4S0 in the northern

lowlands
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRISUTES:
1.

Well-smoothed surfaces

2.

Glossy, orange slip

3.

Red and black painted decoration

4.

Basal flange bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine-textured, compact red (2.SYRS/6,
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2.5YR4/6) or reddish brown (2.5YRS/4, SYRS/3) paste.
brown (TOYR6/3) exterior layer or edge.

May have a paie

Tempered with fine and

medium-sized angular, opaque calcite fragments, gray and white 1n

color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

WeTT-smoothed prior to slipping.

Slip

color is reddish yeTTow (SYR6/6, 5YR6/8) or yellowish red (SYRS/6).
Decoration consists of red (IORS/8) and black (2.SYR3/0) linear and

indeterminate deSigns, primarily on exterior.
FORM:

Only one form is represented:

1.

Bowl, basal flange.

Flaring walls with direct rim and

rounded or be't'eled lip. Basal angle and broad basal flange with
rounded or beveled edge.

Convex base with ring support.

S1 ipped on

interior and on exterior down to and including upper surface of
flange.

Interior decoration consists of broad red and narrow black

rim bands.

Exterior decoration

includ~s

red and black horizontal

bands on rim and flange and indeterminate deSigns on vessel wall.
(Rim diameter:
height:

30-32 em.; wall thickness:

0.6-0.7 cm.; vessel

approximately 10 cm., one example)

SORTING PROBLEMS:
be sorted.

Badly weathered basal flange bOWl sherds could not

While most of these are probably Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Tituc Variety, some may belong to the Dos Arroyos group.

When Slip is

present, Dos Arroyos sherds can be distinguished from Tituc Orange
Polychrome:

Tituc Variety sherds on the basis of a higher gloss slip

and black paint rather than dark brown.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group VI, fill of Structure
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e22-S0-a; Group IV, fill below plaza floor.

COMPARATIVE:

Widely distributed throughout the Maya area.

Abundant

at Uaxactun (Smith 1955:79, 80, 130, 139-142, 146, 156-159) and Tika1

(Culbert in Gifford 1976:174).

Also reported from the Pasion drainage

(Adams 1971:37; Sob1off 1975:105-107) and from Barton Ramie (Gifford
1976:173-174).

Very common at Becan (Ball 1977a:67-68).

Ball

(1977a:67) also notes occurrence at San Jose (Thompson 1939:Fig. 45,

1!-.£, !!),

Copan (Longyear 1952:Fig. 117,

1951 :Figs. 25; 75,

~-.£)

1946:Figs. 71, J!; 72).

~-:f),

Nebaj (Smith and Kidder

and Karninaljuyu (Kidder, Jennings, and Shook
Present at Coba (Robles 1980:135-137) and

possibly at several other northern lowlands sites as illustrated by
Brainerd (l958:Figs. 19, J![3J; 30,1.; 60, pJl-4,6-10J; 9, .!:C1,6-10J).

BalT (personal cOflJllunication 1981) reports an unspecified variety from
Tancah.

Tituc Orange Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.7,

1!-f

12 rims, 22 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Tituc Variety

Smith 1971:31-32 (revised by Ball 1978:107-108)

Tituc

Yucatan Gloss

COMPLEX:

Morena (early facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early part of Early Classic.

suggests a date of ca. A.D. 250-450.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

We IT-smoothed surfaces

Ball (1978:108)
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2.

Semi-glossy, orange slip

3.

Red and dark reddish brown decoration

4.

Basal flange bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, compact paste.

Paste color is usually iight reddish brown (SYR6/4) or red (2.SYRS/6),
occasionally with a pale brown (TOYR6/3) exterior or interior layer.
Tempered with fine to medium-sized, angular, opaque gray and white

calcite fragments.

Redder pastes tend to be more heavily tempered

with finer particles.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed prior to application of

a semi-glossy, reddish yellow (5YR6/8) slip.

Decoration consists of

painted horizontal bands and geometric designs in red (lOR4/6, lOR4/8)
and dark reddish brown (2.5YR3/4), primarily on exterior.
FORM:

A single form is represented:

1.

Bowl, basal flange.

Outflaring or slightly rounded sides

with direct rim and rounded or, in one case, beveled lip.
is usually present.
edge.

Basal angle

Prom in ant basal flange with rounded or beveled

Convex bottom with ring base.

Slipped on interior and on

exterior down to and including upper surface of flange.

Interior

decoration consists of broad red and narrower dark reddish brown rim
bands.

Primary decoration occurs on exterior and includes red and

dark reddish brown rim bands, horizontal lines. and geometric
designs.

One well-preserved body sherd exhibits two dark reddish

brown dots enclosed by concentric rectangles painted in red.

Flange

may be decorated with a broad red band bordered by narrower bands of
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dark T2ddisn brown.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 em.; vessel height:
SORTING

PROBLEr~S:

24-29 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Many unidentified (weathered) basal flange bowl

sherds probably belong to this type.
Arroyos Orange Polychrome:

Can be distinguished from Dos

Dos Arroyos Variety on the basis of less

glossy slip and dark brown rather than black paint.
distinguished from Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Can be

Camichin Variety on the

basis of greater depth, Targer basal flange, distinct basal angle, and
exterior rather than interior decoration.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTIDN:

Most abundant in fill of Structure C22-50-a,

Group VI, San Gervasio, below plaza floor in Group IV, San Gervasio,
and in fl1T of Structure C27-6, Aguada Grande.

Present in small

quantities at La Expedicion. Trace at E1 Cedral t San Miguel and Group
II~

San Gervasio.

COMPARATIVE:

Considered by Ball (1978:108) and Robles (1980:144) to

be a northern lowlands version of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome:

Dos

Arroyos Variety with a predominately northeastern plains
distribution.

Reported from Tancah (BalT, personal communication

1981) and Coba (Robles 1980:143-145).

Robles also notes occurrence at

Oxkintok, Mayapan, Acanceh, Mani Cenote, and Kabah (Brainerd
1958:Figs. 9; 2,

f,

i; 3; 30, ![T-4,6-36]; 60, .!?J1-4,6-10]; 63, ![12])

as welT as Yaxuna.
Tituc Orange Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
1978:107-108)

Camichin Variety

Ball and Andrews V 1975:231-232 (revised by Ball
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ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

23 rims, 72 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A. 7, '!!-.9.

Tituc

Yucatan Gloss

COMPLEX:

Morena (late facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:
Dzibilchaltun).

Late Early Classic (late Piim at

Ball (1978:108) su9gests a date of ca. A.D. 4S0-SS0.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Well-smoothed surfaces

2.

Semi-glossy, orange slip

3.

Decoration in red, dark reddish brown, and occasionally

orang ish brown
4.

Basal flange dish with rounded sides and jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, compact paste,

similar to Titue Orange Polychrome:

T1tuc Variety.

Color is usually

light reddish brown (SYR6/4) or pink (SYR7/4), occasionally reddish
yellow (SYR6/6) or red (2.SYR5/6).
(10YR7/3) exterior layer.

May have a very pale brown

Tempered with fine to medium-sized,

angular, opaque calcite fragments, gray and white in color.

Redder

pastes tend to be more heavily tempered with finer fragments.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surfaces well smoothed prior to

application of a uniform reddish yellow (5YR6/8), moderately glossy

slip.

Decoration consists of rim bands, parallel lines, and geometric

and curvilinear designs painted in red (TOR4/8), 2.5YR4/8}, dark
reddish brown (2.5YR/3/2, 2.5YR3/4), and occasionally yellowish red
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(5YR4/6).
FORM:

Decoration occurs primarily on

int~rior.

Two forms are present in this variety on CazumeT:
1.

Dish, basal flange.

Flaring or slightly rounded sides with

direct rim and rounded or, more rarely, pointed lip.
flange with rounded or beveled edge.
with convex base and ring support.

Small basal

Continuously curving proffle
51 ipped on interior and exterior

down to and including upper surface of flange.

Exterior decoration 1s

limited to one or more horizontal rim bands in red and dark reddish
brown.

Interior decorated with red and dark reddish brown rim bands,

horizontal lines, and geometric and curvilinear designs which often
extend onto vessel floor.

Designs frequently involve broad red lines

outlined by thinner dark reddish brown.
brown, is present on some examples.
thickness:
2.

0.5-0.7 cm.; vessel height:
Jar, indeterminate.

belong to this variety.

exterior.
lines.

A third color, orangish

(Rim diameter:

22-26 cm.; wall

7.5 cm., one example)

Two small jar body sherds probably

Indeterminate rim and body shape.

Slipped on

Observable decoration includes red horizontal and vertical

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

0.6-0.7 cm.;

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Many weathered, unidentified polychrome sherds

probably belong to this tyPe-variety.

Distinguished from Tituc

Variety on the basis of more rounded sides, smaller flange, and
interior decoration.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Most abundant in fill of

Structure e22-50-a, Group VI and below plaza floor of residential
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group in Group VII; trace in Groups II and III.
abundant in and around Structure e27-6.

Aguada Grande:

Present in smal1 quantities

at La Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Of probable northern Yucatan origin.

Considered by BalT

(1978:108) to be a northeastern peninsula variety, but found in very
small quantities at Coba (Robles 1980:147-148).

Reported from

Dzibilchaltun, Oxkintok, Mayapan, and Yaxuna (Ball and Andrews V
(1975:231-232).

Also found at Isla Jaina and Piedras on the west

Campeche Coast, at Chuburna, San Crisanto 2, Providenc;a, and El
Cerrito on the northwest Yucatan coast, and at Holkotun, Emal, and El

Cuyo South on the northeast Yucatan coast (Ball 197B:107-108).
Present in Sanders·s (1960) east coast collections and in more recent
Tancah samples (Ball 1978:130).
Tituc Orange Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.8,

-,-~

11 rims, 6 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Bandas Variety

Robles 1980:145-146

Tituc

Yucatan Gloss

COMPLEX:

Morena (1 ate facet?)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Classic (Blanco CompleK) at Coba, ca.

A.D. 300/350-550/600.

Probably late Early Classic, ca. A.D. 450-550,

based on shape and similarity to Tituc Orange Polychrome:
Variety.

Camichin
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:

1.

We IT-smoothed surfaces

2.

Interior reddish orange slip

3.

Interior decoration in red and dark brown

4.

Red painted bands on uRs1 ipped exterior

S.

Basal flange bowl or dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, compact paste

ranging In color from red (2.SYRS/6) to light red (2.SYR6/6).
example has a pale brown (TOYR6/3) core.

One

Temper consists of fine and

medium-sized angular, opaque calcite fragments, gray and white in

color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
red (2.SYR6/B).

Interior smoothed and slipped In light

Exterior smoothed but unslipped.

Rim bands and

Indeterminate designs on Interior In red (TOR4/8) and dark brown
(7 .SYR3/4).

Red to dusky red (2.SYR3/2) bands on unslipped exterior

surface.

FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Bowl or dish, basal flange.

Medium thick, rounded waTls

with direct rim and rounded or pointed lip.

or beveled edge.

Small flange with pointed

Probably convex base with ring support.

interior with red lip band.

Slipped on

One example has no other interior

decoration, but remainder show traces of designs in red and dark

brown.

Exterior decorated with two to three red bands.

has a thin dark brown band as well, and one
along with the red.

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.7 em.; vessel height:

exa~le

One example

has an orange band

18-21 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)
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SORTING PROBLEMS:

Small sample.

Distinguished from the Camichin

Variety of Tituc Orange Polychrome primarily on the basis of unslipped
exterior with painted bands.

A number of weathered polychrome sherds

may belong to this type.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
VI.

Aguada Grande:

COMPARATIVE:

San Gervasio:

fill of Structure C22-50-a, Group

fill of Structure C27-6.

Considered by Robles (1980:146) to be of probable

northern Quintana Roo origin.
polychrome type at Coba.

The predominant Early Classic

Robles (1980:146) also reports occurrence at

Yaxuna, Acanceh, Mayapan, Dzibilchaltun, E1 Meea, Tancah, and
unspecified sites in northern Quintana Roo.
Tituc Orange Polychrome:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.8,

i-.l

10 rims, 12 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Variety Unspecified

Not established

Tituc

Yucatan Gl ass

COMPLEX:

Morena (late facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Probably the same as Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Camichin Variety, late Early Classic ca. A.D. 450-550.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Tituc Orange Polychrome:
Camichin Variety.

2.

Decoration primarily in dark brown and orangish brown

3.

Basal flange dish and slightly round-sided bowl forms
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Paste same as Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Camichin Variety.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surface finish same as Tituc Orange

Polychrome:

Orange (SYR6/8) slip.

Camichin Variety.

Decoration

consists of rim bands and linear and geometric designs in dark brown

(7.5YR3/2, 7.5YR3/4) .nd yellowish red (5YR4/6, 5YR5/8).

characterized by use of thin dark brown lines.
FORM:

Designs .re

No red paint noted.

Three forms are represented:

1.

Dish, basal flange (Fig. A.S,

Variety form.

i-A).

Similar to Camichin

Flaring to slightly rounded, medium-thick walls with

direct rim and rounded lip.

Small basal flange with rounded edge.

basal angle; probable ring base.

No

Slipped on interior and exterior

down to and including upper surface of flange.

Decoration consists of

dark brown rim bands and thin-line designs on interior.

Traces of

orangish brown paint perhaps used to fill in some areas.

Exterior

decoration includes dark brown lines on flange and traces of other
linear designs on some examples.
thickness:
2.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.7 cm.; vesse 1 height:

23-28 cm.; wall

i ndetermi nate)

Bowl, slightly rounded sides (Fig. A.8,

1, 1).

14edium-thick, near vertical walls with direct rim and rounded or
beveled lip.

Indeterminate base.

Slipped on interior and exterior.

Decoration consists of dark brown rim bands and linear designs,
primarily horizontal dark brown lines.
example.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:

Wider bands discernable on one

18-20 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

0.5-0.6 cm.;
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Jar, indeterminate.

3.

Two jar body sherds probably can be

assigned to this potential variety.
shape.

Slipped on exterior.

Indeterminate rim and body

Traces of linear designs in dark brown,

including horizontal lines and cross-hatching.

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.6 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Distinguished from Tituc Orange Polychrome:

Camichin Variety on the basis of absence of red paint.

This may in

fact be a reflection of the fragmentary sample rather than a different

decorative treatment.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present below plaza floor in residential group,

Group VII, San Gervasio and in fill of Structure C27-6, Aguada
Grande.

Trace at La Expedicion and Group II, San Gervasio.

COMPARATIVE:

No comparative information noted.

Undesignated Orange Polychrome

ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAHIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.B, !'!

1 rim, 1 body sherd (one vessel)
Uncertain, possibly Dos Arroyos

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Morena

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Probably Early Classic on basis of form.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

We Il-smoothed surfaces

2.

Semi-glossy orange slip
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3.

Red and dark brown rim bands

4.

Flaring sided bowl or dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(2.5YR6/4) paste.

Fine-textured, compact light reddish brown

Pale brown (TOYR6/3) exterior layer near base.

Tempered with fine to medium-sized, 3.ngular, opaque calcite fragments,
gray and white in color.

SURFACE FINISH ANO OECORATION:

WeTT-smoothed surfaces slipped with a

semi-glossy, orange (5YR6/8) slip.

Observed decoration limited to rim

bands in red (TOR4/6), dark brown (7.5YR3/2), and black (2.5YR2.5/T).
FORM:

Sample is limited to a rim and body sherd from a single vesse7:
1.

Bowl or dish, flaring.

Medium-thick, flaring walTs with

direct, slightly thickened rim and rounded lip.

convex base (probably ring base).

Traces of dark brown rim band on top of rim.
1 imited to a red rim band.
black paint.

Basal angle with

Slipped on interior and exterior.
Interior decoration is

Red rim band on exterior with traces of

Remainder of exterior is weathered.

cm.; wall thickness:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

O.B em.; vessel height:

(Rim diameter:

30

indeterminate)

No similar forms were recovered.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

fill of Structure C22-50-a, Group

VI.
COMPARATIVE:
Polychrome:

Somewhat similar in form to Dos Arroyos Orange
Opuesto Variety (Ball 1977a:Fig. 25,

!-..!~); however, this

example does not exhibit the interior geometric decoration typical of
the Dos Arroyos type.
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Table 5. Morena Ceramic Complex: ceramic group totals.

C
E
T
E

A
R
R

T

L

Y

T

A

C
I 4641
I
I
I
I
41
I
I
I
Complex II I
51
I
I
Complex IV-VI I
61
I
I
Operation 42 I
71
I
I
Other
21
I
I
I
Zuuk
31
I
I
I
Chen Cedra 1
I
I
I
I
San Gervasio
I
I
Group I
81
I
I
I
Group II
141
I
I
I
Group III
41
I
I
I
Housemound
91
I
I
I
Group IV
I 4041
I
I
Group VI
110,8531
I
I
Group VII
I 2191
I
I
Other
I
I
Aguada Grande

La Expedicion
Comp lex I

341
I
I
351
I
281
I
61
I
541
I
61
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
31
I
I
I
101
I
261
I
2551
I
41
I
I

0

I

u

0

C

S

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

11
I
61
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
441
I
I
21
I
I
I
31
I
I
I
11
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
41
I
I
I
I
I
101
I
441
I
371
I
I

U
S
S
P
E
C
I

F
I

E
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
21
I
I
I
I
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Table 5--Continued.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
San Miguel
I
I
Eleven Mounds I
Buena Vista

El Cedral

Sa nto Thomas

I

I
Coastal Shrinesl
I
El Cactus
I
I
Punta Chicleral
I
Cinco Puertas I
I
Punta Morena I
I
Other
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TOTAL
I

101
I
51
I
611
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
12,0781

C
E
T
E
L
A
C

I D
I 0
I 5
I
IA
I R
I R
I 0
I Y
I 0
I 5

I
I
I
I
I
I
IT I
I I I
I
I~ I
I C I

I
I
I
I

I

191
I
11
I
71
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

F
I

E
D

91
I
11
I
21
I
I

I
II

II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4881

U
5
5
P
E
C

I
I
I
I
I
71

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1581

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
21

CHAPTER 5
CELERAIN CERAMIC COMPLEX
(c.a. A.D. 550-750)

The Middle and Late Classic periods seem to represent a time of
increased ceramic isolation on CazumeT.

Although several exotic

poTychromes are present, the CeTerain Complex appears to be dominated

by very localized ceramic types.

Subdivision of this complex was not

possible based on available evidence.

See Table 6 for a 1 isting of

CeTerain Complex ceramic groups and types.
The most abundant decorated type is Janan Orange Polychrome, a

type characterized by a tripod, basal ridge dish form with unslipped
exterior.

Chumul Orange Polychrome, another type of probable local

origin, is somewhat similar to Saxche Orange Polychrome in terms of

its flaring-sided bowl form.

Also present in small quantities is

Arena Red, a type well-represented at Cob a and characterized by a
tripod basal ridge dish form similar to Janan Orange Polychrome.
Cetelac Fibre-temper, which appears in the late fact of the Morena
Complex, seems to persist throughout all or part of the
Classic.

~liddle-Late

A ne\1, unspecified black slipped group also occurs and

probably persists into the Terminal Classic.
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Table 6.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the

CeTerain Ceramic Complex
Ceramic Group

Type:

Variety

Saban

Norte Striated:

Expedicion

Expedicion Striated:

Cetelac

*Cetelac Fibre-temper:

Arena

Arena Red: Arena Variety

Chumul

Chumul Orange Polychrome: Chumul Variety
Janan Orange Polychrome: Janan Variety
Janan Orange Polychrome: $axche Variety

Saxche

Saxche Orange Polychrome: Saxche Varieof:y
Saxche Orange Polychrome: Variety
Unspecified

Petkanche

Petkanche Orange Polychrome:

Norte Variety
Expedicion Variety

Cetelac Variety

Petkanche

Variety

Calderitas

Calderitas Cream Polychrome

Juleki

Juleki Cream Polychrome:

Ascorra

AscorTa Ivory Polychrome:

Juleki Variety

Variety

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified

Black
Black Incised
Black-on-red
Red-on-orange

Unspecified Orange Polychrome
Unspecified Cream Polychrome
Unspecified Buff Polychrome
*See

r~orena

Ceramic Complex, Chapter 4, for type description.
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Unslipped types include Norte Striated, which probably
developed from Saban Unslipped:

Becoob Variety and may be

transitional between that type and Vista Alegre Striated of the
Term; na 1 Cl ass ic period.

The dom; nant unsl ipped type, however, is

Expedicion Striated, characterized by a restricted bowl (tecomate)
form with monopod base.

Possible trade polychromes include traces of

Saxche Orange Polychrome and Juleki Cream Polychrome of possible
Belize origin, Petkanche Orange Polychrome of possible Rio Hondo
origin, and Ascorra Ivory Polychrome, a type common at Becan.

Notably

absent from CazumeT collections are the red-slipped, impressed and
composite types which make up the Batres Group, the dominant Late
Classic slipped group at Coba.
CeTerain Complex materials are very abundant at La Expedicion
where they occur in mixed deposits in construction fill and in an
unsealed and mixed concentration of sherds at a small altar cache
(Operation 42).

Celerain materials are also present at San Gervasio,

Buena Vista, and El Cedral (see Table 7, p. 144).

The unspecified

black group sherds at Aguada Grande probably date to the following
Terminal Classic period.

Norte Striated:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Norte Variety

present study
Figure A.9, 1O-!!

62 rims, 355 body sherds
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CERAMIC GROUP: Saban
WARE:

Xcanatun Unslipped

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

14iddle-Late Classic (ca. A.D.550-750) on basis

of depos it; ana 1 contexts.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface char-acteristics similar to Saban

2.

Coarse striation

3.

Restricted bowl (tecomate) form

Unslipped:

Becoob Variety

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Becoob Variety.

Paste appears same as Saban Unsl ipped:

Same reddish color and crystalline calcite temper.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Unslipped:

Surface finish simlar to Saban

Becoob Variety, with the addition of medium to coarse

striations.
FORM:

Form is also similar to Saban Unslipped:

1.

Bowl, restricted.

Thin to

Becoob Variety.

in-curving walls.

medium~thick,

Round, oval, or triangular bolster with rounded lip or, more rarely,
slightly thickened rim with rounded lip.
attached just below rim.

striations beginning just below rim.
thickness:

Horizontal and diagonal

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.7 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Vertical strap handles

Indeterminate base.

21-26 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Easily distinguished from Saban Unslipped:

Beeoob

Variety by presence of striation, flatter rim bolsters, and placement
of handles below rim rather than attached to rim.

Distinguished from
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Vista Alegre Striated:

Vista Alegre Variety on the basis of rim form,

darker, coarser paste, and coarser striation.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

La Expedicion:

deposits and in Operation 42.

well-represented in mixed fill

San Gervasio:

Group VI, most abundant

in plaza fill in front of Structure C22-50-a; present in small
quantities in other groups.

Well represented at San Miguel.

Small

sample from mixed deposits at Buena Vista.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

This type-variety appears to be transitional

between Saban Unslipped:

Becoob Variety and Vista Alegre Striated:

Vista Alegre Variety.
Expedicion Striated:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Expedicion variety

Present study
Figures A.9, ~-.f; A.IO

933 rims, 10,030 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP: Expedicion
WARE:

Unspecified

CO~lPLEX:

Ce 1era in

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.0.550-750) on basis

of depositional contexts.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Medium-textured, 1 ight brownish paste with dark core

2.

Moderately-smoothed surfaces

3.

Fine to moderately coarse striation

4.

Restricted bowl (tecomate) form

5.

Monopod support
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
moderately compact paste.

14ediurn or occasionally fine-textured,
Light yellowish brown (lOYR6/4), very pale

brown (lOYR7/3), brown (7.5YR5/4), or light brown (7.5YR6/4) in color,
with a thick, dark gray (7.5N3.0), lOYR4/l) core.

Fine to

medium-sized, angular, opaque calcite inclusions, light gray and white
in color.
SURFACE FINISH :AND DECORATION:

Moderately well-smoothed surfaces,

with temper particles frequently visible.

Surface color approximates

paste color, ranging from pale brown (10YR6/3), light yellowish brown

(lOYR6/4), and light brown (7.5VQ,6/4) to darker shades of brown
(7.5YR5/2) and grayish brown (.

on a single vessel.

'5/2).

Color appears fairly uniform

Approximately fifty percent of body sherds show

moderately coarse striation on exterior.

Horizontal smoothing

striations are usually present on interior.

When weathered, surfaces

tend to feel sandy (coarser paste) or powdery (finer paste).
FORM:

Two forms are represented.

form.

Medium-thick to thick, rounded or insloping walls.

1.

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.9; A.10, ,!-.,Q,'!:', !-,Y).

Dominant
Hide

variety of rim treatments, including direct, up-turned, thickened,
bolstered, and t-shaped forms.
flattened.

Lips may be rounded, pointed. or

At least some examples have small, vertical strap handles,

oval in cross-section, attached just below rim; one example has nandle
attached directly to rim.

Monopod base.

about half of rim and body sherds.
thickness:

Exterior striations occur on

(Rim diameter:

0.7-1.3 cm.; vessel height:

17-23 cm.; wall

indeterminate)
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2.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.10, 1!. • ..9.., ~).

recovered.
pOinted Tip.

Only 15 rims

Medium-thick to thick walls with direct rim and rounded or
One example with t-shaped rim and rounded lip.

Indeterminate base (several flat and concave base fragments may be

associated with this form).

Light horizontal striations on exterior

and interior of most examples.

(Rim diameter:

thickness: 0.7-1.0 em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

17-28 em.; wall

indeterminate)

With better stratigraphie control it might be

possible to divide this type into two or more varieties.

variation in paste and rim form.

Considerable

Paste, surface, and form

characteristics are very different from Saban Ceramic Group, but
Similar to Inseguro Striated in the Buena Vista Subcomplex (see
discussion of Inseguro Striated:

Inseguro Variety in Chapter 8.)

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

La Expedicion:

abundant in construction fill

and in Operation 42.

San Gervasio:

present in mixed deposits in all

groups, but most heavily represented in Groups VI and VII; occurs in
abundance in plaza fill in front of Structure C22-50-a.
mixed construction fill at Buena Vista.

Present in

Small quantity present at San

Miguel; trace at Aguada Grande.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

No comparable types noted in literature.

Possibly a very localized manifestation.

Cetelac Fibre-temper:

Cetelac Variety

(See Morena Ceramic Complex, Chapter 4, for type description)
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Arena Red:

Arena Val"iety

ESTABLISHED:

Robles 1980:174

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.ll. 2..

E.

1 rirn. 9 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP: Arena
WARE:

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D. 550-750) on

basis of compar.ative data and depOSitional contexts.

Palmas Complex

at Coba ca. A. O. 550/600-700/730 (Robles 1980: 174) •
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured. pale yellowish paste

2.

We IT-smoothed surfaces

3.

Red 51 ip

4.

Tripod basal-ridge dish form

5.

Unslipped exterior with light striations below basal ridge

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine-textured, moderately compact very

pale brown (lDYR7/4. 10YRS/4) paste.
(7.5YR7/6) edges.

(1980:175) notes quartz particles.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

weak red (lOR4/4) also occur.

Robles

Occasional reddish inclusions.

Well-srnoothed surfaces.

sornewhat waxy. red (2.5YR5/S) slip.

FORM:

May have reddish yellow

Fine to very fine calcite temper.

Semi-glossy.

Reddish yellow (7.5YR7.6) and

Fineclouding present on one example.

A s;ng1e form is represented.
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1.

Dish, basal ridge, tripod.

Medium-thick, flaring walTs

with direct rim and rounded lip.

Slight basal angle with small basal

ridge and interior basal groove.

Smoothed and slipped interior and

exterior down to basal ridge; appears to be unslipped and lightly
striated below ridge.

(Rim diameter:

approximately 24 em., one

example; wall thickness: 0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

indeterminate)

Slip is somewhat similar to Chichen Red Ware, but

form and pale yellowish paste are distinctive.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Small sample.

Sparsely represented on CazumeT.

plaza fill at Groups VI and VII, San Gervasio.

Present in

Also present at La

Expedicion (Operation 42) and in platform fill at Buena Vista.

COMPARATIVE:

Present at Coba (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 1,

1980: 174-176) and Yaxuna (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 18,

!!,

Robles (1981 :176) also reports occurrence at Tancah.

of northern Quintana Roo origin.

f.,

.11; Robles

.11,[14-11]).
Considered to be

Similar to Corona Red:

Corona

Variety at Becan (Sa 11, personal communication 1981).

Unspecified Black
Uncerta i n

ESTABLISHED:

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.ll,

£-1

40 rims, 75 body sherds
Unspecified

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Celerain, Miramar 1

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D. 550-750) based
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on form.

Probably persists into Terminal Classic based on

depositiona 1 contexts.

PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Medium textured paste, heavily tempered with fine !(:hite

particles
2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Black slip

4.

Flaring and round-sided bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, compact paste.

Color ranges from very pale brown (lOYR7/3) to light reddish brown
(5YR6/4) or light red (2.5YR6/6).
gray (7.SN/O) edges.

Paste may have pale brown or dark

Heavily tempered with fine, opaque, angular

particles (dolomite?), primarily white in COlOT.
white or gray fragments.

Occasional larger

Another possible paste variant is fine

textured and sparsely tempered with scattered fine to large-sized
fragments; these examples also have a glossier slip.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Slip color is

usually dark gray (2.5N4/0) or very dark gray (2.5N3/0); however,
reddish brown (5YR5/4) and light reddish brown (5YR6/4) areas may
occur.
FORM:

Little slip remains on most sherds.
Three forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, flaring (Fig. A.l1, ,£-f).

Most common form.

Thin to

medium-thick. flaring, or, in one case, outcurving walls with direct
rim and rounded or pointed lip.
diameter:

Basal angle and convex base.

14-20 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

(Rim

0.5-0.9 cm.; vessel height:
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2.

(Fig. A.ll, .9.,

Bowl, rounded.

walTs with direct rim and rounded lip.

!!).

Thin to medium-thick

One example restricted; one

example with indeterminate bump or protrusion on exterior below rim.
(Rim diameter:

Indeterminate base.

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:
3.

Jar, medium-high neck

recovered.

(Fig. A.ll, j).

A single rim

Medium thick, outcurving neck with flattened exterior

bolster and pointed lip.

diameter:

14-15 em.; walT thickness:

indeterminate)

Indeterminate body and base.

17 em.; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.5-0.7 cm.; vessel height:

i ndetermi nate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

The heavily-tempered, sugary paste of this type is

very distinctive.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant at La Expedicion (Operation 42)

and in fill of Temple D (Structure C27-Z) at Aguada Grande.

Also

present in mixed construction fiTl depOSits at Groups IV, VI, and VII,

San Gervasio, and at Buena Vista. flo single example from E1 CedraT.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Unspecified Black-on-red
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.ll,

1

1 rim
Uncertain, possibly Palmar

Unspecified
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COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late andlor Terminal Classic on basis of form.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:

PASTE,

1.

Fine-textured, light yellowish brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed interior, moderately well-smoothed exterior

3.

Semi-glossy, red slip on interior

4.

Black rim band

5.

Flaring bowl or dish

TE~lPER,

AND FIRING:

brown (lOYR5/6) paste.

Fine-textured, compact, light yellowish

Firing appears complete.

opaque gray and white inclusions (calcite?).

Fine to medium-sized

Occasional reddish

inclusions.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Interior surface well-smoothed and

slipped with a semi-glossy red (lOR4/6) slip.
well-smoothed but apparently unslipped.

Exterior moderately

Decoration consists of very

dusky red (lOR2.5/2) to reddish black (lOR2.511) rim band.

Unslipped

exterior surface is pale brown (lOYR6/3).

FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Bowl or dish, flaring sides.

with direct rim and rounded lip.
rim.

Indeterminate base.

Straight, medium-thick walls

Slight exterior ridge just below

Interior smoothed and slipped.

Black rim

band with possible additional band approximately 5 cm. below rim. (Rim
diameter:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

0.7 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Distinctive paste and slip.

Small sample.
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

La Expedicion (Operation 42).

This may be Yuhactal Black-on-red (Palmar Group) common

in the north central Peten.

Also reported from Barton Ramie (Gifford

1976:252) and Becan (Ball 1977a:62).

Occurs in small quantities at

Coba (Robles 1980:201-203) with rim profiles similar to the above form.
Unspecified Red-an-orange

ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.ll.

!

5 rims, 2 body sherds (one vessel)
Uncertain, possibly Saxche

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic on basis of form.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Fine textured, light brown paste.

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Semi-glossy, orange slip

4.

Red rim band

5.

51 ightly restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(7.5YR6/4) paste.

Fine-textured, compact, light brown

Fired completely.

Medium-sized, angular, opaque

gray and white calcite inclusions.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed prior to slipping with a

uniform, semi-glossy, reddish yellow (7.5YR6/B) slip.
decoration limited to a red (lOR4/6) rim band.

Observed
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FORM:

A single vessel is represented:

1.

Bowl or vase, slightly restricted.

Insloping medium-thick

walls tapering to a direct rim with rounded lip.

Indeterminate base.

Smoothed and slipped on interior and exterior.

Narrow red rim band

appears to be only decoration.

18 em.; wall

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.6 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Uncertain.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

indeterminate)

Sma 11 samp 1e.

San Gervasio, in fill of Structure C22-50-a,

Group VI.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Janan Qnnge Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.12; A.13,

~-i

44 rims, 57 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Janan Variety

Present study

Chumul

Yucatan Gloss

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic, on basis of form and

context.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Fine to medium-textured, reddish brown paste heavily

2.

Well-smoothed interior with semi-glossy, orange sl ip

tempered with fine calcite particles
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3.

Roughly smoothed exterior with occasiona 1 red wash

4.

Decoration in red and dark reddish brown

5.

Tripod, basal ridge dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND' FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, compact paste.

Color is frequently redish brown (2.5YR5/4) or light reddish brown
(5YR6/4, 2.5YR6/4), but incomplete firing also produces brown
(7.5YR5/2), light brown (7.5YR6/4), and gray (lOYR511) areas.

Light

yellowish brown (lOYR6/4) cores are common in the redder paste

colors.

Paste is usually heavily tempered with fine white and gray

calcite particles with scattered medium and large-sized fragments.

Reddish i:lclusions are· common.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Smoothed and slipped on interior with

a low-gloss reddish yellow (5YR6/8, 7.5YR6/6) slip similar to Tit"c

Orange Polychrome.

Exterior moderately- to roughly-smoothed, often

with prominant striations, especially below basal ridge.

In some

cases, a thin, dull red (lOYR5/6) wash is present on exterior.
FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Dish, basal ridge, tripod.

Flaring walls with direct rim

and pointed, rounded, or, in one case, beveled lip.
or exterior basal thickening.

Small basal ridge

No interior basal angle.

Convex base

with three hollow, nubbin-like supports, oval rather than round in
shape.

Smoothed and slipped on interior with red and dark reddish

brown rim bands and geometric and curvilinear deSigns.
discernable stepped fret and one spiral design noted.

One
Examples with

moderately smoothed exterior may have a red wash extending down to
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basal ridge ..
height:

(Rim diameter:

23-30 em.j walT thickness:

0.6-0.8 em.;

approximately 8 em., two examples)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Relatively easy to distinguish from Early Classic

orange po lychromes on the bas is of 1ess welT -smoothed, unsl ipped
exterior, basal ridge rather than basal flange, and tripod supports

rather than ring base.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant at La Expedicion, Operation 42;

also present in construction fill at La Expedicion.

Present at Groups

II, VI, and VII at San Gervasio and in Housemound area.
examples from Buena Vista and San Miguel.

A few

Absent at Aguada Grande,

Zuuk, Chen Cedral, and El Cedral.
COMPARATIVE:

No closely comparable polychrome types noted.

form is similar to Arena Red:

Vessel

Arena Variety although paste

composition differs.
Janan Orange Polychrome:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A. 14,

~

3 rims; 5 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Variety Unspecified

Present Study

Chumul

Yucata.n Gloss

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (A.D. 550-750) on basis of

form and context.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured orangish or pinkish paste
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2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Low-gloss orange 51 ip

4.

Decoration in red and dark reddish brown

5.

Thin-walled, restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine-textured, compact paste.

is reddish yellow (5YR6/6) or pink (7.5YR6/4).
complete.

Paste color

Firing appears

Fine to medium-sized, opaque, angular calcite inclusions,

white and gray in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surfaces well-smoothed prior to

slipping with a low-gloss, reddish yellow (5YR6/8) slip.

Linear,

curvilinear, and indeterminate painted designs in red (lORS/B, lOR4/8)

and dark reddis" brown (5YR3/2, 5YR3/3).
FORM:

A single form is represented:

1.

Bowl, restricted.

and pointed Tip.

way down interior walls.
band.

Thin, incurving walls with direct rim

Indeterminate base.

Slipped on exterior and part

Interior decoration limited to red rim

Dark reddish brown rim band on exterior, extending over top of

rim on one example.

Exterior decoration includes broad, red

horizontal bands, narrow dark reddish brown horizontal lines, and
indeterminate designs.

(Rim diameter:

thickness: 0.5 cm.; ... essel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

approximately 17 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Relatively easy to distinguish from Saxche Orange

Polychrome types on the basis of less glossy slip and dark brown,
rather than black, paint.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Small sample.

La Expedicion (Operation 42).

One rim from
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platform fill, Buena Vista.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Chumul Orange Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.13,

.9.-1

31 rims, 23 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Chumul Variety

Present study

Chumul

Yucatan Gl ass

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (A.D. 550-750) on basis of

form and context.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine to medium-textured reddish paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

CY'eam "primer" slip

4.

Semi-glossy orange slip

5.

Flaring and round-sided bowl forms

PASTE, TEf4PER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, compact paste.

Co 1or ranges from red (10R5/6) to reddi sh ye 11 ow (5YR6/6).

May have

an underfired layer of gray (5YR6/1) or very pale brown (TOYR7/3).
Heavily tempered with fine, opaque calcite particles, primarily white
and gray in color.

Medium-sized fragments also present.

Occasional

reddish inclusions.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

White

(lOYR8/2) to very pale brown (10YR8/3) "primer" slip applied to
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exterior and often to interior.

Reddish yellow (SYR6/8, 7.SYR6/6)

interior slip grading to darker red on poorly fired examples.
Exterior walls overslipped in same reddish yellow as interior.
Decoration consists of horizontal rim bands and exterior geometric
designs in red (lORS/S, lOR4/S, 2.5YR4/8) and dark reddish brown
(2.5YR3/2, 2.SYR4/8).

Considerable variation in color on some

examples due to firing, giving a dark, drab appearance.

FORM: Two bowl forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, flaring sides (A.13,!l"

.J).

Flaring, medium-thick

walls with direct rim and rounded or pointed lip.

slightly convex base.

Basal angle and

Smoothed and slipped on interior and exterior.

Primer slip on exterior, including base, and on interior of one
example.

Orange slip on interior and on exterior extending almost to

basal angle, leaving the base cream.

Interior decoration is 1imited

to a broad dark reddish brown or red rim band.

Exterior decorated

with red and dark reddish brown rim bands and geometric designs
including parallel vertical lines, horizontal bands, and a stepped
design.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:
2.

19-20 cm.; wall thickness:

0.4-0.8 cm.;

approximately 9 cm., one example)

Bowl, slightly rounded sides (A.13,

15., 1).

Thin, near

vertical, slightly rounded walls with direct rim and rounded lip.
Indeterminate base.
interior.

Cream IIprimer" sl ip on exterior and probably

Orange overslip on both surfaces.

band discernab1e on two examples.
exterior.

Dark reddish brown rim

Broad red band on rim interior and

Indeterminate designs on exterior.

(Rim diameter:

18-23
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em.; wall thickness:
PROBLEI~S:

SORTING

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

Fairly easy to distinguish on basis on form,

reddish paste often heavily tempered with fine calcite particles,
presence of cream "primer ll slip, and poor firing.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Heaviest concentration at La Expedicion,

especially Operation 42.
COMPARATIVE:

Trace at San Gervasio, Groups VI and VII.

No closely comparable types noted.

GeneraTTy similar to

Saxche Group in form.
Saxche Orange Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.14,

-'!'

~

3 rims, 4 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Saxche Variety

Smith and Gifford 1966:162

S:' .:he

Peten Gloss

COMPLEX:

Ce 1era in

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (A.D. 550-750); Tepeu I in

the Peten.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine-textured, pinkish paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Glossy, orange slip

4.

Decoration in red and black

5.

Thin-waTTed bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine-textured, compact, pink (7.5YR7/4)
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paste.

Firing is complete.

Tempered with very fine calcite (?)

particles.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed prior to slipping.

Traces of a high gloss, reddish yellow (5YR6/8) slip.
also appear reddish yellow (5YR7/6).

Eroded su,·faces

Traces of glossy, red (jOR5/8)

and black (7.5N2/0) paint.

FORM:

Two bowl forms are represented:
1.

(Fig. A.14, j!).

Bowl, near verticle sides.

near-vertical walls with direct rim and rounded lip.
base.

Smoothed and 51 ipped on interior and exterior.

rim band on top and interior of rim.
surfaces.

Indeterminate designs.

2.

(Rim diameter:

(Rim diameter:

21 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.14, !.).

Thin, incurving walls

Indeterminate base.

slipped on interior and exterior.

Traces of black

Traces of red paint also on both

thickness: 0.4-0.5 em.; vessel height:

with direct rim and rounded lip.

Thin,
Indeterminate

Smoothed and

Traces of red and black paint.

17 cm.; wall thickness:

0.4 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Examples were sorted primarily on the basis of form

and gloSSiness of slip and paint.
determined due to weathering.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Nature of designs could not be

Small sample.

San Gervasio:

present in fill of Structure

C22-50-a, Group VI, and beneath plaza floor in residential group,
Group VII.
COMPARATIVE:

A Single example from platform fill at Buena Vista.
Common in the north central Peten (Smith 1955) and the
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Passion drainage (Adams 1971:38; Sab10ff 1975:123-132).

A minority

type at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:205-208), but fairly cornmon at
Becan (Ball 1977:68-72) and Coba (Robles 1980:186-188).

Reported in

small amounts from Dzibi1chaltun (Ball and Andrews V 1975:232), Kabah
and Mayapan (Smith 1971:142-143), and from Providencia on the
northwest Yucatan coast (Ball 1978:109).

Robles (1980:188) also notes

examples from Tancah and Kohunlich in Quintana Roo, from Yaxuna and
Uxmal in Yucatan, and from Jaina and Dzibilnocac in Carnpeche.
Saxche Orange Polychrome:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.14,

1, .J.

3 rims, 2 body sherds

CERAMI C GROUP:
WARE:

Variety Unspecified

Smith and Gifford 1966:162 (type)

Saxe he

Peten Gloss

COMPLEX:

Ce1erain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D. 550-750) on

basis of form.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, 1 ight reddish brown paste.

2.

We ll-smoothed surfaces

3.

Semi-glossy, orange slip

4.

Decoration in red, dark reddish brown, and black

5.

Flaring-sided bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine textured, compact pink (5YR7/4) or

light reddish brown (5YR6/8) paste.

One example has a light gray
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(2.5YR7/2) exterior layer.

white and gray in color.

Fine, angular, opaque calcite inclusions,

Occasional medium-sized fragments also

occur.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed prior to slipping with a

semi-glossy to glossy, reddish yellow (5YR6/8) slip.

Decoration

consists of red (lORS/B), dark reddish brown (2.SYR3/4), and black
(2.5YR2.5/0) bands and indeterminate designs, primarily on exterior.

FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Bowl, flaring sides.

direct rim and. i'ounded 1ip.

Medium-thick, flaring walls with

One small body sherd with basal angle

indicates flat or slightly convex base.
on top of rim.

rim band and indeterminate designs.
thickness:

Dark reddish brown rim band

Exterior decorated with red and, in one case, black

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.7 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Uncertain.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

20-23 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Small sample.

San Gervasio:

fill of Structure C22-S0-a, Group

VI; one example from below plaza floor, Group IV.

COMPARATIVE:

Similar to form illustrated from Barton Ramie (Gifford

1976:Fig. 121; 122,2.).
Petkanche Orange Polychrome:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.14,

.!!

1 rim, B body sherds (one vessell

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Petkanche Variety

Ball 1977a:72

Petkanche

Unspecified
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COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEI1PORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Classic (ca. A.0.650-750) Bejuco Complex

at Becan, ca. A.D. 600-700
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, orangish paste

2.

~lell-smoothed

3.

Glossy orange slip

4.

Designs in red and black

5.

Very thin-walled, cylindrical vase form

surfaces

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(7.5YH6/6) paste.

Fine-textured, compact reddish yeTTow

Completely fired.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Very fine calcite (1) temp"r.

Surfaces weTT-smoothed prior to

application of a glossy, weTT-bonded, reddish yellow (5YR6/8) slip.
linear, curvilinear, and naturalistic designs painted in red (10R4/S)

and black (2.5YR2.5/0).

FORM:

A single vessel is represented:
1.

Vase, cylindrical.

Very thin-walled, incurving, slightly

restricted walls with direct rim and rounded Tip.

base.

Smoothed exterior and interior.

Probably flat

Slipped exterior.

decorated with black, followed by red rim bands.

Interior

Exterior decoration

includes black rim bands and indeterminate naturalistic design

(including feather headdress?).
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.3-0.5 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

9 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

HighlY distinctive, based on form, fine paste, thin

walls, and intricate design.
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Construction fill of Structure C22-50-a, Group

VI, San Gervasio.
COMPARATIVE:

Considered by Ball (1982:53) to be a possible trade ware

from the Rio Hondo area.

~ell

represented at Becan (Ball 1977a:72).

Ball also notes occurence of this type in southern Quintana Roo (Gann

191B:ll0-ll1), Altun Ha (Pendergast 1967:Fig. 9; 1971:30), Copan
(Longyear 1952:Fig. 108), and Yaxcopol1 (Cervera collection, Merida).
Occurs in small quantities at Dzibilchaltun (Ball and Andrews V

1975:232), Coba (Robles 19BO:190-192), and Tancah (Ball personal

communication 1981).

Also reported from Moho Cay, Cuello, and E1

Pozito in Belize (Ball 1982:53).
Juleki Cream Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.14,

~

1 rim, 6 body sherds (one vesse1)

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Juleki Variety

Smith and Gifford 1966:159

Juleki

Peten Gloss

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D.550-750) Tepeu I

at Uaxactun
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, i ight brown or gray paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Cream 51 ip

4.

Decoration in red, orange, and black
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S.

Thin-walled, slightly restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FiRING:

Fine-textured, compact paste.

Color is

light brown (7.5YR6/4) with a light 9ray (2.5Y7/2) exterior edge near

basal area.

Fine to medium-sized angular, opaque calcite inclusions,

primarily gray in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Smoothed and slipped with a pink

(7.SYR8/4) to very pale brown (10YR8/4) slip.

glossy, perhaps due to weathering.

Slip does not appear

Decoration consists of linear and

simple geometriC designs in red (10RS/8), reddish yellow (SYR6/S), and
very dark gray (2.SYR3/0) to dusky red (2.5YR3/2).

FORM:

A single farm is represented:

1.

Bow(~

slightly restricted.

with direct rim and pointed Tip.

slipped exterior.

Thin, slightly incurving walls

Indeterminate base.

Smoothed and

Less well-smoothed interior, slipped to

approximately 3 em. below rim.

Other than a red interior rim bD.ncl,

decoration occurs on exterior.

Designs include black rim band,

slanting red bands outlined in black, and rows of black and red dots.
(Rim diameter:

approximately 13 cm.; wall thickness:

vessel height:

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

0.4-0.5 em.;

Easily distinguishable on the basis of cream sl ip,

very thin walls, and decoration.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Small sample.

San Gervasio:

fill of Structure C22-S0-a, Group

VI.
CO~lPARATIVE:

Reported from Uaxactun (Smith:19S5, 162, 167-169).

Present in small quantities at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:210) and
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Becan (Ball 1977a:77).

Also present at Dzibilchaltun (Ball and

Andrews V, 1975 :232).

Ca lderitas Cream Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.14,

i

1 rim

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Calderitas Variety

Sanders 1960:256-257

Unspecified

Unspec if i ed

C0I4PLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Considered by Sanders (1960:256) to be Late

Classic in date (Tepeu II)
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Medium textured, light reddish brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Interior black slip, exterior cream slip

4.

Exterior decoration in orangish brown, dark brown, and black

5.

Bowl form with slightly flaring sides

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium-textured, compact, light reddish

brown (5YR6/4) paste with gray (5YR5/T) edges.

Fine to medium-fine,

angular, opaque calcite inclusions, primarily gray in color.

Numerous

reddish inclusions.
SURFACE FINISH AND OECORATION:
Slipping.

Surfaces well-smoothed prior to

Interior slip appears black (7.5YR2/0) with some dark brown

(7.5YR4/4) and reddish yellow (7.5YR6/6) are'".

have a pink (7.5YRS/4) I1primer" Slip.

Exterior appears to

Indeterminate exterior
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decoration.

Traces of reddish yellow (7 .5YR6/8), strong brown

(7.5YR4/6), and black (7.5YR2/0) paint.

FORM:

A single form ;s represented:
1.

Bowl, flaring sides.

and rounded lip.

and convex or flat base.
exterior.

Medium-thick walls with direct rim

Sanders (1960:Fig. 11.

~)

illustrates a basal angle

Smoothed and slipped on interior and

Too weathered to discern decoration.

approximately 24 em.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

O.S em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PR08LEMS:

Tentatively identified on the basis of form,

darkness of interior slip, and traces of cream "primer" slip on

interior.

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

fill of Structure C22-50-a, Group

VI.
COMPARATIVE:

Probably of northern Belize origin.

Very abundant at

Calderitas in the Chetumal Bay area (Sanders 1960:207-208).

Also

reported from Ichpaatun and Tancah (Sanders 1960:172, 207).

Sanders

notes similar pottery from San Jose and Benque Viejo.
Ascorra Ivory Polychrome:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Fi9ure A.14, .lI.,

2 rims

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Ascorra

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Variety Unspecified

Ball 1977a:79 (type)

Celerain

1.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D.SSO-7SD); Bejuco

Complex at Becan, ca. A.D. 600-700.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, reddish paste

2.

WelT-smoothed surfaces

3.

Cream 51 ip

4.

Interior decoration in red, orange, and black

S.

Bowl form with Slightly rounded sides

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
red (SYRS/6) paste.

Fine, compact, red (2.SYRS/6) to yellowish

Firing appears complete.

Heavily tempered with

fine, angular fragments of translucent crystalline calcite, white and
light gray in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

brown (lOYR8/::') slip.

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Very pale

Observable decoration includes rim bands and

indeterminate interior deSigns in red (lOR4/8), yellowish red
(SYRS/B), and black (2.5YR2.S/0).

FORM:

A single form is represented:

1.

Bowl, slightly rounded sides ..

walls with direct rim and rounded 1ip.

Medium-thick, near-vertical
Indeterminate base.

slip interior and possibly exterior (weathered).

orange overslip on one example.
rim.

Black rim band on top and interior of

Red band below this on one example.

red, orange, and black on another example.
approximately 20 cm.; wall thickness:
indeterminate)

Cream

Possible interior

Indeterminate decoration in
(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 cm.; vessel height:
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SORTING PROBLEMS:

Fairly distinctive paste and slip.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Small sample.

below plaza floor in Group IV.

Buena Vista:

from mixed platform fill.

COMPARATIVE:

Common at Becan (Ball 1977a:79).

Ball also reports

occurrence in Belize at San Jose (Thompson, 1939:Fig. 56,

~,

f-.9,).

Unspecified Orange Polychrome
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain, possibly Hool Orange Polychrome (Ball,

persona 1 communication 1981)
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.14, -"

1 rim
Unspecified

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTION:

Hool Orange Polychrome is considered to be

Middle-Late Classic (probably equivalent to Tepeu II in the Peten)
PRINCIPAL IOENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, reddish brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Semi-glossy, orange slip interior with buff to pinkish slip

exterior
4.

Decoration in dark red and dark reddish brown

5.

Indeterminate bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine-textured, compact paste.

light reddish brown (5YR6/3).

Firing is complete.

Color is

Heavily tempered
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with fine, angular white and gray particles (calcite?).

Occasional

medium-sized fragments.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces with a

semi-glossy, orange (5YR6/8) interior slip and less glossy pink
(7.5YR7/4) to reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6) exterior slip.

Decoration

consists of horizontal bands and indeterminate designs in dark red
(lOR3/6) and dark reddish brown (5YR3/2) to reddish brown (5YR4/4).
FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Bowl, indeterminate.

direct rim and rounded lip.
on interior and exterior.

Medium thick, flaring sides with

Indeterminate base.

Smoothed and ,1 ipped

Dark brown rim band en top of rim, with

thin dark brown horizontal line below rim on interior.

Broad dark

brown band below rim on exterior with indeterminate design in dark
reddish brown and dark red.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.B cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Uncertain.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

24 cm.; wall thickness:

Small ,ample.

San Gervasio:

fill of Structure C22-50-a, Group

VI.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain. Hoo1 Orange Polychrome is considered by Ball

(1978:98) to be of Chenes origin.

Reported from Edzn. in northern

Campeche (Forsythe, 1979) and from Dzibi1cha1tun (Ball and Andrews V
1975:233).

Considered equivalent in time to Palmar group po1ychromes

in the southern lowlands.
Unspecified Cream Polychrome
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain
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Figure A.14, !.'!

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

rim, 3 body sherds (0 ne vesse 1)

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Uncertain, possibly Saxche

Unspecified

COI~PLEX:

Ce 1era in

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Probably Middle-Late Classic, based on form.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, pale brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Cream slip

4.

Decoration in red and black

5.

Thin-walled, restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
(10YR6/3, 10YR7/4) paste.

Fine-textured, compact, pale brown
Completely fired.

Heavily tempered with

fine white particles (calcite?).
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
(10YR8/2) slip.

FORM:

Smoothed and sl ipped with a white

Decoration in red (10R4/8) and black (2.5YR2.5/0).

A single vessel ;s represented:
1.

Bowl, restricted.

and rounded lip.

Thin, incurving walls with direct rim

Indeterminate base.

Possible black rim band.

Slipped interior and exterior.

No decoration on interior.

Exterior

decorated with apparent broad red and narrow black bands.

diameter:

11 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

0.5 cm.; vessel height:

(Rim
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SORTING PROBLEMS:
slip.

Distinguished on basis of form, thinness, and cream

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

La Expecticion (Operation 42).

Uncertain.

Unspecified Buff Polychrome
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.14,

1

2 rims, 1 body sherd (from 1 vessel)
Uncertain, probably Saxche

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Celerain

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D. 550-750) based

on form
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, orangish paste

2.

Very well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Semi-glossy, buff sl ip

4.

Decoration in red, orange, and black

5.

Thin-walled, restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

(5YR6/6) paste.

Fine-textured, compact, reddish yellow

Fired completely.

Fine to medium-sized, angular,

opaque calcite inclusions, primarily gray in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Very smooth surfaces slipped with a

semi-glossy, reddish yellow (5YR7/6) slip.

Decoration consists of rim
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bands and linear and indeterminate designs in red (lOR4/8), reddish
yellow (5YR6/8), and black (2.5YR2.5/0).

FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Bowl, restricted.

rim and pOinted Tip.
interior and exterior.

band.

Thin-walled, incurving sides with direct

Indeterminate base.

Smoothed and slipped

Interior decorated with broad orange rim

Exterior decoration includes black rim band with thinner bands

or red and orange immediately below.

Thin black horizontal 1ines and

indeterminate designs in black, red, and orange occur below exterior

rim bands.
height:

(Rim diameter:

SORTING PROBLEMS:
slip.

17 em.; wall thickness:

0.5 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
Distinguished on basis of Saxche-like form and buff

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COl~PARATIVE:

La Expedicion, mixed platform fill.

Possibly Sibal Buff Polychrome, common in the Peten

(Smith 1955:Flg. 32, !?[6,10,17]; 35, !?, .1[19]; 38,
!?[10-ll,18-21,25,28,37]).

Also represented at Barton Ramie (Gifford

1976:209-210) and Coba (Robles 1980:188-190).

Unspecified Black Incised (Sharp-incised and Groove-i·ncised varieties)
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.15; A.16

15 rims, 2B body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

Unspecified
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WARE:

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Celerain, Miramar I

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:
form.

Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D. 550-750) based

Probably persists into Terminal Classic based on depositional

context.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Unspecified BTack

2.

Sharp-incised and groove-incised decoration

3.

Flaring bowl, restricted bowl, and low-neck jar forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Unspecified Black.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Unspecified Black.

Surface finish and slip same as

Decoration consists of pre-slip, groove-incised

horizontal lines and sharp incised geometric designs.

FORM:

Four forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, flaring, basal thickening (Fig. A.15, 2.,

.!?).

Thin to

medium-thick, flaring walls with direct rim and rounded or pOinted
lip.

Thickening at basal angle gives "z-angTe ll effect.

horizontal grooves on exterior above basal angle.
17-19 ern.; wall thickness:

2.

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:

Bowl, flaring (Fig. A.15, E.,

E3

A.16).

One or two

(Rim diameter:
9 em.)

Thin to

medium-thick, f1aring walls with direct rim and rounded or pointed
lip.

One example with flat base has sharp-incised horizontal lines

below rim and above basal angle (Fig. A.. 15, .£); another example with
convex base and two incised panels (Fig. A.16).

Decoration on other

examples includes horizontal and vertical lines with zones of
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punctuation.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:
3e

15-17 em.; wall thickness:

5.5 em., one example)

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A. 15,~).

One example.

medium-thick walls with direct rim and pointed Tip.
(?).

0.5-0.6 em.;

Insloping,

Medial angle

Decoration consists of a horizontal band below rim fiiied with

opposing zones of sharp-incised cross-hatching.
indeterminate; wall thickness:
4.

(Rim diameter:

0.8 em.; vessel h'eight:

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Fig. A.15,

!).

indeterminate)

One example.

Medium-thick, slightly restricted neck with direct rim and rounded
lip.

Curved neck-shoulder juncture.

interior.

Slipped exterior and neck

Sharp-incised geometric designs on neck and upper portion

of body, including cross-hatching and chevrons.
associated with this form.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.7 ern.; vessel height:

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
Unspecified Black.

A dimpled base may be

15-17 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Essentially the same distribution as for
La Expedicion (Operation 42), Aguada Grande

(Structure C27-2), and construction fill at Groups IV, VI, and VII,
San Gervasio and at Buena Vista.
COfIPARATlVE:

Uncertain.
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Table 7. Continued.
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CHAPTER 6
MIRAMAR 1 CERAMIC COMPLEX
(c.a. A.D. 750-950)
The Terminal Classic on CazumeT is marked by the appearance of

Puuc Slate Ware and several associated Cehpech Sphere types.

Miramar

1 slipped types seem to arrive fully developed, without local Late
Classic antecedents.

No subdivision of this complex was possible.

See Table 8 for a listing of Miramar 1 Complex ceramic groups and

types.
r~una

STate is the dominant slipped group in the Miramar 1

Complex, occurring in abundance.

almost entirely to two forms:

The sample, however, is limited

basal-break, tripod dishes with slab

supports and bolster-rim basins.

This contrasts sharply with the wide

array of Puuc Slate forms present at Coba, including a variety of jar
and bowl forms.

Ticul Thin Slate also is well represented on Cozumel,

occurring in a low, cylindrical vase form with rim and basal
moldings.

Both Puuc and Thin Slate samples seem to reflect the

technological and stylistic characteristics of the northeastern region
of the Yucatan Peninsula.

Vista Alegre Striated is the only unslipped

ware clearly associated with Puuc and Thin Slate Ware types.

Both

restricted bowls (tecomates) and wide-mouth, tall-neck jars with
striated necks occur.
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Table 8.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the

Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex
Ceramic Group

Type:

Vista Alegre

Vista Alegre Striated:

Muna

Muna Slate:

Variety
Vista Alegre Variety

Muna Variety

SacaTum Black-on-slate:

Sacalum Variety

Sacalum Black-on-slate: Impressed Variety
Chumayel Red-on-slate: Chumayel Variety
Chumaye1 Red-on-s1ate: Impressed Variety
Akil Impressed: Akil Variety
Undesignated Applique

Ticul

Ticul Thin Slate: Xe1ha Variety
Xul Incised: Variety Unspecified
Muyil Variety

Tab; Gouged-incised:
Teabo

Teabo Red:

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:

Chablekal

Chab1eka1 Gray: Chablekal Variety
Chicxulub Incised: Chicxulub Variety

Unspecified

Teabo Variety
Variety Unspecified

* Unspecified Black
... Unspecified Black Incised

Unspecified Cream Impressed
*See CeTerain Ceramic Complex, Chapter 5, for type descriptions.
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Possible trade wares include a few sherds of Puue Red Ware and
A single sherd of Tinaja Red provides the only

ChabTekal Gray.

evidence of contact with regions farther south.
appears to be absent in Cozumel collections.

Encanto Striated:

SaTancan Fine Orange

Also absent is

Yokat Variety, a common unslipped type at Coba

during this time period.
No sealed deposits of pure

I~iramar

1 Complex materials were

encountered; however, large quantities of Puuc Slate, Thin STate, and

Vista Alegre Striated occur beneath the plaza floor in Group IV, San
Gervasio, with a few traces of Sotuta materials.

Types of this

complex were found at all sites investigated except Chen Cedral and

several Late Postclassic coastal shrine sites (see Table 9, p. 180).

Vista Alegre Striated:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.17; A.18

480 rims, 5,211 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Vista Alegre Variety

Sanders 1960:248-249

Vista Alegre

Unspecified

COMPLEX:
TEI~PORAL

Miramar 1, Miramar' 2
DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postc1assic

(ca. A.D.750-1100) based on comparative data and on depositional
context.

Oro Complex at Coba, ca. A.D. 700/730-110011200 (Robles

1980:211-214) •
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Pale brown or pink paste with crystalline calcite temper

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Fine striations

4.

Thin-walled, restricted bowl (tecomate) and tall-neck jar

forms
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
paste.

Color is usually

(TOR6/6).

Medium-textured, moderately compact

very pale brown (TOYR7/4) or light red

In most cases, the two colors are layered, often a light

red core with pale brown edges or an exterior layer of one color and
an interior layer of another.

Dark cores are extremely rare.

Temper

is primarily fine to medium-sized, angular fragments of crystalline
calCite, translucent white or pale gray in color.
non-crystalline fragments also occur.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

White and gray

No reddish inclusions.

Well-smoothed surfaces although white

calCite particles may be visible.

Surface color approximates paste

color and is usually very pale brown (IOYR7/3, IOYR7/4), light brown
(7.5YR6/4), pink (2.5YR7/4), 5YR7/4), or light red (2.5YR6/6).

Rootlet marks are common.

Fine striations in horizontal or diagonal

zones.
FORM:

Two forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, restricted (Figs. A.17; A.1B, !-!!).

Thin to

medium-thick, rounded, incurving walls with exteriorly thickened rim
and round.d lip.

Strap handles attached just below rim.

can be divided into two groups:

This form

a) very restricted bowl with vertical
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strap handles and striations covering rim and body (rim diameter:
15-22 cm.); and b) moderately-restricted bowl (Figs. A.17,

!,

l!)

.!!-.s.;

A.la,

with horizontal strap handles and striations on rim only, on

body only, or, more rarely, no striations at all (rim diameter:
em.).

Pointed or concave base.

28-38

Partially reconstructable examples

indicate the presence of four strap handles, at least on some

vessels.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:
2.

15-38 ern.; wall thickness:

0.4-0.6 em.;

indeterminate)

Jar, narrow mouth, high neck (Fig. A.18, !-.e).

Thin to

medium-thick, vertical or slightly flaring neck with direct or

thickened rim and rounded, beveled, or flattened lip.
neck-shoulder juncture.

Flat base.

Sharp

Horizontal strap handles.

Shoulders, at least on some examples, have spike-like protruberances
just below neck-shoulder juncture (Fig. A.18,

1).

Vertical or, more

rarely, horizontal or diagonal striations on neck; no striations on
body.

(Rim diameter:

thickness:

16-21 cm.; neck thickness:

0.4-0.6 cm.; neck height:

vessel height:

0.5-0.9 cm.; wall

6.S-approximately 8.5 cm.;

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Easily distinguishable on basis of form, pale paste

and surface co lor, crystalline ca 1cite temper, th inness of vesse 1
walls, and fineness of striation.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio; Group IV, heavy concentration in

mixed plaza and construction fill deposits; Group VI, most abundant in
plaza fill in front of Structure C22-50-a; present in mixed deposits
in other Groups.

La Expedicion:

well represented in mixed deposits
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and in Operation 42.

Also present at Aguada Grande, Zuuk, Buena

Vista, E1 Cedra1 and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Well-represented in Sanders's (1960:172;189-197;199-202)

east coast survey at the sites of Vista Alegre and Chiquila on the

laguna de Yalahau. at Tancah. and at the interior sites of Monte
Bravo, E1 Diez, Santa Maria, and Km. 14.

Also reported from the

northern Yucatan coast sites of Isla Cerritos, Ema1, and E1 Cuyo South
and from Canba1am on the Campeche coast (Ball 197B:115).
abundant at Coba (Robles 1980:211-214).

Very

Sanders (1960:231) proposed a

Modified Florescent (Early Postc1assic) date for this type.

Robles

(1980:212) considers the type to be a key component of the Oro Complex
(ca. A.D. 700/730-1100/1200), thus in use throughout the Terminal
Classic and well into the Early Postclassic.

The Cozumel evidence

supports the latter chronological placement.

Muna Slate:

Muna Variety

ESTABLISHED:

Smith 1971 :28

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figures A.19, !-.i; A.25, !-!,

,9.-1

467 rims, 1,365 sherds
Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar I, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) on Cozumel, based on comparative data and
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depositional contexts.

Originally defined as Terminal Classic in the

Puuc Hills, Cehpech Complex, ca. A.D. 800-1000 (Smith 1971:149-153).
Identified in Late Classic contexts as welT at Dzibilchaltun, Copo 1,
ca. A.D. 600-800 (Andrews 1979:2).

First appears in the Early Classic

at Coba, Blanco Complex, ca. A.D. 300/350-550/600, persists and

becomes the dominant type in the Terminal Classic and Early
Postc1assic, Oro Complex, ca. A.D. 7001730-110011200 (Robles
1980:163;217).

Several recent studies have proposed considerable

overlap betwean the Cehpech and Sotuta ceramic spheres, suggesting
that Cehpech types persisted into Early Postclassic times in many
parts of the northern lowlands (Andrews IV 1979; Ball 1979a; 1979b;
Ph ill ips 1979: 261-263; Rob1 es 1980: 307-312) • Th i s appears to be the
case on CazumeT, as Sanders (1960:225) originally suggested.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Medium-textured, compact, paTe yellowish or gray paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Thick, waxy, 1i9ht gray or light brown slip

4.

Basal-break tripod dish and basin forms, plus minor bowl
forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Paste is medium-textured and compact,

typically pale yellow (2.5Y7/4) or light 9ray (5Y7/2) in color.

examples are completely fired.

reddish yellow (5YR6/6) or may have a reddish yellow interior or

exterior layer.
inclusions.

Most

When incompletely fired, paste may be

Fine to medium-sized, chalky, white calcite

May contain volcanic ash (not analyzed).
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces beneath a

thick, well-bonded, waxy slip.

Slip color is predominantly light gray

(TOYR7/2), light brownish gray (TOYR7/2) or light brown (7.5YR6/4).
Rootlet-marking is common.
FORM:

Only three farms are represented on CazumeT:

1.

Dish, basal-break tripod (Fig. A.19, j[-i). Over 90% of all

Muna Slate rims and body sherds.

Medium-thick, outflaring walls with

direct or slightly everted rim and beveled lip.

Base is flat to

slightly convex, supported by low, solid slab supports set flush with
exterior walls.
(Rim diameter:
thickness:
2.

Base exterior is smoothed but usually unslipped.
18-30 cm.; most between 24 and 28 cm.; wall

0.5-1.0 cm.; vessel height:
Basin (Fig. A.25,

slightly restricted.

.s.-l).

6.5-9.0 cm.)

Thin, rounded walls, often

Heavy, round or oval bolster with rounded,

pointed, or, in some examples, sharply pointed Tip.

Pointed Tips

occur on more restricted, and possibly later, forms.
handles attached below rim. Flat base.
wall thickness:
3.
recovered.

lip.

0.5-0.6 cm.; vessel height:

Bowl, flaring (Fig. A.25, j[).

4.

Vertical strap
42-44 cm.;

indeterminate)

One incomplete vessel

Medium.. thick, flaring walls with direct rim and pointed

Basal angle and flat base.

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

(Rim diameter:

0.8 cm.; vessel height:

17 cm.; wall

approximately 6 cm.)

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.25, .i!.-j[).

One rim recovered.

Medium-thick, rounded walls with direct rim and pointed lip.

One base

fragment with three low, round, solid supports may be associated with
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this form, along with two hollow supports, one round and one pOinted.
(Rim diameter:

18 em.; waTT thickness:

0.6-0.7; vessel height:

indeterminate) .
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Easily distinquished from Ticu1 Thin-Slate on the

basis of form, thicker walls, and somewhat coarser paste.

Distinguished from Dzitas Slate on the basis of form, paste color, and

surface color; some body sherds could not be easily distinguished from
Dzitas Slate, however, and were classified as "Unidentified Slate. I.
ISLAND OISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group IV, heavy concentrations

below plaza floor and in construction fill; Group VI, also in plaza
and construction fill associated with Structure C22-50-a; present at
other groups in small quantities.

La Expedicion:

plaza and platform fill and in Operation 42.

well-represented in

Present in mixed

deposits at Aguada Grande, Zuuk, Buena Vista, El Cedral, and San
Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Very widely distributed type in northern Maya lowlands.

Primary component of Cehpech ceramic sphere.

Also present in Late

Classic contexts at Dzibilchaltun (Capo 1 Complex) and in Early as

well as Late Classic contexts at Cob a (Blanco and Palmas Complexes).
Associations earlier than Terminal Classic do not appear to be present
on CozumeT, where Muna Slate types always occur with Ticul Thin Slate
and Vista Allegre Striated types.

Generally similar Muna Slate

materials occur at Uxmal, Labna, and Kabah in the Puuc Hills (Brainerd
195B:Figs. 43-45; 62; Smith 1971:149-153), as well as at

Dzibilchaltun, Yaxuna, Acanceh, Oxkintok, Sabanche, Holactun,
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Balakanche, and Chichen Itza in Yucatan (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 10; 15;
21; 41; 43; 67; Andrews IV 1970; Smith 1971:162-163; Simmons, personal
communication 1974).

Also present at Becan (Ball 1977a:38),

Dzibilnocac (Nelson 1973:Fig. 95), and Xcalumkin (For.ythe 1982:16-17)

in Campeche,

Well represented in survey collections from southern

Quintana Roo (Fry 1972:489).

Reported from numerous sites along the

Campeche and Yucatan coasts, including Isla Jaina, Cerros de
Caracoles, and Emal (Ball 1978:103).

Also reported from Chiquila,

Vista Alegre, El Meea, Palma1, Akumal, Xelha, Xcaret, and Tancah on
the Qu i ntana Roo coast (Sanders 1960: 188-199; Robles 1980: 225; Ba 11,
in press).

Very abundant at Cob a (Robles 1980:217-227).

Cozumel

forms are most similar to collections from Coba and other northeastern
The variety of forms on CazumeT is extremely limited

peninsula sites.

compared to Coba.
Ticul Thin Slate:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.27; A.28, 2.-.9.

371 rims, 990 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Xelha Variety

Smith 1971 :30 (type), Robles 1980:240-242 (Xelha Variety)

Ticul

Thin Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postelassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) on CazumeT, based on comparative data and
depositional contexts.

Terminal Classic, in the Puuc Hills, Cehpech

Complex, ca. A.D. 800-1000 (Smith 1971:154-156).

Terminal Classic and
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Early Postclassic at Coba, Oro Complex, ca. A.D. 700/730-1100/1200
(Robles 1980:240-242).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine-textured, pale yellowish brown paste

2.

We 11-smoothed surfaces

3.

Thick, waxy, light yellowish brown or light brown slip

4.

Thin-walled cylindrical vase form, plus minor bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Paste is fine-textured and very compact.

Paste color is typically light yellowish brown (10YR6/4) or very pale
brown (10YR7/4), frequently with a reddish yellow (5YR7/6) core.

Finely crushed crystalline calcite inclusions.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

hard, waxy, well-bonded slip.

Very well-smoothed and sl ipped with a
Uniform, light yellowish brown

(10YR6/4) or light brown (7.5YR6/4) color.

A few examples are darker

reddish brown (5YR5/4) or light gray (5YR7/l).

common; flaking is rare.

Rootlet marks are

Decoration is limited to rim and basal

moldings on cylindrical vases.

FORM:

Several vase and bowl forms are represented.
1.

Vase, cylindrical (Fig. A.27,

~-..!!).

form, (over 95% of all Tieul Thin Siate sherds).

By far the most common
Thin, slightly

Qutflaring walls with direct rim ano rounded or pointed lip.
and basal moldings are usually present.

Both rim

Occasionally rim moldings

occur without basal moldings, and a few plain examples were noted.
Bases are slightly convex.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.7 cm.; vessel height:

16-18 cm.; wall

7.5-8.5 cm.)
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2.

Vase, cyl indrica 1 tripod (Fig. A.27,

i-15).

Probably the

same vessel shape as the cylindrical vase above, but with supports (no
reconstructable examples recovered).
and rattle.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:
3.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.28, !,-,!).

(Rim diameter:

Indeterminate base.

14-16 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Bowl, restricted (Fig., A.2a,

Very thin walls.

Oirect rim with

One example has a bead rim with flat Tip.

0.4-0.6 cm.; vessel height:
4.

0.6 em.;

indeterminate)

rounded or pointed lip.

lip.

Hollow, round supports with slit

indeterminate; wall thickness:

.a).

Indeterminate base.

approximately 12 cm.; wall thickness:

Direct rim with pointed
(Rim diameter:

0.3 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
5.
angle.

Bowl, flaring.

Direct rim with rounded lip.

Shape of the base indeterminate.

thickness:

0.5-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Slight basal

(Rim diameter:

16 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Easily distinguishable from MUna Slate:

Muna

Variety on the basis of form, thinness of walls, and fineness of paste.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

most abundant in plaza and

platform fill in Group IV; also well repres::!nted in plaza fill in
front of Structure C22-S0-a in Group VI; present in small quantities
in mixed deposits in other Groups.

Well represented in La Expedicion,

especially Operation 42, and at Aguada Grande.

Also present in mixed

deposits at Zuuk, Buena Vista, El Cedral, and San Miguel.

COMPARATIVE:

Important component of Cehpech Ceramic Sphere.

The
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Ticul Variety of Ticul Thin Slate is widely distributed throughout the

northern lowlands, including the sites of Uxmal, Kabah, and Labna in
the Puuc Hills (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 50; 51; Smith 1971:154-156) and

Dzibilchaltun, Mayapan, Acanceh, Yaxuna, Chichen Itza, and other sites
on the Yucatan plains (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 10; 15; 21; 62; Smith
1971: 163, 165).

Abundant at Becan (Ba 11 1977a: 38) and in survey

collections from southern Quintana Roo (Fry 1972:489).

Reported from

Isla del Carmen on the Campeche coast and from Emal on the Rio
Lagartos (Ball 1978:116).

The Xelha Variety is considered by Robles

(1980:241-242) to be a product of the northeastern part of the

peninsula, distinguished by form (low, cylindrical vase) and by a
light brownish rather than gray or cream slip.

Coba.

Well represented at

Also occurs at Calderitas and Tancah on the Quintana Roo coast

(Sanders 1960:Fi9. 11,2.[5,7-17]; Ball, personal communication 1981).
Teabo Red:

Teabo Variety

ESTABLISHED:

Smith 1971 :27

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.29, 2.

4 rims, 3 body sherds (one vessel)

CERAMI C GROUP:
WARE:

Teabo

Puuc Red

COMPLEX:

Miramar

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:
comparative data.

1971:156-158).

Terminal Classic (ca. A.D. 750-950) based on

Terminal Classic in the Puuc Hills (Smith

Oro Complex, ca. A.D. 700/730-1100/1200, at Coba

(Robles 1980:237-239).
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PRINCIPLE IDENl'IFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine, reddish paste

Z.

Waxy, red slip

3.

Thin-walled, hemispherical bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

(Z.5YR5/8) in color.

Fine-textured, compact paste, red

Fine calcite (1) inclusions.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Very well-smoothed surfaces.

Waxy,

red (Z.5YR5/6) slip grading to dark reddish brown (5YR3/2), possibly

due to burn; n9.
FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl, hemispherical.

Thin, rounded wails with direct rim,

rounded lip, and slight bead rim molding.

Indeterminate base.

In

other collections this form often occurs with three solid nubbin

supports (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 51,
diameter:

1;

14 em.; wall thickness:

Smith 1971 :Fig. 8,

.!!).

(Rim

0.5 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Classified primarily on the basis of form.

Body

sherds alone might be difficult to distinguish from Dzitas Red:

Dzitas Variety.

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Aguada Grande:

fill of Temple 0 (Structure

C27-7) in mixed Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic context.

COMPARATIVE:

Important Cehpech Ceramic Sphere type.

at Puuc Hills sites (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 51,

1971:156-158).

o!-J[,

Well represented

.h[Zl, Ji-.'!!; 5Z; Smith

Also present at numerous northern Yucatan sites,

including Dzibilchaltun, Mayapan, Chichen Itza, Acanceh, and Oxkintok
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(Smith 1971:27).

Represented in Late Classic Capo as well as Cehpech

Sphere complexes at Dzibi1cha1tun (Ball 1978:115).

Ball (1978:115)

reports occurrence on the Campeche coast and at Emal on the Rio
Lagartos on the northern Yucatan coast.

Also occurs at Becan (8a11

1977a:23), Edzna (Smith 1971:27), and Xca1umkin (Forsythe 1982:17) in
Campeche.

Reported in small quantities at Coba (Robles 1980:237-239).

Tinaja Red:

Variety Unspecified

ESTABLISHED:

Smith and Gifford 1966:163

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.29,

~

1 rim
Tinaja

Peten Gloss

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic, Tepeu 3, in southern Maya

lowlands, ca. A.D. 800-900.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Very fine, brownish-orange paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Semi-glossy red slip

4.

Thin-walled, restricted bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

(5YR6/B) paste.

Very fine-textured, compact reddish yellow

Fired completely.

Fine, angular inclusions

(calcite?), including some crystalline fragments.

medium-sized fragments.

Occasional
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
uniform~

FORM:

Well-smoothed surfaces beneath

semi-glossy red (2.5YR4/8) slip.

A single rim is represented.
1.

Bowl, restricted.

beveled lip.

Thin, rounded walls with direct rim and

Indeterminate base.

(Rim diarnater:

Slipped interior and exterior.

19 em.; wall thickness:

0.4-0.5 em.; vessel height:

; ndetermi nate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Distinctive paste and form.

Without close

inspection, body sherds could be mistaken for Teabo Red.

51 ip is

glossier than Teabo Red, Dzibac Red, or the late Paste lassie red

slipped types.

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Group IV, mixed deposits below

plaza floor.
Present at Uaxactun (Smith 1955:Figs. 10, !.' .!!'; 11,

COMPARATIVE:
12,

£-!!, 1;

50,2.,[7-10,12-13]; .!!.[1-3]l.

!!;

Also reported from Altar de

Sacrificios (Adams 1971:23) and Seibal (Sabloff 1975:158-159) in the
Passion drainage and from Becan (Ball 1977a:23) in Campeche.
Chablekal Gray:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Chablekal Variety

Smith 1971: lB
Figure A.29, £

1 rim

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Chablekal

Fine Gray

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1 (1)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Classic possibily through Early
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Postclassic at Coba, Palmas and Oro Complexes, ca. A.D.
550/600-1100/1200 (Robles 1980: 182-184).

Occurs in both Late and

Terminal Classic complexes at DzibiTchaltun (Ball 1978:116).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine-textured, ternperless, gray paste

2.

Gray slip

3.

Thin-walled vase or bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Very fine-textured, temperless paste, gray

(lDYR6/1) or grayish brown (jOYR5/2) in color with thin pale brown
(10YR6/3) layering.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

We11-smoothed surfaces.

Gray

(10YR5/!) slip

FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl or vase, indeterminate.

with direct rim and beveled lip.
interior and exterior.

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Thin, slightly flaring walls

Indeterminate base.

Slipped on

approximately 18 em.; wall

indeterminate)

80dy sherds could be confused with gray-fired Fine

Orange Ware, such as lower body sherds of Sitho Fine Orange:
Variety hemispherical bowl.

Silho

Rim form, however, is distinctiVe.

Small

sample.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

COMARATIVE:

La Expedicion:

platform fiTl in plaza group

A poorly understood ware in both the southern and

northern Maya lowlands (see 8.11 1978:83-84 and Robles 1980:133-184

for discussion of typological and chronological concerns).

t·1inor type
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at Coba (Robles 1980:182-184).

Reported only from EI Meco (Robles

1980:184) on the QUintana Roo coast.

Well-represeted in coastal areas

of Tabasco, Chiapas, and Campeche and on the northwest Yucatan plain
(8all 1978:ll6).

Possibly present at Isla Cerritos at the mouth of

the Rio Lagartos (Ball 1979:33).

Tres Naciones Variety best known

from Terminal Classic complexes at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams
1971:26) and Seibal (Sabloff 1975:210-13).
Unspecified Black
(See Celerain Ceramic Complex, Chapter 5, for type description)

Sacalum Black .. on.. slate:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.19,

1;

A.20; A.26, j!,

~

39 rims, 80 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Sacalum Variety

Smith 1971 :2B

Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar I, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) on Cozumel, based on comparative data and
depositional contexts.

Cehpech Complex in the Puuc Hills, ca. A.D.

800-1000 (Smith 1971:149-153); Oro Complex at Coba, ca. A.D.

7001730-ll001l200 (Robles 1980:227-229).

See Muna Slate:

Muna

Variety for general discussion of temporal distribution of Cehpech
Sphere types.
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Muna Slate:

2.

Black trickle and painted decoration

3.

Basal-break tripod dish and basin forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:

Muna Variety.

Muna Variety

Muna Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Muna

Decoration consists of trickle and painted

designs including rim daubs, spirals, and spots.

At times, only an

edge outline of the black trickle or design remains.
FORM:

Two forms are represented.
1.

Muna Slate:

Dish, basal-break tripod (Figs. A.19,
HUna Variety form.

1;

A.20).

trickle on interior and, more rarely, exterior, waTTs.
are decorated with painted spirals.
thickness:
2.

form.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.9 cm.; vessel height:
Basin (Fig. A.26 .!'

Same as

Decoration includes rim daubs and

£).

Vessel floors

25-28 cm.; wall

7-8 cm.)

Same as HUna Slate:

Huna Variety

Decoration consists of rim daubs with trickle extending down

exterior and usually interior walls.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.9 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

36-45 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds would not be

distinguishable from MUna Slate:

Huna Variety.

distinguished from Balantun Black-an-slate:

Generally

Balantun Variety on the

basis of rim form, paste color, and slip characteristics.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant in plaza and platform fill at

Group IV, San Gervasio.

Also present at La Expedicion, Buena Vista,
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and San Miguel in mixed deposits.
COMPARATIVE:

Widely distributed throughout the northern Maya Lowlands

(see general comparative discussion for Muna Slate:

Far less abundant than Muna STate:

Muna Variety).

Muna Variety, making up

approximately 5% of Puuc Slate ware sherds at Uxmal and Kabah (Smith
1971: 149), less than 3% of Puuc Slate Ware sherds at Coba (Robles
1981 :227), and approximately 6% of the Puuc Slate Ware sherds on

CazumeT.

On the Yucatan and Quintana Roo coasts, reported from Tancah

(Ball, personal communication 1981) and Xelha (Sanders 1960:198).
Chumayel Red-an-slate:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.21; A.26,

E, .!!

10 rims, 82 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Chumayel Variety

Smith 1971 :28

Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar T, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) on basis of comparative data and depositional
contexts.

Cehpech Complex in the Puuc Hills, ca. A.D. 800-1000 (Smith

1971:149-153); Oro Complex at Coba, ca. A.O. 700/730-1100/1200 (Robles
1980:229-230).

See Muna Slate:

Muna Variety for discussion of

temporal placement of Cehpech Sphere types.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Muna STate:

2.

Red-brown trickle and painted decoration

Muna Variety
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3.

Basal-break dish and basin forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:

Muna Variety.

Muna Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Muna

Decoration consists of reddish-brown (2.5YR5/4)

rim daubs and trickle, along with simple painted designs.

At times

only the edge outline of the trickle or design remains.
FORM:

1.
r~una

Dish, basal-break tripod (Fig. A.21l.

Variety.

primarily down interior vessel walls.

floor.

Same as Muna Slate:

Decoration consists of rim daubs, with trickle
Painted spirals occur on vessel

Decoration is the same as in Sacalum BTack-an-sTate.

diameter:

26 em.; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

7-8

cm. )

2.

Basin (Fig. A.26,

~,

!!). Same as Muna Slate: Huna Variety.

Decoration is the same as in Sacalurn Black-an-slate, except that the
rim daubs and trickle are reddish-brown.
example; wall thickness:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

distinguish from

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.8; vessel height:

38 em., one

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to
r~una

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Slate:

Muna Variety.

Small sample.

Most abundant below plaza floor and in

construction fill in Group IV, San Gervasio.

Also present at La

Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel in mixed deposits.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor Muna Group type (see general comparative comments

for Muna Slate:

Muna Variety).

and Kabah (Smith 1971:148-153).
1980:229-230).

Present in small quantities at Uxmal
MinOl' type at Coba (Robles

Also reported from Becan (Ball 1977a:62-63).
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Tekit Incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.25,

i

1 rim

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Tekit Variety
Smith 1971 :28

Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEI4PORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postelassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) on basis of comparative data.

Terminal Classic in

the Puuc Hills, Cehpech Complex, ca. A.D. 800-1000 (Smith
1971:148-153).

Oro Complex atCoba, ca. A.D. 700/730-1100/1200

(Robles 1980:232-233).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Muna Slate:

2.

Heavy vertical incision (striation)

3.

Indeterminate jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:
FORt~:

1.

Muna Variety:

Muna Variety:

Surface finish and 51 ip same as Muna

Heavy, vertical striation on jar rim and neck.

A single form is represented.

Jai, indeterminate.

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Medium thick, direct rim.

Sma 11 samp 1e.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
IV.

MUna Variety

San Gervasio:

fill below plaza floor in Group
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COMPARATIVE:

Minor Muna Group type.

(Brainerd 1958:Figs. 37, .£.; 39,
Smith 1971:149).
.~J4-20l;

~[10];

Present at Puuc Hills sites
40, .<1[25],

~[20l;

42, JI[7];

Also present at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 72,

Smith 1971:163) and Mayapan (Smith 1971:164-165).

Small

quantity present at Coba (Robles 1980:230-232), and Robles also

reports occurrence at E1 Meea, Xcaret, and Tancah.

Frequently

considered a udrum" form (Smith 1971:152).
Xul Incised:

Variety Unspecified

ESTABLISHED:

Smith 1971 :30 (type)

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Fi9ure A.28,

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

!J.

rim
Ticul

Thin Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

based on comparative data.

Terminal Classic Cehpech Complex in the

Puuc Hills, ca. A.O. 800-1000 (Smith 1971:154-156).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Tieu1 Thin STate:

Xelha

Variety
2.

Sharp-incised decoration

3.

Cylindrical vase form

PASTE, TEMPER, ANO FIRING:

Same as Ticul Thin Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:

Xelha Variety.

Xelha Variety

Surface finish same as Ticul Thin

Sharp-incised, geometric designs.
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FORM:

A single form is represented.

1.

form.

Vase, cylindrical.

Same as Tieul Thin Slate:

Xelha Variety

Incised decoration on exterior walls, including

cross-hatching.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

0.5 em.;

Distinctive form and decoration.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

18 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Buena Vista:

mixed platform fiTl.

Reported from Uxmal and Kabah (Smith 1971 :154) and from

Mayapan (Smith 1971:165).

Present at Becan (Ba11 1977a:90).

Also

reported from ATtar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:45-46).

Chicxulub Incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.29,

!!

and !'.

2 rims

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Chicxulub Variety

Smith 1971 :18

Chablekal

Fine Gray

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1 (1)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

fHddle-Late Classic at Coba, Palmas Complex,

ca. A.D. 550/600-700/730 (Robles 1980:184-185).

Both Late and

Terminal Classic contexts at DzibiTchaltun (Ba11 1978:109).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
L

Paste and surface finish same as Chablekal Gray:
Variety

2.

Pre-s 1 ip, groove-incised decoration

3.

Cylindrical vase form

Chablekal
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Chablekal Gray:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Gray:

Chablekal Variety.

Chablekal Variety.

Surface finish same as Chablekal

Decoration includes horizontal grooves and

indeterminate designs.
FORM:

A single form is represented.

1.

Vase, cylindrical.

Thin, slightly flaring walls with direct

rim and rounded or pOinted lip.

Indeterminate base.

Horizontal

groove below rim on exterior giving rim molding effect.
also has a vertical incised line.

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.6 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Distinctive form.

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds could be

confused with gray-fired Fine Orange Ware.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Aguada Grande:

of Structure e27-1-G.

San Gervasio:

One example

17-22 em.; wall

Small sample.

fill at base of stairs in front
mixed fill above plaza floor,

Group I.
COMPARATIVE:

TYpological and chronological placement unclear (see

comparative discussion for Chablekal Gray: Chablekal Variety).

Reported from several sites along Carnpeche and Yucatan coasts,
including Isla Jaina and Emal (Ball 1978:109).
lowland Chiapas and northern Yucatan plains.

quantities at Coba (Robles 1980: 184-185).

Well represented in
Present in small

Reported only from El Meco

on the Quintana Roo coast (Robles 1980:184).
Unspecified Black Incised
(See Celerain Ceramic Compiex, Chapter 5, for type discription.
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Gouged- i ne; sed

Tabi Gouged-incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.2B,

1-1

2 rims, 3 body sherds, and 1 complete vessel

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Muyi1 Variety

Smith 1971: 30 (type), Robles 1980:240-242 (Xe1ha Variety)

Ticul

Thin Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100), based on comparative data and depositional

contexts.

Oro Complex at Coba, ca. A.D. 700/730-1000/1200 (Robles

19BO:242-243) •
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Ticul Thin Slate:

Xelha

Variety

2.

Post-fire, gouged-incised decoration

3.

Cylindrical vase and round-sided bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND

FIRI;~G:

Same as Ticul Thin Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:

Xelha Variety.

Xelha Variety.

Surface finish same as Ticul Thin

One example (Fig. A.28, 1) has a harder,

glossier slip than usual.

Decoration includes post-fire,

gouged-incised braids and !";:''o'IS of opposing triangles bordered by
groove-incised lines.

FORM:

Only two forms are represented.
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1.
Slate:

Vase, cylindrical (Fig. A.28, 2-1).

Xelha Variety.

Similar to Ticul Thin

One example (Fig. A.28, 1) is significantly

taller and glossier than other Thin Slate forms.
15-20 em.; wall thickness:

2.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.28,

recovered.

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.6 em.; vessel height:

1).

indeterminate)

One complete vessel

Thin, rounded sides with direct rim and rounded lip.

Rounded base.

Gouged-incised band (braid motif) just below rim on

exterior bordered by a vertically-gouged, skirt-like molding.

diameter:

19 em.; walT thickness:

SORTING PR08LEMS:

0.6 em.; vessel height:

(Rim

10 em.)

Undecorated body sherds would not be

distinguishable from Ticul Thin Slate:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

Xelha Variety.

fill below plaza floor, Group IV,

and plaza fill in Group VI in front of Structure C22-50-a.

Tomb in

rubble platform at Buena Vista (Operation 96).
COMPARATIVE:

Important Cehpech Ceramic Sphere type (see general

comparative discussion for Tieul Thin Slate:
Gouged-incised:

Xelha Variety).

Tab;

Tab; Variety is well represented in northwestern Maya

Lowlands, including Uxmal, Kabah, and Labna (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 50,
2,[1-3]; Smith 1971:154-156), Acanceh (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 18,1), and
other sites (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 61, E,., ~,

i,

j). The Muyil Variety is

considered by Robles (1980: 243) to have primarily a northeastern
peninsula distribution.

1980:242-243).

Well-represented at Coba (Robles

Also present at Tancah (Sanders 1960:Fig. 11,

and El Meco (Robles 1980:243).

~[61l)
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Akil Impressed:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.22,

2.-~

6 rims, 16 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Akil Variety

Smith 1971 :28

Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, M1ramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) based on comparative data and depositional

contexts.

Terminal Classic in the Puuc Hills, Cehpech complex ca.

A.D. 800-1000 (Smith 1971:148-153).

Oro Complex at Coba, ca. A.D.

7001730-1100/1200 (Robles 1980:234-235).

PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Muna Slate:

2.

F i ngerna il- impressed decoration

3.

Tripod, basal-break dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Slate:
FORM:

~1una

Variety.

Muna Variety

Muna Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Muna

One or more rows of fingernail-impressions.

A single form is represented.
1.

Dish, basal-break, tripod.

Variety form.

Same as Muna Slate:

May have terraced slab supports.

impressions above basal break.

(Rim diameter:

r~una

Fingernail

25-26 crn.; wall
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thickness:

0.5-0.7 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Muna Slate:

7 em., one example)

Undecorated sherds could not be distinguished from

Muna Variety.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

C22-34-6, Group IV.
C0I4PARATIVE:

San Gervasio:

constructon fill of Structure

One example from mixed deposits at La Expedicion.

Present in the Puue Hills as well as at Mayapan,

Oxkintok, Yaxuna and Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 10, !!-f,
~[7,8];

15,2.[29]; 45,

~[24,30,31l;

46, .£[23,30,39,40], i[ll; 48,

2.[33-35]; 67, .h[8]: Smith 1971:148-153, 164-165).

Occurs in abundance

at Coba (Robles 1980:234-235).

Undesignated Applique
ESTABLISHED:

Not establ ished

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.22, .h

1 rim, 1 body sherd
Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postelassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) based on other Muna Group types.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING

ATTRIBUTE~:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as MUna Slate:

2.

Applique decoration

3.

Tripod, basal-break dish form

Muna Variety
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
t4una Variety.

Slate:

FORM:

Muna Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Muna

Decorated with rows of applique.

A single form is represented.
1.

Dish, basal-break tripod.

Same as Muna Slate:

Muna

Variety form.

The one example recovered has beveled rim and terraced

sTab supports.

Row of reed-impressed buttons occur on exterior just

above basaT-break.

(Rim diamenter:

0.7-0.8 em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated 'rim and body sherds could not be

distinguished from MUna Slate:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Muna Vareity.

San Gervasio:

Group IV, construction fill.

Brainerd (1958:Fig. 67, .[[2,9]) illustrates similar

applique treatment on vessels from Chichen Itza.

Sacalum Black-an-slate:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.22,

D

A.23

1 rim, 1 body sherd, and 2 complete vessel

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Impressed Variety

Smith 1971:28 (type), Present study (Impressed Variety)

Muna

Puuc Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:
(ca. A.D. 750-1100)
contexts.

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

ca. A.D. 750-1100, based on form and depositional
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PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as MUna Slate:

2.

Black painted and fingernail-impressed decoration

3.

Tripod, basal-break dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECDRATION:

Slate:

Muna Variety.

Muna Variety

Muna Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Muna

Black-painted rim daubs, trickle, and floor

spirals as in Sacalum Black-an-slate:

Sacalurn Variety.

In addition,

rows of fingernail impressions.
FORM:

A single form is represented.

1.

Dish, basal-break, tripod.

Variety form.

Same as MUna Slate:

MUna

Rim daubs trickle, and spiral designs on interior; one

or more rows of fingernail impressions on exterior just above basal
break.

(Rim diameter:

height:

7.0-7.3 em.)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

25-27 em.i wall thickness:

0.6-0.7 cm.;vessel

Body sherds could be incorrectly classified

depending on the presence or absence of decoration.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Construction fill in Group IV, San Gervasio and

mixed deposit at La Expedicion.

Tomb in rubble platform at Buena

Vista (Operation 96).

COMPARATIVE:

Brainerd (1958:Fig. 35,

i-.ll

illustrates similarly

decorated tripod dishes from Dzebtun, north of Chichen Itza.

This

type probably has a primarily northeastern peninsula distribution.
Apparent1y not present in Coba collections.
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Chumayel Red-on-slate:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.22, lH A.24

1 rim, 2 complete vessels

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Impressed Variety

Smith 1971 :28 (type), Present study (Impressed Variety)

Muna

Mu na Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1, Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic and early Early Postclassic

(ca. A.D. 750-1100) based on depositional context.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1. Paste and surface finish same as MUna Slate: Muna Variety
2.

Red painted and fingernail-impressed decoration

3.

Tripod, basal-break dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Muna Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:

Muna Variety.

Muna Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Muna

Red-painted rim daubs, trickle, and floor

spirals as in Chumayel Red-on-sTate:

ChumayeT Variety.

In addition,

one or more rows of fingernail impressions.

FORM:

A single form 1s represented.
1. Dish, basal-break. tripod.

Variety form.

Same as MUna Slate: Muna

Rim daubs, trickle, and spiral designs on interior.

One or more rows of fingernail impressions on exterior just above

basal break.
vessel height:

(Rim diamater:

23-26 cm.; wall thickness:

0.7-0.8 cm.;

6.5-7.5 em.)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Body sherds could be incorrectly classified
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depending on presence or absence of decoration.

ISLAND DISTRI8UTION:

96).

8uena Vista:

tomb in rubble platform (Operation

Fill below plaza floor in Group IV, San Gervasio.

COMPARATIVE:

No comparable examples noted.

Black~on-slate:

Like Sacalum

Impressed Variety, probably represents a northeastern

peninsula manifestation.

Apparently not represented in Coba

collections.
Unspecified Cream Applique
ESTABLISHED:

Not established

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.29,

f-!

8 rims, 218 body sherds
Unspecified

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Miramar 1

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Tentatively assigned to Terminal Classic, ca.

A.D. 750-950 on the basis of association with Puuc and Thin Slate

Wares.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Medium-textured, compact paste

2.

Reddish surfaces

3.

Thick, cream slip over all or portion of vessel exterior

4.

Impressed ribbon applique and striation

5.

Tall-neck jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
paste.

Fired completely.

Medium-textured, compact, red (2.5YR5/6)
Fine to large-sized calcite inclusions,
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primarily crystalline fragments.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
pale brown (TOYR8(3) slip.

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Thick, very

Unslipped jar necks may be striated.

Decorated with rows of fingernail-like impressions or impressed ribbon

fillets.

FORM:

Rootlet marks may be present on cream slip.

A single form and indeterminate fragment are represented.
1.

Jar, wide mouth, tall neck (Fig. A.29, .9,-1).

to thick, straight or flaring neck.

Medium-thick

Direct rim with flattened lip or

slightly thickened rim somewhat everted with rounded lip.
striations on unsTipped jar necks.
fillet at neck-shoulder juncture.
example; wall thickness:

2.

fragment was recovered.

(Rim diameter:

"neck II diameter:

indeterminate)

One very tall neck or cylinder

Slipped on exterior.

A.29, f} may be associated with th1s form.

height:

13 em., one

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

Indeterminate form.

Diagonal

Row of impressions or impressed

15 cm.; wall thickness:

One thick rim (Fig.

(Rim diameter: 26 em.;
0.8-0.9 cm. j "neek"

over 17 cm.)

SORTING PROBLEf4S:

Very distinctive paste, surface and form.

Small

sample.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Limited to San Gervasio, Group IV, in mixed

deposits below plaza floor.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Appears similar to the Palmas Special Cream

type present at Coba (Robles 1980:204-206) tentatively assigned to the
Palmas Complex, ca. A.D. 550(600-700(730.
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Table 9. Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex: ceramic group totals.
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Table 9

Continued.
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251

1

Santo Thomas

C

IA

I I
' 5, I I
I

El even Mounds

TOTAL

I I

I

I

I

15,6911 2,05211,3651

1
71

II

I
I

31

2261

See CeTerain CeramiC Complex, Chapter 5, for Unspecified Black group totals
(Table 7).

CHAPTER 7
MIRAI~R

2 CERAMIC COMPLEX
(ca. A.D. 950-1100)

Current evidence from CazumeT does not indicate a sharp break

in ceramics between the Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic
periods.

Rather than replacement of Cehpech Sphere types by a

Sotuta-like complex, the picture that emerges is one of continued
dominance of Puuc Slate, Thin Slate and Vista Alegre Striated in the
Miramar 2 Complex but with the appearance and increasing importance of
Chichen Slate, Chichen Red, and Silho Fine Orange Wares.

division of this complex into facets was not possible.

Further

See Table 10

for a listing of Miramar 2 Complex ceramic groups and types.
Muna Slate and Tieul Thin Slate types apparently continue

without discernable changes in form or style.

Dzitas Slate is added

to the slate ware inventory, however, occurring in a fairly wide range
of forms, including tripod dishes and grater bowls, jars, and basins.
Dzibiac Red is also present in a variety of forms although it occurs
in smaller quantites than Dzitas Slate.

Silho Orange ;s reasonably

well represented, occurring in utilitarian as well as finely decorated
types.

A few examples of Tohil Group Plumbate complete the Sotuta

Sphere content of the r·iiramar 2 Complex.
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Table 10.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties

of the Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex

Ceramic Group
Vista Alegre

Muna

Tieul

Type:

*

Vista Alegre Striated:
Variety
Vista Alegre Striated:

Vista Alegre
Chen Rio Variety

* Muna Slate: Muna Variety
* Sacalum Black-an-slate: Sacalum Variety
* Sacalum Black-an-slate: Impressed Variety
* Chumayel Red-an-slate: Chumayel Variety
* Chumayel Red-an-slate: Impressed Variety
* Akil Impressed: Akil Variety
* Undesignated Applique
* Ticul Thin Slate: Xelha Variety
* Xul Incised: Variety Unspecified

* Tab;
Dzitas

Variety

Gouged-incised:

Muyil Variety

Dzitas Slate: Dzitas Variety
BaTantun Black-an-slate: Balantun Variety
Salam Canche Red-an-slate: Salam Canche
Variety
Chacmay Incised: Groove-incised Variety
Timak Composite: Timak Variety

Dz;biac

Dzibiac Red: Dzibiac Variety
Chan Korn Black-an-red: Chan Kom Variety
Xuku Incised: Grove-incised Variety
Holtun Gouged-incised: Cream Slip Variety

Silho

Silho Orange: Silho Variety
Yalton Black-an-orange: Yaltan Variety
Cumpich Incised: Cumpich Variety
Cumpich Incised: Black Paint Variety
Poboc Gouged-incised: Poboc Variety
Poboc Gouged-incised: Cream Slip Variety
Kilikan Composite: Kilikan Variety
Kilikan Composite: Black Slip Variety
Kilikan Composite: Cream Slip Variety
Nunkini Modeled: Nunkini Variety
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Table lO-,-Continued.
Ceramic Group

Tohil

Type:

Variety

Tohil Plumbate:

Tohil Variety

Tumbador Incised:

Porvenir Gadrooned:
Malacatan Modeled:

Turnbador Variety

Porvenir Variety
~lalacatan

Variety

Unspecified

Unspecified Gouged-incised

*See t-1iramar

Ceramic Complex. Chapter 6. for type descriptions.

Unspecified Black-an-orange Incised
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Vista Alegre Striated continues as the dominant unslipped
type.

The somewhat coarser Chen Rio Variety probably makes its

appearance during this period and may increase through time.
Evidence for this early Early Postclassic complex comes from
unsealed, often mixed deposits encountered in plaza and platform fill
at Group VI, San Gervasio, in a cache deposit in a small shrine/altar
at Group IV, San Gervasio (Operation 185), and in fill from Temple D

(Structure C27-2) at Aguada Grande, (see Table 11, p. 240).

Vista Alegre Striated:

Vista Alegre Variety

(See Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex, Chapter G, for type description)

Vista Alegre Striated:

ESTABLISHED:

Chen Rio Variety

Sanders 1960:248-249 (type), Present study (Chen Rio

Variety)
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figures A.30; A.31

107 rims, 485 body
Vista Alegre

Unspecified

COf4PLEX:

Miramar 2, possibly t4iramar 1

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Probably primarily early Early Postelassie,

ca. A.D. 950-1100 on basis of depositional contexts.
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PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Coarse, orangish or yellowship paste with crystalline
calcite temper

2.

Moderately smoothed surfaces

3.

Moderately heavy striation

4.

Restricted bowl (tecomate) and tall neck jar forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

paste.

Generally coarse, moderately compact

Paste color is usually reddish yellow (5YR6/6, 7.5YR6/6) or

light yellowish brown (lOYR6/4), less frequently brown (7.SYRS/4) or
light brown (7 .SYR6/4).

cores are common.

Gray (lOYR6/4) or grayish brown ClOYRS/2)

Temper is primarily crystalline calcite,

translucent white or pink in color.

Opaque gray calcite fragments

also occur. Reddish inclusions are common.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Roughly-smoothed surfaces, often with

temper particles visible on surface.

Surface color apprOXimates paste

color and includes reddish yellow (SYR6/6, 7.SYR6/6), light yellowish
brown (lOYR6/4), brown (7 .SYR5/4), and very pale brown (lOYR7 /4).

Moderately heavy striation.
FORI4:

Forms are similar to those of Vista Alegre Striated:

Vista

Alegre Variety.
1.

Bowl, restricted (Figs. A.30, !-.!!; A.31,

!!.).

Medium-thick

to thick, rounded sides with direct or thickened rim and rounded lip.
Horizontal or vertical strap handles, with vertical handles occurring
on more restricted vessels.

Concave base.

All examples appear to
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have striations on both rim and body.
thickness:

2.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-1.0 cm.; vessel height:

17-28 em.; waTT

indeterminate)

Jar, wide mouth, taTl neck (Fig. A.3D, !-1.).

Medium-thick,

vertical or slightly flaring neck with direct or thickened rim and
rounded or occasionally flat lip.

Sharp neck-shoulder juncture.

At

least some examples have small spike-like protruberances at
neck-shoulder juncture.

base.

Horizontal strap handles.

Striation on neck only, usually vertical.

noted on a few examples.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-1.0 cm.; wall thickness:
vessel height:

3.

Indeterminate

Diagonal striation

20-23 em.; neck thickness:

0.6-1.0 cm.; neck height:

5.1-12.0 cm.;

indeterminate)

Jar, bulbous neck (Fig. A.3l, !). A single partially

restorable vessel recovered.

Medium-thick bulbous neck, with direct,

slightly thickened rim and rounded lip.

Sharp neck-shoulder juncture

and globular body.

Miniature, vertical strap

Indeterminate base.

handles attached just below rim in line with broad horizontally
attached strap handles on jar body.

One row of horizontal fingernail

impressions just below miniature handles; horizontal striations on
neck from row of impressions to neck-shoulder juncture.
diameter:

15 cm.; neck thickness:

wall thickness: 0.5-0.6 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim

0.6 cm.; neck height:

10.5 cm.;

indeterminate)

Although similar to Vista Alegre Striated:

Vista

Alegra Variety, easily distinguished on basis on orangish color,
thicker walls, less well-smoothed surfaces, coarser striation, and
presence of reddish inclusions in paste.
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant in plaza fill in Groups IV and VI,

San Gervasio and in fill deposits and Operation 42 at La Expedicion.
Also present at Buena Vista and San Miguel in mixed deposits.

COMPARATIVE:

No comparable types noted.

Alegre Striated:

coast.

Possibly present in Vista

Vista Alegre Variety collections from Quintana Roo

Could be local manifestation.

MUna Slate:

Muna Variety

(See Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 6, for type description)
Ticul Thin Slate:
(See

~liramar

Dzitas Slate:

ESTABLISHED:

Figures A.32, !-.9"

1;

A.33,

~-..i;

A.34, !-.£,

.9.-1,

::1....-1

91 rims, 1,447 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Dzitas Variety

Smith 1971: 16

ILLUSTRATION:

FREQUENCY:

Xelha Variety

1 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 6, for type description)

Dzitas

Chichen Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971):174-178).

Chronological

position of Sotuta Sphere and its relationship to the Cehpech Ceramic
Sphere are currently unclear (Andrews V 1979; Ball 1979a; Robles
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1980:307-312).

It is likely that the Dzitas Group has a pre-A.D. 1000

date (Ball 1978:117; Robles 1980:311).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRI8UTES:

1.

Fine-textured, reddish paste

2.

Thick, waxy, gray to reddish brown slip

3.

Jar, grater bowl, basin, and bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium to fine-textured, compact paste.

Color is usually red (10R5/8, 2.5YR5/8) or yellowish red (5YR5/8).

Firing is usually complete although slightly darker cores were
Fine calcite inclusions.

observed in a few examples.

Volcanic ash

present in at 1east some examp 1es (S immons, persona 1 communication
1974).

Further analysis is needed to define the nature and extent of

volcanic ash temper in the CazumeT sample for comparison with samples
from Chicilen Itza and Coba (Simmons and Brem 1979).
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Slip is

thick, waxy, and well-bonded, although it appears to erode more easily
than Puuc or Thin Slate Ware.
than in the former wares.

Rootlet marks occur less frequently

Slip color is quite variable, ranging from

light gray (lOYR7/2) to light brown (7.5YR6/4) often with a reddish

brown (2.SYRS/4, SYRS/3) cast.
single vessel.

Color may vary considerably on a

This appears to be due to variation in the thickness

of the somewhat translucent slip which allows the reddish color of the
paste to show through.
FORM:

A wide variety of forms are represented.
1.

Jar.

r,~rrow

mouth. high neck (Fig. A.32. i-.9,.,

1).
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Medium~thick,

outcurving or near vertical neck.

everted rim with triangular or flat bolster.
which may have interior or exterior groove.
juncture.

Slightly convex base.

Direct or slightly

Slightly pointed lip
Sharp

neck~shoulder

No reconstructable examples

recovered.

Strap handles probably attached horizontally (Smith 1971:

Fig. 14, !,

.1;

Brainerd 1958:Fig. 71,!).

neck thickness:
height:

(Rim diameter:

0.7-1.0 em.; wall thickness:

16-18 em.;

0.5-1.0 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
2.

Jar, narrow mouth, low neck (Fig. A.33, !).

Medium-thick,outcurving, near vertical neck.
thickened rim with flattened lip.
diameter:

11 em.; neck thickness:

vessel height:
3.

Direct, slightly

Indeterminate base.

(Rim

0.6 em.; neck height:

3 cm.;

indeterminate)

Jar, medium-high neck, medium-wide mouth (Fig. A.33,

E.).

Medium-thick outcurving neck with direct rim and rounded or flattened
lip.

One example has slight groove on neck exterior.

base.

(Rim diameter:

height:

lS, 24 cm.j neck thickness:

Indeterminate

1.0 cm.j vessel

indeterminate)
4.

Basin (Fig. A.33, ,a-i).

Medium-thick, slightly restricted

walls with oval or, more rarely, rounded bolster and rounded or
pOinted lip.
base.

Vertically attached strap handles.

(Rim diameter:

height:

2S-32 cm.; wall thickness:

Slightly concave
0.6-0.S em.; vessel

indeterminate)
5.

Oi sh, basa l-break tripod (Fig. A.34, 2.-,£).

t1ed ium-th ick,

outcurving walls with direct rim and interior lip groove.

Hollow,
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round or pOinted supports.

thickness:
6.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.7 em.; vessel height:

24-26 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Dish, basal break tripod, slab supports (Fig. A.34,

!-~).

Medium-thick, flaring waTTs with direct Dr slightly everted rim and

beveled or rounded lip.

Slightly convex base with slab supports set

flush with exterior vessel wall.

Some examples of this form appear

identical to the PUllC STate basal-break tripod dish form, but exhibit
surface and paste characteristics of Chichen STate.

22-26 em.; wall thickness:
7.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

Dish, rounded sides (Fig. A.34, ~-!).

medium-thick, direct rim with beveled or rounded lip.

interior lip groove.

8.

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

9.

~).

Bowl or dish, vertical sides (Fig. A.34, !,.,

just below lip.

Indeterminate base.

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.6 cm.; vessel height:

20-24

indeterminate)

medium-thick walls with direct rim and beveled lip.

thickness:

One example has

One slightly rounded base sherd was recovered

which appears to have a hollow foot attachment.
em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Thin to

Thin to

Exterior groove
18 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Bowl, rounded sides, possible ring stand (Fig. A.34,

Medium-thick walls with direct rim and beveled or flat Tip.

~).

Typically

a Puuc Slate Ware form (Smith 1971:Fig. 41,1, !!!.; 26, .!?J23]) but these
examples exhibit the surface and paste characteristics of Chichen
Slate.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:

18-20 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

0.8-0.9 cm.;
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10. Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.34, Xl.
walls with direct rim.

lip.

Thin-to medium thick

One example with pointed lip; one with beveled

Indeterminate base.

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:
11. Miscellaneous.

(Rim diameter:

20 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)
Also recovered were a small solid support,

a small pierced lug handle, a possible incised lug handle, and a

possible flange fragment.
SORTING PROBLEMS:

A few basal break bowl and basin sherds were

difficult to classify due to similarities to

t~una

Slate.

sherds were simply classified as "Unidentified Slate."

A number of
Generally,

however, Chichen Slate Ware could be distinguished from Puuc Slate

Ware on the basis of form, paste color, and surface color.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

most abundant in plaza fill of

Group VI and in platform fill in Group IV; well represented in other
groups.

\4e11 represented at Aguada Grande and La Expedicion and

present at Zuuk and Chen Cedral.
fill.

Abundant at Buena Vista in platform

Also well represented at E1 Cedral and San Miguel.

COMPARATIVE:

f~ajor

component of Sot uta ceramic complex at Chichen

Itzc::. (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 71, E,. • .£,[1-5,18-28]; 73 • .2., .£,[7-53J; Smith
1971:174-178).

Sparsely represented elsewhere.

Dzibilchaltun (Andrews V 1981 :334-337).

Present at

Reported from Isla Uaymil on

the Campeche coast, from Isla Cerritos and E1 Cuyo on the Rio Lagartos
(Ball 197B:116), and from El Meco (Robles 1980:250) and Xcaret
(Andrews IV and Andrews 1975:72).
(Robles 1980:248·250).

Present in small quantities at Coba
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Dzibiac Red:

Dzibiac Variety

ESTABLISHED:

Smith 1971:15
Fig. A.35, .!!.-y; A.36, !-s

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

49 rims, 336 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Dzibiac

Ch ichen Red

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:177-181). See Dzitas Slate:
Dzitas Variety for discussion of possible earlier date for Sotuta

Sphere and possible overlap with Cehpech Sphere.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

I~edium-texturedt

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

reddish paste

3. Waxy red sl ip

4.

Jar. bowl, and basin forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium to fine-textured, compact paste.

Paste color is red (2.5YR5/8, 2.5YR4/8). Firing is usually complete,
but occasionally a very pale brown (lOYR7/4) core or exterior edge is

present. Fine calcite and possibly volcanic ash temper.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed prior to slipping with a

thick, waxY red (lOYR4/8, 2.5YR5/8) slip.

Fire clouding occasionally

produces areas of grayish brown ClOYR6/2) or reddish brown
(2.5YR4/4).

Slip is generally well-bonded although flaking occurs on
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some examples.

Some of the thinner-walled forms have a moderately

glossy finish.
FORM:

Although the sample is quite small, a variety of forms occur.

1.

Jar, narrow mouth, medium-high neck (Fig. A.35,

.h-~).

Medium-thick, vertical to outcurving neck with direct or slightly
everted rim and beveled or pointed lip.

shape.

Indeterminate body and base

Smith (1971:Fig. 20) and Brainerd (1958:Fig. 85) illustrate

similar forms.

(Rim diameter:

em.; wall thickness:
2.

vessel height:

j

Jar, narrow mouth, low neck (Fig. A.35,

with outcurving neck.

(Rim diameter:

1).

Thin-walled

Bulbous

S1 ipped on exterior and neck interior.

8 cm.; neck thickness:

cm.; vessel height:

0.5-1.0

indeterminate)

Slightly everted rim with beveled lip.

body with indeterminate base.

3.

10-14 em.; neck thickness:

0.5-0.6 em.

0.4 cm.; wall thickness:

0.4

indeterminate)

Bowl, slightly rounded sides (Fig. A.35, .!!!-~)'

r4edium-thick, slightly rounded sides with direct rim and pointed lip.
Flat base.
diameter:

Sl ipped on interior and exterior, including base.
16-20 cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.6-0.7 cm.; vessel height:

6

cm. )
4.

£.~

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.35,

:0.

Medium-thick, rounded,

incurving sides with direct rim and rounded lip, or tapering walls
with direct rim and pointed lip.

Indeterminate base.

exterior and just below rim on interior.

f)

for similar forms.

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

Slipped on

See Smith (1971:Fig. 21, £,

12 cm., 17 cm.; wall
indeterminate)
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5.

Bowl, rounded sides, tripod (Fi9. A.35,

~-.!!.).

Medium-thick, rounded sides with exteriorly thickened rim and beveled

or rounded lip.
circular vent.

Three hollow, round supports with at least one
Slipped all over including base.

em.; waTT thickness:
6.

0.6-0.7 em.; vessel height:

(Rim diameter:

20

indeterminate)

Bowl or vase, bulbous, restricted (Fig. A.36, !-.!!l.

Rounded walls with smal1, round or oval bolster and rounded or pointed

lip.

Slipped on exterior and just over rim interior.

One hollow,

round support with rattle and one circular vent probably associated
with this form.

(Rim dianeter:

em.; vessel height:
7.

0.7-0.B cm.; wall thickness:

Dish, basal-break (Fig. A.36,

small oval bolster and painted lip.
diameter:

0.5-0.6

indeterminate)

22 em.; wall thickness:

.~).

Outflaring walls with

Probably a tripod form.

(Rim

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

8.

Basin (Fig. A.36,

bolster and pOinted lip.
exterior.

(Rim diameter:

em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

f,

.il).

Slightly restricted with oval

Indeterminate base.

0.7

indeterminate)

Uncertain.

Not enough Puuc Red Ware present to

become familiar with sorting problems.
to distinguish.

Slipped on interior and

approximately 36 em.; wall thickness:

Body sherds could be difficult

A number of sherds were classified as "Unidentified

Puuc/Chichen Red."

Easily distinguished from Tulum and Mayapan Red

Wares on the basis of form. paste, and Slip characteristics.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant at Aguada Grande in fill of
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Temple D (Structure C27-2).

Occurs in moderate quantities in plaza

and platform fill at Groups IV and VI, San Gervasio.
at Buena Vista.
CO~IPARATlVE:

85,

.£;

86,

Well represnted

Also present at La Expedicion, San Miguel, and Zuuk.

Well-represented at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs.

.£-i, h,

j; 87,

!;

88, !,

E.;

Smith 1971:174).

A few sherds

reported from Uxma 1 (Smith 1971: 170) • Also present at 11ayapan {Smith
1971:188}. Reported from Isla Cerritos on the Rio Lagartos (Andrews:

1980:105).

Apparently absent at Coba (Robles 1980:238); so far

unreported from Quintana Roo coastal sites.
Silho Orange:

ESTA8L1SHED:

Silho Variety

Smith 1971:21

ILLUSTRATION:

FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figures A.36,

~-!;

A. 37,

~-~

42 rims, 000 body sherds
Silho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:132-183).

Some uncertainty

regarding chronological placement, relationship to Terminal ClassiC
Fine Orange and Fine Gray Wares {Ball 1979a:30-34l, and general
relationship of Cehpech and Sotuta Spheres {Mills 1979; Robles

1980:307-312) •
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, temperless orange paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces
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3.

Thin, low gloss orange slip

4.

Hemispherical bowl, tripod bowl, tripod and pedestal vase,

and jar forms
PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
paste.

Very fine-textured, dense, temperless

Color is predominately reddish yellow (5YR7/8, 5YR7/6,

5YR6/8), although gray (lOYR6/l, (lOYR7/1l, very pale brown (lOYR7/4)
and light yellowish brown (lOYR6/4) occasionally occur.

Reddish

yellow pastes may have a gray or light yellowish brown core.

Paste

color may grade from orange to gray on a single vessel (especially
round-sided bowl form).
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces although fine

smoothing striations are sometimes present.

Slip varies from reddish

yellow (5YR6/8) to red (2.5YR5/8), with occasional examples of reddish
brown (2.5YR5/4) and light reddish brown (5YR6/3).

Differential

firing of some round-sided bowls producing an orange rim with a light
gray (19YR7/2) or pale brown (lOYR6/4) body.

Slip may appear somewhat

streaky, especially on light reddish brown examples.
FORM:

A variety of forms are represented.

1.

Bowl, rounded sides {Fig. A.36, m-!).

in Cozumel sample.

Most abundant form

Thin to medium thick, rounded sides with direct

rim and pointed, beveled, or rounded lip.
slipped on exterior and interior.

Flat base.

Smoothed and

Paste and slip often orange near

rim, grading to gray or light brown on lower portions of vessel.
diameter:

17-22 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

0.4-0.7 em.; vessel height;

(Rim
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2.

Bowl, tripod (Fig. A.37,

~,fl.

walls with direct rim and beveled lip.

Medium thick, flaring

Slight basal angle and convex

base, probably with three hollow bulbous supports.
groove near basal angle.
and exterior (weathered).

example; wall thickness:
3.

May have interior

Probably smoothed and slipped on interior
(Rim diameter:

approximately 18 em., one

0.6-0.7 em.; vessel height; indeterminate)

Vase, cylindrical, pedestal (Fig. A. 37, k-!).

vertical or slightly in-sloping walls.
molding and rounded lip.

Flat base supported by inset pedestal.

Slipped exterior and just over rim on interior.

Brainerd (i958:Fig.

78) illustrates several examples of this general form.
diameter:

(Rim

8-10 cm.; wall thickness: 0.5-0.6 cm.; pedestal height:

2.5-5 em.; vessel height:
4.

Thin, near

Direct rim with flat rim

indeterminate)

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Fig. A. 37, .!I.-i).

Medium-thick

outcurving or straight, near vertical neck with direct rim and beveled

lip or slightly thickened rim and rounded lip.
juncture.

Indeterminate base.

a globular body and concave base.

and neck interior.
em.; neck height:
vessel height:

5.

Sharp neck-shoulder

Brainerd (1958:Fig. 76, .!) illustrates
Smoothed and slipped on exterior

(Rim diameter: 17-20 cm.; neck thickness:
2.5 em., one example; wall thickness:

0.6-0.B

Oa5-0.8 crna;

indeterminate)

Vase, miniature (Fig. A. 37,1). A single, small

restricted vase fragment was recovered.
indeterminate rim.

Thin, insloping walls with

Flat base with basal molding.

Slipped on
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exterior.
height:

(Base diameter:

5 cm.; wall thickness:

0.6 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
6.

Jar or pyriform vase, pedestal (Fig. A. 37,

fragment recovered.
pedestal.

Indeterminate rim.

Slipped on exterior.

em.; pedestal height:

t).

One base

Convex vase with outcurving

Pedestal diameter:

approximately 9

approximately 4 cm.; wall thickness:

0.7-0.8

em.; vessel height: indeterminate)
7.

Jar or vase, basal flange, pedestal (Fig. A. 37, 1). One

base fragment recovered.
pedestal.

Convex base with basal fl ange and fl ar; ng

Indeterminate rim and body shape.

exterior (weathered).

(Rim diameter:

0.7 em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Probabiy siipped on

indeterminate; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

t4any small, weathered body sherds, classed as

"Unidentified Fine Orange," may belong to this type-variety.

Unable

to distinguish from Fine Orange Matillas Group on basis of paste
alone.

Some weathered examples classified as "Unidentified Silho

Group Orange" on basis of form.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Greatest concentration in altar cache in

Structure C22-33, Group IV, San Gervasio; also present in plaza fill
in Group VI and in small amounts in mixed deposits in other Groups.
Present in fill of Temple 0 (Structure C27-2) at Aguada Grande, and in
mixed deposits at La Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Well represented on nothern Yucatan plains, especially

at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 78,

E., .<:.:

Smith 1971:182-184).

Also present at Dzibilchaltun (Ball 1978:102) and Mayapan (Smith
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Minor occurrence at Altar de SacrificL:; (Adams

1971:188-189).

1971 :]06) and Uaxactun (Smith 1955:Fig. 43, .\>.[12]; 55, .\>.[5]).

reported from TecoTpan and Tierra Slance in Tobasco.
Aguacatal (Matheny 1970:91-93).

Also

Minor type at

Heaviest concentrations along

northern Campeche and northwestern Yucatan coasts, incTudng Isla
Jaina, Isla Piedras, Isla Uaymil, and Xcopte (Ball 1978:102-103).

Also reported from Isla Cerritos and EmaT on the Rio Lagartos (Ball
1978:102).

Present at 8ecan (Ball 1977a:47).

Unreported from

Quintana Roo coast other than CozumeT and possible occurrence at
Tancah.

Notably absent from Coba (Robles 1980:312).

Possibly some

chronological overlap with Balancan Fine Orange and Chablekal Fine
Gray based on Xcopte associations (8all 1979a:30-34).
Tohil Plumbate:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Tohil Variety

Smith 1971 :27
Figure A.41, .\>.

1 rim, 5 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Tohil

Plumbate

COMPLEX:
TEI~PORAL

I~iramar

2

DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:185).

Ball (1979a:33)

suggests the possibility of a somewhat earlier initial date, based on

evidence from Chiapas and Becan.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, dark gray paste, very hard
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2.

LusteroU5, dark grllY slip

3.

Thin-waTTed jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Very fine-textured, dense paste.

Color is

dark gray (2.SYR4/0, 2.SYR3/0, IOYR4/T), often with reddish yeTTow
(SYR6/6) edges.

ATT examples are very hard and seem to have been

little affected by weathering.

Shephard (1948:91-92) reports

crystaTTine feldspar temper.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

WeTT-smoothed surfaces, although fine

smooth1ng striations are sometimes visible.

slip or glaze with Ilmetall1c" luster.

Very well-bonded, hard

Slip color is usually gray

(2.SYRS/O, 10YRS/T), or more rarely greenish brown (10YRS/3).
1.

Jar, indeterminate. Thin-walled, near-vertical neck with

slightly outcurving direct rim.

Slight rim molding with beveled lip.

One shoulder fragment indicates a form similar to the ta1l-neck jar
iTTustrated by Smith (1971:Fig. 23,2,).
interior and exterior.

(Rim diameter:

0.2-0.5 em; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Smoothed and slipped on
7 em.; wall th1ckness:

indeterminate)

Highly distinctive based on form, hardness, and

slip characteristics.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present in mixed fiTT deposits at San Miguel, La

Expedicion, San Gervasio Housemound Group, and Cinco PUertas.
COMPARATIVE:

Widely distributed trade ware in Early Postclassic

times, ranging from Hidalgo and Colima in the Mexican highlands to the
lowlands of Honduras (see Shepard [1948] for definitive treatment).
Present in small quantities at Chichen Itza and Mayapan {Brainerd
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1958:Figs. 91,

3~

4; Smith 1971:185,189).

Kabah (Smith 1971:170).

A single occurrence at

Reported from Isla Jaina on the northern

Campeche coast and from Isla Cerritos on the Rio Lagartos (Ball
1978:116).

Well-represented at Becan (Ball 1977.:47).

at Cob a (Robles 1980:312).

Notably absent

Ball (1978:1161 suggests a 10th century

occurrence at Becan indicating a Terminal Classic overland trade route
between the Laguna de Terminos and the Bay of ChetumaT.

The 11th

century appearance of Tohil Plumbate along the Campeche and Yucatan
coasts and the nortern Yucatan plains is viewed as a reflection of a

shift to a sea-trade network.

Sacalum Black-an-slate:
(See

r~iramar

Balantun Black-an-slate:
ESTABLISHED:

Figures A.32, ,h,

ij

A.33,

1;

A.34, .,!!, !

14 rims, 180 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Balantun Variety

Smith 1971: 16

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

SacaTurn Variety

1 Complex, Chapter 6 for type description

Dzitas

Chichen Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postela55ie at Chiehen Itza, Sot uta

Complex ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:174-1781.

See Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety for discussion of possible earlier date for Sotuta
Sphere and possible overlap with Cehpech Sphere.
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas

Variety
2.

Black trickle and painted decoration

3.

Jar, basin, round-sided and basal-break dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surface finish and slip

Dzitas Slate:

Decoration consists of black trickle

Dzitas Variety.

same as

on the exterior of jars, rim daubs and trickle on the exterior and
interior of basins and bowls.

One round-sided bowl carries an

abstract linar design on the vessel floor.
FORM:

Several forms are represented.
1.

Jar, narrow mouth, high neck (Fig. A.32, 1:!., j).

Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety form.

and/or, more rarely, on neck.
thickness:

Same as

Trickle decoration on body

(Rim diameter:

16 em.; neck

0.7-0.8 cm.; wall thickness: 0.6-0.7 cm.; vessel height:

indetermi nate)
2.

Basin (Fig. A.33,

Variety form.
thickness:
3.

4.
Slate:

Same as Dzitas Slate:
(Rim diameter:

Dzitas

34-41 cm.; wall

0.5-0.6; vessel height: indeterminate)
Dish, basal break tripod, slab supports.

Slate Variety form.
thickness:

1).

Trickle decoration.

(Rim diameter:

Same as Dzitas

approximatly 24 cm.; wall

0.5-0.6 cm.; vessel height: indeterminate)
Dish, rounded sides (Fig. A.34, ,!!,

Dzitas Variety form.

.~).

Same as Dzitas

Rim daubs and trickle on vessel walls;
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one example with abstract floor design.

24 em., one example; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

approximately

0.5-0.7; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds would be impossible to

distinguish from Dzitas Slate:

Ozitas Variety.

Possibility of

confusing some examples with poorly fired Sacalum Black-an-slate;

Sacalum Variety.

Several sherds classified as I1Unidentified

Black-on-slate. 1I

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

most abundant in plaza fill in

Group VI; present in mixed deposits in other Groups, except Group I.

Present in mixed deposits at Aguada Grande, La Expedicion, Zuuk, Chen
Cedral, Buena Vista, El Cedral, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Fairly widespread Sotuta Sphere type.

at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 71, ,!,

k,

-,J9-12], .!![1-lT]; 74, !I.-E, j; Smith 1971:174-178).

Dzibilchaltun (Brainerd 1958:Figs, 29,
t1ayapan (Smith 1971 :188),

WelT-represented

.£[1-5,17-28]; 73,
Also present at

i, k; 31, i, k; 33), and

Abundant at northern Yucatan coast sites of

Xcopte and Isla Cerritos (Ball 1978:106),

Unspecified Variety present

at Becan (BalT 1977a:64) and Edza (BalT 1978:106) in Campeche.

Present at Coba (Robles 1980:250-252), On the Quintana Roo coast,
reported from El Meco (Robles 1980:252).

Chumayel Red-an-slate:

Chumaye1 Variety

(See Miramar 1 Complex, Chapter 6, for type description)
Balam Canche Red-an-slate:
ESTABLISHEO:

Smith 1971:16

Ba1am Canche Variety
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ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.33, .10.; A. 34, .I!

3 rims, 24 body sherds
Dzitas

Chichen Slate

COMPLEX:

rHramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:174-178).

See Ozitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety for discussion of possible earlier date for beginning
of $otuta Sphere.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Dzitas STate:

Dzitas

Variety
2.

Reddish brown trickle and painted decoration

3.

Basin and tripod basal-break dish forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surface finish and slip same as

Dzitas Slate:

Decoration consists of reddish brown

Dzitas Variety.

(2.5 YR5/4) rim daubs and trickle.
FOR~I:

Three forms are represented.
1.

Variety.

BaSin (Fig. A.33,

pointed lip.

2.

Similar to Dzitas Slate:

Trickle on interior and exterior.

cm.; wall thickness:

Q).

.~).

Diztas

The one example recovered has a triangular bolster and

0.4-0.5 cm.; vessel height:

(Rim diameter:

35

indeterminate)

Dish, basal break tripod with slab supports (Fig. A.34,

Same as Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety.

Decoration includes rim
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daubs and trickle.

(Rim diameter:

cm.; vessel height:
3.

35 cm.; wall thickness:

0.4-0.5

indeterminate)

Jar, indeterminate.

Only body sherds recovered.

Red

trickle decoration.

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Limited by small sample.

poorly fired Chumayel Red-on-slate:

Could be confused with

Chumayel Variety.

Basin rim

above is problematical.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

present in construction fill in

Structure C22-50-a, Group VI, and in mixed fill in Groups I, II, IV,
and the Housemound.

Also present in small quantities at La

Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor type in Sotuta Complex.

i,

(Brainerd 1958:Figs. 76, !, .£.'

80. ~.

i-i.

~. 1; 81.2.-1.1 •

1971:174-175).

,9.,

..i, 1, .!!!;

Present at Chichen Itza
77, .9.-~; 78,

..i-x, !!;

.9.. 1'.. !.. !. ![l-6]; Smith

Also reported from Providencia on the northwest

Yucatan coast (Ball 1978:106).
Chan Kom Black-on red:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.36 • .!!.

1 rim

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Chan Kom Variety

Smith 1971 :15

Dzibiac

Chichen Red

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200

(Smith 1971:178-181).

See Dzitas Slate:
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Dzitas Variety for discussion of possible earlier date for Sot uta
Sphere types and possible overlap with Cehpech Sphere.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Dzibiac Red:

Dzibac

Variety
2.

Black painted decoration

3.

Sma 11 jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Dzibiac Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Dzibiac Variety.

Ozibiac Variety.

Surface finish same as Dzibiac Red:

Decoration consists of black rim band.

FORM: A single form is represented:
1.

Jar, low neck. Outcurving, direct rim with rounded lip.

Slipped exterior and neck interior.

Narrow black rim band.

juncture and body shape indeterminate.
thickness:

0.6 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Neck

10 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

(Rim diameter:

Aguada Granda:

Fill of Structure C27-1.

Minority type at Chichen It,. (Brainerd 1958:Fig.75;

Smith 1971:178-181).

Also reported from Isla Cerritos at the mouth of

the Rio Lagartos on the north coast of the peninsula (Ball 1978: 106).
Yaltan Black-an-orange:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Yalton Variety

Smith 19H: 21
Figures A.37, !'!-.9.; A.38,

19 rims, 55 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

Silho

.!!-.J.
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WARE:

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:182-183).

See Silho Orange:

Silho Variety for chronological comments.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATIRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Silho

Variety

PASTE,

2.

Black painted decoration

3.

Jar, tripod dish, bowl, and vase forms

TE~1PER,

AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Orange:

Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Silho

Decoration consists of very dark gray

(5YR3/l) horizontal lines, geometric and curvilinear designs, and

stylized bird motifs.
FORM:

A wide variety of forms are

represented~

including the tripod

dish and pyriform vase characteristic of this type-variety.

1.

Dish, basal break tripod.

Medium thick, flaring walls

with everted rim and flat or beveled lip.
base with

hollow~

bulbous supports.

including base and supports.

Flat or slightly convex

Slipped interior and exterior

Decoration includes rim daubs, panels of

curvilinear and geometric designs or bird motifs on exterior, rim
bands and horizontal lines on interior.
indeterminate design on vessel floor.

One example has an
(Rim diameter:

27-32.; wall
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thickness:

0.5-0.8 em.; vessel height:

5.S em.; one example

exc Iud ing supports)

2.

Bowl, tripod (Fig. A.38, !-!).

Medium thick, flaring walls

with exteriorly-thickened rim and rounded 1ip.
with convex base.

Exterior basal break

Three hollow, probably bulbous supports.

One

example has traces of rim daubs, an indeterminate panel of linear and

cuvilinear designs on exterior, and traces of a horizontal line and

indeterminate design on interior; other examples appear to have only
interior or exterior decoration.
wall thickness:
3.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.7 em.; vessel height:

Vase, pyriform (Fig. A.38,

vertical or insloping walls.

f-jJ.

25 em., one example;

indeterminatej
Thin to medium-thick,

Direct rim with flat rim molding and

rounded lip, or direct rim with horizontal moldings below lip.
Pyriform-shaped body with three hollow supports or pedestal base.
Sl ipped on exterior and partway down neck interior.

Observed

decoration includes horizontal bands, angular scrolls, stepped lines,
"U" elements and one bird motif.
wall thickness:
4.

(Rim diameter:

0.3-0.6 cm.; vessel height:

Jar, curving neck (Fig. A.38,

recovered.
thickening.

1).

6 cm., one example;

indeterminate)
Only body sherds

Broadly curving neck-body juncture with slight interior
Base probably flat with three hollow supports.

on exterior.

indeterminate curvilinear and geometric deSigns.
(1958:Fig. 76,

Slip:>ed

Decoration includes horizontal lines, bird motifs, and

ll, .:!.l

and Smith (197l:Fig. 22,

!<)

See Brainerd
for similar forms.
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(Rim diameter:
height:

indeterminte; wall thickness: 0.4-0.6 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
5.

Several body sherds recovered probably

Jar, indeterminate.

from a sharp neck-shoulder juncture jar form.

Slipped exterior with

indeteminate curvilinear and geometric designs.

(1958:Fig. 76, 2) for similar form.
wall thickness:

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

See Brainerd

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate;

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds woul d, be impossible to

distinguish from other Silho Group types.

Weathered body sherds may

be impossible to identify ("Unidentified Fine Orange Ware!!).

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present in mixed deposits in Groups II, III, and

Housemound at San Gervasio, and in mixed contexts at La Expedicion,
Buena Vista, and San Miguel.

COMPARATIVE:

Well-known Silho Group type.

(Brainerd 1958:Figs. 76, ~, E"

80 •

.<t. i-i. !s.. 1;

1971:182-184).

81. ~-l.

.a, i,

i,

1. 2..

Abundant at Chichen Itza

1-'!!!; 77, 51, !; 78,

E., i, ..i-"!:';

1'.. !.. E.. 2'.[1-6]; 84; Smith

Also present at Mayapan (Smith 1971:188-189).

Reported from Isla Jaina and Isla Uaymi1 on the Campeche coast, from
Xcopte on the northwest Yucatan coast, and from Isla Cerritos on the

Rio Lagartos (Ball 1978:106).
Undes ignated Red-an-orange

ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain. possibly Champan Red-on-o"ange (Smith 1971 :21)

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.38.

!s.-!'!

2 rims. 3 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

Silho
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WARE:

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Silho Group dated to early Postclassic at

Chichen Itza, Sotuta Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith
1971:182-183).

See Silho Orange:

Silho Variety for discussion of

chronological questions.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Silho

Variety
2.

Red painted decoration

3.

Cylindrical and pyriform vase forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

Surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Observed decoration includes red (lOR4/B) horizontal

bands.
FORM:

Two vase forms are represented.
1.

Vase, cylindrical, pedestal.

slightly outcurving rim.
pedestal base.
interior.

Low

Slipped on exterior and probably just over rim

Traces of broad red band approximately 4 cm. below rim.

(Rim diameter:

13 cm.

j

pedestal diameter:

0.3-0.4 em.; vessel height:
2.

Thin, vertical walls with

Flat rim molding with beveled lip.

Vase, pyriform.

of probable rim molding.

13 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)
One body sherd recovered.

Includes edge

Thin-walled insloping sides, probably with

pedestal base or hollow, tripod supports.

Slipped on exterior with
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traces of a red band approximately 5-6 em. below molding.

diameter:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.4 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Uncertain.

Limited by small sample.

Undecorated

body sherds would be difficult to distinguish from other Silho Group
sherds.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present in fill of Temple D (Structure C27-2) at

Aguada Grande and in platfor fill at Buena Vista.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Champan Red-an-orange:

Champan Variety

reported from northern coast of Campeche (Smith 1957b:Fig. 4, ~,

Chacmay Incised:

ESTABLISHED:

Fig. A.33,

1

1 rim

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Groove-incised Variety

Smith 1971: 16

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

.!!).

Dzitas

Chichen Slate

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Terminal Classic (ca. A.D. 750-950) and early

Postclassic (ca. A.D. 950-1100) based on comparative data and

depositional context.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Dzitas Slate:
Variety

Dzitas
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2.

Groove-incised decoration

3.

Basin form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Dzitas Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Slate:

FORM:

Dzitas Variety.

Dzitas Variety.

Surface finish and slip same as Dzitas

Decorated with deep, parallel grooves.

A single form is represented.
1.

Basin.

Same as Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety form.

parallel, horizontal grooves on rim bolster.

approximately 29 em.; wall thickness:

Deep,

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate; vessel height:

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEI1S:
Dzitas Slate:

Body sherds would be impossible to distinguish from

Dzitas Variety.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

Small sample.

Midden deposit at Buena Vista (Operation 100).

Minor Dzitas Group type.

Similar form present at

Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 73, i[13-25]; Smith 1971:175).
Tekit Incised;

Tekit Variety

(See Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 6, for type description)
Xul Incised:

Variety Unspecified

(See Miramar 1 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 5, for type description)
Xuku Incised:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Groove-incised Variety

Smith i971 :15
Figure A.35,

i, 1

3 rims, 8 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

Dzibiac
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WARE:

Chichen Red

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIDN:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 100-1200 (Smith 1971:78-181).

See Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety for discussion of possible earlier date for Sotuta
Sphere types and possible overlap with Cehpech Sphere.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Dzibiac Red:

Dzibiac

Variety

2.

Pre-slip groove incision

3.

Tripod grater bowl, pyriform vase, and basin form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Dzibiac Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECDRATION:

Dzibiac Variety.

Dzibiac Variety.

Surface finish same as Dzibiac Red:

Decoration consists of pre-slip, groove-incised

designs including horizontal and vertical lines, parallel lines, and
cross hatching.

FORI4:

Three forms are represented:
1. Bowl, tripod grater.

No rims recovered.

floor grid body sherds with groove-incised patterns.
a hollow support attachment.
bottom.

Sample consists of

One example has

Evidence of slip on grid and vessel

Smith (1971:Fig. 21,1) and Brainerd (1958:Fig. 74,

i11ustrate complete examples of this form.
indeterminate; wall thickness:
indeterminate)

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate; vessel height:

!!, j)
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2.

Vase, pyriform (Fig. A.36,

.il.

sides with rim molding and beveled lip.
located 4 cm. below rim.

Thin-walled, insloping
A second horizontal molding

Slipped exterior only.

Vertical grooves

extend below molding giving gadrooned-l ike appearance.
base.

(Rim diameter:

height;

8 cm.; wall thickness:

Indeterminate

0.4-0.5 cm.; vessel

indeterminate)
3.

Basin (Fig. A.36,

..4).

Incurving, restricted walls with

triangular bolster and pOinted lip.
horizontal grooves.

attached strap handle.
Incised:

0.8 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Vertically

Similar to Chichen Slate Ware form (Chacmay

Groove-incised Variety).

thickness:

Bolster decorated with deep

Slight interior groove below lip.

(Rim diameter:

22 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Dzibiac Red:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Dzibiac Variety.

San Gervasio:

plaza floor in Group IV.

Small sample.

thin-walled vase from beneath

Remained of sherds recovered from mixed

depOSits below plaza floor at La Expedicion and from platform fill at
Buena Vista.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor type-variety in Sot uta Complex.

Occurs in small

quantity at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 85,c; Smith

1971:178-181).

Present at Mayapan (Smith 1971:188).

unreported from coastal sites.
Cumpich Incised:

Cumpich Variety

ESTABLISHED:

Smith 1971: 21

ILLUSTRATION:

Figure A.39.

2.-.9.

So far
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FREQUENCY:

4 rims, 9 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

COMPLEX:

Silho

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postelassie at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:182-183).

See Silho Orange:

Silho Variety for chronological comments.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange: Silho Variety

2.

Groove-incised decoration

3.

Vase, tripod grater bowl, and probable jar forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

Surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Decoration includes groove-incised horizontal lines

and cross-hatching (grater bowl form).
FORM:

Three forms are represented:

1. Vase, indeterminate (Fig. A.39,
or insloping walls with direct
rounded lip.

OT,

rim on interior.

Thin, near vertical

Slipped on exterior and just over

Observed decoration includes horizontal grooves and,

in one case, vertical incised lines.

2.

_!;~).

Pyriform or cylindrical body shape with probable hollow,

tripod supports or pedestal base.

thickness:

2.,

in one case, outcurving rim and

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.5 cm.; vessel height:
Jar, curving neck.

Indeterminate rim.
Slipped exterior.

8-10 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

One body sherd recovered.

See Smith(1971 :Fig. 22, 2,) for similar form.
Paste and slip fired dark gray.

Decoration
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consists of deep horizontal grooves on shoulder.

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate; wall thickness: 0.6 em.; vessel height:
3.

Bowl, grater, tripod.

rim and body shape.
supports.

Medium-thick walls.

indeterminate)
Indeterminate

51 ightly convex bottom with hollow, bulbous

Slipped on interior and exterior including base and grater

floor. Groove-incised cross-hatching or intersecting lines which may
or may not be bordered by horizontal encircling lines.
(1958:Fig. 80,1) for similar form.
wal1 thickness:

(Rim diameter:

approximately 0.6 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

See Brainerd

indeterminate;
indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds would be impossible to

distinguish from Silho Orange:

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Silho Variety.

Mixed deposits at La Expedicion and Groups II

and III, San Gervasio.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor decorated Silho Group type.

Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 78,

~,;

Also reported from Mayapan (Smith 1971:189).
Aguacatal (Matheny 1970:Fig. 47,
Tumbador Incised:
ESTABLISHED:

Tumbador Variety

Figure A.41,

£-~

4 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Probably present at

~).

Smith 1971:27

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Present at Chichen

79, ..2.; 81, l!!; Smith 1971:182-184).

Tohi1

Plumbate

COMPLES:

Miramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postc1assic at Chichen Itza, Sot uta
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Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:185).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Tohil Plumbate:

Tohil

Variety
2.

Pre-51 ip, groove-incised decoration

3.

Indeterminate jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Tohil Plumbate:

SURFACE FINISH ANO DECORATION:
Plumbate:

Tohil Variety.

Tohil Variety.

Surface finish same as Tohil

Decoration consists of pre-slip

groove-incised horizontal lines and indeterminate curvilinear designs.

FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Jar, indeterminate.

Indeterminate rim.

Thin to medium-thick walls.

One shoulder with horizontal groove:;); another

with horizontal grooves and indeterminate curvilinear design including

hook elements.

One neck sherd with two horizontal grooves.

likely a tall neck jar form similar to the Tohil Plumbate:
Variety form.
diameter:

Most
Tohil

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and interior.

indeterminate; shoulder diameter:

example; neck diameter:
cm.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim

approximately 9 cm., one

7 em., one example; wall thickness:

0.4-0.7

indeterminate)
Undecorated body sherds would be impossible to

distinguish from Tohil Plumbate:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Tohil Variety.

San Gervasio:

Small sample.

plaza fill in front of Structure

C22-50-a, Group VI; mixed deposits in HOllsemound area.
COMPARATIVE:

In the northern lowlands, present in small quantities at
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Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 91,2.[5,6,11-15,17-18]; Smith
1971:185).
Plumbate:

Also present at Mayapan (Smith 1971:189).

See Tohil

Tohil Variety for distribution of closely related type.
Gouged- i nc; sed

Tab; Gouged-incised:

Muyil Variety

(See Miramar 1 Complex, Chapter 6 for type description
Poboc Gouged-incised:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.39, lI.,

!!

4 rims, 10 body sherds

CERP.MIC GROUP:
WARE:

Poboc Variety

Smith 1971:21

Silho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:
TEr~PORAL

Miramar 2, Islote
DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sot uta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:182-183).
Si1~o

See Silho Orange:

Variety for chronological comments.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange. Silho Variety

2.

Gouged-incised decoration

3.

Tripod bowl and dish forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND OECORATION:
Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

SUrface finish same as Silho Orange:

Decoration consists of panels of linear and

curvilinear gouged-incised designs.
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FORM:

Two tripod forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, tripod

(Fig. A.39, .9.,

.h).

Medium-thick to thick,

flaring walls with direct or slightly everted rim and flattened lip.
Basal angle with convex base and probably three hollow, bulbous

supports.

Slipped on interior and exterior.

Gouged-incised panel on

exterior including scroll and scroll meander designs.
29-32 em.; wall thickness:
2.

Dish, tripod.

indeterminate rim.

hollow supports.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

Medium-thick flaring walls with

Basal angle and flat or slightly convex base with

Slipped on interior and exterior.

Gouged-incised

panel on exterior including horizontal lines and scroll designs.
diameter:
height:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.7-0.8 cm.; vessel

i ndetermi nate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds would be impossible to

distinguish from Silho Orange:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Silho Variety.

Present in mixed deposits in Groups I, III, VII,

and Housemound area at San Gervasio.

Also present in mixed deposits

at La Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor type in Silho Group.

Represented in small

quantities at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 78,
Smith 1971:182-184).

.1.

~;

Aguacatal (Matheny 1970:Fig.47,

D.

and from sites on the northern

Campeche coast (Smith 1957b:Figs. 10, ..!! • ..Q.; 12. ~, !!!; 16,
Unspecified Gouged-incised
ESTABLI SHED:

79, .!!!' !" 1;

Also present at Mayapan (Smith 1971:188-189),

Uncertain

f).
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ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

~

1 body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.41,

Uncertain, probably Silho

Fine Orange

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Probably Early Postclassic.

Possibly variety

of pocboc Gouged-Incised.

PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Fine-textured, temperless orange paste

2.

Well-~moothed

3.

Dark reddish gray slip

4.

Gouged-incised decoration

5.

Indeterminate thin-walled vase form

surfaces

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Very fine-textured, dense, temperless

paste, reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6) in color.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Completely fired.

Well-smoothed surfaces.

Slipped on

exterior with non-glossy reddish gray (5YRS/2) slip and on interior

with light reddish brown (5YR6/3) slip.

Gouged-incised design through

exterior slip, including scrolls, arcs, and indeterminate elements.
FORt4:

A single form is represented.

1.

Vase, indeterminate.

Indeterminate rim and base.

diameter:
height:

Thin, near vertical wa11s.

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate; body

approximately 20 cm.; wall thickness:

0.3-0.4 cm.; vessel

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Unusual slip color and more intricate design than

most other Fine Orange examples.
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

San Gervasio:

fill of tomb in Group III.

Uncerta i n.

Akil Impressed:

Akil Variety

(See Miramir 1 Complex, Chapter 6, for type description)

Porvenir Gadrooned:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.41,

!

1 body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Porvenir Variety

Smith 1971 :27

Tohi1

Plumbate

COMPLEX:

r~iramar

2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Tohi1 Group considered to date to Early

Postclassic, Sotuta Complex at Chichen Itza, ca. A.D. 1000~ 1200 (Smith

1971 :185).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Tohil Plumbate:

Tohil

Variety
2.

Vertical gadrooning

3.

Indeterminate vase or bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Tohil Plumbate:

Tohil Variety.

Dark gray paste vJith very pale brown (10YR7/4) surfaces (below slip),
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Plumbate:

Tohi1 Variety.

Surface finish same as Tohi1

Slip color is reddish brown (5YR4/4).

Decorated with gadrooning.

FORM:

A single vessel fragment was recovered.
1.

Jar or vase, indeterminate.

Indeterminate rim and body shape.
Vertical gadrooning.

(Rim diameter:

0.3-0.5 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Distinctive decorative technique.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

Thin-walled, rounded sides.

Slipped on interior and exterior.

Small sample.

Mixed construction fill at Chen Cedra1.

In the northern lowlands, reported from the Campeche

coast (Smith 1957a:Fig. 4, 5; Ball 1978:116).

Nunkini Modeled:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.40,

1, 1

2 body sherds, 3 figurine fragments

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Nunkini Variety

Smith 1971:21

Si1ho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Si1ho Group considered to be Early Postc1assic

at Chichen Itza, Sot uta Complex, ca. A.D.
1971:182-183).
comments.

See Silho Orange:

1000~ 1200

(Smith

Silho Variety for chronological
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange: Silho Variety

2.

Modeled decoration

3.

Indeterminate jar or vase form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange: Silho Variety

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
unslipped.

Surface smoothed but apparently

Decoration includes modeled human and indeterminate

figures.

FORM:

Two forms are represented.
1.

Jar or vase (Fig. A.40, 1).

Indeterminate rim and base.

Medium thick, rounded sides.

One example has a modeled human hand

similar to an example illustrated by Matheny (1970:Fig. 47, No.6);
anath!::!'" has an indeterminate figure.
wall thickness:
2.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 em.; vessel height:

Figurine (Fig. A.40,

.il.

indeterminate;

indeterminate)

Fragments of two indeterminate

figurines were recovered.
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Appear very distinctive.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

tomb fill in Group III.

Small sample.

figurine fragments recovered from

One modeled fragment from Buena Vista

(Operaton 100); fragment with modeled hand from surface collection at
Eleven Mounds.
COMPARATIVE:

Relatively rare Silho Group type.

Present at Mayapan

(Brainerd 195B:Fig. 81, .'!2.-!i; Smith 1971: 188-189) and Aguacatal
(flatheny 1970:Fig. 47,

!<).
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Malacatan Modeled:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.41, j[

1 body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Malacatan Variety

Smith 1971 :27

Tohil

Plumbate

COMPLEX:

IHramar 2

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Tohil Group established as Early Postclassic

at Chichen Itza, Sotuta Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:185).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Tohil Plumbate:

2.

Modeled decoration

3.

Indeterminate modeled (effigy?) vessel form

PASTE, TEI4PER, AND FIRING:

Same as Tohil Plumbate:

Tohil Variety

Tohil Variety.

Dark gray paste with thin, very pale brown (lOYR7/4) to reddish yellow
(SYR6/6) edges and surfaces (below slip).
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Plumbate:

Tohil Variety.

Surface finish same as Tohil

Traces of dark reddish brown (5YR3/3)

slip.

Hollow, modeled, probably effigy decoration.

FORM:

A single vessel fragment was recovered.

1.

shape.

Jar or vase, indeterminate.
Medium-thick walls.

Indeterminate rim and body

Smoothed and slipped on interior and

exterior.

Indeterminate modeled element attached to exterior.

diameter:

indeterminate; body diameter:

0.6 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

(Rim

8·12 cm.; wall thickness:
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SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds could be difficult to

distinguish from Tohil Plumbate:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Tohil Variety.

San Gervasio:

Small sample.

altar cache (Structure C22-33),

Group IV, in association with heavy concentration of Silho Orange:

Silho Variety sherds.
COMPARATIVE:
,~J10, 19]).

Present at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 91,

Also reported from northern Campeche coast (Smith

1957a:Figs. 4, 5).

Sacalum Black-an-slate:

Impressed Variety

(See Miramar 1 Complex, Chapter 6, for type description)
Chumayel Red-an-slate:

Impressed Variety

(See t}';ramar 1 Complex, ChaptEr 6, for type description)
Timak Composite:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.35, -'.•.9.

11 rims, 26 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Timak Variety

Smith 1971 :16

Dzitas

Chichen Slate

COMPLEX:
TE~IPORAL

Miramar 2, Islote

DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postc1assic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex, ca., A.D. 1000·1200 (Smith 1971:174·178).

See Ozitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety for comments on dating of Dzitas Group.
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

Paste and surface finish same as Dzitas Slate:

1.

Dzitas

Variety
2.

Black painted decoration

3.

Pre-slip, groove-incision

4.

Tripod grater bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Dzitas Slate:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Variety.

Dzitas Variety

Same as Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas

Slip colors tend more toward light gray (IOYR7/2).

curvilinear designs on rim and interior walls.

Black

Grater rloor grids are

characaterized by deep pre-slip, groove-incised cross-hatching
encircled by a single grooved line.
FORM:

A single form is represented.

1.

Bowl, grater tripod.

Characteiized by medium-thick,

rounded sides with direct rim and rounded or tapering lip.
are round and hollow.

has a diagonal slit. (Rim diameter:
0.6-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

18, 20 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Undecorated sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Dzitas Slate:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

fill.

Supports

One example has a single round vent; another

Dzitas Variety.

Most abundant at Buena Vista in mixed platform

Moderately well represented at San Gervasio, Groups II, II, VI,

and Housemound, and at La Expedicion.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor Dzitas Group type.

Also present at San fHguel.
Present at Chichen Itza
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(Brainerd 1958:Fig. 74 •

.!!. i. 1;

Smith 1971:174-178).

Also reported

from Isla Cerritos on the Rio Lagartos (Ball 1978:119).
Holtun Gouged-incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.36.

!. !

2 oody sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Cream Slip Variety

Smith 1971 :16

Dzioiac

Chichen Red

COMPLEX: Miramar 2.

lsI ate

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza. Sotuta

Complex. ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971: 178-181). See Dzitas Slate:

Diztas Variety for discussion of possible earlier date for Sotuta
Sphere and possiole overlap with Cehpech Sphere.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Dzibiac Red:

Dzibiac

Variety

2.

Gouged-incision through cream slip

3.

Bowl and possibly vase forms

PASTE. TEMPER. AND FIRING:

Same as Dzioiac Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Dzibiac Variety.

Dzioiac Variety.

Surface finish same as Dzioiac Red:

Decoration consists of gouged-incised, linear and

cuvilinear designs cut through bands of cream slip.

One example

appears to have a possible naturalistic motif.
FORM:

The two body sherds recovered seem to represent two forms:
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1.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.36,

indeterminate rim.
lines.

(Rim diameter:

0.5 em.; vessel height:

2.

indeterminate; wall

indeterminate)

Bowl or vase, vertical sides (Fig. A.36,

walls with indeterminate rim.
interior.

Indeterminate base.

l!).

Medium-thick

Slipped on

Gouged incised naturalistic motif on exterior cut through

cream slip.

(Rim diameter:

vessel height:

indeterminatej wall thickness: 0.8 em.;

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Dzibiac Red:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

VI.

Thin walls with

Gouged-incised scroll design framed by horizontal

Indeterminate base.

thickness:

1).

La Expedicion:

COMPARATIVE:

Dzibiac Variety.

San Gervasio:

Small sample.

fill of Structure C22-50-a, Group

fill below plaza floor.

Minor decorated type in Dzibiac Group.

Present in small

quantities at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 85, !?[5]; 86, .9.[1-4];
,jJl,3,7]; Smith 1971:178-181).

Cumpich Incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.39,

~,

1.

2 rims, 1 body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Black Paint Variety

Smith 1971 :21

Silho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:
TEI~PORAL

Miramar 2, Islote
DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen ltza, Sotuta

Complex, ca., A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:182-183).

See Silho Orange:
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Silho Variety for discussion of chronological placement of Silho Group.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Silho

Variety
2.

Groove-incised and black painted designs

3.

Flaring, tripod dish form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Silho Variety.

Silho Variety

Surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Observed decoration consists of groove-incised panel

on exterior and black horizontal bands on rim interior.
FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Dish, basal-break, tripod.

or slightly everted rim and flat lip.

Medium-thick walls with direct

Indeterminate base, but

probably a convex bottom with hollow supports.
and exterior.

Slipped on interior

Observed decoration consists of incised horizontal

lines and possible floral motif panel on exterior; two horizontal
black bands on interior below rim.
line on interior wall.

0.7-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

COMPARATIVE:

28-30 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

distinguish from Silho Orange:

of plaza group.

One example has vertical black

(Rim diameter:

Silho Variety.

La Expedicion:

San Miguel:

surface of shrine located north

platform fill.

Minor type in Sotuta Complex.

Present at Chichen Itza
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(Brainerd 1958:Figs. 76,

.h,

.2.-1; 77, !!; 79, !!, .9.; 80, 1, }j Smith

1971 :182-184).

Poboc Gouged-Incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.39,

i

8 body sherds (one vessel)

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Cream Slip Variety

Smith 1971:21

Silho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Si1ho Group considered to be Early Postc1assic

at Chichen Itza, Sotuta complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith

1971:182-183).

See Silho Orange:

Silho Variety for chronological

comments.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Silho

Variety

2.

Gouged-incised designs through cream slip

3.

Tripod vase form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

Surface finish same as Si1ho Orange:

Thick cream slip an exterior.

Decoration consists of

gouged-incised linear and curvilinear designs through cream slip.

FORM:

The smalT body sherds recovered are from a single form.
1.

pyriform.

Vase, tripod.

Indeterminate rim.

Hollow bulbous supports.

Body shape probably

Cream slip on exterior.
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Gouged-incised decoration includes oval and scroll designs.
diameter:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim

5 cm.; vessel height:

i ndetermi nate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Silho Orange:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Silho Variety.

Small sample.

Plaza fill in front of Structure C22-50-1, Group

VI, San Gervasio.

COMPARATIVE:

Relatively rare Sotuta Group type.

Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 80, !; 81,

~,.Y,).

northern Campeche coast (Smith 1957b:Fig. 17,
Kilikan Composite:
ESTABLISHED:

Kilikan Variety

Figure A.39, ,i-]53 A.40, ...-~

5 rims, 20 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

fl.

Smith 1971:21

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Present at Chichen

Also reported from

Silho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sot uta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:182-183).

See Silho Orange:

Silho Variety for chronological comments.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange:

2.

Gouged-incised through orange slip, black painted deSigns

3.
PASTE,

Silho Variety

Vase, tripod bowl, and jar forms
TEr~PER,

AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

Silho Variety.
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Silho Variety.

Surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Decoration consists of gouged-incised, linear and

curvilinear designs and black painted horizontal bands and geometric

designs.
FORM:

Essentially the same forms as Yaltan Black-an-orange:

Yaltan

Variety.
1.

Bowl, tripod (Fig. A.39,

with direct rim and flat lip.
probably with hollow supports.

1.,

~).

Medium-thick flaring walls

Slight basal angle and convex base,
Slipped interior and exterior.

have interior horizontal groove near basal angle.
gouged-incised scroll meander designs on exterior.

May

Panel of
Interior decorated

with two horizontal black bands near rim; one example has two

additional bands near interior basal groove.

(Rim diameter:

wall thickness:

indeterminate)

2.

0.6-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

Vase, pyriform (Fig. A.40,

k-.s!l.

Thin to medium thick

insloping walls with direct rim and rounded lip.
horizontal grooves on rim exterior.

Rim molding or

Pyriform-shaped body, probably

with three hollow supports, or pedestal base.
just over rim on interior.

28-33;

Slipped on exterior and

Slip on several examples is reddish brown

(5YR4/3) with dark gray paste.

Decoration consists of groove-incised

1 ines and gouged-incised panels including scroll meander and gui110che
designs.

Incised decoration is combined with black horizontal lines

and panels of designs, including angular scrolls and bird motifs.
(Rim diameter:

4.5 cm., one example; wall thickness:

vessel height:

indeterminate)

0.4-0.6 cm.;
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Vase, cylindrical (Fig. A.40, .!).

3.
recovered.
rim.

Three body sherds

Medium-thick, slightly insloping walls.

Probably pedestal base,

Indeterminate

Reddish brown slip on exterior.

Gouged-incised panel with indeterminate designs and black horizontal
bands and geometric designs.

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.7 em.; vessel height:

Jar, curving neck (Fig. A.40, !).

4.

recovered.

Slipped on exterior.

indeterminate; wall

indeterminate)
Two body sherds

Decoration includes black horizontal

bands and groove-incised lines; one example has gouged incised panel

See Smith (1971 :Fig. 22, !) for similar form.

with guilloche deSign.

(Rim diameter:
height:

indeterminate wall thickness:

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

classify.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
(altar cache).

San Gervasio:

present in Groups II, III, and IV

Present in construction fill at La Expedicion,

especially in Complex 2; also present in fill of Temple D (Structure
C27-2) at Aguada Grande and in platform fill at BUenavista and San
Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:

Minor Silho Group type.

Present in small quantities at

Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 77, !, .3., !!,
1971:178-181).

~,

M;

Smith

Also present at Mayapan (Smith 1971:188).

Reported

from Isla Uaymi1 and Isla Jaina on northern Campeche coast (Ball
1978:112).

Very abundant at Xcopte on northwestern Yucatan coast.

Also reported from Emal on the Rio Lagartos (Ball 1978:112).
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Kilikan Composite:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.40,

f.

3 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Black Slip Variety

Smith 1971 :21

Silho

Fine Orange

Cor~PLEX:
TEr~PORAL

Miramar 2, Islote
DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sot uta

Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:1B2-lB3).

See Silho Orange:

Silho Va-riety for chronological comments.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
T.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange:

SiTho

Variety
2.

Gouged-incised through black slip and black-painted designs

3.

Tripod bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

Surface finish same as Silho Orange:

Decoration consists of black (slipped) panels with

gouged-incised designs in combination with black painted horizontal
bands.

FORM:

A Single form is represented.
1.

Bowl, tripod.

indeterminate rim.

f~edium-thick,

flaring walls with

Sl ight basal angle and convex base, probably with

three hollow, bulbous supports.

Slipped interior and exterior.

of scroll meander designs gouged-incised through black slip on

Panel
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exterior.

Black horizontal bands on interior below rim.

diameter:
height:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.6-0.9 em.; vessel

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEI4S:

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Silho Orange:

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present

Silho Variety.
~n

Small sample.

mixed deposits at San Gervasio,

Groups II and III, and at La Expedicion.
COMPARATIVE:

Relatively rare Silho Group type.

Present at Chichen

Itza (Brainerd 19S8:Figs. 76, .,!!, !o; 77, !!!, ..E.; 80,
.fS.;)
~.

1.;

6. £. !l; 10. ~.

Kilikan Composite:

ESTABLISHED:

!, .,§., !!., ,!,

1.• .!!!;

12.

D·

Cream Slip Variety

Smith 1971 :21

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.40 • .9..

~

3 rims

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

~-£,

Also reported from northern Campeche coast (Smith 1957b:Figs. 4,

Silho

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Miramar 2, Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Early Postclassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta

Complex. ca. A.D. 1000-1200 (Smith 1971:182-183l.

See Silho Orange:

Silho Variety for chronological comments.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Silho Orange, Silho Variety

2.

Gouge-incised through cream slip and black painted decoraton

3.

Tripod dish and bowl forms
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Silho Orange:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Silho Variety.

Silho Variety.

Surface finish same as Silho Drange:

White (10YR81l) slipped panel on exterior and

gouged-incised linear and curvilinear designs.

Black painted rim

daubs and interior horizontal bands.
FORM:

Two tripod forms are represented.

1.

Bowl, tripod (Fig. A.40, j[).

Medium-thick, slightly

outcurving walls with direct rim and flat lip.

Probably with slight

basa 1 an91 e and convex base with ho llow supports.

Gouged- i nci sed

scroll meander panel on exterior, incised through cream slip.

Traces

of black paint on rim and two horizontal black bands on interior just
below rim.

(Rim diameter:

28 em., one example; walT thickness:

0.5-0.7 em.; vessel height:
2.

recovered.
lip.

indeterminate)

Dish, basal-break, tripod (Fig. A.40,

horizontal bands on interior.
(Rim diameter:

vessel height:

Black rim daubs and

See Smith (1971 :Fig.

29 cm.; wall thickness:

22~

!.) for similar

approximately 0.7 crn.;

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEI4S:

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Silho Orange:
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Silho Variety.

San Gervasio:

perishable structure, Group III.
C27-1.

One rim

Probably a flat or slightly convex base with hollow supports.

Indeterminate gouged-incised design on exterior.

form.

.h).

ME:dium-th ick, fl ari ng walls with everted rim and fl at

mixed deposit in area of

Aguada Grande:

fill of Structure
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COMPARATIVE:

Relatively rare Silho Group type.

Itza (Smith 1971:182-184).

Present at Chichen

Reported from northern Campeche coast

(Smith 1957b: Fig. 13, f; 14,

E., I,;

15,

1;

k-~,

.9.).

Possibly present

in unspecified varieties at Xcopte and Emal on northern Yucatan coastd
(Ball 1978:112).
Unspecified B1 ack-on-orange I nci sed

ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

I LLUSTRATI ON:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

No ne

2 body sherds (one vessel)
Unspecified

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:
TE[~PORAL

Miramar 2 (1)
DISTRIBUTION:

Uncertain.

Probably early Postclassic Silho

Group, ca. A.D. 1000-1200 at Chichen Itza.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish similar to Silho Orange, Silho

2.

Black painted and groove-incised decoration

3.

Thin-walled, indeterminate jar or vase form

Variety

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine-textured, compact, temperless paste.

Color is reddish yellow (5YR7/6).
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces and reddish

yellow (5YR6/S) slip similar to Silho Orange:

Silho Variety.

Decoration consists of a broad, black, horizontal band outlined with
groove-incised lines.
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FORM:

A single form is represented:
1.

Jar or vase, indeterminate.

Indeterminate rim and body shape.
wall thickness:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Thin-walled, rounded sides.

(Rim diameter:

0.3-0.4 em.; wall thickness:
Uncertain.

indeterminate:

indeterminate)

Somewhat distinct from other Silho

Group decorated types.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVE:

San Miguel:

Uncertain.

mixed platform fill.
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Table 11.

Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex:
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ceramic group totals.
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[
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[
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Table ll--Continued.

I
I
CI
HI
EI
NI
I
RI
II
01
I
I
Buena Vista

E1 Cedro1
San Miguel
Eleven Mounds
Santo Thomas

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Coastal Shrinesl

El Cactus

I
I
I

Punta Chicleral

I

Cinco Puertas I
Punta Morena

Other

TOTAL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I S
II
IL
I H
I 0

I
I
I
I
121 4831 531 751
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
I
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CHAPTER B
BUENA VISTA SUBCOMPLEX
(ca. A.D. 7501-11001)

Present at Buena Vista are several unslipped types of
undetermined affiliation and temporal placement which are here
described as a subcomplex.

Weak stratigraphic evidence indicates a

Terminal Classic or early Early Postclassic date for these types,
since they seem to occur above Middle-Late Classic Celerain Complex

types and below Islote Complex materials; however, the near absence of
Puuc Slate, Thin Slate, and Vista Alegre Striated wares in association
with these types renders chronological placement problematical (see
Chapter 11 for further discussion of this situation).

See Table 12

for a listing of Buena Vista Subcomplex ceramic groups and types.

The dominant type in this subcomplex is Inseguro Striated,
which occurs primarily in a restricted bowl (tecomate) form with
monopod base.

In several respects this type is similar to Expedicion

Striated and may represent a later expression of this general
unslipped tradition.

Less familiar, however, is SOf11bra Unslipped, a

type which exhibits somewhat finer paste and surface characteristics
and occurs in a much wider range of forms, including basins, bowls,
and jars, as well as

tecomate~like

forms.
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The final type in this
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Table 12.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the
Buena Vista Subcomplex.

Ceramic Group

Type:

Variety

Inseguro

Inseguro Striated:

Sombra

Sombra Striated:

Inseguro Variety
Sombra Variety

Alba Striated: Alba Variety
Unspecified Impressed
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subcomplex is Alba Striated which appears to be a member of the Sombra

Group and ;s limited to a striated neck jar form somewhat similar to
Vista Alegre Striated.

Other than Buena Vista, types of this subcomplex occur in
quantity only at La Expedicion in the upper levels of an unsealed
deposit of Middle-Late Classic through early Early Postclassic

materials associated with a small altar (Operation 42).

See Table 13,

p. 253, for ceramic group totals.

Inseguro Striated:
ESTABLISHED:

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUEN:V:

Figures A.42; A.43,

!-~

356 rims, 4,069 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Inseguro Variety

Present study

Inseguro

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Buena Vista Subcomplex

TEHPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Uncertain.

Probably Terminal Classic

(ca.

A.D. 750-950) andlor early Early Postelassie (ca. A.D. 950-1100) based
on depositional contexts.

PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine to medium-textured brown paste with dark gray core

2.

Moderately smoothed surfaces

3.

Light striations

4.

Restricted bowl (tecomate) form
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5.

~lonopod

support

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Fine to medium-textured, cOl'1pact paste.

Paste color ranges from very pale brown (lOYR7/3) to pale brown
(lOYR6/3) and light brown (7.5YR6/4).

Thick gray (JOYR5/1l, dark gray

(2.5YR4/0) or very dark gray (7.5YR3/0) core.

Temper consists of

fine, opaque, calcite inclusions, primarily light gray in color.
Occasional reddish inclusions.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Moderately smoothed surfaces.

Varied

surface col OJ, i ne1 uding 1 ight brown; sh gray (10YR6/2), gray; sh brown

(lOYR5/2), pale brown (lOYR6/3), and brown (lOYR5/3, 7.5YR5/4).
may vary considerably on sherds from a single vessel.

Color

Approximately

half of rims and most body sherds have light, usually closely spaced

striations, applied in various directions with no apparent pattern.
Horizontal smoothing striations frequently present on interior.
FORt,!:

Two forms are represented.

1.

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.42; A.43,

~-~).

Medium-thick

incurving or insloping walls with direct or slightly thickened rim and
rounded, flat, or beveled lip.

A few examples have small, exteriorly

folded rim bolster with rounded or flattened lip.
handles.

Solid monopod support.

No evidence of

light striation, usually present on

lower body sherds, mayor may not be present on rim.
17-25 cm.; wall thickenss:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-1.0 cm.; vessel height:

approximately

19 cm., one example)
2.
recovered.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.43,
r~edium-thick,

.s!-..~).

Only four rims

rounded sides with direct rim and rounded or
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flattened 1ip.

Indeterminate base.

Light smoothing striations

present on exterior and, in some cases, interior.
14-23 em.; wall thickness:

SORTING

PR08LEr~S:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.9 em.; vessel height:

iMeterminate)

Somewhat similar to Expedieion Striatedi however,

walTs are thinner, rims are usually direct, and monopod bases are

narrower.

Paste is generally somewhat finer and More compact.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Primarily present in construction fiTT at Buena

Vista.

COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

50mbra Unslipped:
ESTABLISHED:

Figures A.43,

f-..i;

A.44; A.45; A.46, !-,£

365 rims, 1,876 body sherds

CERAMI C GROUP:
WARE:

50mbra Variety

Present study

ILLUSTRATION:

FREQUENCY:

No similar types noted.

Sombra

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Buena Vista Subcomplex

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Uncertain.

Probably TerminI Classic (ca. A.D.

750-950) and/or early Early Postclassic (ca. A.D. 950-1100) based on

depositional contexts.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

T.

PaTe gray or pale brown paste with thick gray core

2.

Pale gray or paTe brown surfaces

3.

Basin, jar, rounded and restricted bowl (tecolTlate) forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Fine to medium-textured, compact paste.
Very pale brown (IOYR7/3, IOYR8/3) or light gray (TOYR7/2) paste with
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thick gray (lOYR511) or dark gray (lOYR411) core.
often present only at edges of darker core.

Pa.]e brown color

Temper appears to be fine

to medium-sized, opaque calcite particles, gray and white in color.

Some examples sparsely tempered.
SURFACE FINISH ANO OECORATION:

Often very well-smoothed surfaces.

Smoothness may give a slipped appearance.

Round-sided bowl and

restricted bowl forms may be less well-smoothed with smoothing
striations evident.

Surface color is usually uniform light gray

(JOYR7/2) or very pale brown (JOYR7/3, lOYR7/4), with occasional white
(JOYR7/3, lOYR8/2) or pale brown (JOYR6/3) examples.

FORM:

A fairly wide variety of forms are represented.
1.

Basin, bolster rim (Fig. A.43,

£-..1). Medium-thick,

rounded, near vertical or slightly restricted walTs.

Oval, rounded,

flattened, or folded bolster with rounded or pointed lip.
Indeterminate base.
cm.; wall thickness:
2.

No evidence of handles.

Basin, direct rim (Fig. A. 44,

vertical or slightly restricted walls.

!-~).

3.
sides.

Indeterminate base.

Medium-thick, near

Horizontal strap handles
(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.9 cm.; vessel height:

Bowl, tripod (Fig. A.45,

26-35

indeterminate)

Direct or slightly thickened

rim with rounded, flattened, or beveled lip.
attached just below rim.
cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

~-E.)'

27-32

indeterminate)

r~edium-thick,

flaring

Direct or slightly everted rim with rounded or flat lip.

Basal angle with flat base.

Slab supports set flush with basal
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angle.

(Rim dimeter:

height:

17-24 em.; wall thickness:

0.G-0.8 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
4.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.44,

medium-thick, rounded sides.

f-l).

Thin to

Some examples slightly restricted.

Direct or slightly thickened rim with rounded, flattened, or, more
rarely. beveled lip.

Indeterminate base (several flat bases may be

associated with this form).

Light smoothing striations often present

on interior and exterior surfaces.
thickness:
5.

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.9 em.; vessel height:
Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.45,

16-27 em.; wall

indeterminate)

i-l).

Medium thick to thick,

rounded or insloping sides with direct, thickened, or exteriorly
folded rim and rounded, or, more rarely, flattened or beveled lip.
Rim may be slightly up·turned.

Solid monopod support.

One example

has small handle attached just below rim; two examples have similar
handle scars.

This form appears identical in most respects to the

restricted bowl form of Inseguro Striated:

Inseguro Variety.

Smoothing striations often present on interior surface.
diameter:

17·23 cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.7·.1.3 cm.; vessel height:

i ndetermi nate)
5.

Jar, wide mouth, medium-high neck (Fig. A.46,

~-.£).

f~edium-thick,

near vertical neck with direct rim and flattened or

beveled 1 ip.

l~oderately

sharp neck-shoulder juncture.

Horizontal

strap handles probably associated 1·/ith this form, as in Alba
Striated:

Alba Variety.

Indeterminate base.

prominant on interior surface.

{Rim diameter:

Smoothing striations
19-20 crn.; neck
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tllickness:

0.8 em.; wall tllickness:

4.5-5.3 em.; vessel height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

0.7-0.8 em.; neck Ileigllt:

indeterminate)

Some weathered restricted bowl body sherds may be

difficult to di.,;tinguisll from Inseguro Striated; Ilowever, finer paste,
pale paste and surface color, and gray core are fairly distinctive.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
Vista.

Primarily present in construction fill at Buena

Well-represented in Operation 42 at La Expedicion mixed witll

Middle-Late Classic tllrough early Early Postclassic materials
(Operation 42).

Also present in construction fill at La Expedicion

and in Group VI, San Gervasio.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Alba Striated:
ESTABLISHED:

Figure A.46,

,!-J[

39 rfms, 66 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Alba Variety
Present study

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

No similar types noted.

Sombra

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Buena Vista Subcomplex

TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTION:

Probably Terminal Classic (ca. A.D. 750-950)

or early Early Postclassic (ca. 950-1100) based on form and
depositional contexts.

PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Sombra Unslipped:
$ombra Variety

2.

Fine, closely spaced striations
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3.

TaTl-neck jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Sombra Unslipped:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Unslipped:

Sombra Variety.

Sombra Variety.

Surface finish same as Sombra

In addition to light gray and pale brown

surface colors, reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6) occasionally occurs.

Decoration consists of fine, closely-spaced vertical striations on jar
necks and small spike-like protruberances at neck-shoulder juncture.
Smoothing striations frequently present on interior and exterior.

FORM: A single form is represented.
1.

Jar, medium-wide to wide mouth, medium-high to high neck.

Medium-thick, near vertical to Qutflar1ng neck.

Direct rim with

rounded or flattened lip, or flattened bolster with flat lip.

Sharp

neck-shoulder juncture, often with interior ridge at point where neck
attaches to body.

Horizontal strap handles attached near point of

maximum body diameter.

Flat base probably associated with this form.

Vertical striations on neck with small protruberances at base of neck,
on at least some examples.
jar form.

(Rim diameter:

wall thickness:

Form is similar to Vista Alegre Striated
15-22 cm.; neck thickness:

0.7-0.8 em.; neck height:

0.6-0.9 cm.;

5-9 cm.; vessel height:

i ncletermi nate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Body sherds may be impossible to distinguish from

Sombra Unslipped:

Sombra Variety.

Easily distinguished from Vista

Alegre Striated on basis of paste and surface characteristics.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
Buena Vista.

Primarily encountered in construction fill at

Also found at La Expedicion mixed with Middle-Late
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Classic through early Early PostcTassic materials (Operation 42).

Traces at San Gervasio, Groups III, IV, and VII.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

No similar types noted.

Undesignated Impressed
ESTABLISHED:

Not established

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.46,

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

!!

2 rims, 11 body sherds (one vessel)
Sombra

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Buena Vista Subcomplex

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Uncertain.

Probably Terminal Classic (ca.

A.D. 750-950) or early Early Postclassic (ca. A.D. 950-1100).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish similar to Sombra Unslipped:

Sombra Variety
2.

Fingernail impressed decoration

3.

Small jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
Variety.

Same as Sombra UnsTipped:

Sombra

Very pale brown (lOYR7/4) paste with thick, dark gray

(7.5YR3/0) core.
SURFACE FINISH AND OECORATION:
Unslipped:

Surface finish similar to Sombra

Sombra Variety, although surfaces are not as

well-smoothed.

Surface color is very pale brown (TOYR7/4).

Smoothing
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striations visible on interior and exterior.
FORM: A single vessel is represented.

1.

Jar, wide mouth, medium-high neck. Medium-thick, straight,

vertical neck with direct rim and flat lip.

juncture.

Indeterminate base.

Two or more spike-like protruberances just below

neck-shoulder juncture.

encire1 ing shoulder area.
em.; waTT thickness:
height:

Curved neck-shoulder

Globular body with two horizontal strap handles.

Several rows of fingernail incisions

(Rim diameter:

13 em.; neck thickness:

0.7-0.8 em.; neck height:

4.5 em.; vessel

indeterminate)

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Undecorated body sherds could be difficult to

distinguish from Sornbra Unslipped: Sombra Variety.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Small sample.

The single vessel represented was recovered from

fill beneath one of the substructures at Buena Vista (Operation 89-1B).
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

No similar types noted.
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Table 13., Buena Vista Ceramic Subcomplex:

Aguada Grande
La Exped i ci 0 n
Complex I
Complex II
Complex IV-VI
Operation 42
Other
Zuuk
Chen Cedral
San Gervasio
Group I

I
I
I

51

I
I
I
I
I

51

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

121

I

I
I
I

151

I

481

I

121

I

3191

I

41

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Group II

21

Group III

11

11

Housemound

91

101

Group IV
Group VI
Group VI I
Other

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

31

I

31

I

11

I
I

ceramic group totals.
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Table l3--Continued

Buena Vista
E1 Cedro1

San Miguel
Eleven Mounds
Santo Thomas

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Coast a 1 Shri nes I

1
1
1
Chicleral
1
Puertas 1
1
Morena 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

El Cactus
Punta
Cinco
Punta
Other

TOTAL

1
1
4,39111,9551
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4,42512,3591

CHAPTER 9
ISLOTE CERAMIC COMPLEX
(ca. A.D. 1100-1250)

The Is Tote Ceramic Complex marks the appearance in late Early
Postclassic times of Xcanchakan Black-on-cream and several associated

types.

CazumeT provides abundant evidence for the appearance and

dominance of this Peto Cream Ware type prior to the advent of Late
Postclassic red wares.

Although a few possible slate/black-on-cream

Utransition" sherds were

noted~

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream seems to

have arrived on CazumeT fully developed, totally replacing the Puuc

Slate-Thin Slate Ware tradition.

Chichen Slate, Chichen Red, and

Silho Fine Orange persist throughout the late Early Postclassic period
but seem to gradually diminish in importance.
probably is present in this complex.

Tohil Plumbate also

See Table 14 for a listing of

Islote Complex ceramic groups and types.
Xcanchakan BTack-on-cream is the dominant sl ipped type in the
Islote Complex.

A wide variety of forms occur, including

narrow-mouth, tall-neck jars, tripod dishes and grater bowls, basins,
and pedestals or ··pottery stools. 1I

Associated with Xcanchakan

Black-an-cream is an unspecified variety of ?iste Striated, Smith·s
(1971:16-17) Chichen Unslipped Ware, which replaces Vista Alegre
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Table 14.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the
Islote Ceramic Complex

Ceramic Group
Sisal
Dzitas

Type:

Variety

Piste Striated:

*Dzitas Slate:

Variety Unspecified

Dzitas Variety

*Balantun Black-an-slate:

Variety
*Balam Canche Red-an-slate:

Dzibiac

Balantun

Balam

Canche Variety
*Timak Composite:

Timak Variety

*Chacmay Incised:

Groove-incised Variety

*Dzibiac Red:

Dzibiac Variety

*Chan Korn Black-an-red:

*Xuku Incised:

Chan Karn Variety

Groove-incised Variety

*Holtun Gouged-Incised:

Cream Slip

Variety

Kukula

Xcanchakan B1ad-an-cream:

Xcanchakan

Variety
Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Sharp-incised Variety
Undesignated Black-an-cream:
Groove- i nc i sed Variety
Undesignated Black-on-cream r·1odeled

Silho

*Silho Orange: Silho Variety
*Yalton Black-on-orange: Yalton Variety
*Cumpich Incised: Cumpich Variety
*Cumpich Incised: Black Paint Variety
*Poboc Gouged-incised: Poboc Variety
*Poboc Gouged-incised: Cream Slip
Variety
*Kilikan Composite: Kilikan Variety
*Kilikan Composite: Black Slip Variety
*Kilikan Composite: Cream Slip Variety
*Numkini t4odeled: Nunkini Variety

Tohil

*Tohil Plumbate: Tohil Variety
*Tumbador Incised: TUll1bador Variety
*Porvenir Gadrooned: Porvenir Variety
*Malacatan Modeled: r~alacatan Variety

Unspecified

Unspecif ied Gouged- i nc i sed

*See Hiramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type descriptions.
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Striated.

This type occurs primarily in a wide-mouth, low-neck jar

form.
The most abundant evidence for this complex occurs at Buena
Vista, particularly in an unsealed midden deposit of relatively Pure

Islote Complex materials associated with a Targe rubble platform
(Operation 100).

Types of this complex are also present in

considerable quantity in Complex II at La Expedicion in the Housemound
area at San Gervasio, and in smaller quantities in mixed deposits at

most other sites (see Table 15, p. 280).

Most of the Xcanchakan

Black-an-cream at Group III, San Gervasio, probably dates to the early

Late Postel ass ie.

Wh i1 e Xcanchakan B1ad-an-cream pers ists into the

early late Postclassic period (Playa Complex, early facet), Piste
Striated appears to be limited to the Islote Complex.

Piste Striated:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Variety Unspecified

Smith 1971 :16
Figures A.47; A.48,

~-l

664 rims, 7,078 body sherds

CERMIIC GROUP: Sisal
WARE:

Chichen Unslipped

COMPLEX:

Islote

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Early Poste1assie, ca. A.D. 1100-1250,

based on depositional context and association with Peto Cream Ware.
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Early PostcTassic at Chichen Itza, Sotuta Complex, ca. A.D. 1000-1200

(Smith 1971:134).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Coarse, 1 ight brown or grayish paste with dark core

2.

Moderately smoothed surfaces

3.

Medium-coarse striation

4.

Wide-mouth jar and occasional restricted bowl forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Coarse, moderately compact paste.

Color

is usually light brown (7.5YR6/4) or grayish brown (lOYR5/2), less
frequently light gray(lOYR7/2), very dark gray(5YR3/l), or reddish
yellow (5YR7/6).

Most examples have a thick, dark gray (7.5YR4/0,

lOYR4/l) to very dark gray (2.5YR3/0, lOYR3/1l core.

Temper is

usually fine to large-sized angular, opaque calcite fragments, gray
and white in color.

Some examples have crystalline calcite temper.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Moderately smoothed with temper

particles frequently visible on surface.

Surface color approximates

paste color, usually Tight brown (7.5YR6/4) or grayish brown
(lOYR5/2).
FORM:

Medium coarse, usually diagonal striations.

Two forms are represented.
1.

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Figs. A.47; A.48, !-!,

.i, jJ.

Thick, outcurving neck with direct, thickened, or bolstered rim.
Rounded or pOinted lip, less frequently flattened or beveled lip.
Continuous curve neck-shoulder juncture.

Flat base.

or ridge frequently present at neck-shoulder juncture.
apparently without hand les.

Exterior groove
Most vessels

Approximately 50% have striated bodies.
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Striations usually occur in diagonal zones.

neck thickness:
height:

0.8-1.2 em.; wall thickness:

2.2-3.8 em.; vessel height:
2.

(Rim diameter:

16-26 em;

0.7-1.0 em.; neck

indeterminate)

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.48,

i-I).

Medium-thick, rounded

sides with direct, usually interiorly thickened rim and beveled lip.
One example has a flat bolster.
25-32 crn.; wall thickness:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Indeterminate base.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.9 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

Easily distinguished from Vista Alegre Striated and

other striated types on basis of form, thickness, color, and type of
striation.

Unstriated examples distinguished from Tulum Unslipped on

basis of curving neck-shoulder juncture, thickness, and presence of
dark core.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
and Operation 100.

Most abundant at Buena Vista, in platform fill
Also well-represented at La Expedicion, San

Gervasio, with the exception of Groups IV and VI. and San

~liguel.

Present at Zuuk and Eleven Mounds.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Piste Striated:

Chichell Itza (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 68,

Mayapan (Smith 1971:187).

~;

Piste Variety present at

Smith 1971 :171-173) and

The Cozumel sample was classified as Piste

Striated rather than Yokat Striated (or Encanto Striated:

Yo kat

Variety) on the basis of late Early Postclassic context. jar form with
low, outcurving neck similar to those illustrated by Brainerd
(1958:Fig. 68, ~[l-16l) and Smith (lg71:Fig. 11, ~, ~,

!!), and lack of

cllJse similarity (e.g. neck height) to Encanto Striated:

Yokat
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Variety examples from Cob a (Robles 1980:Plate;37, 1-.9.)'

FUrther

comparative study ;s needed.

Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Dzibiac Red:

Oz;biac Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Silho Orange:

Silho Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Tohil Plumbate:

Tohil Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:
ESTABLISHEO:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.48, !'!-E.; A.49-A.57

810 rims, 6,301 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Xcanchakan Variety

Smith 1971 :26

Kukula

Peto Cream

COMPLEX:

Islote, Playa (early facet)

TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTION:

Late Early Postelassie (ca. A.O. 1100-1250)

and early Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-1350/1400) on Cozumel based
on depositional contexts.

Also established as late Early Postclassic
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through early Late Postclassic at Dzibilchaltun (Ball 1978:117).

Present in surface deposits at Chichen Itza, mixed with Sotuta Complex
types (Brainerd 1958:57).

Complex at

r~ayapan,

Component of early Late Postclassic Hocaba

ca. A.D. 1200-1300 (Smith 1971 :135).

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Coarse, brown, gray, or reddish paste

2.

Moderately well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Dull, often flakey cream slip

4.

Black painted decoration

5.

Jar, basin, tripod grater bowl, and other bowl forms

PASTE, TENPER, AND FIRING:
moderately compact.

Paste texture is generally coarse and

Broad range of variability, however, 'including

some very coarse, crumbly examples as well as more compact,
medium-textured examples.

Paste color is also highly variable,

ranging from light brown (7.5YR6/4) and light gray 110YR7/2) to light
reddish brown (2.5YR6/4), red (2.5YR5.6), and reddish brown (5YR5/3).

Firing is often incomplete particularly with the brow., and gray
pastes, and dark gray cores or layering of two paste colors are common.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
prior to slipping.

Surfaces are moderately well-smoothed

Slip color ranges from white (lOYR811), very pale

pink (7.5YR7/4), and light gray (10YR7/l) to brown 110YR7(3) and gray

(lOYR511)'

Slip is usually thin, dull, and poorly bonded although a

few examples (less than ten) have a thicker, slightly waxy slip.
Rootlet markings may occur on the latter examples.

Uneven slip color
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and fireclouding are common.

Decoration consists of dark gray

(7.5YR4/4) rim daubs, painted trickle, and simple, carelessly executed
designs including horizontal bands, scrolls, reverse curves and

angles, rectangles, and dots.
FORM:

A wide array of forms are present.

Forms 4, 5, 6, and i1 may

represent Late Postclassic (Playa Complex, early facet) forms.
1.
£-,9.).

Jar, narrow mouth, high neck (Figs. A.48,

.!!!-~;

A.49; A.50,

Near vertical, usually outcurving neck with a sharp

neck/shoulder juncture.

Medium to very thick walls.

Two horizontal

strap handles attached at or just above maximum body diameter.
or slightly concave base.

Flat

Smoothed and slipped on exterior, usually

including base, and on all or upper portion of neck interior.
Decoration includes black rim daubs and painted trickle.

Shoulders

are frequently decorated with a row of reverse curves or U-shaped
designs below which dot chain/trickle extends over vessel body.

Rim

forms include:
a. Heavy, square bolster with flat or beveled Tip (Fig.
A.48, ~-.Q).

This rim form is associated with thicker,

heavier jar forms.

Rim may be slightly everted.

Neck

decoration occurs as rim daubs and exterior trickle.
(Rim diameter:
neck height:

16-18 cm.; neck thickness:

1.0-1.3 cm.;

indeterminate but at least 8 cm o , some

examples)
b. Oval or flattened bolster with pOinted, rounded. or
slightly beveled lip (Fig. A.49. ~-£).

Generally medium
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th ick wa 11 s.

Rims are usua lly outcurving.

neck decoration 1 imited to rim daubs.
15-18 cm.; neck thickness:

Observed

(Rim diameter:

0.8-1.1 cm.; neck height:

10 cm., one example; vessel height:

indeterminate.)

c. Slighty thickened rim with flattened or beveled lip
(Fig. A.49,

!!-f).

Medium-thick walls.

Neck decoration

includes rim daubs and, occasionally, trickle.
diameter:
height:

16-20 cm.; neck thickness:

{Rim

0.7-1.0 cm.; neck

indeterminate; vessel height: indeterminate.

d. Direct rim with slightly beveled lip (Fig. A.49, j[-j).

Generally thick walls.

Most examples weathered.

Observed neck decoration includes painted rectangle and
broad horizontal bands.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

13-16 cm.; neck

1.0-1.1 em.; neck height: indeterminate at

least 10 cm. on one example; vessel height:
indeterminate)
Other rim forms include a triangular bolster with beveled lip and a
thickened rim with pOinted lip.

The collection also includes a single

example of a vertical neck vessel, presumably a jar, with direct rim
and flat lip (Fig. A.49, 15)'

Decoration consists of rows of broad,

short horizontal lines or bars on neck exterior.
2.

Jar, ridged-neck (Fig. A.50, !-).

form with oval bolster and beveled lip.
horizontal ridge.

Narrow mouth, high neck

Neck encircled by a

Decoration consists of trickle on neck exterior.

One rim and one neck sherd were recovered.

(Rim diameter:

12 cm.

j
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neck thickness:

1.0-1.2 em.; neck height:

9.5 on one example; vessel height:
3.

indeterminate, at least

indeterminate}

Jar, narrow mouth, medium-high neck (Fig. A.50,

~).

Near

vertical neck with slightly outcurving, direct rim and rounded lip.
Decoration includes a horizontal band near base of neck exterior and
indeterminate painted designs on neck exterior and interior. Only one
example recoverd.

neck height:
4.

(Rim diameter:

12 em.; neck thickness:

4 em.; vessel height:

1.0 ern.;

indeterminate)

Jar, wide mouth, medium-high neck (Fig. A.51, A.52).

Genera lly Qutflaring rather than outcurving neck with oval or
triangular bolster and pointed, rounded, or more rarely beveled lip.
Bolster often with folded-over appearance.

Thin to medium-thick walls

with a sharp neck-shoulder juncture and two horizontally attached
strap handles at or just above max"jmum body diameter.
are concave.

Base examples

Moderately well-smoothed with temper particles often

protrud ing through surface fin i sh.
interior with a thin, dull slip.
interior rather than exterior.
decoration on neck.

Slipped on exterior and neck
Neck decoration occurs as trickle on

Some examples appear to have no

Shoulder decoration consists of vertical

chain-like trickle often beginning below a band of painted designs
which may include horizontal bands, reverse angles, or reverse
curves.

Some body sherds with geometric designs may be associated

with this form.

Possibly limited to early Late Postclassic (Playa

Complex, early facet).

(Rim diameter:

30-34 cm.; necl:: thickness:
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0.6-0.9 em.; body thickness:

vessel height:
5.

0.5-0.7 em.; neck height:

3.5-4.5 em.;

indeterminate)

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Fig. A.53, 2,-..9.). Low, slightly

Qutflaring neck with direct or thickened rim and rounded, beve led, or
beve led-and-grooved 1 ip.

Th in to medium-th ick wa 11 s with sharp or

curved neck-shoulder .:juncture and two horizontal strap handles placed
near max imum body d iameter~.

f40derate ly we 11 smoothed and slipped on

exterior and neck interior or, in some cases, throughout interior.
Slip varies from relatively thick and well bonded on some examples to

thin and flaky on other examples.

Dec(jr'ation occurs as trickle or

curved lines on neck interior, as a horizontal line on neck exterior
just above shoulder juncture, and as trickle or often
sloppily-executed geometric and curvilinear designs on vessel body.
Geometric designs include parallel and intersecting lines, dots, and
wavy lines.

Spatter also occurs.

Body sherds of this form appear to

be thinner and harder in general than the bolster rim jar forms and
often have a pink"ish cast due to the more frequently occuring pinkish
or reddish color of the paste.

Probably an early Late Postclassic

form (Playa Complex, early facet).

(Rim diameter:

small form 16 cm.; neck thickness:

0.6-0.9 cm.; body thickness:

0.5-0.7 cm.; neck height:
6.
recovered.

2.5-3.5 cm.; vessel height:

Jar, parenthesis rim (Fig. A.53,.1).

indeterminate)

A single example

Near vertical neck with flaring, slightly concave, direct

rim and pointed lip.
interior.

22-26 cm., one

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and rim

Decoration consists of trickle on rim interior and neck
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exterior.

Probably an early Late Postclassic (Playa Complex. early

facet) form.

(Rim diameter:

0.8-0.9 em.; neck height:

approximately 15 em.; neck thickness:

indeterminate; vessel height:

indeterminate)
7.

Basin, restricted (Fig. A.52).

thick walls.

attached to vessel walls.

interior.

Rounded, medium-thick to

Flat or slightly concave base.

Horizontal strap handles

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and

Decoration consists of trickle on exterior, and often

interior, of rim and body.

Paste color is generally light brown or

light gray with a dark dray core.

Three rim forms occur:

a. Bolster rim (Fig. A.52, !-j).

Oval or flattened bolster

with pointed, rounded, or, more rarely, beveled or
grooved lip.

The bolster was formed by folding the

vessel wall back upon itself.
upturned.

(Rim diameter:

Rim may be slightly

26-38 cm.; bolster width:

1.1-3.3 cm.; wall thickness:

0.9 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
b. Direct rim (Fig. A.52,

1).

Direct rim, slightly

thickened on exterior, with rounded lip.
examples recovered.
cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

Only two

approximately 26

0.9 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
c. Thickened rim (Fig. A.55, !-f).

Exteriorly thickened

rim with rounded lip, giving appearance of a small
bolster.

51 ipped and decorated on the exterior with
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closely-spaced trickle.
(Rim diameter:

approximately 34 em.; walT thickness:

0.6 em.; vessel height:
8.

Only one example recovered.

indeterminate)

Bowl, basal-break, tripod (Fig. A.5S, !-f).

Generally

medium-thick to thick walls with everted rim and interiorly beveled
lip or direct rim with rounded lip (two examples).

Flat or s1ightly

convex base with three hollow, oven-shaped supports; one complete
support with an interior circular vent.

interior and exterior, including base.

Smoothed and slipped on

Decoration occurs primarily on

interior and includes rim daubs, trickle, spirals, dots, and a sun
burst design.

Floor decoration includes a row of nUll1s, a ladder-like

design, and an indeterminate pattern of intersecting lines.
examples bear traces of painted designs on exterior walls.
diameter:

17-24 cm.; wall thickness:

Three
(Rim

0.4-1.0 cm.; vessel height:

i ndetermi nate)
9.

Bowl, flaring (Figs. A.55, ..9.-1; A.56, !,

pJ.

Medium thick

to thick, flaring or slightly rounded walls with direct rim and
beveled, flattened, or occasionally rounded, pointed, or
beveled-and-grooved 1 ip.

Indeterminate base.

exterior and interior; two examples with a
slip.

Smoothed and sl ipped on

\~axy,

somewhat slate-like

Decoration occurs primarily on interior and includes rim daubs,

trickle, vertical lines, and indeterminate painted designs.

Exterior

may show drips and spatters and, in a few cases, evidence of painted
designs.

Spattering also occurs on interior.

cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-1.0 cm.; vessel height:

19-24

indeterminate)
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10.

Bowl, rounded (Fig. A.56, "£-1).

walls with direct rim.
thin examples noted.
exterior and interior.

Rounded to very ineurving

Medium-thick to thick walls, although a few
Indeterminate base.

Smoothed and slipped on

Decoration occurs primarily on interior and

includes curving trickle and spirals, and, more rarely, vertical
trickle and dots.

Rim forms include:

a. Direct rim with rounded, pOinted, flattened, or beveled
lip (Fig. A.56,
of this form.

"£-i., 1).

Includes vast majority of rims

Many of these rims may be from tripod

grater bowls (Sharp-incised variety).
12-26 cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-1.2 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
b. Slightly everted rim with beveled lip (Fig. A.56, j!).
(Rim diameter:

18-22 em.; wall thickness:

vessel height:

indeterminate)

0.7-0.9 cm.;

c. Exteriorly thickened rim with rounded, pointed, or
beveled lip (Fig. A.56, j),
cm.; wall thickness:

.1).

(Rim diameter:

20-28

0.6-0.B cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
d. Interiorly thickened rim with rounded lip (Fig. A.56,

1).

The one example of this rim form has a waxy,

slate-like slip with rootlet markings.
14 cm.; wall thickness:
i ndetermina te)

(Rim diameter:

0.7-1.0 cm.; vessel height:
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e. Bolster rim with rounded or beveled lip (Fig. A.56,
Square bolster.

thickness:

22 em.; wall

0.5-0.7 em.; vessel height:

Bowl, rounded, tripod (Fig. A.56, .!!!' ..!!).

11.

recovered.

indeterminate)
A single example

Slightly rounded sides with direct rim and rounded lip.

Th i n walls.

Rounded base with three sma 11, ho 11 ow supports with two

circular vents.

Decoration consists of abstract curvi1inear designs

on bowl interior.

Probably an early Late Postclassic form (Playa

Complex, early facet).

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:
12.

(Rim diameter:

1lo

14-16 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.56, £.1 £).

f4inor form.

Rounded,

incurving sides with direct or exteriorly thickened rim and rounded
or, in one case, beveled rim.
indeterminate base.
slippec.
interior.

Decoration consists of vertical trickle on exterior and
(Rim diameter:

vessel height:
13.

Thin to medium-thick walls and

Exterior and usually interior are smoothed and

15-17 em; wall thickness:

0.5-0.8 cm.;

indeterminate)

Dish, rounded sides (Fig. A.S7, ~).

Rounded sides with

medium thick walls and direct or slightly everted rim and beveled
lip.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and interior.

consists of trickle or curving lines on interior.

Decoration

(Rim diameter:

26-28 cm.; wall thickness: 0.8-0.9 cm.; vessel heigdt:
14.

Jar, miniature, tripod (Fig. A.57,

Indeterminate rim.

E).

indeterminate)

One example.

Rounded body with hollow oven-shaped supports with

single interior vent.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior.

Decoration
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(weathered) consists of vertical trickle and a horizontal band near
the neck-body juncture.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.6 cm.; vessel height:
Ladle (Fig. A.57, c).

15.

indeterminate)

Two ladle handle fragments were

Smoothed and slipped on exterior.

recovered.

horizontal stripes on handle.
thickness:
SORTING

indeterminate; wall

Decoration consists of

(Handle diameter:

3.5 cm. ;wall

0.6-1.0 cm.)

PROBLEt~S:

Easily distinguished from Sacalum Black-on slate

and Ba1antun Black-on-slate by coarseness and color of paste, slip
characteristics, and form.

The few exarnples with waxy slips could be

distinguished frorn Puuc and Chichen slate Wares on the basis of paste
and forrn.

With better stratigraphic control, one or more additional

varieties could probably be identified.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Heaviest concentrations at Buena Vista,

especially Operation 100.

Well-represented at San Gervasio, with the

exceptions of Groups IV and VI; especially abundant in Group III.
Well-represented at Zuuk and San Miguel.
Aguada Grande, Chen Cedral, and El Cedral.
E1 Cactus, and Punta
COMPARATIVE:

Less well-represented at
Present at Eleven r·1ounds)

f~orena.

Well represented at Mayapan (Brainerd 195B:Fig. 24;

Smith 1971 :200-201, 255).

Also present at Chichen Itza (Brainerd

1958:Fig. 92; Srnith 1971:193), Ozibilchaltun (Brainerd 1958:Fig. 20,

1!; Andrews IV 1965: 321; Andrews I V 1981: 334-337; Ba 11 1978: 117) ,
Acanceh, and Man; (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 19,
r~onte

i;

20, E)'

Reported from

Bravo in northern Quintana Roo (Sanders 1960:202), from Isla
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Cerritos on the Rio Lagartos (Ball 1978:117), from Vista Alegre.

Mulchi, Tancah, and Tulurn on the northern and central Quintana Roo
coasts (Saunders 1960:173, 187, 191, 197), and from Ichpaatun in the
Chetumal area (Sanders 1960:224).

A related Black-an-cream type is

present in small quantities at Coba (Robles 1980:282-284).

Brainerd

(1958:57) felt that Peto Cream Ware ("Coarse Slateware") formed the
basis for a tlMiddle Mexican ll subphase in Yucatan, a transition between

the Modified Florescent (Early Postclassic) and Decadent (late
Postclassic) periods.

Early findings from Dzibilchaltun seemed to

support the idea of a separate Middle Postclassic period (Andrews IV
1965:321).

More recent evidence, however, indicates that Peto Cream

Ware probably appeared at Dzibilchaltun somewhere around the middle of
the Early Postclassic period and persisted, mixed with Sotuta sphere
types, throughout the remainder of the Early Postclassic; the ware
continues into the Late Postclassic where it occurs mixed with Mayapan
Red (Andrews V 1981:335).
Balantun Black-an-slate:
(See

t~iramar

A similar situation exists on Cozumel.
Balantun Variety

2 Ceramic Comp lex, Chapter 7, for type desc;-iption)

Balam Canche Red-an-slate:

Balam Canche Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Chan Kom Black-an-red:

Chan Kom Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
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Yaltan Black-on-orange:

Yalton Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Undesignated Red-on-orange
(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)

Xuku Incised:

GrooYe-incised Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Cumpich Incised:

Cumpich Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)

Tumbador Incised: Tumbador Variety
(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Gouged-incised
Poboc Gouged-incised:

Poboc Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Unspecified Gouged-incised
(See r4iramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)

Porvenir Gadrooned:

Porvenir Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
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Nunkini Modeled:

Nunkini Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
~1alacatan

Modeled:

Malacatan Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)

Xcanchakan Black-on-cream:
ESTABLISHED:

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

FiglJres A.57,

~,

S3 A.58, i-l:!.

37 rims, 24B body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Sharp-incised Variety

Smith 1971 :26

Kukula

Peto Cream

COMPLEX:

Islote, Playa (early facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Early Postelassie (ca. A.D. 1100-1250)

and early Late Postclassic, ca. A.D. 1250-1350/1400.
Black-an-cream:

See Xcanchakan

Xcanchacan Variety for discussion of chronological

placement.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Xcanchakan
Black-on-cream:

Xcanchakan Variety

2.

Black painted and pre-slip sharp-incised decoration

3.

Tripod grater bowl, basal-break bowl and pottery pedestal
forms
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PASTE, TEt4PER, AND FIRING:

Xcanchakan Variety.

Same as Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Paste color is typically light brown (7.5YR6/4)

or light gray (lOYR7I2) with a darker gray core.
are relatively infrequent in this form.

Reddish paste colors

Several examples are

underfired and crumbly.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Xcanchakan Variety.

Same as Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Pinkish slip color is less common in this type.

Decoration consists of rim daubs, painted trickle and scrolls, and

incised lles and curvilinear designs.

FORM:

Three forms are represented.
Bowl, grater, tripod (Figs. A.57,

1.

rim with rounded or pointed lip.

~,

!; A.58, !-.,£. Direct

Medium-thick to thick, incurving

walls with rounded bottom and hollow oven-shaped supports, with or
without circular vents.
including floor and base.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and interior
Painted decoration occurs primarily on

interior and includes curving trickle and spirals; spattering also
occurs.

Floor grids are framed by one or two encircling incised lines

and are divided into quadrants filled with contrasting patterns of
parallel incised lines, cross-hatching, or punctations.
de3igns often extend onto floor grids
thickness:
2.
form.

0.5-1.0 cm.; vessel height:

(Rim diameter:

Painted
12-24 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Bowl, probable basal break tripod (Fig. A.58,

.&).

Minor

Outflaring, medium-thick sides with direct or everted rim and

beveled lip.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and interior.

Decoration consists of rim daubs and painted designs on interior and
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exterior.

Incised linear and curvilinear designs on exterior.

diameter:
height:

approximately 25 em.; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.8-0.9 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
3.

Pedestal or pottery stool (Fig. A.5B, !-h).

examples recovered.

Only a few

Flat-topped pedestal with outfTaring base.

Medium-thick to thick walls and direct or everted pedestal rim with
flattened bolster and beveled Tip.

slightly thickened pedestal rim.
roughly smoothed on interior.

One example with a direct,

Smoothed and slipped on exterior,

Decoration consists of incised

horizontal lines and cross-hatching; traces of black paint.
rim diameter:

12-20 emd top diameter:

0.9-1.1 em.; pedestal height:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Pedestal

15-18 em.; waTl thickness:

6.5 em., one example)

Rims and body sherd. without incised decoration

would be difficult to distinguish from similar Xcanchakan
Black-an-cream:

Xanchakan Variety forms.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Pedestal form is unique.

Most abundant at Buena Vista, Operation 100.

Also welT represented at Groups II, III, VII, and Housemound at San
Gervasio, at La Expedicion, and at San Miguel.
Cor~PARATIVE:

See Xcanchakan Black-on-cream:

Xcanchakan Variety for

discussion of Peto Cream Ware distribution and chronological
placement.

Sharp-incised Variety grater bowls reported from Tancah

(Ball, personal conununication 1981).

Similar pedestal form is noted

in Chichen slate Ware at Chichen Itza (Brainerd 195B:Fig. 71, !-.!i and
in Peto Cream Ware at Mayapan (Bl"ainerd 19S8:Fig. 24,

..!!).
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Timak Composite:

Timak Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Holtun Gouged-incised:

Cream Slip Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Cumpich Incised:

Black Paint Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Poboc Gouged-incised:

Cream Slip Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Kilikan Composite:

Kilikan Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Kilikan Composite:

Black Slip Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Kil ikan Composite:

Cream Sl ip Variety

(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)
Undesignated Black-on-cream Groove-incised
ESTABLISHED:

Not establ ished

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.5B,

I body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Kukula

Peto Cream

COMPLEX:

Islote

i
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

The single sherd recovered was from a late

Early Postclassic (ca, A.D. 1100-1250) context.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Xcanchakan
Black-an-cream:' Xcanchakan Variety

2.

Heavy, preslip groove-incised decoration

3.

Jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Xcanchakan Variety.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Black-an-cream:

Surface finish same as Xcanchakan

Xcanchakan Variety.

In addition to black trickle,

decoration includes broad, deep horizontal grooves which result in a

IIcorrugatedll effect.
FORM:

The one body sherd recovered is probably from a thick, near

vertical jar neck.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior; interior ;s

smoothed but apparently unslipped.

Decoration consists of horizontal

neck grooves with evidence of black trickle.
indeterminate; wall thickness:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim diameter:

1.2 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Xcanchacan Black-on-cream:

Xcanchacan Variety.

Sma 11 samp 1e.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:
COMPARATIVF.:

Buena Vista:

Operation 100.

See Xcanchakan Black-on-cream:

Xcanchakan Variety for

general discussion of Peto Cream Ware distribution.

Groove-incised

basin rims and jar necks reported from Chichen Itza, Acanceh, and
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Dzibilchaltun (Brainerd 1958: Figs. 19, .1[7, 8]; 20,

~[2,4,6];

92,

:!J12,14]) •
Unspecified Black-an-orange Incised
(See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for type description)

Undesignated BTack-an-cream Modeled
ESTA8LISHED:

Smith 1971 :26

ILLUSTRATION:

FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.58,

1.

1 body sherd
Kukula

Peto Cream

COMPLEX:

Islote (1)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Early Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1100-1250)

and/or early Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-135011400).
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Xcanchakan
B1ack-o n-cream:

2.

Xcanchakan Variety

Modeled decoration

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Xcanchakar. Variety.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Black-an-cream:

Surface finish same as Xcanchakan

Xcanchakan Variety.

The one body sherd recovered is

decorated with a modeled, curving element with black trickle and
indeterminate curvilinear design.
FORM:

Indeterminate due to absence of rim and badly weathered
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interior.

Probably a jar or vase.

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Small samp le.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Recovered from mixed platform fill at La

Expedicion.

COMPARATIVE:

Possibly Mataya Modeled (Smith 1971 :26), Hocaba Complex,

ca, A.D. 1200-1300, at Mayapan.
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Table 15.

Islote Ceramic Complex:

K
U
K
U
L
A

Agt:ada Grande

221
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
781
41
I
I
I
I
Complex II
I 4831 6281
I
I
I
Complex IV-VII
1331
2821
I
I
I
Operation 42 I
11
111
I
I
I
Other
481
971
I
I
I
I
Zuuk
81
371
I
I
I
I
Chen Cedra 1
21
I
I
I
I
I
San Gervasio
I
I
I
Group I
771
21
I
I
I
I
Group II
I 2141 3071
I
I
I
Group III
961 1,4061
I
I
I
I
Housemound
I 3,3921 9461
I
I
I
Group IV
751
I
I
I
I
I
Group VI
11
I
I
I
I
I
Group VII
181
1921
I
I
I
I
Other
21
I
I
La Expedicion
Complex I

ceramic group totals.
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Table l5--Continued.

Buena Vista

I

1
1
El Cedral
1
1
San Miguel
1
1
Eleven Mounds 1
1
Santo Thomas
1
1
Coasta 1 Shr; nes I
1
E1 Cactus
1
1
Punta Chiclera!
1
Cinco Puertas 1
1
PUnta Morena 1
1
Others
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
TOTAL
1

l---r

3,13712,9871
1
1
1 131
1
1
2041 2301
1
1
21
21
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7,74217,3971

See Miramar 2 Ceramic Complex, Chapter 7, for Dzitas, Dzibiac, Silho,
and Tohil Group totals (Table 9).

CHAPTER 10
PLAYA CERAMIC COMPLEX

ica. A.D. 1250-1550)
The Playa Ceramic Complex marks the appearance on CazumeT of an
array of well known Late Postclassic red ware and unslipped ware
types.

Peto Cream Ware, the dominant slipped type of the preceding

Islote Complex, continues as an important component of the Playa

Complex during the early part of the Late Postclassic.
Complex is subdivided as follows:

The Playa

l} an early facet, ca. A.D.

1250-1350/1400, dominated by TuTum Red Ware and Peto Cream Hare types;
2} a late facet, ca. A.D. 1350/1400-1500/1550, marked by the
appearance and increasing i!l1portance of Mayapan Red Ware.

See Table

16 for a listing of Playa Complex ceramic groups and types.

Payil Red:

Pay;l Variety ;s the most abundant Late Postclassic

red ware type, characterized by a tripod, basal-break dish form with
hollow, cylindrical supports; a variety of bowl and jar forms are also
fairly well represented.

In the early facet of the Playa Complex,

Payil Group types occur in combination with Xcanchakan
Black-an-cream.

In addition to the tall-neck jar and grater howl

forms common in the Islote Complex. Late Postclassic Xcanchakan
Black-an-cream forms include

t~dnner-walled
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low and medium-high neck
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Table 16.

Ceramic groups, types, and varieties of the

Playa Ceramic Complex.

Ceramic Group
Navl.Ila

Ciega
Kukula

Type:

Variety

NavuTa Unslipped:

Tulum Variety

Yacman Striated:

Variety Unspecified

Ciega UnsTipped:

Ciega Variety

* Xcanchakan Black-on-cream:
Xcanchakan Variety

* Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:
Sharp-incised Variety
* Xcanchakan B1ack-on-cream:
Groove-incised Variety
Payil

PayiT Red:

Payil Variety

PaTroul Incised: PaTmuT Variety
Mama

Mama Red: Variety Unspecified
Pustunich Incised: Pustunich Variety
Papacal Incised: Papacal Variety

Cedral

Cedral Red: Cedral Variety
Caleta Incised: Caleta Variety

Matillas

Matillas Orange: Matillas Variety
Nacajuca Black-on-orange:
Nacajuca Variety
Nacajuca Black-on-orange:
Variety Unspecified

Vil1ahermosa Incised:
Villahermosa Variety
Chilapa Gouged-incised: Chilapa Variety
*See Islote Ceramic Complex, Chapter 9, for type descriptions.
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jar forms.

Navula Unslipped:

Tulum Variety, Sandersls (1960:230)

"Tulum Plain,11 replaces Piste Striated as the dominant type.
The late facet of the Playa Complex is marked by the appearance
of several Mayapan Red Ware types, including Mama Red:

and Papacal Incised:

r~ama

Variety

Papacal Variety, which occur in combination with

Tulum Red Ware and appear to eventually equal Tulum Red Hare in

importance.

The appearance of f.1ayapan Red Ware seems to coincide with

the disappearance of Xcanchakan Black-an-cream.

Unslipped:

While Navula

Tulum Variety apparently continues as the dominant

unslipped type, a new type, Ciega Uns1ipped:
be associated with

f~ayapan

Ciega Variety seems to

Red Ware, at least in some contexts.

It is likely that many of these types persisted into the
sixteenth century although evidence for the Protocolonial period is
very weak.

Only Cedral Red:

Cedral Variety and Caleta Incised:

Caleta Variety, found in association with European trade beads
(Phill"ips i979:225) seem to be linked to the post-Contact period.
few fragments of Spanish olive jars and an unspecified green-glazed
type (not described in this report) provide the only other evidence of
historic period occupation.
Playa Complex materials are well-represented in surface and
construction fill deposits at all sites except Chen Cedral and Groups
IV and VI at San Gervasio (see Table 17, p. 320).
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Navula Unslipped:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figures A.59; A.GO;

1!-1

1,450 rims, 5,025 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Tulum Variety

Smith 1971 :23-24 (type), Present study (Tulum Variety)

Navula

t4ayapan Uns 1ipped

COt~PLEX:
TEt~PORAL

Playa (early and late facets)
DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-1500/1550),

based on comparative data and depOSitional contexts.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Light brown or gray paste with crystalline calcite temper

2.

f4oderately-smoothed surfaces

3,

Thin-walled, wide-mouth jar form, minor bowl and dish forms

PASTE, TEt4PER, AND FIRING:

Medium to coarse-textured. compact paste.

Paste color is usually light brown (7.5YR6/4), light gray (lOYR5/20,
or grayish brown (10YR5/2).

Light red (2.5YRG/G), reddish yellow

(5YR7/6), and reddish brown (5YRS/3) occur less frequently.

Firing is

usually complete, although layering of light gray and brown with the
redder paste colors occasionally occurs.

Dark cores are rare.

Fine"

to medium-sized, angular calcite inclusions, primarily transclucent
crystalline calcite, pale gray to white in color.

Usually mixed with

opaque calCite fragments.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

t40derately smoothed surfaces, with
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temper particles often visible on the surface giving a somehwhat bumpy

appearance.

Surface color approximates paste color, primarily light

brown (7 .5YR6/4), light gray (TOYR5/2), and grayish brown (TOYR5/20.

CaTor may vary somewhat on a single vessel due to firing.
FORM:

The following forms are represented.
1.

Jar, wide mouth, mediu,..high neck (Fig. A.59).

most abundant form.

By far the

Medium-thick, flaring, or outcurving neck with

direct, thickened, or bolstered rim.

Bolsters

may

be triangular,

ova 1t overhanging, or, more rarely, round or square.

Lips may be

rounded, pointed, beveled, or flat, and are occasionally grooved or
pinched.

Sharp neck-shoulder juncture with thin-walled globular body

and flat or slightly concave base.

A few horizontal strap handles

recovered, but most examples apparently lacked handles.
diameter:

26-36 em.; neck thickness:

3wO-S.0 cm.; walT thickness:

(Rim

0.6-0.9 em.; neck height:

0.4-0.7 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

2.

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Fi9. A.60, !-f).

Thin to

medium-thick, near vertical to slighty flaring neck with direct or
rarely thickened rim and rounded, flat, or pointed lip.

sharp to sharp neck-shoulder juncture.
indeterminate base.

Vertical loop handles with oval cross section

attached just below rim.
neck-body juncture.

t4ay have slight groove on exterior at

(Rim diameter: 19-24 cm.; neck thickness:

0.5-0.8 cm.; walT thickness:
vessel height:

Moderately

Thin-walled body with

indeterminate)

0.4-0.6 cm.; neck height:

1.5-2.5 cm.;
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Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.GO, ..9.).

3.

~tedium-thick

recovered.
or flat lip.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

Dish, rounded sides (Fig. A.50, .,!!,

4.

recovered.

.1).

approximately 20

indeterminate)
Only two rims

Medium thick, slightly rounded sides with round or oval

bolster and rounded lip.
em.; wall thickness:
SORTING

walTs with direct rim and rounded, beveled,

Indeterminate base.

ern.; wall thickness:

Only six rims

PROBLEr~S:

Indeterminate base.

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

18-20

indeterminate)

Easily distinguished on basis of form, paste and

surface characteristics and thinness of walls.
ISLAND DISTRIElUTION:
deposits.

Very abundant in surface and construction fill

San Gervasio:

and Housemound.

heavy concentrations in Groups II, III, VII,

Well represented at Aguada Grande, La Expedicion,

Buena Vista, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:
Plain. 1I

Present at E1 Cedral and E1 Cactus.

First described by Sanders (1960:243-244) as I1Tulum

Occurs in abundance long the northeastern and eastern

Quintana Roo coasts, including the sites of Vista Alegre, El

r~eco,

Mulche, Xelha, Pa1mo1, Tancah, and Tulum (Sanders 1960:170, 187,
190-199).

Also well represented at Ichpaatun and Ca1cieritas in the

Chetum&1 area (Sanders 1960:206-208).
Unslipped occurs in abundance at

The Navula Variety of Navula

r~ayapan

(Smith 1971:195, 208-209)

although not in the wide-mouth, low-neck jar form which dominates the
Tulum Variety.

A similar jar form does occur at Mayapan, but in the

Yacman Striated type.

This form occurs at Coba in both the Yacman

Striated and Navula Uns1ipped types (Robles 1980:258-253, 314).
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Yacman Striated:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.60,

1, t

10 rims, 364 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
CQI4PLEX:

Variety Unspecified

Smith 1971 :24 (type)

Navula

Playa (possibly early facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-1500/1550)

based on comparative data and depositional contexts.
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Navula Unslipped:
Tulum Variety

2.

Light striation

3.

~~ide-mouth,

PASTE~ TEMPER~

low-neck jar form

AND FIRING:

Same as Navula Unslipped:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECGRATION:

Unslipped:
FORI~:

Tulum Variety.

Tulum Variety.

Surface finish same as Navula

Light striation on vessel body.

A single form is represented.
1.

Jar, wide-mouth, low-neck.

Similar to Navula Unslipped:

Tulum Variety form, but with somewhat different rim form and curved
rather than sharp neck-shoulder juncture.
neek thickness:
thickness:

0.5-0.7 crn.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.S em.; neck height:

20-22 em.;

2.5-3.0 ern.; wall

indeterminate).

Easily distinguished from Navula Unslipped:

Tulurn

Variety on basis of striation.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

r·10st abundant in midden debris in Housemound
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area, San Gervasio; also present in Groups III and VII.

Present in

platform fill at Buena Vista and La Expedicion.

COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

and Navula Unslipped:

Possibly transitional between Piste Striated

Tulum Variety.

Shape somewhat similar to P;ste

Striated, but paste and thinness of vessel walls same as Navula

Unslipped:

Tulurn Variety.

Ciega Unslipped:

ESTA8LISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.60,

1,

!'!

47 rims, 342 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Ciege Variety

Present study

Ciega

Unspecified

COMPLEX:

Playa, late facet

TEMPORAL DISTRI8UTION:

Probably Late Postclassic Ica. A.D.

1350/1400-1500/1550) based on depositional contexts.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRI8UTES:
1.

Light brown paste with thick, dark gray core

2.

Moderately-smoothed surfaces

3.

Direct rim jar forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Medium-coarse, very pale brown IIOYR7/3)

to light yellowish brown (lOYR6/4) paste, usually underfired and
primarily very dark gray (lOYR3/1).

Heavily tempered with fine to

medium-sized, angular. translucent, crystalline calcite fragments.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

:~oderately

smoothed surfaces, ranging

in color from pale brown IIOYR6/3) and brown 17.5YR5/2, 7.5YR5/4) to
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reddish brown (5YR5/4j and dark gray (5YR4/lj.

Color may vary

considerably on a single vessel.

FORM:

Only jar forms represented.
1.

Jar. medium-wide jmouth, high neck (Fig. A.GO,

1, .!!!).

Medium-thick, near vertical neck with direct rim and flat or rounded
lip.

bas£!.

Sharp neck-shoulder juncture.

No evidence of handles.

thickness:

18-23 em.; neck

0.6-0.8 em.; neck height: 5.0-6.0 em.; walT thickness:

0.6-0.8 ern.; vessel height:

2.

Indeterminate body shape and

(Rim diameter:

indeterminate)

Jar, medium-wide mouth, low to medium-high neck.

above form but with shorter neck.
thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.8 em.; neck height:

0.5-0.8 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEM:

0.3-0.5 em.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Distinguished from Navula Unslipped:

on the basis of rim

form~

Same as

16-22 em.; neck

Tulum Variety

dark gray core, and darker, more variable

surface color.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant in Grot.:p VII, San Gervasio and in

rubble platform complexes at La Expedicion.
depOSits at San Miguel.
MAINLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Payil Red:

Uncertain.

No comparable types noted.

Payil Variety

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:

Also present in mixed

Tentative association with Mayapan Red

Smith 1971 :30
Figures A.61-A.63; A.54, -"-

~Jare.
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FREQUENCY:

619 rims, 3,621 body sherds, 3 complete vessels

CERAMI C GROUP:
WARE:

Payil

Tulum Red

C0I1PLEX:

Playa (early and late facets)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-1500/1550) on

basis of comparatave data and depositional contexts.
Mayapan, ca. A.D. 1300-1450 (Smith 1971: 240-241).

Tases Complex at
Seco Complex at

Coba, ca. A. O. 1100/1200-1500/1550 (Rob les 1980: 273-276).

14ay pers i st

into Protocolonial period.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

PASTE,

1.

Predominately fine, pale orangish paste

2.

We II-smoothed surfaces

3.

Uniform red, low-gloss, somewhat flaky slip

4.

Tripod, basal-break bowl and jar forms

TEf~PER,

AND FIRING:

Compact, fine to medium-textured paste.

Color is typically reddish yellow (5YR7/6, 5YR6/6), more rarely light

reddish brown (SYR6/4) or pink (5YR7/4).

Firing is almost always

complete, although occasional sherds have a pale yellow (2.5YR7/4) or
light grayish brown (lOYR6/2) core or edge.

inclusions, primariy white in color.

Fine, chalky calcite

Occasional fine quartz crystals

also reported (Shephard 1958:452; Robles 1980:274).

Paste;s usually

quite hard; sherds break with a straight clean fracture.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well~smoothed

surfaces beneath a

uniform, low luster, red (lOR5/6, lORS/B) sl ip.

Fireclo,I,~ing;s

rare,
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but when present produces areas of reddish brown (2.5YR5/4, 5YR5/3) or

grayish brown (lOYR6/2).

The slip tends to flake away and is often

partially or entirely eroded.

On better preserved examples, the slip

may reveal an uneven, somewhat streaky appearance.

No evidence of

rootlet marks.
FORM:

Although the sample is relatively large, a limited number of

forms occur in this type:
1.

Bowl, basal-break tripod (Figs. A.51; A.62).

form on CazumeT.

t40st abundant

Thin to medium-thick, outcurving sides with direct

rim and rounded or pointed lip.

Convex base with hollow supports

attached just below basal-break.

Cylindrical supports with flat

bottoms, one or more round vents, and round clay pellet rattles.

More

rarely bulbous or oven-shaped supports; one cylindrical support with
slit.

Vessels are slipped on interior and exterior.

21-28 cm.; wall thickness:
2.

O.4~O.8

(Rim diameter:

cm.; vessel height:

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Fig. A.63, !-f).

7.5-9.5 cm.)
Predominately

flaring neck with direct rim and rounded, pointed, or, more rarely,
beveled lip.

Occasionally outcurving neck with exteriorly-thickened

rim and similar lip treatment.
rounded lip.
base.

One example with oval bolster and

Globular, usually thin-walled body with indeterminate

Horizontal strap handles on at least one example.

Vessels are

slipped on ederior and neck interior (occasionally interior is
completely slipped).

{Rim diameter:

0.6-0.S cm.; body thickness:
vessel height:

indeterminate}

24-30 crn.; neck thickness:

0.4-0.0 em.; neck height:

1.7-3.6 cm.;
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Jar, medium-wide mouth, high neck (Fig. A.63, .[-1).

3.

Outcurving neck with oval or occasionally rounded bolster and rounded

or pointed lip.

Rim may be everted.

Horizontally-placed strap handles.

Indeterminate body shape.
Slipped on exterior, on neck

interior, and on all but interior surface of handles.
16-20 em.; neck thickness:
neck height:

(Rim diameter:

O.S-O.B em.; body thickness 0.5-0.8 em.;

indeterminate; vessel height:

indeterminate)

Jar, narrow mouth, parenthesis rim (Fig. A.63, i-1!!)'

4.

High,

near vertical neck with flaring, everted rim, often with broad,
flattened exterior molding.
or slightly pOinted lip.

Slightly concave rim interior.

Rounded

As Sanders {l960-23B} notes, rim and neck,

were probably formed separately (often break at this juncture).
Horizontal strap handles probably associated with this form.
Indeterminate body shape.
(Rim diameter:
thickness:
height:

Slipped on exterior and neck interior.

16-18 em.; neck thickness:

indeterminate; neck height:

0.6-0.9 cm.; wall

9.5 cm., one example; vessel

indeterminate)
5.

Vase, pedestal (Fig. A.64, !).

represented.

A single small vessel is

Everted, direct rim and rounded lip.

exterior and rim interior.
0.4-0.5 cm.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

(Rim diameter:

Slipped on

8 cm.; wall thickness:

13 cm.)

Sherds of this type are easily distinguished on

basis of form, fairly fine pale orange paste, fine calcite temper,
hardness, and flaky, red slip.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Abundant in surface and mixed construction fill
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deposits.

San Gervasio:

heavy concentrations in Groups II, III, VII,

and Housemound; present in surface deposits in and around Classic

structure (Structure C22-48-a) in Group VI.

Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel.

Well-represented at La

Present at Aguada Grande,

Zuuk, Chen Cedral, El Cedral, and Cinco Puertas.

COMPARATIVE:

Diagnostic and very abundant late Postclassic type in

Qui ntana Roo.

We 11 represented at most sites in Sanders r 5 east coast

survey, including Vista Alegre, El Meea,

~1ulchi,

Xelha. and Palmul

(Sanders 1960:189-199); especially abundant at Tulum and Ichpaatun

(Sanders 1960: 187-205).
1971:240-241).

r~oderate

Present in small quantities at

t~ayapan

(Smith

representation at Coba, although Mama Red

(Mayapan Red Ware) is the dominant Late Postc1assic red ware (Robles
1980:273-277; 313-314).

Also reported from several sites in Belize,

incuding Calha and Lamanai (Pring 1976:45-58).

Somewhat similar

Postc1assic red ware ceramic groups (Augustine, Paxcarnan, Topoxte) are
present in the Peten and Belize River Valley (Bullard 1970; 1973;

Gifford 1976:289-296).
r~ama

Red:

Variety Unspecified

ESTABLISHED:

Smith 1971:23 (type)

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Figure A.66; A.67; A.6S,

~-1

286 rims, 1, 916 body sherds, 1 complete vessel

110ma

Mayapan Red

COMPLEX:
TEt~PORAL

Playa (jate facet)
DISTRIBUTION!

Late Late Postclassic on Cozumel (ca. A.D.
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1350/1400-1500/1550) based on depositional contexts.

Present in both

Hocaba Compex, ca, A.D. 1200-1300, and Tases Complex, ca. A.D.
1300-1450, at Mayapan 15mith 1971:197-199, 220-226).

Seco Complex at

Coba, ca. A.D. 110011200-1S00/1SS0 IRobles 1980:270-273).

Probably

persists into Protocolonial period.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Medium to coarse-textured, reddish paste

2.

~!oderate ly

3.

Red, low-gloss slip

4.

Jar, tripod basal break bowl, and round-sided bowl forms

well-smoothed surfaces

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
compact paste.

Medium to coarse-textured, generally

Considerable variation in paste texture and color.

Color is usually red 110YR5/6, 2.SYRS/6) or light red 110R6/S,
2.SYR6/8), with occasional shades of pink 17.5YR8/4), light reddish
brown I SYR6/4), 1 ight brown 17. SYR6/4) and yell owi sh red ISYRS/6).
Paste may exhibit a pink or 1 ight brown exterior or interior layer;

dark cores are rare.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Moderately well-smoothed surfaces

although temper particles often protrude through the thin, somewhat
flaky slip.

51 ip color is predominately red (lOR5/6, 10R5/B) but the

range of variation includes reddish yellow (5YR6/6), yellowish red
ISYR5/6), 1 i ght red 12. SYR6/8), and redd i sh brown I 5YR4/ 4, SYR3/3).

Color may vary considerably on a single vessel.
rare.
FORM:

Forms are restricted to jars and bowls.

Rootlet marks are
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1.

Jar, narrow mouth, high neck (Fig. A.646, 2,-,£, !, .E.).

Outcurving or flaring neck with rounded, oval, or triangular bolster
and rounded or flattened lip.

Two examples with slight, rounded

exterior thickening rather than a bolster; one example with direct rim
and beveled lip ..

Medium-thick to thick walls with a sharp

neck-shoulder juncture and indeterminate body shape and base.

Smith

(]97l:Fig. 38,

~[3-g1)

concave base.

Thick, well-shaped, probably horizontally attached

strap handles.

interior.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and partway down neck

(Rim diameter:

neck height:
2.

illustrates pear-shaped body and slightly

14-18 em.; neck thickness:

indeterminate; vessel height:

0.8-1.1 em.;

indeterminate)

Jar, wide-mouth, high neck (Fig. A.55, d, 1-1). Outcurving

or flaring neck with oval, flattened, or triangular bolster and
rounded, pointed, or beveled lip.

Rim may be slightly everted.

Less

common rounded or triangularly thickened rim with rounded, painted, or
beveled lip.

Medium thick to thick walls with sharp neck-shoulder

juncture and indeterminate body shape and base.
~[13-18])

base.

Strap handles, probably horizontally attached.

slipped on exterior and neck interior.
neck thickness:
vessel height:
3.
1-~).

Smith (1971 :Fig. 38,

illustrates pear-shaped body and flat or slightly concave

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.9 cm.; neck height:

Smoothed and
24-32 cm.;

approximately 6-10 cm.;

indeterminate)

Jar, medium-wide mouth, low to medium-high neck (Fig. A.56,

Outcurving or flaring neck with direct rim and rounded or

beveled lip.

One example with slightly thickened rim and rounded lip;
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one example with slightly thickened, pinched rim with beveled lip; and

one example with oval bolster and rounded lip.

Medium-thick walls

with sharp neck-shoulder juncture on all but one example and
indeterminate body shape and base. Smith (1971 :Fig. 38, £[1])
illustrates pear-shaped body.

Strap handles, probably horizontally

attached.

Smoothed and slipped on exterior and neck interior.

diameter:

16-24 em.; neck thickness:

2.5-4.2 em.; vessel height:
4.
recovered.

(Rim

0.5-0.9 em.; neck height:

indeterminate)

Jar, wide-mouth, tripod (Fig. A.6]).

One complete vessel

Medium-thick, slightly flaring neck with direct rim and

flattened 1ip.

Curved neck-shoulder jucture.

Globular body and

rounded base with three solid conical supports.

Rounded cover with

braided loop handle.
5.

Dish or bowl, basal-break tripod (Fig. A.68, !!-f).

Medium-thick, flaring or outcurving walls with direct rim and rounded
or beveled lip.

Hollow cylindrical, oven-shaped, or conical supports

with one to four circular vents or a single vertical slit. Two
examples with rattles.

Supports attached just below basal break.

Smoothed and slipped interior and exterior.
cm.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.9 cm. i vessel height:

18-26

9.5 cm., one

example)
6.

Bowl, rounded sides {Fig. A.68,

walls with beveled or rounded lip.
indeterminate base.

.s.-ll.

Medium-thick, rounded

Thin to medium-thick walls with

Some of these rims may be grater bowl forms
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(Papcal Incised:

thickness:

Papcal Variety).

0.5-0.7 em.; vessel height:

rim and rounded lip.

Rounded walls with direct

Thin walls and indeterminate base.

small rim sherd recovered.

thickness:

19-22 em.; wall

indeterminate)

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.58, j).

7.

8.

(Rim diameter:

(Rim diameter:

0.5 em.; vessel height:
Miscellaneous.

Only one

approximately 15 em.; wall

indeterminate)

One indeterminate base sherd with pedestal

attachment, possibly from a deep bowl (Smith 1971 :Fig. 43,

1).

One

base sherd from an indeterminate tripod bowl or dish with large hollow

supports.
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Although resembling Pay;l Red:

Pay;1 Variety in

surface color and form, easy to distinguish on basis of coarser paste,
reddish rather than pale orange paste color, and less uniform surface
finish.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Heaviest concentrations in surface and

construction fill deposits at San Gervasio, Groups II, III, VII and
Housemound; absent from Groups IV and If!.
Expedicion, especialy Complexes IV-VI.
Buena Vista and San Miguel.

Well represented at La

Present in small quantities at

Absent from Aguada Grande, Zuuk, Chen

Cedral, and El Cedral.
CO~1PARATIVE:

.i?-2'.;

26,

220-226).

.i?,

Abundant at Mayapan (Brainerd 195B:Figs. 23,

.£[1-19,21-41,46-79]; 27,1,

t;

~-E.;

25,

Smith 1971:197-199,

Cozumel forms are most representative of the Tases Complex

(ca. A.D. 1300-1450).

Also present at Dzibilchaltun (Andrews V

1981:335), Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958:Figs. 94,

E.-.b.;

95,

E.,

~, ~,

i,
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.!:!.-1, 1,

..!!; 96,

~,

(Smith 1971 :23).

i-f;

Smith 1971:193) and several other Yucatan sites

Well represented at Coba (Robles 1980:270-273).

Robles also reports a number of Mama Red sherds included in Sanders I 5
(1960) Tulurn Red Ware samples from east coast sites.
Cedral Red:

Cedral Variety

ESTABLISHED:

Present study

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.58, !!!

11 rims, 70 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
~IARE:

Cedra 1

Unspecified, possibly t1ayapan Red

COMPLEX:

Playa (late facet)

TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTION:

Possibly P,'otocolonial, ca. A.D. 1520-1550,

based on apparent association with glass trade beads (see Phillips

1979: 225-226) •
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

t1ediurn-textured, reddish paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Uniform red slip

4.

Thin-walled, high-neck jar form

PASTE, T[t.1PER, AND FIRING:
(lOYR5/6) paste.

Medium textured, moderately compact, red

Fired completely.

Medium-sized angular, opaque,

calcite fragments, gray and white in color.
fragments also present.

Some crystalline

Occasional reddish inclusions.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
low-luster, red (lOYR5/8) slip.

11ell-smoothed surfaces.

Uniform,
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FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Jar, medium-wide mouth, high neck.

direct rim and rounded lip.

Thin walls.

with indeterminate body shape and base.

Slipped exterior; interior

weathered and pitted.

(Rim diameter:

thickness:

j

wall thickness:

10.5 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)

0.5-0.6 em.

SORTING PROBLEMS:

Outcurving neck with

Sharp neck-shoulder juncture

approximnately 20 em.; neck
0.5-0.6 em.; neck height:

Slip color is much like Tulum Red Ware; however,

form and paste characteristics are different.

Paste is similar to

Mayapan Red Ware.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

El Cedral:

tomb fill in Structure C15-9,

disturbed context.

COMPARATIVE:

No closely comparable types noted.

Matillas Orange:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.70,

"'-!'!

41 rims, 63 body sherds, 1 reconstructable vessel

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

MatilTas Variety

Smith 1971 :20

Mat ill as

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Playa

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postclassic (ca. A.D.: 1250-1500/1550)

based on comparative data and depositional contexts.

Hocaba and Tases

Complexes, ca. A.D. 1250-1450, at Mayapan (Smith 1971 :21).
(1978:19) suggests persistence into Pr'otocolonial times.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

Ball
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1.

Fine-textured, ternperless 9 orange or yellowish brown paste

2.

Well-smoothed surfaces

3.

Dull, reddish or orange slip

4.

Jar, tripod bowl, or dish, and hemispherical bowl forms

5.

Frequent interior and/or exterior rim bulge

6.

Effigy supports

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:
paste.

Very fine-textured, dense, tempeiless

Color is usually light yellowish brown (IOYR6(4) or reddish

yellow (5YR6/6), with occasional examples of underfired grayish brown
(TOYR5(2).

Gray (lOYR5/1) or light brownish gray (IOYR6(3) cores or

layers are cOnlnon.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surfaces are well-smoothed and usually

slipped with a reddish brown (2.5YR5(4, 5YR5(3) or light red
(2.5YR6(C) slip.
examples.

Slip may be dark grayish red (5YR4(2) on underfired

Slip is thin and has been eroded away on most examples.

Weathered surfaces are usually powdery to the touch.
FORM:

Several bowl and jar forms are represented.
1.

Bowl or dish, tripod (Fig. A.70,

~-l).

Medium-thick,

flaring or slightly rounded walls with direct or thickened rim and
rounded lip.

Thickened rims usually have a rounded bulge on the

exterior, interior, or both sides.
a broad, shallow groove below bulge.

Interiorly thickened rims may have
Two examples have beveled lip.

Slight exterior basal angle and interior basal groove may be present.
Some examples have pointed basal flanges.
effigy.

Hollow supports, plain or

Effigy supports are presumably mo"ld-made (Smith 1958:157) and
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portray animal or human faces.
rather than bowl forms.

Smoothed and slipped on interior and

exterior, including supports
thickness:
2.

Some rims probably belong to dish

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.9 cm.; vessel height:

Bowl, hemispherical (Fig. A.71,

vessel recovered.
rounded lip.

b). One reconstructable

Thin-walled, rounded sides with direct bead rim and

Convex base.

Paste color is orange on upper portion of

vessel and gray on lower portion.
grading to pale gray near base.
(Rim diameter:

27-32 cm.; wall

indeterminate)

Red slip interior and exterior
Striations below rim on exterior.

17.5 cm; wall thickness:

0.3-0.4 cm.; vessel height:

9 em.)

3.

Jar, medium high neck (Fig. A.70, !!!).

Medium-thick,

outcurving neck with exteriorly thickened rim and rounded lip.
Indeterminate body shape.

Slightly concave base.

Vertically attached

strap handles probably associated with this form.

(Rim diameter:

approximately 12 cm., one example; neck thickness: 0.8 em., neck
height:

approximately 4.5 cm.; vessel height:
4.

Jar, tall neck.

rim.

Indeterminate body shape and base.

~[1l)

and Matheny (1970:Fig. 50.

i.

Traces of reddish slip on exterior.
wall thickness:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

indeterminate)

Thick, flaring neck with indeterminate

~)

See Smith (197l:Fig. 55,

for probable vessel shape.

(Rim diameter:

0.8-1.0 ern.; vessel height:

indeterminate;

indeterminate)

Classified primariy on the basis of form.

Many

small undiagnostic body sherds could not be distinguished from Silho
Orange and remain as "Unidentified Fine Orange."
some of these may be Cunduacan Orange as well.

It is possible that
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Most abundant at San

Gervasio~

especially Group

VII; also welT represented in Groups I-III and Housernound.

Moderately

well represented at La Expedicion, Buena Vista, and San Miguel.
Absent from Aguada Grande and E1 Cedral; a trace at Zuuk.

Complete

bowl from tomb in temple group, Group VII, San Gervasio (Operation

212) •

COMPARATIVE:

group.
1969;

Widely distributed Late Postclassic Fine Orange type and

Abundant on the Tabasco and Cornpeche coasts (Berlin 1956; Ruz
I~atheny

1970:93-98).

See Ball (1978:91-92) for more detailed

listing and discussion of chronological placement.

Yuluuk, Vista Alegre, E1 Meea, Isla Cancun, and

Reported from

t~ulchi

on the northern

and northeastern Quintana Roo coast (Sanders 1960:189-199).
present at Tancah and Tu1um (Sanders 1960:169-187).
from areas south of Tulum.

Well represented at Mayapan (Brainerd

958:Fig. 28, .. [1-21]; Smith 1971:201-202, 235-237).
reported from Cob a (Robles 1980:277-280).

Unspecified Fine Orange
ESTABLISHED:

Uncertain

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

WARE:

Figure A.70, !,

!

2 rims, 11 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:

Uncertain, possibly

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Playa (1)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Also

Notably absent

Uncertain

r~atil1as

A few sherds
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PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Fine-textured, temperless paste, very hard

2.

Dark gray paste color with orangish edges

3.

We Tl-smoothed surfaces

4.

Dull, orangish slip

5.

Indeterminate bowl and jar forms

PASTE, TEI4PER, AND FIRING:

Very fine-textured, dense, temper less

paste which appears unusually hard.

Very dark gray (jOYR311) to black

(lOYR211) in color with light reddish brown (2.SYR6(4) or reddish
brown (2.SYRS(4) edges.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Well-smoothed surfaces with traces of

reddish brown (2.5YRS/4) slip.

t40st examples are weathered.

One

well-preserved example appears to have horizontal gray (5YR3/l)

painted bands. Weathered surfaces are smooth and hard and lack the
powdery feel of most Fine Orange.

FORM:

Two forms are represented.
1.

Bowl, indeterminate (Fig. A.70,

~,

1).

Hedium-thick,

flaring or near-vertical walls with direct rim and beveled or rounded
lip.

Indeterminate body shape.

cm.; wall thickness:
2.
shape.

Jar.

(Rim diameter:

0.7-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

One shoulder recovered.

approximately 24-26
indeterminate)

Indeterminate rim and body

One flat base sherd may be associated with this form.

diameter:

indeterminate; shoulder diameter:

wall thickness:
SORTING PROBLEMS:

0.5-0.6 em.; vessel height:

(Rim

approximately 12 em.;
indeterminate)

Unusual paste color and hardness distinguish these
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sherds from other Fine Orange examples.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

area in mixed deposits.

Small sample.

Groups II, VII, and Housemound

Also present in mixed contexts at La

Expedition and Buena Vista p,nd in surface collection from E1 Cactus.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Xcanchakan Variety

(See Islote Ceramic Complex, Chapter 9, for type description)

Nacajuca Black-an-orange:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.70, .!!".9.

7 rims, 3 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Nacajuca Variety

Smith 1971 :20

Matillas

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Playa

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postelass;e (ca. A.D. 1250"1500/1550) on

basis of comparative data.

See Matillas Orange:

t~atil1as

Variety for

chronological comments.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Matillas Orange:

Variety

2.

Black painted decoration

3.

Tripod bowl and round-sided bowl forms

Matillas
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Matillas Orange:

Matillas

Variety.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Orange:

Matillas Variety.

(7.5YR6(4) slip.
FORM:

Surface finish same as Matillas

Light red (2.5YR6(6) to light brown

Linear designs in dark gray (5YR4/l).

Two bowl forms are represented.

1.

Bawl, tripod (Fig. A.lO, .,!l, .£).

Medium-thick, flaring or

outcurving walls with direct rim and beveled lip or thickened rim and
rounded lip.

scar.

One example has a slight basal angle and hollow support

One basal flange also recovered.

Decoration consists of

hor; zonta 1 bands and oecas iana 1 vert iea 1 1ines on interior.
diameter:

24-32 em.; \'Iall thickness:

(R im

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
2.

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig. A.70, £., .9.).

Medium-thick walls

with direct, thickened or bead rim and beveled or rounded lip.
Indeterminate base.

Slipped on interior and exterior.

Observed

decoration includes interior horizontal bands al;d vertical lines; one
body sherd has horizontal lines on exterior.
approximately 20 em.; wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.8 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Distinguished from Yalton Black-on-orange on basis

of form and style of decoration, primarily parallel bands.
Undecorated sherds would be difficult or impossible to classify.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present at San Gervasio, Groups I, III, and VII;

also represented at La Expedicion, Zuuk, and San Miguel.
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COl~PARATIVE:

Present in small quantities at Mayapan (Brainerd

1958:Fig. 28, ...[22, 27, 28]; Smith 1971:201-202, 235-237).

from Tabasco and Campeche coasts.
Variety.

See MatilTas Orange:

Sanders (1960:244) reports

Iia

Best known

Matillas

few painted sherds ll from E1

Meea.
Nacajuca Black-on-orange:

ESTABLISHED:

Figure A.70, !.

ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

1 body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

11atillas

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Playa (early and late facets)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:
See

Variety Unspecified

Not estab 1i shed

~1atillas

Orange:

Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-1500/1550).
Hatillas Variety.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as f4atillas Orange:

Matillas

Variety
2.

Cream slip on exterior

3.

Black painted decoration

4.

Probable tripod bowl form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Matil1as Orange:

t1atillas

Variety.

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Orange:

exterior.

Matillas Variety.

Surface finish same as 11atillas

Orange slip interior, cream slip

Decoration consists of black linear designs.
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FORM:

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl, probably tripod.

recovered.

One body sherd with basal flange

Orange Slip interior, cream slip exterior.

Observed

decoration includes horizontal and vertical Tines on flange and
horizontal bands and indeterminate design on interior.
diameter:

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.7 cm.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Only one fragment recovered.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present in mixed deposit at San Gervasio,

HOllsemound.
COMPARATIVE:

Uncertain.

Palmul Incised:
ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Palmu1 Variety

Smith 1971 :30
Fi9ures A.54, i?-j) A.55

135 rims, 215 body sherds

CERAIUC GROUP:
flARE:

Payil

Tu1um Red

COMPLEX:

Playa

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postc1assic (ca. A.D. 1250-1500/15501

based on comparative data and depositional contexts.

Tases Complex,

ca. A.D. 1300-1450, at 1·layapan (Smith 1971 :240-2411.

Seco Complex,

ca. A.D. 1100/1200-1500/1550, at Coba (Robles 1980: 275-2771.
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Pay;l Red:

2.

Post-fire incising

Pay;l Variety

3.

Tripod grater bowl, tripod basal-break bowl, and low neck
jar forms

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Payi1 Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Pay;l Variety.

Payi1 Variety.

Surface finish same as Payil Red:

Decoration consists of post-fire, sharp-incised

linear, curvilinear, and geometric designs.

Parallel lines and

curv'ilinear hooks, scrolls, and circles are typical design elements.
Double lines are frequently used in design execution.

Some examples

have a gouged-incised appearance.
FORM:

The following forms occur.

1.

Bowl, grater, tripod (Fig. A.64, k-!).

direct rim and rounded or beveled lip.

hollow-cylindrical supports.

Rounded sides with

Rounded base with

Floor grids outlined by a single

encircling line and divided into quadrants of opposing parallel
lines.

Slipped exterior and interior, usually including floor grid.

One example slipped only to grid edge.
wall thickness:
2.

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.8 cm.; vessel height:

Bowl, basal-break tripod (Fig. A.54,

Similar to Payil Red:

Payil Variety form.

15-22 cm.;

indeterminate)

f-1.;

A.55, !).

Decoration occurs as

incised design on exterior of vessel walls or, more frequently, as
groups of parallel, vertical incised lines on basal flanges.

Three

incised terrace flanges or supports probably associated with this
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form.

Slipped interior and exterior down to and including flange.

(Rim diameter:
height:
3,

Red:

22-24 ern.; wall thickness:

0.5-0.9 em.; vessel

indeterminate)

Jar, wide mouth, low neck (Fig. A.65,

Payil Variety.

neck or shoulder.
diameter:
height:

~-.&).

Same as Pay;1

Decoration occurs as bands of incised designs on

51 ipped exterior and neck interior.

indeterminate; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.4-0.6 em.; vessel

indeterminate)
4.

Bowl, restricted (Fig. A.55,

direct rim and beveled lip.

~).

of decoration just below lip on exterior.
exterior.

(Rim diameter:

vesse 1 height:
5.

15-22 em.; wall thickness:

0.5-0.6 em.;

A.65~

f).

Direct rim with

Decoration occurs on exterior just below lip.

Indeterminate body shape and base.
(Rim diameter:

Band

Slipped interior and

i ndeterm; nate)

Bowl, rounded sides (Fig.

rounded lip.

Insloping walls with

Body shape and base indeterminate.

Slipped interior and exterior.

26 cm; wall thickness:

0.4-0.5 cm.;

vessel height:

i ndetermi nate)
6.

Bowl, slightly recurving sides (Fig.

with rounded lip.

interior and exterior.

(Rim diameter:

0.4-0.6 cm.; vessel height:
7.
neck.

A.65~.9.).

Incised decoration on wall exterior.

Direct rim
Slipped

16 cm.; wall thickness:

indeterminate)

Jar, tripod (Fig. A.65,

b).

Wide mouth and medium-high

Flaring neck with slightly everted rim and beveled lip.
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Decoration occurs on neck exterior just below lip.

Hollow supports of

fragments recoverd with slightly concave uase.

indeterminate shape.

Slipped interior and exterior.

26 em.; wall thickness:
B.

0.7-0.8 em.; vessel height:

Jar or vase, pedestal (Fig. A.55, j).

Description based on a single base fragment.

flange attached just above pedestal.
above.

(Rim diameter:

wall thickness:
SORTING

(Rim diameter:
indeterminate)

Indeterminate rim.

Thick walls with incised

Slipped exterior, flange and

indeterminate; diameter at

indeterminate; vessel height:

PROBLE~lS:

Globular body

fT~ange:

26 em.;

indeterminate)

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

distinguish from Payil Red:

Pay;l Variety.

Style of incising is very

distinctive.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

well represented in mixed

construction fill deposits in Gnups II, III, VII and Housemound; a
single example from Group I.
and Buena Vista.

Also well represented at La Expedicion

Occurs less frequently at Aguada

Grande~

Zuuk, El

Cedra1, and San Miguel.
COMPARATIVE:
1971:240-241).

A small sample recovered at Mayapan (Smith
Well represented on the Quintana Roo coast, especially

at Tulum and at Ichpaatun in the Chetumal area (Sanders
1960:187-205).

Present in small quantities at Coba (Robles

1980:276-277).

A single example of Ramsey Incised:

Ramsey Variety

from Barton Ramie appears very similar to Palmul Incised (Gifford

1975:293) •
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Pustunich Incised:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.58, .1<.,

1

1 rim, 1 body sherd

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Pustunich Variety

Smith 1971 :23

Panabehen

Mayapan Red

COMPLEX:

Playa (late facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Late Postelassie, ca. A.D. 1350/1440-1500

based on depositional contexts and comparative data.

ca. A.D. 1300-1450, at

r~ayapan

Tases Complex,

(Smith 1971 :220-226).

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Mama Red:

2.

Pre-slip. groove-incised decoration

3.

Parenthesis rim jar and round-sided bowl forms

PASTE, TENPER, AND FIRING:

Same as Mama Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Variety.

Mama Variety

Hama Variety.

Surface finish same as Mama Red:

Mama

Decoration consists of pre-slip, groove-incised horizontal

1ines.

FORM:

Only two forms are represented.
1.

Jar, parenthesis rim.

One neck fragment probably from a

narrow-mouth, high-neck, parenthesis rim jar similar to the form
illustrated by Smith (1971:Fig. 38, .s!,[1]).
line and possible neck molding.
interior weathered.

(Rim diameter:

0.7 cm.; vessel height:

One horizontal grooved

Smoothed and slipped exterior;
indeterminate; neck thickness:

indeterminate)
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2.

direct rim and beveled lip.

interior.

thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.6 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

classify.

Darker

approx;matley 14 em.; wall

indeterminate).

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Expedicion:

San Gervasio:

surface debris in Group II.

La

surface debris in Complex V.

COMPARATIVE:

f4inor Mayapan Red Ware type.

Mayapan (Smith 1971 :220-221).

Papacal Incised:
ESTABLISHED:

A few sherds present at

Unreported elsewhere.

Papacal Variety

Smith 1971 :23

ILLUSTRATION:

None

3 body sherds

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Smoothed and slipped exterior and

Broad, parallel horizontal grooves on exterior.

reddish (2.5YR4/6) slip.

FREQUENCY:

One Tim from a round-sided bowl with

Bowl, rounded sides.

11ama

Mayapa n Red

COMPLEX:

Playa (late facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Late Postelassic, ca. A.D.

1350-1500/1550, based on comparative data.

Hocaba and Tases Complexes

ca, A.D. 1200-1450, at Mayapan (grater bowl form limited to Tases
Complex).

May persist into Protocolonial period.

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:

1.

Paste and surface finish same as Mama Red:

2.

Sharp-incised decoration

r~ama

Variety
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3.

Grater bowl and possibly jar forms

PASTE, TEr~PER, AND FIRING:

Same as Mama Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Variety.

Mam... Variety.

Surface finish same as Mama Red:

Mama

Sharp-incised, probably pre-slip, linear and curvilinear

decoration.
FORt~:

Two small body sherds from floors of grater bowls.

with parallel lines;

One example

another with parallel and intersecting lines.

Probably a tripod form as illustrated by Smith (1971 :Fig. 46,
a[1-4]).

A third small body sherd possibly may be from a jar, with an

indeterminate exterior design of vertical, horizontal, and curved
lines.

Weathered interior.

SORTING PROBLEMS:
classify.

(Indeterminate dimensions)

Undecorated body sherds would be difficult to

Small sample.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

San Gervasio:

surface and mixed deposits in

vicinity of perishable structure, Group II.
COMPARATIVE:

1,;

Well-represented type at

Smith 1971:220-225).

1958:Fig. 96,1).

r~ayapan

(Brainerd 1958:Fig. 26,

Also present at Chichen Itza (Brainerd

Possibly some of Sanders·s (1960:241-242) "Incised

Tulum Red·· specimens belong to this type.
Caleta Incised:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.69

18 rims, 267 body sherds (two vessels)

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Caleta Variety

Present study

Cedral

Unspecified, possibly Mayapan Red
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COMPLEX:

Playa (terminal facet)

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Possibly Protocolonial, ca. A.D. 1520-1550,

based on apparent association with European glass trade beads (see

Phillips 1979:225-226).
PRINCIPLE IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Cedral Red:

2.

Groove-incised decoration

3.

Thin-walled, high-neck jar form

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING:

Same as CedraT Red:

Cedral Variety

Cedral Variety.

Paste colors range from pink (5YR8/4) to light red (10R6/6), and paste
appears somewhat softer than the Cedral Red:

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:
Red:

FORM:

Cedral Variety.

Cedral Variety vessel.

Surface finish and slip same as Cedral

Pre-slip, groove-incised horizontal lines.

A single form is represented.
1.

Jar, medium-wide mouth, high neck.

Cedral Variety form.

everted rim.

Indeterminate body shape and base.

grooves on rim exterior.
thickness:

Similar to Cedral Red:

Thin, vertical or outcurving neck with direct or

(Rim diameter:

0.5-0.6 cm.; wall thickness:

11.5 cm .• one example; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

See Cedral Red:

Parallel horizontal

18 cm.; 20 cm.; neck
0.5-0.6 cm.j neck height:

indeterminate)

Cedral Variety.

Undecorated

sherds would be difficult to distinguish from the Cedral Red type.
Small sample.
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ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Limited to fill of tomb in Structure C15-9, E1

Cedral, disturbed context.

COMPARATIVE:

No closely comparable types noted.

Vil1ahermosa Incised:

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:
FREQUENCY:

Figure A.71,

~-f

3 rims

CERAMIC GROUP:
WARE:

Villahermosa Variety

Smith 1971:20

Matillas

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Playa, early and late facets

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

comparative data.

Late PostcTassic, ca, 1250-1500, based on

Hocaba and Tases Complexes at Mayapan. ca. A.D.

1200-1450. Ball (1978:92) suggests possible cOfl.:inuation into
Protocolonial period.

PRINCIPAL IOENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish salTle as Matil1as Orange:

Matillas

Variety
2.

Sharp-incised 1 inear and geometric designs

3.

Probable tripod bowl form

PASTE, TEf.1PER, ANO FIRING:

Same as Matillas Orange:

SURFACE FINISH ANO OECORATION:

Orange: Mati11as Variety.

linear and simple geometric sharp-incised

designs.
FORr~:

Matlllas Variety.

Surface finish same as Hatillas

Two bowl forms are represented.
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1.

Bowl, restricted.

rounded lip.

Thin, rounded sides with direct rim and

Indeterminate base.

Smoothed and slipped interior and

exterior with dark reddish brown slip (grayish brown paste).

Sharp-incised horizontal and diagonal lines and circles.
diameter:

11 em.; wall thickness:

(Rim

0.4-0.5 em.; vessel height:

indeterminate)
2.
form.

Bowl, tripod.

Same as MatilTas Orange:

i~ati1Tas

Variety

Medium-thick flaring walls with direct rim and rounded lip.

Slightly thickened rim on one example.

interior.

Traces of dark gray slip on

Sharp-incised hooked lines on exterior of one example;

horizontal and vertical lines on another.

wall thickness:

(Rim diameter:

0.6-0.8 em.; vessel height:

SORTING PROBLEMS:

24-27 crn.;

indeterminate)

Sorted primarily on basis of form and style of

incised decoration.

A number of small incised body sherds could not

be distinguished from possible Silho Group types and remain as
uUnidentified Fine Orange. I.

Undecorated body sherds would be

difficult or impossible to classify.
ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Present in surface collection and platform fill

at Buenavista and in surface collection from San tHguel and La
Expedicion.

Present in mixed deposits at San Gervasio:

Group II I and

Housemound.
COMPARATIVE:

Most abundant a long Tabasco and Campeche coasts.

Ball (1978:92) for specific listing.

See Matillas Orange:

Variety for general Mati11as Group information.

See

Matillas

Well represented at

Mayapan IBrainerd 1958:Fig. 28, ![40]; Smith 1971:201-202, 235-237}.
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Reported from E1 Meca and Tulum on the Quintana Roo coast (Sanders

1960:Fig. 7, .!![4,B, 15]).

Gouged-; nc ised
Gouged~Incised:

Chilapa

ESTABLISHED:
ILLUSTRATION:

FREQUENCY:

Chilapa Variety

Smith 1971 :20
Figure A.71, J!

6 rims, 17 body sherds (one partially reconstructable

vessel)
CERAMIC GROUP:

WARE:

Mati11as

Fine Orange

COMPLEX:

Playa

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION:

Late Postclassic, ca. A.D. 1250-1500/1550 on

basis of comparative data.

Hocaba and Tases Complexes at Mayapan, ca.

A.D. 1200-1450.
PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES:
1.

Paste and surface finish same as Matillas Orange:

l4atil1as

Variety
2.

Gouged-incised decoration

3.

Thin-walled, hemispherical bowl form

PASTE, TEf.lPER, AND FIRING:

Variety.

Same as

t~atil1as

Orange:

Matillas

Differential firing resulting in orange color near rim, gray

color on lower part of vessel, reminiscent of Silho Orange:

Silho

Variety round-sided bowls.
SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION:

Surface finish same as

~1atillas
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Orange: Matillas Variety.
weathered).
FORM:

Reddish slip on exterior (interior

Decoration includes incised and gouged-incised designs.

A single form is represented.
1.

Bowl, hemispherical.

direct rim and rounded lip.

Thin-walled, rounded sides with

Flat base.

Gouged-incised band on

exterior near rim consisting of slanting parallel lines and oval
elements.

Additional horizontal groove-incised lines and

sharp-incised chevron designs covering most of vessel exterior.

(Rim

diameter:

8.5

19 cm.; wall thickness:

0.3-0.4 cm.; vessel height:

em.)
SORTING PROBLEMS:

Fairly distinctive decoration.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTION:

Small sample.

Present in tomb in temple group, Group VII, San

GerVasio (Operation 212).
COMPARATIVE:

See Matillas Orange:

Matil1as Group information.

Matillas Variety for general

In addition to coastal Tabasco and

Campeche, present at Mayapan (Smith 197]:

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

201-202; 245-237).

Sharp-incised Variety

(See Islote Ceramic Complex, Chapter 9, for type description)
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Table 17.

Playa Ceramic Complex:

ceramic group totals.

N

A
V

M

A

U

L
A
I 1831
I
I
I
I
61
I
I
I
Complex II
661
I
I
I
Complex IV-VI I
1581
I
I
Operation 42 I
I
I
I
Other
I 1611
I
I
Zuuk
I
I
I
I
Chen Cedra 1
I
I
I
I
San Gervasio
I
I
Group I
221
I
I
I
Group II
I 3401
I
I
Group III
I 1,3651
I
I
Housemound
I 3,0001
I
I
Group IV
21
I
I
I
Group VI
111
I
I
I
Group VII
I 6131
I
I
Other
11
I
Aguada Grande

La Expedicion
Complex I

M

A
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1091
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
311
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1981
I
I

361
I
I
311
I
1901
I
2141
I
41
I
1481
I
181
I
I
I
I
651
I
3761
I
8881
I
9021
I
81
I
311
I
3941
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
51
I
51
I
2291
I
I
I
631
I
I
I
I
I
I
50 I
I
4491
I
5261
I
4081
I
I
I
I
I
3761
I
I

M

A

C

E
0
R
A
L

T
I

L
L
A
S

I
I
I
I
I
91
I
81
I
21
I
11
I
21
I
I
I
I
61
I
51
I
141
I
91
I
I
I
I
I
591
I
I
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Table 17--Continued.

N

A
V
U

L
A

Buena Vista

I

I
I
I
I
San Miguel
I
I
Eleven f40unds I
I
Santo Thomas
I
I
Coast a 1 Shr; nes I
I
El Cactus
I
I
El Cedral

Punta Chiclera[

I

C; nco Puertas I
Punta t40rena

Other

TOTAL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

5651

I

261

I

I

I

I 9491
I
I
I 181
I
I

3221

331

3261

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

81

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

6,8491

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

41

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

181

I

I
I
I
I 3661
I
I
781
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

37114,60312,2071

3661

I

101

I
I
I

191

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 11
IMPLICATIONS FOR COZUI1EL' S PREHISTORY

The preceding chapters have presented a detailed description of
the CazumeT ceramics, organized within a general chronological

framework.

Similarities with ceramic types from other sites in the

Maya area have been briefly noted, and it is hoped these descriptions

will be of use to future researchers working in the eastern northern
lowlands region.

A more interesting segment of the study, however,

focuses on the contribution the ceramic evidence can make to our
understand; n9 of Cozume T' s preh i story.

An examinat ion of the nature

and distribution of ceramic types and complexes on the island, as well
as the relationships of CazumeT's ceramics to the ceramics of

neighboring areas, reveals an intriging, although sketchy, outline of
cultural development which extends from late Preclassic through late
Postc1assic times.

This chapter summarizes and interprets this

information.
Late Preclassic (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 150)
Although there is considerable evidence for late Preclassic
occupation along the east coast of the Yucatan Peninsula (Sanders
1960; Simmons 1974), ceramic remains of this period appear to be
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sparse on CazumeT.

It is in the late Preclassic that BalT (1977b:170)

sees the initial establishment of small, probably seasonal,
settlements along tile Yucatan-Quintana Roo littoral zone.

Such

communities probably relied heavily on exploitation of marine

resources, as illustrated by the subsistence evidence from Isla Cancun
(Andrews IV et a1. 1974).

Based on an analysis of coastal ceramics, Ball (1978:122-126)

has suggested two tentative phases for the Late Preclassic in the
northeastern part of the peninsula:

an earlier northwest

Yucatan-derived Cienega phase (ca. 300-100/50 B.C.) characterized by a
distinctive group of waxy, but non-Chicanel, ceramic types; and a
later Nizuc phase (ca. 100/50 B.C.-A.D., 150) marked by the appearance
of Chicane1 Sphere ceramics, including the variants of Sierra Red
present at Isla Cancun and Tancah.
Robles's (1980) analysis of Coba materials suggests that this
pattern may not hold for interior sites.

The earliest occupation at

Coba is characterized by a well-represented, local Chicanel-like
complex which also includes a number of north-central and northwestern
Yucatan ceramic types.

Robles assigns this complex to the general

Late Preclassic period (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 300) and questions the need
for a separate Cienega phase, based both on Coba data and on his own
examination of coastal materials.

It is not clear whether Balli s

Cienega phase types are present at Coba.
Unfortunately, the Cozumel data shed little light on questions
concerning the earliest settlers on the east coast.

A few examples of
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Cienega phase types occur, giving some support to Ballls preliminary

reconstruction.

Sierr6.

~ed,

on the other hand, as illustrated by

Simmons (1974) and Robles (1980), is largely absent, perhaps
indicating a very sparse occupation of Cazumel during the later Late

Preclassic or Nizuc phase. Also absent, or very rare and as yet
unidentified, is Tancah Unslipped. a type usually associated with
Sierra Red.
Thus, although at least one Late PrecTassic settlement
apparently existed in the vicinty of San Gervasio, current evidence
does not indicate significant occupation on CazumeT during this time

period.

If, as has been suggested by Freidel (1979:50-52), a long

distance tl'ade network and interaction sphere was already in place
along the east coast in Late preclassic times, CazumeT does not appear
to have been an important participant in this sphere.

Terminal preclassic (ca. A.D. 150-300)
The Terminal Preclassic seems to represent the initial period
of substantial colonization on Cozumel.

Traces of ceramics from this

period are found at most sites and are well-represented in the San
Gervasio zone.

Huachinango Incised-dichrome, the primary diagnostic

type of this period on the island, is a connnon type at Coba and is
widely distributed along the coast of the peninsula from north.....est
Yucatan to Tancah (Ball 197B:128).

The occurrence of considerable

quantities of this type on Cozumel, compared ..... ith the near absence of
Sierra Red, seems to suggest that the latter type was not in use
during this time period.

It is 1ikely therefore, that the first
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sizeable settlement on the island occurred near the end of the
Terminal Preclassic period when production and trade of the northern
lowland Sierra Red types had probably diminished or disappeared.

The presence of a few sherds of San J\ntonio Golden Brown
suggests some degree of contact with the Belize area (Mount Hope
Complex at Barton Ramie), although the only possible link to the
Floral Park Ceramic Sphere is a single example of Caribal Red.

Connections with northwest Yucatan are indicated in the form of a few
examples of Shangurro and Percebes Group types.
Based on ceramic evidence from Tancah, Ball (1978:128) has

suggested the existence of a Terminal Preclassic sea route linking the
east coast with the northwest Yucatan coast and with Belize to the
south, possibly based on the beginning of exploitation of the north
coast salt beds.

Andrews (1980:280-281) also concludes that a sea

trade route was probably in place by this time.

Cozumel evidence

lends some support to this idea, particularly in view of the presence
on Cozumel of several possible trade types not represented at Coba, a
site which seems to have had its own, probably land-based, ties with
Belize and the central and northern plains.

The beginning or

expansion of a coastal trade network during the Terminal Preclassic
could help account for the fairly widespread settlement on Cozumel
during this period.
By the end of the Terminal Preclassic, settlements were present
in the vicinities of A.guada Grande. Buena Vista. Eleven

~lounds,

and

San Miguel, with one or more settlements in the San Gervasio zone.

It
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zone.

It is likely that the plaza group in Group VI, San Gervasio,

was begun during this period.

Huachinango Incised-dichrome vessel

fragments were present on the surface of a buried floor in Structure
e22-50-a, a long with severa T fragments of Dos Arroyos Po lychrome.
small sample from beneath this floor yielded Terminal Preclassic

materials and Early Classic unslipped wares.

Thus it is possible that

San Gervasio was already established as an important ceremonial

precinct on the island by the beginning of the Classic period.
Early Classic (ca. A.D. 300-550)
Settlements established during the Terminal Preclassic seem to
have persisted and flourished during Early Classic times.

Remains of

this period occur consistently in construction fill and in surface and
bedrock deposits at most sites on the island.
For many years the Early Classic period was rather poorly
understood in much of the northern lowlands, due largely to the
paucity of excavated remains dating to this period.

The large Late

Preclassic site of Dzibilchaltun experienced a period of apparent
hiatus during Early and Middle Classic times (Andrews V 1981:325), and
at least some coastal sites seem to have been abandoned during the

early part of the Early Classic (Ball 1978:128-129).

The Early

Classic ceramic picture for the region has been clarified considerably
in recent years with Ball's (1978:107-109) refinement of northern
lowland polychrome types and with Robles's (1980) analysis of ceramics
from Coba, a site with abundant Classic period remains.
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Ball (1978:130) has suggested that the northeastern part of the
Yucatan peninsula was a distinct ceramic zone during the later part of
the Early Classic with its own unslipped and fiber-tempered ceramics
occuring in combination with the more widespread Camichin Variety of
Titue Orange Polychrome.

A more complex picture is revealed at Coba,

however, where the Early Classic is characterized by a preponderance
of Yucatan polychromes but with a substantial amount of Dos Arroyos
and Balanza Group materials of probable Belize origin (Robles

1980:301-303).

Robles therefore suggests even greater regional

differences in the northern lowlands during the Early Classic, with a
western zone characterized by a preponderance of the Camichin Variety
of Tituc Orange Polychrome and the near absence of southern lowland
types and an eastern zone characterized by the Tituc and Bandas
Varieties of Tituc Orange Polychrome, the presence of abundant
southern lowland types, and the presence of distinctive fiber-tempered
and unslipped types.
Cozumel fits this model fairly well in terms of unslipped and
fiber-tempered pottery and in terms of the presence of the Tituc
Variety of the Tituc Orange Polychrome.

Only a small amourlt of Dos

Arroyos polychrome was identified, however, and the other southern
lowlands types present at Coba are apparently absent on Cozumel.
Likewise in the late!" part of the Early Classic, Cozumel appears to
have stronger ceramic ties with northwest Yucatan than with Coba, as
suggested by a preponderance of the Camichin Variety of Tituc Orange
Polychrome and only a few Bandas Variety examples.

This information
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seems to indicate a continued northwestern coastal orientation for the
island during the Early Classic and an apparent lack of participation
in Cabals inland interaction sphere.
By the end of the Early Classic, all of CazumeT' 5 principle

sites seem to have been established.

In addition to sites occupied

during the Terminal Preclassic, a settlement seems to have been

established in the vicinity of La Expedicion, and traces of Early

Classic materials are also present at Zuuk.

The focal point of

settlement and probably of ceremonial activity seems to have remained
at San Gervasio, with probable expansion of the plaza group in Group

VI where large quantities of Early Classic materials were recovered

from construction fill.

Aguada Grande also seems to have had a

substantial Early Classic occupation, and one platform (Structure
C27-6) appears to date to the latter part of this period.
Ball (1979) and Andrews (1980) have suggested that for the

northern Yucatan coast, the latter part of the Early Classic marked
the beginning of fairly large-scale salt production and trade, with
primarily a western focus, i.e., salt traveling down the Campeche
coast.

Ball views the influx of wealth from this trade as being a

contributing factor in the florescence of northwest plains sites late
in this period, including development of a local Yucatan polychrome
tradition best typified by the Camichin Variety of Tituc Orange
Polychrome.

The presence of this type along the coast from Isla Jaina

to Tancah is viewed as evidence of a far reaching coastal trade
network.

Cozumel data seem to support this general reconstruction,
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particularly for the latter part of the Early Classic.

The sparsity

of southern lowlands types on CazumeT may indicate that the east coast

sea trade network did not involve extensive trade with areas to the
south at this time.
Middle-Late Classic (ca. A.D. 550-750)
The period encompassing the mid-sixth through the mid-eighth

centuries seems to represent a period of somewhat isolated local
development on CazumeT.

Early Classic ceramic relationships with

northwestern Yucatan seem to have been terminated or greatly
diminished as evidenced by the absence of northwest peninsula types

such as Celestun Red, Nimun Brown, and Copo Sphere Puuc Slate
materials.

Nor does CazumeT exhibit close ties with Coba where the

Batres Group monchrome and compOSite types, early Puuc Slate forms,
and the Sacna Variety of Encanto Striated dominate the Palmas Complex,
ca. A.D. 550/600-7001730 (Robles 1980:304-307).
Cozumel's Chumul Group polychromes are currently unknown from
other areas and seem to represent a local manifestation.

Unslipped

ceramics also seem highly localized and represent a continuation of
Early Classic forms.

Trade ceramics from this period are limited to a

few examples of a fairly wide array of polychromes of probable Belize
origin.

This contrasts rather sharply with Coba, where Saxche Group

polychromes occur in abundance indicating significant ties with the
Belize and the Rio Bee areas (Robles 1980:304-307).
For this period in the northern lowlands, Ball (l977b:l88-l89)
has suggested the continuation, then expansion of the north coast salt
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trade.

Following a decline early in this

experienced a period of revitalization.

period~

Dzibilchaltun

It appears, however, that the

associated Copo Ceramic Sphere did not extend to CazumeT.

It may be

that in the Middle-Late Classic, Coba controlled the northeastern Tong

distance trade resources via overland routes.

If this were the case,

CazumeT may have been on the periphery of both the northwest peninsula
and Cob a interaction spheres.

Trade ceramics reaching the island may

have arrived by way of incidental east coast canoe traffic.
Nevertheless, occupation on the island seems to have continued
much as before, with the possible decline of some smaller sites.

At

San Gervasio, heaviest occupation seems to have remained in the
vicinity of Group VI, where Middle-Late Classic remains occur in
construction and plaza fill.

On the northeast coast, Aguada Grande

appears to have been abandoned and primary occupation seems to have
shifted to La Expedicion.

Ceramics from this period also occur in

mixed deposits at Buena Vista and San Miguel.
l~iddle-Late

No evidence of

Classic occupation was uncovered in the limited testing

carried out at Zuuk, Chen Cedral, and El Cedral.
Terminal Classic (ca. A.D. 750-950)
,n.t some point in the Terminal Classic period, Cozumel seems to
have become thorough ly ; ncorporated into the northeastern pen; nsul a I s
version of the Chepech Ceramic Sphere.

The island's somewhat rag-tag

group of local Middle-Late Classic ceramic types were replaced by a
compliment of uniform, well-made slate wares and accompanying striated
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ceramics.

Ceramics from this time period are found at all of

Cozumel 1 s principal sites except perhaps Aguada Grande.

Cozumel's Terminal Classic ties appear to have been with
adjacent Quintana Roo and Coba rather than with northwestern Yucatan.

Slate ware types and forms closely parallel materials described and
illustrated by Robles (1980:217-237).

The Qccurence on Cozumel of a

very narrow range of slate ware forms suggests the possibility that
these ves.:>els may have been imported from the mainland on a rather

selected basis.

The appearance of Cephech Sphere ceramics on the

island and adjacent mainland areas during this time period may
represent an expansion of Coba IS trade interests to the east coast.
Few trade ceramics have been identified on the island, however; a
single rim of Tinaja Red provides the only evidence of contact with
areas to the south.
One as yet unresolved problem involves the chronological
placement and interpretation of the Buena Vista Subcomplex.

It is

possible that this group of types represents a small Terminal Classic
community which remained ceramically isolated from the rest of the
island.

While this sounds unlikely. depositional evidence seems to

favor placement of this subcomplex in the Terminal Classic period,
probably persisting into the early Early Postclassic.

The sparsity of

Puuc Slate and Thin Slate materials in surface materials and
construction fill at Buena Vista is unusual, especially in view of the
occurence of several whole Puuc Slate vessels in a mortuary offering
there.

There is at least the possibility that Buena Vista continued
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to develop along local lines during the Terminal Classic.

Another

possibility is that the Buena Vista Subcomplex represents an intrusive
element on the island during this period.

The current absence of

identifiable ties to areas on the mainland, however. leaves this
alternative without much support.

A final possibility is t!1at the

Buena Vista Subcomplex dates to the Late Classic period and that the
site was largely abandoned during the Terminal Classic.

The presence

of typical Late Classic materials below Buena Vista Subcomplex

materials in several deposits seems to argue against this alternative
(see Table C.2).
Regardless of the situation at Buena Vista, the remainder of

the island seems to have been fully involved in the northeast
peninsula i s Cehpech Sphere.

Large quantities of Puuc and Thin Slate

Ware types were recovered from Group IV, San Gervasio, and evidence
suggests that construction of this shrine group was begun near the
Terminal Classic-Early Postclassic transition.
Early Postclassic (ca. A.D. 950-1250)

The Early Postclassic seems to represent a time of
significantly increased construction activity on Cozumel.

With the

exception of a few coastal shrines, Sotuta Sphere ceramics are present
at all sites investigated.

The Early Postclassic sees major

construction in Groups IV and VI at San Gervasio; the Aguada Grande
shrine group is constructed; plaza groups at La Expedicion and
probably at Chen Cedral and El Cedral are established; and substantial
construction is undertaken at Buena Vista.
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The Early Postclassic ceramic picture is complex and stilT
unclear in many respects, but it seems to involve the following
developments.

Early Early Postelassie (ca. A.D. 95D-ilDD)
This period is marked by the appearance of Sotuta Sphere
ceramics and the co-existence of these types with Cehpech Sphere slate
wares (Miramar 2 Complex).

Sotuta Sphere types first appear in small

quantities in otherwise Terminal Classic-like deposits.

Evidence from

Group VI, San Gervasio, and from Buena Vista seem to indicate the
appearance of Chichen Slate and Chichen Red Ware prior to the

appearance of Silho Fine Orange.

For example, in Group VI, the fill

of Structure e22-50-a yielded over 160 sherds of Dzitas and Dzibiac
Group types, but not a single example of Fine Orange; excavation in
the plaza in front of this structure, however, produced Silho Fine
Orange as well as Sot uta types.
It appears that the frequency of Sotuta Sphere types increased
through time, while Cehpech Sphere types diminished.

Current

evidence, however, does not indicate the presence of an island-vlicle,
"pure-- Sotuta Sphere complex.
During the early Early Postclassic most of the San Gervasio
Group IV shrine group was constructed (C22-34-a, C22-34-bl along with
Structure C22-50-a in Group VI.
C27-Z) was constructed.

At Aguada Grande, Tempel D (Structure

It also appears that one shrine (C15-4-a) and

at 1east one structure in the plaza group at E1 Cedra 1 date from th i s
period.

Limited excavations in the plaza group at Buena Vista did not
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yield materials later than this period beneath the plaza floors
although samples were small.

Chen Cedral also may have been

established during this period.
Late Early Postelassie (ca. A.D. 1100-1250)
The later part of the Early Postclassic is marked by the
disappearance of Cehpech Sphere types, the appearance of Peto Cream

Ware and Piste Striated, and the continuation of Sotuta Sphere types
(I s lote Ceramic Camp 1ex) •

Group IV, San Gervas io, produced severa T

deposits which contained a preponderance of Sotuta types, but with the
addition of a few sherds of Xcanchakan Black-an-cream (see Table
C.5).

A midden deposit at Buena Vista {Operation lOO} seems to

represent a later point in this period, containing an abundance of
Xcanchakan Black-an-cream and Piste Striated in combination with a
small quantity of Chichen Slate, Chichen Red, and Silho Fine Orange
(see Table C.3).

Complex II at La Expedicion also produced

significant quantities of these types.

Current evidence indicates

that on Cozumel, Cehpech Sphere types had more or less disappeared by
the time Xcanchakan Black-an-cream appeared.

The origin of Peto Cream

Ware remains unclear with no direct evidence to support the
cleve 1opment of Xcanchakan Black-an-cream from earl ier slate ware types
although forms are most similar to Chichen Slate Ware.
During the late Early Postclassic, several rectilinear
platforms were constructed at Buena Vista; at Aguada Grande, the
substructure for Temples A, B, and C (C27-l) was constructed; and the
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plaza group and Complex II at La Expedicion were begun.

The plaza

group at Chen Cedral also appears to date from this period.
At San Gervasio, Group VI appears to have been abandoned prior
to this period and Group IV was probably abandoned soon after its
beginning.

A shift to District 1 seems to be indicated by general

ceramic evidence, although the limited testing conducted in the Group
plaza group did not identify any structures dateable to this period.
While ceramics from much earlier periods are present at most of
Cozumel's sites, the Early Postclassic .'ieems to mark a period of
significant plaza group and shrine group construction.

In earlier

periods such activities appear to have been concentrated at San
Gervasio.

It is important to note, however, that very limited testing

was conducted in the plaza groups at Buena Vista, Zuuk, and El
Cedral.

Also information is not available concerning architectural

groups that may have been present at San Miguel.
Terminal Classic-Early Postclassic Questions
Considerable discussion and debate have taken place over the
past five years concerning the Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic
periods in the northern lowlands, both in terms of chronology and in
terms of the underlying political and economic processes that led to
the dramatic changes evident in the archaeological record (Andrews V
1979; Ball 1979a; Robles 1980).

In actuality, there has never been a

firm consensus on the chronological placement of Pure
Florescent-Modified Florescent developments, some researchers seeing
the rise of the Puuc centers and subsequent developments as an
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ess~ntially

post-Tepu 2 phenomenon (Andrews IV 1965:60-65; Ball and

Andrews V 1975), others viewing the Puuc sites as contemporary with
the Late Classic in the southern lowlands (Willey and Shimkin
1973:471-472).

The complexity of the situation is compounded by the

fact that little excavation has been carried out in either of the two
areas central to the
itself.

problem~

i.e., the Puuc sites and Chichen Itza

Researchers have had to rely largely on data from peripheral

centers such as Dzibilcha1tun in trying to reconstruct the events of
this important era.
While it now appears that a late, or post-Tepeu 2, date seems
likely for the Puuc architectural florescence in the Puuc Hills region
(Andrews V 1979), the close of this period and the beginning of the
next have become far more problematical; questions have also arisen
concerning contemporary developments in other parts of the peninsula.
Furthermore it is clear that Puuc (Cehpech) ceramics are not
necessarily confined to the period of the Puuc architectural style.
For a number of years it was assumed that, whatever its
chronological position, there was a "northern lowlands sequence"
applicable to most of the northern peninsula.

The PUre Florescent

period, Smith's (1971) Cehpech Sphere (ca. A.D. 800-1000), marked the
emergence and dominance of the Puuc Hills centers such as Uxmal,
Kahah, and Labna.

Near the end of this period the Puuc centers were

thought to have undergone decl ine and abandonment, while in the
central plains Chichen Itza rose to ascendancy.

Puuc zone ceramics

were replaced by Chichen Itza ceramics, Smithts (1971) Sotuta Sphere
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(ca. A.D. 1000-1200).

The scarcity of Sotuta Sphere ceramics outside

the immediate vicinity of Chichen Itza was viewed as an indication of

possible population decline/relocation or a possible sampling bias.
Following the fall of Ch1chen Itza, around A.D. 1200, Mayapan was

founded and the late Postclassic ceramic and architectural tradition
began, Smith's (1971) Hocaba and Tases Complexes (ca. A.D. 1200-1450).

Recent studies along the peninsula's western and northern

coasts and within the interior of Quintana Roo have produced evidence
which calls into question the above sequence.

Andrews's (T978; 1980)

survey work has produced north coast sites which contain a number of
Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic ceramic types in contexts which
suggest contemporaneity.

Research at Coba (Robles 1980) has produced

evidence suggesting that Cehpech Sphere ceramic types persisted well
into and perhaps throughout the Early Postclassic period at that site.
Based on these findings and other apparent inconsistencies,
three alternative chronological alignments have been proposed for the
Cehpech and Sotuta Ceramic Spheres (Ball 1979a):

1.

A Illinear successionll model, the traditional model, which

sees the collapse of the Puuc centers by A.D. 1000 and the coincident
rise of Chichen Itza.
2.

A "partial overlapll model, which places the arrival of

Chichen elements in the northern lowlands somewhat earlier than
previously thought and places the collapse of the Puuc centers
somewhat 1ater, a llowing for a short period of contemporeneity and
competition.
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3.

A tltotal overlap" model which sees the Puuc centers and

much of the rest of the peninsula continuing along Terminal Classic
Cehpech Sphere lines, eventually evolving into the Late Postclassic
tradition, while Chichen Itza developed and declined in near
isolation.

This model is based primarily on evidence from Caba, where

it has been suggested that Cehpech Sphere types persisted well into

the Early Postclassic, giving rise to Peto Cream Ware and the later

Late Postclassic red wares.
CazumeT provides an additional body of peripheral data which

may have some relevance in this debate, particularly with regard to
events in the northeastern part of the peninsula.

In general, the

CazumeT evidence seems to support a "partial overlap" model for this

region.

Puuc and Thin Slate Wares do appear to persist well into the

Early Postclassic, but are replaced by Peto Cream Ware by around A.D.
1100.

Sotuta Sphere types occur first with Puuc and Thin Slate, then

with Peto Cream ceramics in a manner similar to the sequence at
Dzibilcha1tun (Andrews V 1981:334-337).

There is also some evidence

that certain Sotuta Sphere types appear earlier than others, which
would again be consistent with a partial overlap model.
If these data nave relevance for mainland Quintana Roo, the
absence of a predominantly Peto Cream Ware complex at Coba, and the
absence or scarcity of Peto Cream Ware in general at the site, could
mean that either:

1) Coba continued to develop in relative isolation

along Terminal Classic lines throughout the Early Postclassic and into
the Late Postclassic or 2) Coba was essentially abandoned by around
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A.D. 1100 and was not reoccupied until the latter part of the Late
PostcTassic when Peto Cream Ware had essentially disappeared.
The very low occurrence of Cehac-Hunacti Composite censer ware
and the preponderance of Mayapan Red Ware over Tu Tum Red Ware at Coba

would tend to support the late Early Postclassic abandonment

alternative.

It is important to again note, however, the danger of

interpreting events at a major center such as Coba on the basis of the
ceramic sequence from a peripheral zone.

Also important is the fact

that little is currently known concerning Early Postclassic
developments at sites opposite CazumeT on the mainland coast, such as

Tancah and Xelha, although black-an-cream ceramics are fairly
welT-represented in Sanders's (1960) coastal ceramic collections.
Implications of the Cozumel data for events in the Puuc area are
probab Ty minimal.

Re lationsh ips with Dzibi 1cha Hun merit further

investigation, however, particularly in terms of attempting to clarify
the origin and spread of Peto Cream Ware in late Early Postclassic
times.
The presence on Cozume 1 of a moderate amount of Sotuta Sphere
material lends support to the idea that Chichen Itza did control and
expand long distance trade in the area during the Early Postclassic.
This has been fairly welT established for the northern coast of the
peninsula (Andrews 1978; 1980).

The importance of the north coast

salt beds in shaping events in the northern lowlands has been the
focus of considerable interest and research (Ball and Eaton 1972; Ball
1977bj Andrews 1978; 1980) and has been considered especially
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important in terms of Early Postc1assic developments.

The Cozumel

data, in conjunction with recent evidence from northern Belize (Chase
and Chase 1932), provide fairly

~trong

evidence for a Chichen Itza

presence on the east coast early in the Early Postclassic period.
This supports the hypothesis that control of the Yucatan salt beds and

of long-distance trade resources was a key factor in Chichen Itza's
rise to power and may have contributed to the decline of Coba (see
Andrews 1980:290-293).
The presence of Sotuta Sphere ceramics on Cozumel also supports

the Cozumel Archaeological Project's supposition that the island was
in fact actively involved in long distance trade during the Early
Postclassic.

The construction activity associated with this period

may be a reflection of the growth of trade-related activities and
prosperity.

Events remain unclear at San Gervasio, where the Group IV

shrine group was primarily constructed and then abandoned during the
early part of this period.

The concentration of Sotuta Sphere

ceramics in this shrine group suggests the possibility of a Chichen
Itza-related outpost or presence of some sort in the area.
The occurrence of a considerable amount of Sotuta Sphere
materials at Buena Vista tends to support that site's possible role in
long distance trade activities during the Early Postclassic, although
little information was obtained concerning construction of the site's
plaza group.

Events on the northeast coast, including the initial

construction of the Aguada Grande shrine group, the La Expedicion
plaza group, and possibly the site of Chen Cedral also may indicate
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trade-related developments associated with the movement of goods from
the northern lagoons to these sites and to San Gervasio although this
remains speculative. The relationship between the early and Tater
phases of the Early Postclassic, i.e., tile appearance of Peto Cream
Ware, is not clearly understood.
Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-150011550)

The Late Postclassic clearly represents a time of continued
growth and accelerating construction activity on Cozumel. Most of the
island's standing architecture and probably most of its currently
visible platforms, field waTTs, and other surface features date to
this period.

Ceramically, the early part of the Late Postclassic is

characterized by the appearance of TuTum Red Ware which first occurs

in combination with Xcanchakan Black-on-cream; Navula Unslipped
replaces Piste Striated as the dominant unslipped type.

In the late

facet of the Late Postclassic Playa Complex, Mayapan Red Ware
increases in importance wh 11 e Xcanchakan Black-on-cream disappears.
As at Mayapan, the early late Postclassic is characterized by simple
applique incensarios while the latter part of this period is dominated
by elaborate effigy censer ware.
Early Late Postclassic (ca. A.D. 1250-1350/1400)
The early Late Postclassic period is well represented at all
sites investigated with the possible exception of Chen Cedral.

At

Buena Vista, earlier platforms appear to have been buried, enlarged,
and connected to complete the site's extensive agglutinated platform
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complex.

The surface walls and stone circles on top of these

platforms appear to date to this period along with the one shrine and

several house structures tested.

Tests conducted in the plaza group

itself reveal a series of plaza floors but yielded few diagnostic
ceramics; nevertheless, most of the plaza group· s visible

architectural features probably date to the early Late Postclassic.
By early Late Postclassic times, the main plaza group at San

Gervasio had been established along with at least one of the four
associated elite residence groups (Group III).

The Housemound area

south of the plaza group also yielded abundant ceramic remains from

this period.

It is likely that construction was begun on many of the

platforms in District 3 (Group VII) during this period, including the
temple group investigated (C22-95).

On the northeast coast, occupation appears to have continued at
Aguada Grande, where at least one platform {Structure C27-3} was
constructed; one housemound and several stone circles tested in the
site area also date to this period. Farther south at La Expedicion, at
least one of the agglutinated platforms west of the plaza group was
begun {Complex VI} and considerable remodeling took place in the plaza
group.

The platform north of the plaza group {Complex II} was

expanded and apparently continued in use.

The platforms tested at

Zuuk appear to date to the early Late Postclassic; evidence is less
clear at Chen Cedral, however, where construction fill did not produce
Late Postclassic ceramics.
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Testing and surface collections at San HigueT suggest that the
early Late Postclassic is well represented at that site, and at least
one platform tested at E1 Cedral dates to this period {C15-I2l.
Late Late Postelassie (ca. A.O. 1350/1400-1500/1550)

In contrast to early Late Postclassic remains, which are
broadly distributed and appear to be associated with construction
activity at almost all sites, evidence for the late Late Postc1assic
seems to be concentrated in fewer sites.

For example, there is almost

no ceramic evidence for this period at Buena Vista, either in surface
or excavated materials.

Aguada Grande, Zuuk, and Chen Cedral produced

only censer ware definitely assignable to this period.

There is

abundant late Late Postclassic evidence, however, at San Gervasio and
La Expedicion, and ceramics from this period are fairly well
represented at San
At

S~n

I~iguel.

Gervasio, the plaza group in District 1 clearly becomes

the island1s major ceremonial/administrative focus, particularly with
the apparent decline and possible abandonment of Buena Vista.

The

four elite residence groups associated with the plaza group took on
their Mayapan-like configuration (Friedel 1976:324-336).

It also

appears likely that many of the platforms in District 3 were
constructed during this period as seems to be the case with the one
elite residence group tested in Group VII (C22-90); the final
construction phase of the Group VII shrine group (C22-95) also dates
to the late Late Postclassic.
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While there is little evidence of construction in the plaza
group at La Expedicion during this

period~

considerable expansion

seems to have occurred in the agglutinated platforms west of the plaza
group (Complexes IV-VI).

The platform north of the plaza group

(Complex II) appears to have been abandoTied by this time.

There is no

evidence of late Late Postc1assic occupation at Zuuk or Chen Cedral

other than fragments of effigy censers.

At least one platform at E1

Cedral was in use during the later Late Postclassic/Protocolonial
period as evidenced by the presence of Cedral Red, Ciega Unslipped,

and European glass beads in a disturbed tomb context (CIS-g).
The censer ware present in surface and fall materials at most
coastal shrine sites indicates use in both early and late Late
Postel ass ic times.
Late Postclassic Summary
Throughout the Late Postclassic, Cozumel appears to have been
an active and important participant in the east coast florescence
which, on the mainland, is marked by the establishment of numerous
coastal sites, including Tulum, and produced a new surge of
construction activity at previously established sites such as Tancah,
Xelha, Xcaret, and El
1975}.

t~eco

{Sanders 1960; Andrews IV and Andrews

The resulting east coast architectural and ceramic assemblages

extend from Vista Alegre on the northeast coast of the peninsula to
Ichpaatun on Chetumal Bay.

It appears likely that this period of

development and increased settlement on the coast was in large part
trade-related {Sabloff et al. 1974; Andrews IV and Andrews
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1975:101-104), and ethnohistorical accounts provide reasonably solid

evidence for long distance canoe trade traffic along the east coast at
the time of Spanish contact (Edwards 1978:204-205).
In the context of the CazumeT research design, the IIMaya
resurgence ll on the east coast should have developed partly in response
to the political and economic vacuum created by the fall of Chichen
Itza.

This would have opened up an opportunity for greater local

involvement in long distance trade and greater local control over
existing trade loci and facilities such as may have been present on
CazumeT.

The expansion in early Late Postclassic times of possible

trade-related sites on CazumeT, such as Buena Vista and Zuuk, lend
some support to the hypothesis that Cozume l' s ro 1e in long di stance
trade continued to expand following the Chichen collapse.

The

possible shift toward a more centralized organization and stronger
Mayapan influences in the late Late Postclassic may reflect the
establishment of an elite alliance with Mayapan, as suggested by
Sabloff et a1. (l974).

This could have occurred as Mayapan asserted

control over the north coast salt beds (Andrews 1980:105-110) and
perhaps sought to extend its economic ties toward the east coast.

The

impact on Cozumel of the fall of Mayapan remains unclear; as smaller
city-states assumed control of the north coast salt resources,
however. it is likely that trade with the east coast continued.
The Late Postclassic east coast sites, including Cozumel.
appear to have flourished until the arrival of the Spaniards in the
16th century.

The presence of the glass trade beads mentioned above.
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provides the only clear evidence for the contact period other than a
small sample of as yet unclassified early historic ceramics from

surface contexts.
Summary

In summary, Cazumel's ceramic remains provide an interesting,
although often incomplete, record of settlement on the island from
Late Preclassic times to the arrival of Spanish explorers in the 16th
century.

Although most of the island ' s visible architectural features

date to the Late Postclassic period. there is good evidence for
substantial population in earlier times (See Appendix B).
Until the Terminal Classic period, Cozumel appears to have been

a participant in a series of coastal-oriented, interaction spheres
which did not extend far into the mainland interior.
with Coba, for example, are not strong.

Relationships

With the Terminal Classic,

however, Cozume 1 and other east coast sites appear to have been
incorporated into the broad northeast peninsula Cehpech Sphere,
probably a reflection of the expansion of Cabal s interests and
influence in the area during this period.
In the Early Postclassic, unlike other coastal sites so far
investigated, Cozumel appears to have definitely felt the influence of
Chichen Itza and may have served as an east coast outpost for Toltec
trade interests.

With the fall of Chichen Itza, CozumeT seems to have

experienced a period of growth and construction activity as the east
coast florescence began, and at the time of Spanish contact the island
was a flourishing pilgrimage center known throughout the

I~aya

area.

CHAPTER 12
EVALUATION OF THE PORT OF TRADE MODEL

One of the objectives of the present study was to analyze the

Cozumel ceramic data within the context of the Cozumel Archaeological
Projectls guiding research design (Rathje and Sablaff 1973; Sablaff
and Rathje 1975: 16-20).
project'

5

See Chapter 1 for a brief sunnnary of the

research framework.

According to the research design's port

of trade model, Cozumel should have fUnctioned as a decentralized port
of trade in Early Postclassic times when northern lowland long
distance trade resources were under the control of Chichen Itza.
During this time the island would have served as a neutral port for
the exchange and transshipment of goods.

Following the fall of

Chichen Itza, when control of long distance trade was no longer
centralized in a single political entity, Cozumel would have taken
advantage of its economically strategic position to maintain its trade
interests and become a trading power in its own right.
A number of the specific test implications proposed for this
general hypothesis center on a predicted shift from heterogeneity in
material culture remains in the early Postelassie to increased
homogeneity in the Late Postel ass ic.
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Accordi ng to the mode 1, the
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E3rly Postclassic port of trade would have been characterized by
divarsity:
During the Early Postclassic, a period of external
centralization of resource control, Cozumel should have been a
decentra 1ized port-of-trade with a small loca 1 bureaucracy.
The major charactristic of the Early Postclassic cultural
remains should be heterogeneity. The island's main ceremonial
and administrative centre should be made up of shrine and
administrative structures built by non-local merchants free of
strong local bureaucratic constraints. t40st of the other sites
on Cozumel would have been occupied by locally autonomous
factories, each dependent for support and investment upon a
distant resource centre. Each of these sites should be
characterized by patterns of behaviour typical of distinct
mainland centres •••
In sum, in the Early Postc1assic there should be clear
evidence of a variety of cultural groups on Cozumel, and little
material evidence of a local Cozumel-specific culture. (Rathje
and Sab10ff 1973:228)
The Late Postclassic trading center, on the other hand, would have
exhibited a more centralized economic and political organization and
greater uniformity in material culture:
During the t4iddle-Late Postclassic, a period of external
decentra 1ized resource contro 1, Cozumel should have been run by
a large-scale, highly centralized, local bureaucracy which
would have changed many of the Early Postclassic patterns. The
major characteristic of the Middle Postclassic remains should
be homogeneity.
CozumeT' s main ceremonial and administrative centre should be
large in size. Monopolies over the island's Ixchel shrine,
resur ,J ly cOllImod it ies, bu i 1ding mater; a 1s, workmen, and other
service facilities should ensure a great consistency in
construction methods, structure types, status and ritual
paraphernalia and burial practices throughout the centre and
island as a whole . • •
Thus, in the t4iddle-Late Pastclassic there should develop a
clearly measurable homogeneity of material remains--a specific
culture of CozumeT. (Rathje and Sab1aff 1973:228)
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Such marked shifts In material culture content and patterns
of social integration should also be reflected in the island l s
ceramic record.
1.

Specific test implications include:

Occurrence in Early Postclassic times of non-local

ceramics suggesting the presence of foreign outposts or enclaves;
absence of this pattern in the Late Postc1assic.
2.

Increase in ceramic similarity between sites from Early

to Late Postclassic times.
3.

Increase in ceramic homogeneity from Early to Late

Postclassic.
The Cozumel data were examined to determinEl' if any of the above
patterns and trends could be identified.
Non-local Ceramics
Strongest support for the port of trade model would have
been the presence at several sites of Early Postclassic ceramics
from distant regions, such as Belize and Honduras.

Current

evidence, however, does not suggest such a pattern.

Terminal

Classic and Early Postclassic ceramics seem to be representative
of fairly widespread northern lowlands ceramic types.

The one

exception to

While types

this may be the Buena Vista Subcomplex.

of this subcomplex are distinctive and are primarily restricted to
one site, their chronological placement, origin, and external
relationships are unclear.

If this subcomplex should be shown to

date to the early Early Postclassic period, and if distant
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mainland ties could be identified, the presence of a long distance
trade-related enclave at BUena Vista would be suggested.
Meanwhile, however, the nature of this subcomplex remains unclear
and it may in fact represent a local development.
The presence of a considerable amount of Sot uta Sphere
material on Cozumel does suggest the possibility that a Chichen
Itza-related outpost may have been present on the island.

Such an

outpost would most 1 ikely represent an extension of the Itza
outposts situated along the northern coast of the peninsula
(Andrews 1978; 1980:104-105; 290-292).

Fieldwork, however, failed

to identify a residential group or area clearly attributable to
such a group.

While a Chichen Itza presence on the island would

lend support to Cozumel l s involvement in Early Postclassic long
distance trade, it would not necessarily indicate a port of trade
fUnction although this would be one possibility.
The Attribute Analysis
Lacking clearcut typological evidence for the presence of
diverse cultural groups on CozumeT in the Early Postclassic, an
effort was undertaken to determine if more subtle ceramic
differences could be detected by analyzing stylistic and
technological attributes.

Such an analysis could be used to test

the general heterogeneity-homogeneity model and could serve as an
interest i og although indirect test of the port of trade mode 1.
For an earlier analysis along these general lines, see Bronitsky
(1978) •
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Objectives and Methodological Considerations
The objectives of the analysis were to measure and compare
degrees of similarity and homogeneity present in Early Postclassic
vs, Late Postclassic ceramics.

An increase in intersite

similarity and overall ceramic homogeneity would lend support to
the hypothesized increase in cultural uniformity as Cazumel
developed from a decentralized port of trade to a centralized
trading center.
OVer the past twenty years, studies of ceramic attribute
variation and patterning have been undertaken to measure a number
of different aspects of social interaction.

In addition to

residence patterns and community organization (Deetz 1965;
Longacre 1966; Hill 1970) ceramic variation has been studied to
explore patterns of village interaction (Leone 1968), political
organization (Whallon 1968; Engelbrecht 1974), and
production-exchange systems (Fry and Cox 1974; Fry 1980; Rands and
Bishop 1980).

In examining a number of these studies, Plog

(l980a, 1980b) identified several weaknesses in their underlying
assumptions and underscored the complexity of interpreting
patterns of ceramic variation in the American Southwest given the
presence of factors such as temporal variation, population
mobility, vessel form variation, and regional exchange.

Plog

(1980a:134-141) also noted several conflicting explanations for
ceramic deSign variation, including social interaction-learning
theories, stylistic drift, and information exchange-boundary
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maintenance theories. Each type of explanation could produce a
somewilat different interpretation for an observed pattern of
ceramic variation.
Several of these factors clearly represent potential
problems and limitations for the current Cozumel analysis.

For

example, temporal control is not precise, since a number of
ceramic types span more than one time period; thus it may be
difficult to assess spatial vs. temporal variation. Also,
information on clay sources and production centers, which might be
obtained from detailed chemical and mineralogical studies, is
currently lacking. Changing patterns of production and exchange,
therefore, cannot be specficaTTy addressed.
In spite of these weaknesses, it was felt that an analysis
of ceramic variation could still provide information at a general
level which would be of some value in evaluating the port of trade
model.

For the purpose of the analysis, the assumption was made

that regardless of whether ceramics were produced locally or
imported from mainland centers, ceramic diversity would have been
greater in the Early Postclassic if Cozumel fUnctioned as a
decentralized port of trade.

Likewise ceramic similarity and

uniformity would have been greater in the Late Postclassic,
regardless of whether ceramics were produced locally or imported,
due to greater interaction and exchange, and possibily a more
centralized production and/or distribution system.
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The Data
The greatest problem in the analysis centered on the lack
of abundant, clearly defined Early Postclassic ceramic samples.
Samples of Chichen Slate and Chichen Red Wares were too small and
the unevenly distributed to be of use in intersite comparisions.
The more abundant Early Postclassic ceramic types (Puuc Slate,
Thin Slate, Petro Cream Wares), on the other hand, are also
components of earlier or later time periods, making temporal
placement uncertain.

Since the chronological problems could not

be resolved, certain assumptions had to be made about the samples.
The determination of which ceramic types and forms would be
used in the analyses was governed primarily by abundance.
Slipped, flaring-sided serving dishes and unslipped jars were
selected for analysis since these forms are fairly
well-represented at most sites in all three time periods selected
for consideration.
late Postclassic
(LP)

Type 1:
Payil Group
(Tulum Red liare)

Type 4:
Navula Group
(t1ayapan Unsl ipped
Ware)

Late Early
Postc lass ic
(LEP)

Type 2:
Kukula Group
(Peta Crea~n Ware)

Type 5:
Sisal Group
(Chichen Unslipped
Ware)

Terminal Classic Type 3:
(TC)
Muna Group
(Puuc Slate Ware)

Type 6:
Vista Alegre and
Sombra Groups

For purposes of the analysis, the assumptions were made that Puuc
Slate Ware and associated striated types were primarily Terminal
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classic in date and that the Peto Cream Ware sample was primarily

late Early Postclassic.

The early Early Postclassic could not be

specifically addressed.
All available rim sherds from the six ceramic categories were

analyzed and coded on the baSis of 19 stylistic and technological
Variables (see Appendix D).

In order to assure adequate sample

sizes for all three time periods, samples from several sites had
to be combined into "zones!!:
Zone 1

San Gervasio Zone

Zone 2

Northeast Coast

Zone 3

San Miguel

5 ites

Zone 4

Southern Zone (Buena Vista, El Cedral)

A total of 1,579 rims were coded (see Table 18), reasonable care being
taken not to code more than one rim from a single vessel.

Variables

with a large number of missing values were later eliminated, along
with variables which had relevance for only one or two of the time
periods.

This resulted in a total of 12 variables which were used in

both the similarity and homogeneity tests:
_Stylistic Variables

Technological Variables

Wa 11 Shape

Paste Color

Wa 11 Form

Temper

Rim Form

Inclusions

Rim Orientation

Texture

Slip/Surface Color

Firing

Wa 11 Th ickness
lip Thickness
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Table 18.

Total number of rim sherds analyzed, by Type and Zone.

Type

Zone

Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Total

1.

Payil Group

91

36

12

22

2.

Kukula Group

16

28

12

71

127

3.

MUna Group

177

64

11

261

4.

Navula Group

356

166

47

61

630

5.

Sisal Group

29

72

14

153

268

6.

Vista Alegre

13

132

102

331

1579

161

Group, Sombra

Group

Total

38

73

707

439
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The following sections summarize the results of the similarity and
homogeneity tests.
Analysis of Similarity
If CazumeT functioned as a decentralized port of trade in Early

Postclass;c times and as a centralized trade center in Late
Postclass;c times, ceramics from various sites or Zones should become
more similar through time.

Originally, it had been anticipated that a

multidimensional scaling approach, similar to that used by Fry (Fry
and Cox 1974; Fry 1979; 1980) for ceramics from Tikal and from
southern Quintana Roo would be used to measure and display site

similarity relationships.

Once sites were combined into only four

Zones, however, this approach was no longer appropriate since simpler
techniques could be used to analyze and present the data.
A simple distance coefficient which summarizes profile
dissim1arity (Fry 1979:501) was used to measure the relationship
between Zones for each of the six ceramic categories. The distance
measure is

o=

L= 1 L= 1

i

j

Xij - Yij

-r-

where D is the Distance Coefficient, n the number of variables, rn the
number of attributes, Xij the relative frequency in Zone X for
attribute j of variable i, and Yij the relative frequency in Zone Y
for attribute j of variable i.

Thus for each of the six ceramic
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categories, six coefficients were calculated, one for each cOJTIbination
of Zones, i.e. Zones 1 and 2, Zones 1 and 3, Zones 1 and 4, etc. (see

Table 19). Separate coefficients were also calculated for stylistic
vs. technological variables.
Figure 4,

~

shows the averaged distance coefficients (slipped

and unslipped categories) for the threp time periods.

The results

clearly show a trend toward increasing similarity (decreasing
distance) between Zones through time.

Figure 4, .Q. shows the separate

trends for slipped and unslipped ceramics.

Slipped serving dishes

exhibit a decrease in similarity in late Early Postclassic times, as
would be expected with the establishment of a decentralized port of
trade; unslipped jars, however, show a trend toward increasing
similarity in the late Early Postclassic as well as the Late
Paste 1assic.
An examination of stylistic vs. technological components of the
variation

pu~i;t:rfjs

(F1g. 5) suggests that stylistic variables become

more similar through time in both slipped and unslipped ceramics.

The

decrease in sim'ilarity noted above for slipped serving dishes in late
Early Postclassic times is due primarily to technological variables.
The trend toward increased similarity in Late Postclassic times is
apparent for all Zone combinations (see Fig. 6); however, the
relationship between the Terminal Classic and late Early Postclassic
is less consistent.

As in the averaged island-wide pattern,

similarity in slipped serving dishes appears to decrease in the late
Early Postelassic, while unsl;pped jars tend to become more similar.
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In summary, there appears to be a clear trend toward increased
ceramic similarity between Zones in Late Postclassic times, a trend
that tends to support the hypothesized Late Postelassie increase in
centralization and cultural uniformity.

There is some indication in

unsTipped ceramics, however, that this trend may have begun in the

Terminal Classic. This would be inconsistent with the Early
PostcTassic port of trade model which would predict an increase 1n
diversity during this period.

Such an increase in diversity is

supported by a slight decrease in similarity in slipped serving dishes

during the late Early Postclassic.
Analysis of Homogeneity

If CazumeT functioned as a decentralized port of trade in the
Early PostcTassic and as a centralized trading center in Late
Postclassic times, ceramics should reflect an increase in homogeneity
through time.

A coefficient based on a graph of cumulative

percentages of attributes (Whallon 1968:232) was used to measure the
hOlJlogeneity of ceramic samples.

Coefficients were calculated for each

of the twelve variables, then averaged to obtain a single coefficient
for each sample. The homogeneity measure is

H = 1 -2(pn -

c)

p(N-ll

where H is the Homogeneity Coefficient, n the number of attributes
represented in the sample, c the cumulative percentage of attributes
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Table 19.

Zones

1
1
1
2

and
and
and
and

2
3
4
3

Distance coefficients.
Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

1.0B
1.73

2.57
3.93
2.32
3.10
1.95
3.46

1.61
3.06
2.15
2.73
2.33

1.00
1.22
1.02
1.67

2.27

2.21

2.9B

2.9B

3.6B

1.3B
1.6B

2.03
1.77
1.BO
2.06

3.65
3.22
3.15
4.09

(2.B9)

( 1.65)

( 1.33)

(2.15)

(3.22)

l.Bl

1.73
1.51
3 and 4 2.03
2 and 4

Average (2.59)

a.
Zones

1
1
1
2
2
3

and
and
and
and
and
and

Type 1

2
3
4
3
4
4

.72
.92
1. 16
1.03
1.09
1.31

Type 3

1. 70
2.47
1.35
2.13
1.26
2.27

1.23
2.42
1.74
2.14
1.96
3.04
(2.09)

(.BB)

b.
Zones

1 and 2
1 and 3
1 and 4

2 and 3
2 and 4
3 and 4

All Variables

Type 2

Aver.ge: (1. 04) (1.B6)

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

.63

1.51

.B5

1.9B

.77
1.07
.79
1. 17

1.42
1.40
1.27
1.45

1.46
2.25
2.14
2.13
1. 76
2.30

( 1.51)

(2.00)

Stylistic Variables

TYpe 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

.36
.BO
.66
.69
.42

.B7

.3B

1.46
.97
.96
.69
1. 19

.64
.40
.59
.37
.65

.37
.37
.43
.60
.59

( 1.02)

( .51)

.72

Average: ( .61)

Type 6

Type 5

Type 6

.4B

.76
1.00
.61
.37
.52
.61

1.51
1. 10
1.39
loBO

{.47l

( .65)

(1.21)

c. Technological Variables

.75

.72
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TC
a.

LEP

LP

Averaged coeff; c; ents for 51; pped and unsl i pped
ceramics (combined average)

_ _ Slipped
___ Unslipped

b.
Fi gure 4.

TC
LEP
LP
Averaged coeff; ci ents for s 1; pped and
unsl i pped cerami cs
Averaged di stance coeffi ci ents by time per; ods.
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o

2

- - Slipped
- - - Unslipped
TC
a.

o

LEP

LP

Stylistic Variables

2

--Slipped
- - - Unslipped
TC
b.

Figure 5.

LEP

LP

Technological Variables

Averaged distance coefficients by time
periods: stylistic vs. technological variables.
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l~
a.

~
,

\

b.

\
\

,

3

J

21
'.

c.

e.

,

\\

l~

Te
LEP
LP
Zones 1 and 4

d.

Te
LEP LP
Zones 2 and 4

f.

Figure 6.

LP L
Zones 1 and 3

Te

Te LEP
LP
Zones 1 and 2

Te

Distance coefficients

comparison of Zones.

LEP

LP

Zones 2 and 3

Te

LEP

LP

Zones 3 and 4

.

by t1me periods:
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in the sample. N the number of attributes represented in the universe
(all slipped ceramics, all unslipped ceramics), and p is 100.

The

coefficient varies from 0 to 1, were 0 is complete heterogeneity (all
attributes present and evenly distributed) and T is complete

homogeneity (only one attribute present).

Table 20 presents these

coefficients.
Figure 7, ! shows the averaged (s1 ipped and unsl ipped)

homogeneity coefficients for the three time periods.

The results

indicate a trend toward decreasing homogeneity in the late Early
Postel ass ie, followed by a marked increase in homogeneity in the Late

Postclassic.

Such a trend is generally consistent with the

hypothesized port of trade model.

As shown in Figure 7,

is most pronounced in slipped serving dishes.

E.,

this trend

Unslipped jars, on the

other hand, depart from the pr02dkt<!d trend and show a slight increase
in homogeneity in both the late Early Postclassic and Late
Postclassic.

This pattern is similar to the pattern observed in the

similarity analysis, where unslipped jars exhibit a consistent
increase in similarity through both periods.
A breakdown of stylistic vs. technological variables (Fig. 8)
reveals a generally consistent decrease, then increase in homogeneity
for slipped ceramics, but two differing trends for unslipped ceramics,
with techno 1og ica 1 vari ab 1es primari 1y responsible for the overa 11
increase in homogeneity in the unslipped ceramics.

A breakdown by

Zones (Fig. 9) reinforces the island-wide pattern for s11pped serving
dishes, but reveals more variable results for unslipped jars.
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I n general, the slipped ceramics seem to support the expected
decrease in homogeneity in late Early Postclassic times, with a strong
increase in homogeneity in the Late Postclassic.

Unsliped ceramics,

however, show less overall change and suggest a trend toward
increasing homogeneity prior to the Late Postclassic.

Thus the Early

Postclassic port A trade model is not supported by the unslipped
ceramics.

To further examine homogeneity relationships, a comparison was
made of Zone homogeneity coefficients VS. island-wide coefficients.
If CazumeT functioned as a decentralized port of trade in the Early
Postclassic, the island-wide pattern should be fairly heterogeneous,
while Zones should exhibit a greater degree of internal homogeneity.
In the Late Postclassic, on the other hand, both the islandwwide
pattern and individual Zone patterns should exhibit a fairly high
degree of homogeneity.

As shown in Figure 10, the late Early

Postclassic samples do not conform to the expected pattern.
well as island-wide patterns are relatively heterogeneous.

Zone as
Results

for the Late Postclassic, on the other hand are consistent with the
expected incrci)se in island-wide as well as Zone homogeneity,
particularly with respect to slipped serving dishes.

Terminal Classic

patterns appear fairly similar to the Late Postclassic, although
degree of homogeneity is not as great.
A third general measure of homogeneity trends can be inferred
from an examination of the standard deviations for the variables Hall
Thickness and Lip Thickness, shown in Table 21.

Slipped serving
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dishes again show a decrease in homogeneity in the late Early
Postclassic and a marked increase in homogeneity in Late PostcTassic
times.

Unsl1pped jars, however. show a consistent increase in

homogeneity through both Postclassic time periods, thus confirming the

pattern evident in the homogeneity coefficients.

These patterns are

visually apparent in the histograms shown in Figures TT and 12.
A final Tine of investigation relating to homogeneity concerns

the possible presence in Late Postclassic times of a centralized
island exchange center at San Gervasio.

If this were the case, and if

ceramics were being exchanged, San Gervasio would be expected to
exhibit somewhat greater heterogeneity than the other Zones.

As shown

in Figure TO, this does appear to be the case for slipped serving
dishes although differences between Zones is very slight.

Unslipped

jars, however, do not fit this pattern and exhibit greater
heterogeneity ; n the northeast coast Zone.
In sunnnary, an examination of ceramic homogeneity does tend to
support the hypothesized increase in centralization and material
culture uniformity in Late Postclass;c times, providing some support
for the port of trade model.

Results are less conclusive for the late

Early Postclassic, however, where Slipped ceramics reflect the
expected decrease in homogeneity but IInslfpped ceramics do not.
Sununary of Findings Concerning the Port of Trade

t~odel

Ceramic evidence does not strongly support the dynamic port of

trade model as proposed by the investigators (Rathje and Sabloff 1973;
Sabloff and Rathje 1975:16020).

The absence of ceramics indicating
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Table 20.

Homogeneity coefficients.

Zone

~

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

~

Type 6

Zone 1

.77

Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4

.80
.86
.82

.69
.58
.67
.60

.71
.76
.78
.76

.71
.67
.74
.73

.66
.66
.69
.68

.70
.60
.80
.68

a. Each type by Zone
Zan!'

~

Type 2

Type 3

~

Type 5

Type 6

All

.78

.57

.71

.67

.66

.61

b.

All Zones, all variables

Zone

Type 1

~

Type 3

Type 4

~

Type 6

All

.76

.56

.61

.65

.67

.70

All Zones, stylistic variables

c.
Zone

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

All

.79

.58

.86

.69

.63

.47

d.

All Zones, technological variables
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.90
.80
.70
.60

.50

TC
a.

LEP

LP

Averaged coefficients for slipped and
uns 1'i pped cerami cs

.90
.80

'" __ ~_I
--V---

.70
.60

_ _ Slipped

.50

___ Unslipped

TC
b.
Figure 7.

LEP

LP

Coefficients for s1 ipped and
uns 1; pped cerami cs

Homogeneity coefficients by time period.
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.90

::1

.50

dTC
a.

LEP

_ _Slipped
- - -Unsl ipped

LP

Stylistic Variables

.90
.80

.70

.60

--Slipped
- - -Unslipped

.50

TC
b.

Figure 8.

LEP

LP

Technological Variables

Homogeneity coefficients by time period:

stylistic vs. technologic&l variables.
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.90
.80
.70

.90

~
------

.80
.70

.60

.60

.50

.50
TC

a.

LEP

LP

TC
b.

Zone 1

.90

V
LEP

LP

Zone 2

.90

V

.80

.80

,

.70

.70
.60

WI

.50

V

.50
TC

LEP

c.

Zone 3

LP

TC

LEP

d.

Zone 4

LP

--Slipped
- - - Unslipped
Figure 9.

Homogeneity coefficients by time period:
comparison of Zones.
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Table 21.

Means and Standard Deviations (in parentheses) for Wall
Thickness and Lip Thickness.

Late Postclasic - Slipped
Wall Thickness
5.8
(1.09)

Lip Thickness
6.1
(.89)

Late Early Postclassic-Slipped

Wall Thickness Lip Thickness
7.6
7.48
(1.32)
(1.33)
Terminal Classic - Slipped
Wall Thickness
6.9
(1.15)

Lip Thickness
7.9
(1.3])

Late Postclassic -Unslipped

Wall Thickness
6.5
(.979)

Lip Thickness
7.5
(1.4)

late Early Postclassic-Unslipped

Wall Thickness
9.5
(1.4)

Lip Thickness
9.0

(1.8)

Terminal Classic - Unslipped
Wall Thickness
7.2
(1.6)

Lip Thickness
9.4
(1.03)
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.90

.90

r-

.80

__

c-==-= - - t-:- - -

.80

.70

.70

.60

.6

.50

.5

Zl
a.

Z2

Z3

Z4

Zl
b.

Late Postcla::.sic-Slipped

Z3

Z4

.90

.90
.80

.80

.70

.70

.60 --

.60

.50

.50
Zl
c.

Z2

Z3

__ , - - _

Z4

ZI

Late Early PostclassicSlipped

.90

d.

Z2

:-::-c __

Z3

Z4

Late Early PostclassicUnslipped

.90
.80

.80
.70

Z2

Late Postclassic-Unslipped

- __

r::-:::' __ t-:"" -

H .70

.60

.60

.50

.50
Z1
e.
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the presence of foreign groups on the island in Early Postclassic
times, tends to reduce the likelihood that CazumeT was a port of trade
in the purest sense, as defined in the CazumeT research design,
although it is possible that the presence of such groups simply might

not be reflected in 'the ceramic data.

Results of a detailed attribute

analysis lend indirect support to some portions of the model, i.e. the

increase in homogeneity in material culture in the Late Postclassic.
While slipped ceramics indicate a decrease in homogeneity and

intersite similarity in the Early Postclassic, unslipped ceramics
appear to increase in homogeneity and similarity relative to the
Terminal Classic.

Interpretation of the relationships between

Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic periods is further complicated
by the uncertain chronological placement of several of the types used
in the analYSis.

Results for the Early Postclassic, therefore, remain

inconclusive.
It is also important to note that while the increase in ceramic
homogeneity and intersite similarity noted for the Late Postclassic is
consistent with the hypothesized emergence of Cozumel as a centralized
trade center, other factors could have produced this ceramic pattern.
Among these are a general trend toward increased regional
standardization in ceramic production (Connor and Rathje 1973) and/or
a reduction in the number of production sources.
imported wares could also be a factor.

Local producion vs.

Such factors could have

operated independently of Cozumel's role as a trade center.

Thus

although the results of the attribute analysis provide indirect
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support for the Late PostcTassic component of the port of trade model,
car'e should be taken not to overlook other possible explanations for
this pattern.

When viewed in combination with other evidence for the

late Late Postc1assic (see Chapter 11), however, a trend toward
increased centralization does appear likely.

CHAPTER 13
CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study had three primary objectives which were met with

varying degrees of success.

The first objective was simply to

analyze. classify. and describe the CazumeT ceramic remains.

This was

undertaken using the type-variety system of ceramic classification
generally in use thoughout the Maya area.

Seven ceramic complexes

were defined for CazumeT, extending from Late Preclassic to Late
Postclassic times.

The analysis was hampered by a paucity of good

stratigraphic contexts and unmixed ceramic samples; in defining
ceramic complexes, therefore, heavy reliance had to be placed on

comparative data from other sites in the region.

Fortunately, several

detailed ceramic studies were available including Robles's (1980)
analysis of the ceramics from Coba, which provided much valuable
information.

Ball's (1978) report on the ceramics of the

Yucatan-Campeche coasts was also very helpful in terms of presenting a
preliminary chronological outline for the coastal area.
In general, the type-variety system of analysis proved to be a
useful tool, although its descriptive format was somewhat cumbersome
and redundant when dealing with very simple types or very small
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samples.

The approach offers some useful guidance on what constitutes

a "type" and provides a systematic way to describe the significant
paste, surface, and form characteristics that distinguish one type
from another.

One troublesome aspect of this phase of the analysis

involved the large number of sherds which could not be classified; it
seemed. however, that a point of diminishing returns was definitely
reached with these materials. and they remain "unidentified" in the
sherd counts (Appendix B).
The ceramic complexes defined seem to summarize the ceramic
data fairly well and generally make sense in terms of what is known of
adjacent areas.

The amount of Classic material on the island was

somewhat surprising, as was the amount. though still quite small, of
Sotuta Sphere ceramics.

The Early Postclassic remains a frustrating

period ceramically since its most abundant types are also present in
earlier or later complexes.

The chronological placement and

significance of the Buena Vista Subcomplex are obscured by a number of
questions that were not satisfactorily resolved and will have to await
further investigation.

Nevertheless, it is hoped the

classification/description objective of the study was reasonably well
met and will provide a basic ceramic framework for future testing and
refinement.

No doubt many errors and oversights will be identified

and corrected along the way,
The second objective of the study involved the interpretation
of the ceramic data to further clarify Cozumel' s prehistory.

The work
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conducted by Sanders (1960) had indicated considerable time depth for

the island, in contrast to a number of other east coast sites.

The

present study confirms Sanders's preliminary findings and provides a

somewhat more detailed outline of Conzurnel's cultural development and
relationships (see Chapter 11).
Some degree of trade by sea can be suggested from Late

Preclassic times onward, with a possible period of relative isolation
in the Middle-Late Classic when Coba may have monopolized the region'
trade resources via overland trade routes.

5

The appearance and

dominance of Cehpech Sphere ceramics in the Terminal Classic is viewed

as a reflection of the expansion of Cabals sphere of influence to the
east coast.

In the Early Postclassic, the presence of Sotuta Sphere

ceramics may suggest an attempt by Chichen-Itza to establish a trade
outpost on the eastern periphery of the Coba realm, thereby further
jeopardizing Coba l s perhaps already precarious economic position in
the region (see Andrews 1980:291-291 for a brief discussion of
possible Coba-Chichen Itza relationships in the Early Postclassic).
Cozumel seems to have continued to flourish following the collapse of
Chichen Itza, perhaps, in part, taking advantage of its status as a
Toltec outpost to establish itself as an important pilgrimage and
commercial center in the Late Postclassic.
The above findings and interpretations for the Postclassic
period generally support some of the assumptions inherent in the
Cozumel Archaeological Project I s research design, for example the
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assumption that Cazumel was in fact involved in long-distance trade in

the Early Postclassic; however, the evaluation of the port of trade
model itself, the final objective of the study, met with only limited
success.

No clear evidence was encountered to support the presence of

diverse foreign groups (trade enclaves) on the island in the Early
Postclassic, other than a possible Chichen Itza presence.

Along more

indirect lines, whiTe an increase in similarity between sites and
increased homogeneity in ceramic materials in Late Postclassic times

were demonstrated (Chapter 12), results for the Early Postclassic
remain inconclusive.

This is due primarily to the lack of clearly

defined ceramic samples from this time period and the inconsistent
results obtained from the samples that were used.
In the end, although the ceramic data, as analyzed in this
study~

do not provide strong support for the formal port-of-trade

model, they do suggest a shift from a possible trade outpost in the
Early Postclassic to a more centralized Late Postclassic
religious/commercial center.

This is, I think, a positive

contribution toward our eventual understanding of CozumeT's place in
Postclassic 14aya developments in the northeast region of the peninsula.
In conclusion, it is hoped that this study will be of
assistance to archaeologists werking on the east coast and in adjacent
areas and that it will provide a useful body of comparative data for
ongoing ceramic research in the region.

In addition, much remains to

be learned from the Cozumel ceramic collection, and it is hoped that
future studies by other researchers, particularly more detailed paste
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composition analyses and comparative investigations, will be able to
further clarify the island's archaeological recoid and cultural
significance.

APPENDIX A
ILLUSTRATIONS OF CERAMIC TYPES AND FORMS
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k
Figure A.l

Prec 1ass ic uns 1ipped and monochrome types. ~-j,
Chancenote Striated: Variety Unspecified; k, tarbial
Red: Variety Unspecified; 1, Sierra Red: Variety
Unspecified; m-o, San Antonl0 Golden Brown: Variety
Unspecified; £-!, Unspecified Red. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.2

Preclassic dichrorne and incised types.

a-c, Shangurro

Red-an-orange: Varieties Unspecified; d-;- ralamar
Black-aver-buff: Calamar Variety; e,f"; Undesignated
Red-an-cream; .9.-i, Unspecified dichrome; j, Chanquetes

Incised:

Chanquetes Variety.

(Half-scale)
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a

1/
Figure A.3

Unspecified Incised and Huachinango Group forms. a,
Unspecified Red Incised; b,c~ Unspecified Cream Incised;

d-h, Huach inango Inc i sed-d ;ch"ome:
THalf-scale)

Huach inango Variety.
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))

Figure A.4

b

Huachinango and Unspecified Incised-dichrome types.
a-e, Huachinango Incised-dichrome: Huachinango Variety;
Unspecified Incised-dichrome. (Half-scale)

I-l.
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Figure A.S

r

Ear ly Class ic uns 1ipvpe~ r estr1(" ~!~~_~~~~ e orms .
Unslipped: Becoob ane t y.

Saban
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Figure A.6

Early Classic monochromes and Dos Arroyos Group
polychromes. a,b, Cetelac Fibre-temper: Cetelac
Variety; c, Unspecified Red; d,e, Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome: Variety Unspecifl'ea. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.7

p~~

Titue Group polychromes. a-f, Titue Orange Polychrome:
Titue Variety; 1-.9., Titue 'Orange Polychrome: Camichin
Variety.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.S
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J

Tituc Group and Unspecified polychromes. a-e, Tituc
Orange Polychrome: Bandas Variety; f-l, Tituc Orange

Polychrome:
Polychrome.

Variety Unspecified; m,IJnspecified Orange
(Half-scale)
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Classic unslipped types. a-d, Norte
Norte Variety; ~-£.' Expedic10n Striated:
(Half-scale)

Expedlclon Variety.
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Middle-Late Classic unslipped types (continued)·,
Expedicion Striated: Expedicion Variety. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.l1

Middle-Late Classic monochrome and dichrome types. ~'.£'
Arena Red: Arena Variety • .f-i. Unspecified Black; 1,
Unspecified Black-an-red; ~, Unspecified Red-an-orange.
(Half-scale)
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Figure A.12

Janan Orange Polychrome: Janan Variety, tripod dish.
(Drawing by Douglas ~lell;s, reduced by approximately 40%)
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Figure A.13

Chumul Group poTychromes.

a-f. Janan Orange Polychrome:
Janan VarietYi .9,-1, Chumul "O'range Polychrome: CilumuT
Variety. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.14

Various Middle-late Classic Polychromes. a, Janan Orange
Polychrome: Variety Unspecified; b,c, Saxche Group; d,
Petkanche Group; a, Juleki Group; r,-Ca!deritas Group;
.,9.,.l!.. Ascorra Group; 1,..4., Saxche Group; !, Unspecified
Orange Polychrome; 1 ~ Unspecified Buff Polychrome; m,
Unspecified Cream Polychrome. (Half-scale)
-
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Figure A.15

Unspecified Black Incised, bowl and jar forms.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.16

Unspecified Black Incised, bow1. (Drawing by Douglas
t1e 11; s, reduced by approximate ly 40%)
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Figure A.17

Vista Alegre Striated:
bowl forms.

Vista Alegre Variety, restricted

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.18

I

~

Vista Alegre Striated: Vista Alegre Variety, restricted
bowl and jar forms. (Half-scale)
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a

Figure A.19

Muna Group, tripod dishes.

a-i, MUna Slate:

Variety; j, Sacalum Black-on-:-sTate:

(Half-scaTe)

!1una

Sacalum Variety.
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Figure A.2D

Sacalum Black-an-slate:

Sacalulm Variety, tripod dish.

(Drawing by Douglas t~ellis, reduced by approximately 40%)
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Figure A.21

Churnayel Red-an-slate: Chumayel Variety, tripod dish.
(Drawing by Douglas Mellis, reduced by approximately 40%)
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Figure A.22 Muna Group, impressed, a~plviquei'ta~d f CO~~~:~~~m types.

a e Akil Impressed:

Ak11

ar e y, -'

T

131i~k-on-slate:
Impresdsed V~r~e:y~ s.un~~~i~~:ted
Red-an-sTate: Impresse vane y, _,
Appl ique.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.23

$calurn Black-on slate: Impressed Variety, tripod dish.
(Drawing by Doug 1as t4e 11 is, reduced by approx irnatey 40%)
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Figure A.24

Churnayel Red-an-slate: Impressed Variety, tripod dish.
(Drawing by Doug 1as r~e 11 is, reduced by approx imate ly 40%)
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Figure A.25

~

Muna Slate: Muna Variety, dish, bowl, and basin forms.
(a, drawing by Douglas Mellis, reduced by approximately

4'0'%; remainer

half~scale)
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a

Figure A.26

t4una Group, decorated basins. a,b,f, Sacalurn
Black-an-slate: Sacalum Variety;-c-;d, Chumayel
Red-an-slate: Chumayel Variety. THalf-scale)
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Figure A.27

a

h

Tieu] Thin Slate: Xelha Variety, cylindrical and
cylindrical tripod vases. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.28

I~~~~: Gr~~)ha b~~~~e~~~ ~~C~~~d I~~~~~d: Ya;;!i~Ul

Thin
Unspecified; ;-1, Tab; "G'ouged-;ncised: Huyil Variety.
(1, drawing by Douglas Mellis, reduced by approximately
40%; remainder, half-scale)
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Figure A.29 Teabo, ChablekaT, and Unspecified Cream Impressed types.
at Teabo Red: Teabo Variety; b, Tinaja Red: Variety
Unspecified; c Chablekal Gray:- Chablekal Variety; d,e,
Chicxulub Incised: Chicxulub Variety; f-k, UnspeCIT1e'd
Cream Impressed. (Half-scale)
--
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Figure A.30

Vista Alegre Striated: Chen Rio Variety, restricted bowl
and jar forms. (Half-scale)
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b
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Figure A.31

Vista Alegre Striated:

Chen Rio Variety, bulbous neck
jar and restricted bowl base. (Half-scale)
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b

Figure A.32

Dzitas Group, jars. !-..9" j, Dzitas Slate: Dzitas
Variety; h,i, Balantun BlaCk-an-slate: Balantun

Variety. -(Ha1f-scale)
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Figure A.33

Dzitas Group, jars and basins.

a-i, Dzitas Slate:

Dzitas Variety; j, Balantun BlacK-on-slat~: Balantun
Variety; k, Chumayel Red-an-slate: Chumayel Variety;
Chacmay Incised:

Groove-incised Variety.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.34

b

d

Dzitas Group, bowls.

a-o,,9,-t.v-y, Dzitas Slate: Dzitas
Salam Canche

Variety; £., Balam Cancne-Rea-on-slate:
Variety; u,z, Balantun Black-an-slate:
Variety. -(Half-scale)

Balantun
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Figure A.35

Dzitas Group grater bowls and Dzibiac Group forms.
Timak Composite: Timak Variety; h-v, Dzibiac Red:
Dzibiac Variety. (Ha If-sGale)
--
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Figure A.36

5
Dzibiac and Silho Group types.

a~.9..

Dz;biac Red:

Ozibiac Variety; h, Chan Korn BlaCk-an-red:
Vareity; i, j, Xuku Incised:

Chan Korn

Xuku Variety; k,l, Holtun

Gouged-incised: Cream Slip Variety; m-s. sfTho Orange:
Silho Variety. (Half-scale)
--
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Figure A.37 SiTho Group, monochrome and painted types. a-1, Silho
Orange: SiTho VarietYi .!!!.-..9., Yaltan Black.-on-=orange:
Yalton Variety. (Half-scaTel
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Figure A.38

Silho Group, painted types.

Black-on-orange:
Red-an-orange.

a-j, Yaltan

Yaltan Variety; k-m, Unspecified

(Half-scale)

--
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Figure A.39

Silho Group, incised and composite types. a-d, Cumpich
Incised: Cumpich Variety; e,f, Cumpich Inclsed: Black
Paint Variety; ..9.,!!. Poboc Gouged-incised: Poboc Variety;
i, Poboc Gougea-incised: Cream Slip Variety; j,k,
Ki1 ikan Compos ite: Ki1 ikan Variety. (Ha If -scale)
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Figure A.40 S11ho Group, composite and modeled types.

a-e, Kilikan

Composite: Kilikan Variety; f, Kilikan Composite:
Slip Variety; ,g"h, Kilikan Coiiposite: Cream Slip
Variety; ; ,j, NuTikin; Mode'led: Nunkin; Variety.
{Half-scaTeT

Black
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Figur. A.41

Unspecified Fine Orange and Plumbate types. a,
Unspecified Gouged-incised; kt Tohil Plumbate: Toh11
Variety; c-e, Tumbador Incised:

Tumbador Variety; f,

:~~:~~d~ "G:~!~~~~~~~ v:~~~~~~r t~~~;~;~ar~) r~alacatan-
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Figure A.42

Inseguro Striated: Inseguro Variety, restricted bowl
forms. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.43

Inseguro and Sornbra Group forms.
a-e, Inseguro
Straited: Inseguro Variety; f-i, Samora UnsTipped:
Sombra Variety. (Half-scalej--
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Figure A.44 Sombra Unslipped:
(Half-scale)
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Sombra Variety, basin and bowl forms.
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Figure A.45

Sombra Unslipped: Scmbra Variety, tripod bowl and
restricted bowl forms. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.47

Piste Striated:
(Half-scale)

Variety Unspecified, jar forms.
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Figure A.48

Piste Striated:

Variety Unspecified and Xcanchakan

Black-an-cream jar forms. a-1, Piste Striated: Variety
Unspecified; m-o, Xcanchakan Black-an-cream: Xcanchakan
Variety. (HaTf::scale)
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Figure A.49

Xcanchkan Black-an-cream: Xcanchakan Variety,
narrow-mouth jar forms. (Half-scaTe)

k
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Figure A.SO

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

Xcanchakan Variety,

narrow-mouth jar forms (continued).

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.51

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:

wide-mouth jar forms.

Xcanchakan Variety,

(Half-sea le)
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Figure A 52

Xcanchatan Black-an-cream: Xcanchakan Variety.
wide-mouth jar. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.53

Xcanchakan Black-on-cream: Xcanchakan Variety, low-neck,
wide-mouth and parenthesis rim jar forms. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.54 Xcanchakan Black-on-cream:
(Half-scale)

Xcanchakan Variety, basins.
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Figure A.55
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Xcanchakan

Black~on-cream:

and flaring bowl forms.

J

k

Xcanchakan Variety, tripod

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.56

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream: Xcanchakan Variety, flaring,
round-sided, and restricted bowl forms. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.S7

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream, dish, minature jar, ladle and

grater bowl forms. a-c, Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:
Xcanchakan Variety; d-e, Xcanchakan Black-an-cream:
Sharp-incised Variety.- (Half-scale)
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Figure A.58

Xcanchakan Black-an-cream, incised and modeled forms.
a-h, Xcanchakan B1ack-on-cream: Sharp- inc i sed Variety;
"1,-Xcanchakan Black-an-cream: Groove-incised Variety; j,
Undesignated Black-an-cream modeled. (Half-scale)
-
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Figure A.59
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Navula Unslipped:
(Ha 1f-sca 10)
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Tulum Variety, wide-mouth jar forms.
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Figure A.GO

Navula and Ciega Group types. a-i, Navula Unslipped:
Tululm Variety; j,k, Yacman Strlated: Variety
Unspecified; 1 ,m-; "C"iega Unslipped: Ciega Variety.
(Ha 1f-sca 1e) - -
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Figure A.61

Payil Red:

(Half-scale)

Payil Variety, tripod bowl forms.
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Figure A.62

Payil Red: Payil Variety, tripod bowls. (Drawings by
Douglas Mellis, reduced by approximately 40%)
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Figure A.63 Payil Red:

Payil Variety. jar forms.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.64
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Payil Group, miniature vase and incised forms.

Red: Payil Variety; b-j, Palrnul Incised:
Variety. (Half-scaleT-

a, Payil

PalmuT
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Figure A.65 Palmul Incised:
(Half-scale)

Palmul Variety, various forms.
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Figure A.66

n

f·lama Red:

Variety Unspecified, jar forms.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.57

Mama Red: Variety Unspecified, tripod jar. (Drawing by
Douglas Mellis, reduced by approximately 40%)
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Figure A.68

\j

Mama Group and Cedral Group forms.

a·j, !4ama Red:

Variety Unspecified; Pustunich InciSea:
Variety; -'!!' Cedral Red: Cedral Variety.

Pustunich
(Half-scale)
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Figure A.69

Caleta Incised:

Caleta Variety, jar forms.

(Half-scale)
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Figure A.70

Matillas Group, monochrome and painted types.
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Black-an-orange: Variety Unspecifiea: s,t, Unspecified
Orange. (Half-scale)
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Figure A.71

t4atillas Group, incised types and thin-walled bowls.
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Orange:

Matillas Variety.

(Half-scale)
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APPENDIX B
CERAMIC GROUP TOTALS

453
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Table B.l.

Ceramic group totals, all sites.

Ceramic Group
Historic
Cedra 1
Ciega
Matillas
Mama
Payil

Navula

Unidentified Fine Orange
Kukula
Sisal
Silho
Tohil
Dzitas
Dzibiac
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Unspecified (Miramar 2)
Unspecified Slate
MUna
Ticul
Teabo
Tinaja

Tota 1
99
366
371
144
2,207
4,603
6,849
958
7,397
7,742
752
12
1,696
399
592
3

105
2,052
1,365

7
I

Unspecified (Miramar 1)
226
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 5,691
164
Unspecified (CeTerain)
4,425
Inseguro
2,359
Sombra
10
Arena
163
Chumul
12
Saxche
Petkanche

Juleki
Ascorra
Saban (Norte)
Expedicion
Cetelac
Un ident ified Po lycrhome

Dos Arroyos
Tituc
Unspecified (Morena)

Saban (Beeoob)

9
7

2
416
11,963
488
908
7

158
2
12,078

Ceramic Group
Sierra
Caribal
San Felipe
Shangurro
Percebes
Huachinango

Total

2
4
19
7
4
359

Unspecified (PaTancar)
32
Saban (Chaneenote)
5,084
Censer (effi9Y)
911
Censer (app I i que)
799
Censer (indeteminate) 7,605
TOTAL:
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Table B.2.

Ceramic group totals, Aguada Grande, Zuuk,
and Chen Cedra 1.

Aguada Grande, C-27

Total

Payil
Navula

36
183
Unidentified Fine Orange
8
Kukula
22
Silho
27
Dzitas
44
Dzibiac
117
Unidentified Slate
4
Chabale~.l
1
Ticul
57
Muna
24
Teaho
7
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre 23
Unspecified 81ack
44
Expedicion
4
Cetalac
34
Unidentified Polychrome
344
Tituc
44
Saban (Becoob)
464
24
Huachinango
Saban (Chancenote)
47
Censer (effigy)
104

Censer (applique
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified
TOTAL:

8

286

hill
2,967

Zuuk, C-31

Total

Matill..
Payil
Unidentified Fine Orange
Kukula
Sisal
Dzitas

2
18
1
37
8
13

Dz1biac
1
Tieul
3
Muna
8
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre)
4
Saban (Becoob)
3
Censer (effigy)
6
Censer (applique)
7
Censer (indeterminate)
55
Unidentified
294
TOTAL

Chen Cedral, C23*
Kukula
Silho
Tohil

Total
2
2
1
5

Dzitas
Unident ified

1.
TOTAL

*Bass Missing

430

11

45"
Table B.3.

Ceramic group totals, La Expedicion.

C-25, Complex I

Total

C-25, Complex II

Mama
Payil

5
31

1
9
5
190
66
Navula
28
Unidentified Fine Orange
62B
Kukula
4B3
Sisal
35
Silho
2
Tohil
55
Dzitas
1
Dzibiac
38
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
3
Unidentified Slate
13
Tieul
,~ufia
23
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 168
Sombra
48
Chumul
2
Saban (Norte)
47
Expedicion
704
Unspecified (CeTerain)
3
Cetelac
2B
Unidentified Polychrome
10
Saban (Becoob)
5
Censer (effigy)
7
Censer (applique)
17
Censer (indeterminate
153

Navula

6

Unidentified Fine Orange
5
Kukula
78
Sisal
4
Silho
3
Dzitas
61
Dzibiac
14
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
33
Unidentified Slate
4
Ticul
6
MUna
33
Chablekal
1
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 87
Sombra
15
Inseguro
5
Chumul
22
Saban (Norte)
43
Exped ician
833
Cetelac
35
Unidentified Polychrome
24

Tituc
Saban (Becoob)
Censor (effigy)
Censor (applique)

Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

2
4
27
27

225
~

Matillas
f4ama
Payil

Unidentified
TOTAL:

Total

Historic

2,317

2,695
TOTAL

5,OB9
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Table B.3.

Ceramic group totals, La Expedicion--Continued.

C-25, Complex IV-VI
Ciega

Total
109

Matillas

8

Mama
Payil

229
220

Navula

158

Unidentified Fine Orange
Kukula
Sisal
Silho
Dzitas

22
282
133
14
12
Dzibiac
3
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
10
Ticul
7
Muna
18
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 58

Sombra
Unspecified (CeTera;n)

12
4

Chumul
Saban (Norte)

13
16

Expedicion

297

Cetelac
Unidentified Polychrome
Tituc
Saban (Beeoob)
Huachi nanga
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL:

6
17

3
6
1
2
4
87

J....§2l
3,422

C-2S, Operation 42

Mati11as
Payil
Kukula

Sisal
Silho

Total

2
4
11

1
5

Dzitas
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Tieul

82
234
136
r~una
158
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 626
Sombra
319

Inseguro
Unspecified (CeTerain)

5
53

Chumul
Saban (Norte)

94
70

Arena

Expedicion

3

1,825

Cetelae

54

Unidentified Polychrome

23

Saban (Beeeob)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified
TOTAL:

7
9

Ll.§Q
5,061
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Table B.3.

Ceramic group totals, La Expedic;on--Continued.

C-25, Other

Total

Mati11as
~1ama

Payi1
NavuTa
Unidentified Fine Orange
Kuku1a
Sisal
Si1ho
Dzitas

Dzibiac

- 1
63
148
161
35
97
48
1
3

1

Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Muna

1
13

Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 34

Sambra

4

Chumu1
Saban (Norte)

Expedicion

4
1

30

Cetelac

G

Unidentified Polychrome
Tituc

6
1

Saban (Becoob)

2
2
2

Saban (Chancenote)

Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)

Ce nser (; ndeterm; nate)
Unidentified
TOTAL:

11
42
~

1,320
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Table 8.4.

Ceramic group totals, San Gervasio

C-22, Group I

Historic

Total

1

Ciega

31

I~atillas

6
50
65
22
4

Mama

Payi1
Navu1a
Unidentified Fine Orange
Kuku1a
Sisal
Silho
Dzitas

Dzibiac

77
2
2
17

1

Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
4
Chab1eka1
1
Ticul
1
Muna
6
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 3
InseguTo
12
Saban (Norte)
2
Expedicion
117
Unidentified Polychrome
12
Saban (Becoob)
B
Unspecified (Palancar)
1
Censer (effigy)
131
Censer (applique)
132
Censer (indeterminate)
490
Unidentified
L..Q1.§.

C-22, Group II

1

5
449

Pay,l

Si1ho

376
340
142
307
214
G

Dzitas

55

Navula
Unidentified Fine Orange

Kukula
Sisal
Unidentified Slate
Ticul

1

f~una

Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre)
Inseguro

Chumul

1
7
15
2
1

Saban (Norte)
Expedicion

Cctelac

2

49B
3

Unidentified Polychrome

Tituc
Saban (Becoob)
Huachinango
Saban (Chancenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indeterminate)

Unidentified
TOTAL:

Total

Historic
Matillas
Mama

2,214
TOTAL:

10
4
14
2
14
32
17
1,652
~
6,163
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Table B.4.

Ce:"amic group totals, San Gervasio--Continued.

C-22, Group III

Tota 1

C-22, Group IV

Total

---------------------------------

Matillas
14
Mama
526
Payil
888
NavuTa
1,365
Unidentified Fine Orange
93
Kukula
1,406
Sisal
96
Silho
32
Dzitas
23
Dzibiac
1
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
3
Unspecified (Miramar 2)
1
Tieu1
1
MUna
14
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 52

Sombra
Inseguro
Saban (Norte)
Expedicion

1
1
4
73

Payi1
Navula
Kuku1a
Silho
Dzitas
Dzibiac
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Unidentified STate
Tieu1
Muna

8
2
75
451
293
88
145
13
816
1,474

Tinaja
1
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 3,687

Unspecified (Cream Applique) 226
Sombra
3
Unspecified (CeTerain)
Saxche

Ascorra
Saban (Norte)

Expedicion
Cetelae

16
1

1
4

65
26

Unidentified Polychrome
Saban (Beeoob)

2
8

Unidentified Polychrome

102

Huachinango

2

Dos Arroyos

1
10
404

Saban (Chancenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

6
93
42
671
~

Titue
Saban (B.eoob)

Sierra
San Felipe
Percebes

Huachinago
TOTAL:

7,196

Unspecified (Palancar)
Saban (Chaneenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL:

2
5
1

68
18
1,454
3
143
440
~

11,656
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Table B.4.

Ceramic group totals, San Gervasio--Continued.

C-22, Housemound
Historic
Matillas
Mama

Total
7
9
408

Payil
902
Navula
3,000
Unidentified Fine Orange
241
Kukula
946
Sisal
3,392
Silho
31
Tohil
3
Ozitas
72

Dzibiac

15

Ticul

4

r~una

2

Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 15

Sombra

10

Inseguro

Chumul
Saban (Norte)
Expedicion
Cetelac
Unidentified Polychrome
Saban (Becoob)
Huach i nanga
Saban (Chancenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Ce nser (i ndetermi nate)
Unidentified

9

4
1
655
10
51
9
1
48
23
14

640
3,355

C-22, Group VI

Payil
Navula
Kukula
Silho
Tohil
Dzitas

13,879

31
11
1
9
2

375
85
75
71
269
142
Muna
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 679

Dzihiac

Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Unidentified Slate
Ticul

Sombra
Unspecified (CeTerain)
Arena
Chumul
Saxe he
Petkanche
Juleki
Saban (Norte)

Exp£:dicion
Cetelac

Unidentified Polychrome
Dos Arroyos
Titue
Saban (Becoob)

Unspecified (Morena)

Cariba 1
San Felipe

Shangurro

TOTAL:

Total

Percebes
Huachinango
Unspecified (Palacar)
Saban (Chancenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified
TOTAL:

3

27
3
8
7
9
7
56
3,681
255
195
6
44
10,853

2
4
13
6
3

232
5
3,374
343
116

246
2,434

23,682
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Table 8.4.

Ceramic group totals, San Gervasio-.. Continued.

C-22. Group VII

Total

Ciega
Matillas
Mama
Payil
Navula
Unidentified Fine Orange
Kukula
Sisal
Silho
Dzitas
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Ticul

198
59
376
394
613
147
192
18
11
9
1
9

Muna

16

Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 35
Sombra
1
5
Unspecified (Celerain)
Arena
2
Chumul
9
Saxche
3
Saban (Norte)
10
Expedicion
1,306
Cetelac
4
Unidentified Polychrome
41
Tituc
37
Saban (Becoob)
219
Huachinango
20
Saban (Chancenote)
12
Unspecified (Palancar)
2
Censer (effigy)
65
Censer (applique)
69
Censer (indeterminate)
989
Unidentified
1.288
TOTAL:
"6";'1W

C-22. Other
NavuTa

Kukula
Unidentified

Total

463

Table B.S.

Ceramic group totals, Buena Vista and El Cedral.

Buenavista, C-18

Total

Historic
Mati11as
14ama
Payil
Navula

3
10
18
949
565

El Cedral, C-15
Cedra 1
Mama

Total

366
B

Unidentified Fine Orange 151

Unidentified Fine Orange

18
26
8
13

Kukula
Sisal
Silho
Ozitas

~R~

%

Ticul
24
Muna
25
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 6

2,987
3,137
75
483

Payil
Navula
Kukula

Dzibiac

53

Unspecified (CeTerain)

1

Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
Unidenteified Slate
Ticul
MUna
Vista Alegre
(Vista Alegre)

12
3
18
36

Cetelac
Tituc
Saban (Becoob)
Huachinango

1
1
5
1

140
Sombra
1,955
Inseguro
4,391
Unspecified (Celerain)
11
~eM
1
Chumul
6
Saxche

1

Ascorra

1

Saban (Norte)

9

Expedicion

1,771

Cetelac

19

Unidentified Polychrome

46
9

Tituc
Saban (Secoob)
Huachinango

10
1
1
1

Saban (Chancenote)

58

San Felipe
Shangurro

Censer (effigy)
13
Censer (appl ique)
98
Censer (indeterminate) 1,211
Unidentified
9,075
TOTAL:

27,328

Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified
TOTAL:

5
4
23
~

1,221
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Table B.6.

Ceramic group totals, San Miguel, Eleven Mounds,

E1 Cactus, and Cinco Puertos.

San Miguel, C-13

Total

82
33
MatiTlas
19
78
Mama
Pay;l
326
Navula
322
Unidentified Fine Orange
73
230
Kukula
Sisal
204
41
Silho
Tohil
2
45
Dzitas
Dzibiac
8
Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)
34
Unspecified (Miramar 2)
2
Unidentified Slate
6
Chablekal
1
lieu1
7
Muna
42
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre) 55
Arena
1
Chumul
3
Saban (Norte)
152
Expedicion
104

Historic
Ciega

Cetelacc
Unidentified Polychrome
Tituc
Saban (Becoob)
Huachinango
Saban (Chancenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (applique)
Censer (indetermi nate)
Unidentified

Eleven Mounds, C-14
Kukula
Sisal
Silho
Huach i nanga
Saban (Chancenote)
Censer (effigy)
Censer (i ndetermi nate)
Unidentified
TOTAL:
E1 Cactus, C-9

5,376

>,

2

~

Total

1

8
1
Silho
5
Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre)
1
Censer (effigy)
22
Censer (applique)
11
Censer (indeterminate)
34
Unidentified
~
TOTAL:

87

Cinco Puertos, C-2
paY11

Total

Plumbate
Dzitas

1
1
35
__
2

Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL:
TOTAL:

1
2
1
5
61

113

HlstorlC
Navula
Kukula

7
25
2
61
2
8
28
63
213
3,097

Total

4

43
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Table B.7.

Ceramic group totals, Punta Chiclero, Punta Morena,
AT Kanab, Santo Thomas, El Faro, Dos Cocos, and Vista
del Mar.

PUnta Chiclero, C-12
Dzitas
Ce nser (eff i gy)
Censer (applique)

Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL:

Punta Morena, C-3

Total

11
1
2
47

---2

Total

1
2
Ticul
3
Muna
6
Vista AlEgre (Vista Alegre) 1
Censer [effigy)
1
Censer [app 1ique)
14
Censer (i ndeterminate)
34
Unidentified
26

AT Kanab, C-30

Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL:

Total

His·coric

3

MUna

5

Unidentified

.2
TOTAL:

13

64

Kukula
Dzitas

TOTAL:

Santo Thomas, C-24

88
Total

5

-2
10

El Faro, C-21

Total

Vista Alegre [Vista Alegre)
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL:
Dos Cocos, C-4

2
16
5

23"
Total

-.!.

Unidentified

TOTAL:

Vista del Mar, C-29
Censer (effigy)
TOTAL:

Total

.1.
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Table C.l.

Ceramic group totals, Operation 42, La Expedicion.

Ceramic Group

Surface

L.I

L.ll

L.llI

Matillas
Payil
Kukula

Sisal
Silho

Dzitas

16

59

Vista Alegre (Chen Rio)

23

149

62

Tieu1

92

29

Muna

89

62

Vista Alegre
(Vista Alegre)

30

343

233

Sombra

14

203

102

24

25

2B

66

Inseguro
Unspecified (Celerain)

Arena
Chumul
Saba n (Norte)

21

44

Expedicion

64

612

1,09B

17

33

Cetelac

Unidentified Polychrome

16

51
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Table C.I--Continue,&.

Ceramic Group

Surface

L.!

L.1I

L.1I1

Saban (Becoob)

Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

100

567

650

33

TOTAL

258

2,244

2,488

103

Concentration of sherds forming bed for cache associated with small
altar. 2m. x 2m. square. Surface, 0-10 em.; Level I, 10-40; Level
II, 40-60 em.; level III, 60 crn.-bedrock.
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Table C.2.

Ceramic group totals, Operation 89, Provenience IB,

Buena Vista.
II

Ceramic Group

III IV

V

VII VIII IX

Payil

Navula
Unident. Fine Orange
Kukula

72

Sisal

14

17

12

Silho

Dzitas

Dzibiac

Inseguro

78

Sombra

72

29

11

Muna

Unident. Polychrome
Unidentified

33

31

28

48

16

41

TOTAL

46

62

51

86 211

33

84

11

Test unit in early platform later buried by rubble platform. 1 m. x 1
m. square. Level I, 0-40 em.; level II, 40-65 em.; L. III, 65-85

em.; Level IV, 85-100 em.; Level V, 100-120 cm .. ; Level VI, 120-140
(missing); Level VII, 140-150 em.; Level VIII, 150-170 em.; Level IX,
170-190 em.; Level X, 190 crn.-bedrock.
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Table C.3.

Ceramic group totals, Operation 100, Buena Vista.

Ceramic Group

Surface

L.!

L.II

L.III

14

Payil
Kukula

81

136

1,312

396

Sisal

47

89

1,550

394

Silho

45

19

Dzitas

45

24

Dzibiac
Tieul
Puue

Vista Alegre
(Vista Alegre)

Inseguro
Sombra
Saban (Seeoob)
Saban (Chaneenote)

Censer (I "determinate)
Unidentified
TOTAL

41
48

89

962

205

104

335

3,986

1,051

Unsealed midden deposit on rubble platform complex. 2 m. x 2 m.
square. Level I, 0-10 em.; level II, 20-25 em.; level III, 35-75 em.
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Table C.4.

Ceramic group totals, Operatons 154, San Gervasio,
Group III.

Ceramic Group

II

III

IV

VI

Matillas

Mama

95

77

36

13

Payil

38

45

65

75

77

148

99

128

159

80

82

132

122

107

109

22

24

21

Navula

18

Unidentified Fine Orange

Kukula

26

Sisal
Silho

Dzitas
Tieul
Vista Alegre (Vista A1egra)

Saban (Norte)
Expedicion
Saban (Becoob)

13

Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

Total

69

51

55

61

60

38

437

415

413

427

395

121

Unsealed midden deposit in area of perishable structure.

square, exavated in 10 em. levels.

2

ITI.

x2

ITI.
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Table C.5.

Ceramic group totals, Operation 185, San Gervasio,
Group IV.

Ceramic Group

Total

Payil
Navula

Kukula

28

Silho

432

Dzitaa

146

Dzibiac

62

Ticul
MUna

Vista Alegre (Vista Alegre)

12
112

Unidentified Polychrome
Censer (indeterminate)
Unidentified

TOTAL

320
264
1,392

Clearing the inside of Structure C22-33, a small shrine or oratorio.
One Jevel; only 20 ern. of deposit above bedrock. Also included a
concentration of jade celts, obsidian blades, and other artifacts.

APPENDIX 0
RIM ANALYSIS ATTRIBUTE LIST
TYPE

(Ceramic Group!

Column 1

1 - Payil
2 - Kukula

3 .. Muna

4 - Navula
5 - Sisal
6 .. Vista Alegre, Sombra
RIMNO

(Rim Number!

Columns 3-5

1-999 (numbered consecutively within each TYPE!
REGION (Region, later called Zone!

Column 7

1 .. San Gervasio zone

2 - Northeast coast
3 - San Miguel
4 - Southern zone (including Buenavista and El Cedral!
SITE

(Site number! Columns 9, 10

LOTNO

(Lot number! Columns 12-15

Two digit site number

Bag number, (often several bags combined if from
the same provenience; lowest bag number used as
lot number!
OPNO

(Operation number!

Columns 17-19

Operation numbers assigned to excavation unit

501-517 (trench numbers used in 1972 season!
9aO-other
990-surface collection
999-indeterminate
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SUBOP

(Sub-operation number) Columns 21-22
Sub-operation number assigned in field - alphanumeric
(A, B, lA etc.)

LEVEL

(Level) Columns 24, 25

Level number
Assigned in field

aD-surface

gO-other (e.g. mixed levels)
99- i ndetermi nate
SITEA

(Site area)

Column 29

San Gervasio
l-Group I
2-Group II
3-Group III
4-Group IV
5-Housemound
6-Group VI
7-Group VII

La Expedicion
l-Complex I~ II
2-Complex IV-VI

Other sites, no area designations

(Vessel form)

Column 31

l-bowl
3-jar (short neck)

4-jar (medium neck)
5-jar (high neck)

9-jar (indeterminate)
WALLS

(Wall or neck shape)

Column 33

4-concave
5-straight

6-convex
9- indeterminate
WALLF

(Wall or neck form)

Column 35

l-thicker toward rim

2-even thickness
3-thinner toward rim

9-indeterminate
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LIPF

(Lip form)

Columns 37-39

SOl-rounded, tapered

502-flat
503-beve led intaiiol"
504-beveled exterior
50S-tapered interior
50f;-tapered exterior
507-grooved
50S-thickened (rounded, oval, flat)
509-thickened (triangular)
510-thickened (pinched, grooved)

511-thickened (interior)
512-bolster (rounded, oval, fiat)
513-bolster (triangular)
514-bolster, (pinched, grooved)
515-beveled (slightly thickened exterior)
516-beveled (everted, rounded)

517-beveTed
518-beveTed
519-rounded
520-rounded

(everted, triangular)
(sharply everted, even thickne5s)
bevel
bevel (everted)

999-indeterminate

LIP OR

(Lip orientation)

Column 41

l-direct
2-s1ightly everted
3-moderateTy everted
9-indeterminate
INTSTR (Interior surface treatment) Column 43
l-smoothed, slipped
2-smoothed, unslipped
3-roughly smoothed, unslipped
9- i ndetermi nate

DECOR (Decoration)

Columns 47. 48

l-plain
2-grooved

9-daub/trickle and painted design
3D-striated (vertical)
31-striated (horizontal)
32-striated (diagonal)
50-daub/trick le
51-painted design
99-indeterminate
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SCOlOR

~~~~Ci~~i~~~s c~iu~~~s~~l ~~lor
15
29
31
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

-

readings)

pale gray
1 ight green

orangish red
dark gray/brown.

medium brown/tan
medium gray
medium greenish brown
light greenish brown
pale tan

medium reddish brown
57 - pale reddish brown
58 - medium orangish brown
59 - light orangish brown
60 - medium red
61 - yellowish brown
99 - indeterminate
PCOLOR (Paste color) Columns 53, 54

- - (Combinations of Munsell color readings)
15
29
31
50
51
52

-

pale gray
1 ight green

orangish red
dark gray/brown

medium brown/tan
medium gray
53 - medium greenish brown
54 - 1i ght green i sh brown

55 - pale tan

56 - medium reddish brown
57 - pale reddish brown
58 - medium orangish brown
59 - Tight orangish brown
60 - medium red
61 - ye 11 owi sh brown
TEMPER (Temper)

Column 56

1 - crystalline

2 - gray and white angular particles
4 - white powdery particles
8 - white powdery particles mixed with gray particles
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INCLU (Inclusions) Column 58

1-none noted
2-reddish nodules
TEXTUR (Texture) Column 60

2-fine
3-medium
BEVWDT (Bevel width)

Columns, 64, 65

Width in millimeters
99-indeterminate
WALLTH

(Wall thickness) Columns 67, 68

Th ickness in mi 11 imeters
99-indeterminate

WALLOR Wall orientation Columns 70, 71
Wall angle in 15 degree intervals
99-indeterminate
RADIUS Radius Columns 73-75

Rim radius in millimeters
999-indeterminate

LIPTH Lip thickness Columns 77, 78

Thickness in mi 11 imeters
99-indeterminate
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